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PREFACE

name of a machine: It includes a complete sys-
tem of composing-room efficiency based on the

work of the Monotype both as a Composing Machine
and as a Type&.Rule Caster.

Composing-Room Efficiency can be obtained
only by keeping clearly in mind this fact: The

composing-room of a printing plant is a great deal
more than a place in which to operate composing
machines; it is a department maintained to pro-
duce complete pages locked-up in chases ready for
printing, or electrotyping, or stereotyping.

Now, in the production of complete pages, the
work of the hand compositor is quite as essential
as the work of the composing machine operator,
because no composing machine ever devised can

climinate the hand compositor; his work is essen-

tial for making-ready for the chases the machine-
set matter and also for setting by hand the dis-
play matter used with the machine product.

Therefore, 2t is not possible to obtain composing-
room efficiency tf the machinery used in the compos-
ing room fails to provide for the needs of the hand
compositor.

The Monotype is the only composing machine
that recognizes the existence of the hand composi-
lor. It is not built upon the impossible theory
that the compositor can be driven from the print-
ing industry; instead, it provides the means for
increasing his efficiency and making his work highly
profitable to his employer.

¢ | WE word Monotype means much more than the
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The Monotype System

Not only does the Monotyre furnish a product
that the compositor can correct and alter without
the help of the machine operator, but also, since it
is a complete type foundry, it supplies the composi-
tor with all the equipment he requires to work

efficiently—type, space material, rules, leads, and

slugs.
The object of this book is to describe, without

technical detail, the basic principles of the Mono-

TYPE, including its most important mechanisms
and the manner in which the KEYBOARD operator
controls the CastinG MACHINE, to illustrate

graphically the various forms of simple and intri-
cate composition, and to explain the MonotyPE

System of composing-room efficiency; to make
clear these vital points:

First: That the Monotype is the simplest and

fastest composing machine, a machine so free from

mechanical limitations that it handles the most

intricate composition as easily as straight matter.

Second: That the MonotyPE System, by in-

creasing the efficiency of every composing-room
employee, gives a much lower cost for complete
pages than is possible with any other composing
machine.

Third: That the Monotype product is superior
in quality to any other process of composition—
hand or machine.

In short, this book is to supply an explanation
of the Monotype System and a reference book for

use in solving the special problems of different

offices.
We have tried not to sacrifice clearness to

brevity, for our aim has been to make a book that

could be read and not a “work” that must be

studied. Some matter has been repeated to make

each chapter as complete as necessary without

Preface

referring to other chapters. The desirable qualityof brevity will be found in the glossary, wherein the
various MonotyPE terms are defined and reference

made to the paragraphs where these are explained
in detail. We trust that the comprehensive table
of contents willbe helpful to those who use this
book for reference.

We would be ungrateful indeed if we did not
make record of our deep obligation to all students
of the Monotype System, both owners and opera-
tors of machines, whose methods and suggestions
have been included in this book. We may well

say that the Monotype System has been made by
printers for printers; the makers of the Mono-
TYPE claim no credit for the discovery of new proc-

esses; they have but perfected new methods of

using the processes that have stood the test of
time. The printing industry was born when moy-

able types were invented, and as long as quality
and economy count in that great industry movable
types will be used and new applications will be
found for the Monoryre System.

Lon, MiMi Co.
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Comp produceHoste!protected ainst obsolescence fue q514; All TYPE
PAN Rn

me n be app lied to any Monotype, 9515; Only’one oe that
10

i

4alvavethei ieee‘4816;ie pian ‘fhtheCaniscoMa
ed, 517; aneay ttUnit increases to sixty picas lengthLo ine

ane AST ACHINE will delive 518; ;

made when adding Wide t, (519; Display Type Unit prov: vides ie Wepens to make facesmore extended .for casting for the case s zesfourtesainaS neesix-point,9520; Display Type Unit 1 y ah Boldfacealways furnished with Type& RULE CASTER; may also be applied to Standard Mono- :
—

15 fpOee tan to ee with BoldfaceTYPE without affecting efficie work, 9520; Change smade when adding 16Display Type Unit, 7521; Styles T and U Molds for use with Displ. y Type Unit 17 thefeaorefontRICES, 9522; Speed Regulating Unit provides nineteen different
18peeds; ¢ ch: imum speed, 752 ad and Rule
19

SGprovides for casting rules,and leads,both high and low, tie-up slugs and electrotype
20

. facingguards in continuous strips of any 1 ual ad
agBue Unit used with a1

. facing

pet ec also wipPea PONCEES
if e

wtpped

32ed 22
Be ee co REED

eesType Unit. 243 anges made w an Ra e Unit 524; Auto- — f Soest
RUA aT

ee ayn

me CutterUnitautoma:tically cuts leads, rules, and slugs anylength from sixpicas Ay Coce (same as ig 13)
to nty--fiveinin chesas delivered from MoLD,1525;Automatic Cutter Unitcan Be 4 35 er

eae een

culDI PE, 9525; Lengths over 6 ANAIS eYnine automatically stacked; eeiedees:aughtin boxx, 9525; Fourtee: 26 od

YT 19 Finand i en-point Composition Unit,for casting,type as large as eighteen-point in ee

SOEsautomatically justified lines, can be appliedonly to ete.uae d Monorype, 9526; All :

fourteen- and eighteen-poin CHE OSTHONwe CE! oe
”

pointways, 30 at right
of Case are .3” setways, a t left are .2” cea 527; Movements of Matrix

]
Case for fourteen- and eighteen-point composition oo and 4529; Castinc SMe

Re ar AO 00CeaAe ee for

fourteen
and eiighteen-point’Poonaoae4250;oan eheeactarson justified bodies

changes for fourteen-
ore hteen-point composition, 9531; Justifying ‘fourteen-or

Bib ie Went tenant Chroet sce)

9eighteen-point composi ba 532; CASTING MACHINE changes for fourteen- and “KEYVBARS 1eighteen-point c manoeltig; 41533;Description of Stop Rack and Lee NG

4100echanism for fourteen- and eighteen-point composition, 9534 and 9535 ide ALAS Neh

100i. Ss number of words per thousand ems b ) “stretching” the
100face, (0) increasing size of spaces between wor 536; Same MONoTYPE MaTRICES
100

©

used for condensed and

oe composition 4 93T;MONOTYPE composition and
101line-cast composition com: d, 9538 and 4530:The Monotype produces either ~
102kindof cicor esteon at wl (specimens),4541 a nd.1542; Equipment-for Wide Spac-
102ing, 7543,9544, and alue of Wide SpacingUnitee aa matter, 9546;
102Automatic:a peater‘Unitoperatesany Kry on KEYBOARD mec cally at rate of
103ten key: —on quads

aa leadersmore than 2oe enems per hour,
103q547; Sniplicityof.RepeaterUnit,q54 eee ies of Repeater Unit, 7548and
1034/549; Mechanism of Repeater Unit deseribedwere0 9554 inclusive; Repeater
106Unit the same for D aa OD.Keypoarps, 9555; Nineu on ee provides for
109ninety ems travelof Em Rack tasted of sixty-five, 9556; Nin Unit can be
112applied only to D Boarp and

ne
to DD Boarp, 9557; plectrieTinheUnit

De 114vides a light for copy and a light for Justiryinc SCALE,ae £ light serve
also as signal to terminate:wheae ee coe tonsof e

"9914-2 a6 115ee
yy Matrices STC Soma ene ee ite53 . . . . . . .GEOS PARY 54 doubleMatrices:Pe i oo ee aoeThe principal parts of the

ee audee CASTINGMACHINE and the commonly He nae 123used terms for different operatio © heregiven in alphabeticalorder, es sther By 123witha
Geipeenof th

r definiti
58 124graphs of t!

ee oadthe
pie where

e detatiedPgh.
of these ,. os

89 124are given
. Pages ea

;
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CHAPTER XLI always dip metal from bottom of pot, 439; Water- cooledmolds, ladle, and skimmer

Non-
spinon

4439; Care of metal at Castinc Macuine: Don’t skim off oxide,4440; Don’ t
doctor metal, 441; Old gana type

valuable for
ate type for

n-distrib

1377;
cases, 9442... "Pages 183-190

pareneaeeener nes of eee esneeboth casts ee sets matter: First,
t cereteranever out of sorts; Second, wastes no time on distribution; Third, greater CHAPTER aoe

i speed than by picking type from case, 9378; Non-distribution system gives d
i

ate
first two of three advantages of machine operator, 9379; Saving of

ae
&

Operating the Keyboa
istribution, 380; Storage system a reservoirae which eesaetay cs ER Operating with minimum fatigue; importance of using methods approved by most

: prune osit

dra
aty , (381; Type--storage| Boxémade skilful operators; no

moe
reason for beginner using “his own judgment’ than for

hae eae = aig

;

Typ an apprentice elieninethe lay of the careto suit his whims, 443; Always hit the

battBe sarangageee or ee Sent storage,7383;Storage Cabinets same Kry with the same Gude.and save the brain effort of deciding which finger to

LabelsEES b 385;
ining side by side or one on top of the

os ala use, 9445; Chair should be rigid and oe adjustable; the back should support the

EAR EaS ee 6:Di 13885; Leads, rules, anynd slugs,cut to length, kep tap body, 9446; Adjust Krypoarp low enough just to peeclearencefor thighs, 447;

7388
ype, 138 j KEYBOARD should be near as possible to Eetator444 JOLDER has universal

2 CONGR ANLE SIRNE: SHA. GRD NTRte a ‘ . Pages oe adjustments, 9449; Copy should lop9ne slightly on theperpendicular with a

line from the eyes, 9449; W

oresdom
below GuIDE Bar and learn not to depen

ae A
on GuIDE, 9449; Move copy up withsettueand while BeaneJustirvinc Krys with

right pprod
; Not necessary"el

bby
co

vee
for every line of straight Bete

roduct in ee
consi

e
y justifying correctly, 9450; Lines of copy

ComposiTION MOLDS
should be in same plane as horizon ws of Krys, 9451; Test ot position of copy,

G80) Sonia Mor Deeasttyp
inbias stdlineswthie ees eeeeaeneaeoerateee siotlaerebest,4

q452; Adj ustablemp bracket
as:

en : c

n j than hanging t, 94 copy, in eanieeseyes, 9/452;
; POSITION :

naa

(.03” shorter than a eeagaiTavepoint-sizebat audiowened&ane ete Se Gy Se BANEfot Beene inter rnp ce omen lamer pero ee,

Brave, 4390; With Composition Morn, high, or low, 4 a
st upper MOLD sional matter on right side opineBoarp, 9453; For matter requiring frequent use

cast from same ribbon by turning a levee As hs CGnceee
Ss an

spacesmay be of both sides sit nearer middle, 7453; Operating position: Sit comfortably, and

Matrix without cone

rae used to check down stroke of cae Be coee worse aera wee ee “canbe maintained /Prepengueeodeoy 191 197

coe es Mot tocast low spaces or quads, 392; With eleven- and Qe a 453 oo et Pag =

‘

pol OL to cast

high
quads and spaces from MATRICES without

i

:

cone-holes, 9392; ConsounoN Motos for casting ae gas and spaces only, for
CHAPEER XLVI

gees iat makesty ofoverthng,1395, Sours Mowry wih intechanaeae
| ingering

My int-sizes,
j

mport:
run Motps dirty, 4396; Or without oil, | pO5anceofmetaloeoe Sale Boe j Advantagesofthe universal typew roarsKEypoarp, 9454and 9455; its fundamental
lectWaltregulation, 4399; Orstart castinguntil re 400; Or failto test type ee

gee

al ea mise456:Ee eee 46DistribitionereporeenSe x
after changin: OLDs, :

:

ngers and two mbs, uch no air-trigger, iv
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rt smnecessarily,4Bec
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(minimum height of high quad cast by ‘CompositionM
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. ), §405; Or rightand
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:
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| 407
OcK adjustment,
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: Pages Pen SiSon?Preto;Eee the eerSORRDD, 9461; ee net hanneeand
3

ngers, 4/462; he stroke; importance of foll g Kry ottom of its

CHAPTER XLIII a
stroke and completely releasing one Kry before Stinetteae M4463;Strike ate
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j es when Repeater 466
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Mops not adjustable for point-size, 108 ContinuousstripMops work on unique
:

CHAPTER XLVI
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‘

changed by changing Matrices, 9412; RULE MATRICEScan be used Onion point-
Pe, ae Copy

:

size Mop for which designed, 41 ; Same MoLp BLapeE serves for high leads and Imperance
of properly editedcopy, 4468; A composing machine ale up composi-
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mpeeepaid to
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pages, (414; Tie-up slug Motps cast high and low slugs and Geetlokepegaanieis badcopcopy he loses earnsof his speed on good copy, 9469; Cost of editing.copyjnsig-
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fit allotted space, 9472; Copy-

cast, 7417; Don't fail
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ee for
se
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1
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j
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,
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i of stirring; type metal a mechanical mixture of three metals of aif
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‘
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3

nee ales4
the same as the: SwitcH, {4 Lockinc Krys usedto cut out, characters not
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od an

reduired
in both ribbons when dublieating®487; Duplichinedoublejustifiedmatter,

en pouring, 4/488 and 9489; Double justification (withoutduplicating): In setting double
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ER XIHAPT

‘Theee
Mechanism
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cOUntEea justifying spaces, a calculati
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PART I

The Monotype System
CHAPTER I

The Separate Keyboard and CastingMachine
1 The Monotype, two machinesin one, isbothaa type caster

and a composing machine; it is the only machine that delivers

new type in justified lines on

|

ordinaryi lleve:it is the onlysegaical means for producing printing surfaces superior to hand-set

foundry type, the only composing machine that handlestraight
and intricate matter with equal facility. Its product is corrected

and made-up the same

a foundeytype, it forces no changes ineausposing-room metho requires no special rules, saws, or

parapher! alias
it is ile

upen
the principle that theprinter oe

best what eeds, and it giveshim the type he has always used

instead of
“TeomnethiaeHeeas good.”

eiCuee
1

The product as a Composing Machine: ype on the galley in justified lines

with high, or low, quads and spaces as seanwae picture is taken from the end of

the galley on the CASTINGMacHINE and shows the lines as they are delivered.

2 Composition is separated from
eee by the MonoryrE

System quite as distinctly as in the days of
ne {Pe

the type
foundry was separated from the composeinerot the compositor

BOARD gives no more ‘thoughtto type-

making than
ae

the
eee

who sets by hand type bought from

f OARD is as simple, as easy to learn, and as easy

to operate as a operatests TeyY arrangement is the same as any

universal typewriter, and no machine has a lighter or more elastic

touch. The operator presses a KEY and the Boarp makes the per-

forations in the paper ribbon corresponding to the character struck.

zg ler“8 eSoS® Ss ° Zz g & a B ag 5

1



2 The Monotype System | Part I

When his work, or any desired portion of it, is finished, the per-

forated ribbon (Fig.2) is transferred to the Castinc MACHINE.

This is a complete type foundiyi,
which may be used either for mak-

ing type to be set by hand from type-cases, or, when controlled by a

paper ribbon, for casting matter in justifiedlineso any measure up

to forty-two picas (60 with the wide measure attachment applied to

the CasTINc MacHINe), with high, or low, quads and spaces as

desired. Whena paper ribbon is used, the CASTING MACHINE

arrangement of these characters and

the justification of the lines
aepacityas he made them; in short, the rib-

bon eaatrolsthe geen
MAcHINE, just as the paper

roll on a pianola controls

a piano. Thus, although

the KEYBOARD operatorcan

independent; th ay

located together, Tt;

as desired, for any ribbon

will 1 any C

IGURE 2 Macnine at any place or at

cates bonthereonthe any time. A ribbon may be

Spoon, on which this paper is saved and use

woundby the KEYBOARD.

Lu

are ake may be made from the sam Ne

3 e advantagesof this anoncannot be
es

cisi

eqegqesssa
Ss

=

=

af

cenaee This is an age ofspeaalizenons
and the Mono-

TYPE applies eathe composing room this eaneeeae
has nnade

American manufacturing ee Au

Kev! opeENDEdoes not have to be a compositor, a  Ficurr 3
mecianteeae a metallurgistcombined. Removed from The
the fumes and dirt of casting, he gives all his attentionto peda
the work for which

pe)
is best fitted—composition;he gives ‘aster:

no more thought to type casting than if he were writing aereder
toa tstpesfoundrytee sorts. Obvious as are the advan-

tagesot
e Monortvee from the point of view of the KEyBoarD

operator, they are at least as great fomthe casting side. When the

Ca:ee Macateeis controlled by a ribbon, it is fully as automatic

as a web pre: As the ribbon paves)the matter set by the KEy-

BOARD oes r is delivered on ordinary galleys in perfectly justi-
fied lines of new type, with sharp, deancut face and deep counters

+ The ribbon is ‘‘velvet” for tariff shops where the same station list is frequently used on

many different tables.

curs Separate Keyboard and Casting Machine 3

—brand-new type for every job plus the perfection of MonoryrE

justification.
4 Constancy of operation and continuous production are the

results of separating the work of composition from castin:

KXEYBOARD operator, working under the most favorable con nditionSs,

without distractions of any kind, produces more pendbee productthan can be produced by any other process. NG MACHIN

runs continuously, making a type for each rev ainGeecregaraleessof
whether the copy be good or bad, plain or

pee
whether it be

English or German, whether casting in the morning or at nig!
But this constancy of operation does not a with the Cor‘ON{POSING
Macuine, for the Monotype System ee delaysand promotes the

progress of work throughout the entire plan

The simplicity “ofthe Keyboard is okt of especial com-

ment; it has been called ‘“‘a cross between a punch and an addin:

machine’’—certainlyit could not be described more peefly. When

a character Key isdepressed,one (or 2) of its PuncHEs is forced

these perforations are presented t t depressing a Kry does

more than perforate the ribbon: ‘ttxtomatealyregisters the width

to the sum of the width

of the characters previously struck for the line hee set. Thus,
the operator can tell at a glance both the number of ems already set

in the line and the amount required to complete it. After striking
the last eae in the line, a glance at the JustiFvINGSCALE tells

* Among the most

dinpoiant
Monoryrr time-savings are the gollying

(a) Time on corrections: These can be made more quickly, 4% anes by hand at the

case than by any anachine’| The Monotypeis no fice X machinefate muiEe OHA

ys turning out new matter. Composition and
product; never held for corrections,it is alw:

corrections on the samejob go ontogether in a Monoty,

a oftce
(0) Time on setting dpilede matter: Al ick-up for the Monorver office, for the

same ribbon may be recast. as

many
tim

Time on. openwork”: The Rep) rRKeyrepeats any character or,space
on the

ests whilehe works."

Irregulareu eatsare handled as easily as straight matter by
(d) Time on catalog wor!

ournen of “copyfitting.

in justifying cuts in type: By the Monotype method of mounting cuts directly

om theaquaall blo.
locking

of cuts and the consequent difficulty of justifying them in the type

matter is eliminate:

) TimeSe for sorts: The owner of a Monotyrr is his own type founder and makes

“what he wants when

ee
wants it.”

@ Time huntingfor material: Resetting because of short fonts, “picking,” and lackof

spacingmaterialaTeUA pees offices, where /ype is ere so cheaply that y iol
notpay 10 pick up droppedlettersomthe floor, and where continuous leads and rules are auto-

‘matically cast and cut to exact len;

(4) Time in making up BaeosWheSOU me
he measure is broken,

for a1

reason, it is not

necessary
to ack to a 2,for new lines that mus ee

read again. Monotype productfshandledBaca
a

i

handstLobe
etuse onthe:ne with

Which corrections are aaa y MONOTYPE office e job direct from the machine

and save double proofreadin;

@) Timein handling pages:ae up the pages with twelve-point Monotyre Tie-u
Spel

Slugs

(any,jovencast on the Monotype), and the string remains on the pages when loc! in

“GiRite waiting for electrotypes: No need hem; for long runs the MonoTyPE

makes type as|ist ae
old fullsidefoundrypeeSir repeat orders the ribbon may be saved

andre-ri printed tw the ribbon twice.

() "Tim The eae uniform height-to-paper of Mo typ!

reducesemacsTreaHine wuaumaunnsite vg eee pale ustiaeopEinsurethat forme

stay
madeready... In case of alterations, or accidents, cha

anges@ ade on press from a case

Of eype—-no machinefostop and change to correct Monoly pe matt
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the operator the

JUSTIBHING
Keys he must strike to make the

espabetween the words the size required to justify the line. ¢ look,
two keystrokes, and he is ready to start the next line—that is all,there
is to jusHiicabenof straight matter.

6 T. exibilityof the Monotype,the ease with which it
handles the most intricate matter, is due to the simplicity of its jus-
tification system. Perhaps this can best be appreciated from the

following: Imagine a compositor’s stick with an indicator that

shows, to one-

Seany
a three-to-em space (one-eighteenth of an

em), the amount s any line, as well as the amount requiredto
completethe line. oe that, besides the regular spaces in the

printer’s case, your cases containedrubber spaces that, by reneetwo buttons in this magic stick, would instantly expan per-

feelyjustify the line. And suppose that by pressing theat!lfusite
buttons, as different sections of the line were completed, these

eboeespaces would expand independentlyto justify separadif-
ferent sections of the same line. ow if you could use this stick

with leaders, as described for spaces, would any kind of intricate
matter have any terrors for you? his is exactly the indof stick

Do you wonder that we sa

hat the compositor can do with his stick, andmore,

A he can instantly justifya line of

olumns equ g

ure) and make a ens and

distinctjustificationforeachcol- umn. All these lines were com~-

tl full measure, just as this specimen Rasseparatecolumnsand then combined,
section the operator justified that a
set the next section of the same line.before beginning to
absolutely accurate for each column andTheHuslitigs

Hon is

fullmeasure

CHAPTER II

The Ribbon and the Casting Machine

The Casting Machiie
is controlled in all its operations by

thirty-

(o the travel of the paper and just beneath it.

(Plate V, at back of book, which also shows the ribbon in place on

the KEYBOARD).
When the operator presses a Key, he admits compressed air,

the motive power of the Boarp, beneath the Pistons, which drive

the PuncHEs for the character struckthrough the paper, while, at

the same time, the countingenechanicautomaticallyregisters the

width of this character. When the Key is released, the PAPER-

!'eED WHEELS, which engage firepirat perforations of the ribbon,

rotate enough to advance the paper one space (one marginal pertots.:tion) into position to receive the record of the next Kry struc

While consideration of the details of the Castine Mac

is quite unnecessary at this time (for these see our CastingNactine
Book), a general understandin; the manner in which the paper
ribbon controls the Castinc MAcnine will make clearer the action of

the Keypoarp. The ceASTING MACHINE is also equipped with PAPER-

PEED WHEELS which advance the paper one space for each of its

revolutions; but the KEvBoARD PuNcHES are replaced by thirty-one
Pires that occupy eeactlywegsang

position, relative to the WHEELS,
as do the KEYBOARD PUNCH: their PAPER-FEED WHEELS

11. After the FeEp W: es aneadvanced the paper, bringing
the perforations for the next character above the Arr Prpgs, the

Arr Bar moves down and firmly clamps the paper to the Cross
ous sgh

carries these Pipes that lead to the different mechan-

is of the CASTER.
ene

bottom of the Arr Bar, which clamps
i

e of leather with a groove in it, to which

has been clamped. is groove,

e paper, is directly above the Pires, so that,

if no paper were in place, the air would pass from the groove in the

leather to all the Pips of the Caster. Of course, with the paper

in place, the air can enter only those Prexs that are uncovered by
on. ma

extending crosswise oftl

Bar lifts, shutting off the air and unclampingthe paper,whichis
then fed forward one space and clamped again in position to admit

air to the proper PrpEs to produce the next character.

ls
e air which: centersthese Pipes forces up Air Pin:

these Pins regulate the movements of the Casting Machine

casesit to (a) bring i Matrix for the character to be cast over te
5

s, and
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Mold into casting position; (b) draw back the Mold Blade the proper

amount to make the type-body the widih required for the character to be

cast.

13 Fig. 4, in which the front of the Marrrx Case has been

broken away to show clearly the MATRICES and the manner in whic!

they are held in the Case, shows them with the taper end of the

CENTERING PIN just ready to enter the cone-hole of the Matrix to

The MatRIx above the Motp; just before the CENTERING Pin seats in the cone-hole of

the MATRIX to position it accurately.

hold it in position over the opening in the Mo p while the character

js being cast; for details of the MaTRIx see Fig. 5, page 8.

Pin is accurately guided in its BusHING so that, although it moves

once the position of the BusHING is adjusted for the

A

character in the lower end are perfectly positioned, it is obvious that

the CENTERING PIN, as it seats in the Marrix, brings the MATRIX

absolutely to position above the Morn. When the Matrix is thus

positioned, the Pin and the Matrtx move down as one piece until

the Martrrx seats upon the Moxp, where the PIN firmly holds it

until the character is cast.

14 When the Marrix is thus clamped in place on the Motp

page 15, for details of Moun), the Pump rises so that its

Nozz_r seats in the bottom of the Morp and, through this Nozze,

metal is forced into the Motp and Matrix, casting the type with a

cua.2 The Ribbon and the Casting Machine i

jet attached to the center of its foot just as foundry type is cast.

Then the Matrix lifts clear of the type and the CENTERING PIN

withdraws completely from the cone-hole of the Marrix. While

the type is still firmly held in the Moxp, just as it was cast, a move-

ment of the Cross BLock of the Motp cuts the jet cleanly from the

LD

hese movements follow each other

at the rate of 140, or more, finished type per minute.



CHAPTER III

The Matrix and the Matrix Case

15 Inthe er
are system the Matrix for each see

is

characters are ever united 0; me

atrix—therein liesioesecret of the t‘ypogtaphiciaalityof Moné!
i i

ati : A Matrix for each

%
Cone-hole Side Face

The Cellular Matrix End. End

(Double Size) (Actual Size)

Ficure 5

The Matrix for making type on the galley in justified lines as well as for casting type
for the cases.

See
are considered, for, speaking wach limits, the MONOTYPE

user mbine any Romanwith any Bo e of the same poinnt-

se asadee his customer ‘what he wants ee he wants

Heaeexamples in our Specimen Book show that the limits to t

Finationof the same size Roman and Boldfaces are Bicticallyou
(Fig. 40, Plate IIT, facing page1FachsingleMatrix (Iig. 5)

i

is a separate unit of bronze (not

brass). 2" square; in its lower end is driven the character to be cast,

and in the upper end is bored the cone-hole in which the taper end of
the CENTERING Pw seats to bring the Matrix absolutely to correct

ion, and to hold it on the Motp while the type

is being cast. The sidesof the MArTRIX are

at
to fit between

RICES in rows in the

Marrix Casr. (Fig. 6, page 9.) ‘The back “atthe Comp and two

of its teeth inclose the Matrix on three sides, while the back of

8

Cuar. 3 The Matrix and the Matrix Case 9

the next Come closes up the fourth side. A cell is thus for nedfor
each Marrrx, and from this fact is derived the term ‘‘Cellular”’ as

ipplied to these Matrices. It will be noted that no ahountof

6

The Matrrx ComB: RIcES are carried between the teeth of the Comp so

hene ak
Marrrx is practically in its own Matrrx Cas. All Matrices on the same

roduce characters of the same width (set-size).

wear on one MagRyE
can in any manner cause wear or looseness in

any other
Mat

Fig. 7 ee the Matrices in Place
in the Matrix Case,

while Fig. 8, page a,
is a diagram of a Cask arranged to carry

The Matrix Case contains

esseparate
Mamaices (Fig. 5, page 8) arranged in a

of fifteen on a side,

Roman caps, small caps, lower case, figures, and_ points, witItalic caps, lowercase,Reus and points. This diagram‘show:
the Marrix CASE as it would appear to one looking down upon its
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that is, upside down from operating position. It will be noted tha

the CASE contains 225 Matrices arranged in a square of fifteen on

aside: 15X15=225.

Row) AB CDEFGHI JK LMWNO{Row
1; rt? van SE Ts ele 2

215 f © Lo: 3
= jeter) Sol a 2

Bloc se!) GPS src ceed agence| +3
4| t @

* .b cetoue zmcremezecue | 4

S | OLaBeoeanon 3 cali0) OFTes) S10) 5

solcHES 6423-$8 64248] 6

v| « (hily Geiimowx) go a PF LT | 7

sla fi un Siive yp ul nO | BO ki 8

olpo Bip fl faq k bhdvyvyer} 9
wlhe JSe@epH Zi ff x vukxN/10
nliOLCFwLe lL_PFYIuZQG)i1
12 E'S 0 VCR THOSEAw PTR B 12

BIDAYVffimeYUGReaAw /V}13

u|KNHflmiXDNKUm & tb xX U/14

BIEEKYUKWM—..MW%ELZ|15

Row|A BC DEF GHI J K L MN O [Row

Matrix Case Arrangement: This diagram shows the Case as it appearsto one

looking down on

5ey
in Fig. 7, page 9. It shows thecharacters and spaces in Book

fement C; that is, Roman caps, small caps, lower
jee,

figures, and points, ~Arrang'
with Italic caps, ieeecase, beuresandpoints. The
rs

from which justifying spaces, ofoeany ae re as well as curestoc spaces,are

ane Phispratlagtying space, the en-quad Gentee of Row 6), and the em-quad (right:

end of Row sy
are always used, but the other spacesBaaN

be replaced with MATRICES
of characters ol

CHAPTER IV

The Movement of the Matrix Case

To bring any one of these 225 MarricEs to casting positi on,
(he MATRIX Case moves, in a horizontal plane above the Motp, in

(wo directions: to

(hesight
or left, front or back.

is in place in the G Macuine, the Matrices in the left ver-

tical row of the Avena(Fig8, page 1
i

indicated by letters A at the

top and bottom of row, are toward t f the machine; those

in the right vertical row, indicated byThen O, to the front; while

the top row of the diagram (Row 1) is to the left of the operator as

he faces the CASTINGMacuing, and the bottom row (Row 15) is to

his right. movements of the Marrrx CAsE.are Gheectedby the

MATRICES reauitebut one perforation, and for the em-quad no p

forationsare require:
19 This il be easily understood by realizing that, strictly

speaking, the perforationsdo not indicate characters; they indicate

Matrix Casepositions. Thus, the two perforations “that,with one
arrangement of the Matrix Case, ring the letter m

o casting
position,might, with another arrangement of the Marrix Cass,
wring to casting postion

an entirely different nee Hitebold.
face cap N, for e

orget for a moment the Matrix Case and consider a

checker-board: The simplest way to locate any square on that board
is to name the two rows at the intersection of w

ich
the square in

question is locate There are sixty-four squares on a checker-

board, but there is‘onlyone square at the nieretienof the fifth
horizontal and fourth vertical rows.

uppose you were playing a game of checkers and wished to

the row nearest you:(your king row). sing, in the same way, let-

ters to indicate weesrows, the left vertical row would be A while
the right row woul There is no difficulty now about indi-

catingany square on thechecker-board: A-1is the upper left square;
-8 is the

dpe right square; that is, the square at the right end of

your king row.*

* Of course; the red squares, of which this is one, are

not occupiedbymenin aerealSheckerime] where
all pieces

move diagonally, on the black sau: it is hoped, ho’
r willoverlook the apparent ignorance of checkers madenecessary‘bsusing“thechec

d for purposesSlGomnariegnicniehe
Maran Cass, where every "equate" is used and

where the movement may be in any direction

it
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22 To make perfectly clear the simplicity of this method of

indicating the different squares, suppose you are playing a game

of checkers, for the championship of the world, by cable with an

i

As cable-messagesai

ive,

you would

cal

zontal row No. 8, your king row.

ing, cabling the letter E only means just as much as if you said E-8,

ecaus omit a number he is to move the

piece you indicate as far as he can down the row designated by the letter.

or the row at the right of the”

board because if you say 1 only, for example, he will put the piece

you indicate at the right end of row 1; that is, in the square at the

right end of his king row.

23 Since with this system no indicators are required for the

tom and the right vertical row, it is obvious that, if your London

opponent cabled you only the name o iece you are to move,

without either letter or number, you would instantly put that piece in

the square at the right of your king row, for you know that a letter

without a number means a square in your king row (Row 8), and a

number without a letter means a square in the right vertical row

(Row H), so that when both number and letter are omitted the

square desired is at the intersection of these two rows (H- ). Thus,
with this system, seven letters and seven numbers will indicate any

position on a checker-board with sixty-four squares, that is, eight

squares on a side.
j

24 Now, to get back to the MonorypE Matrix Caspr, which

we wish to direct, by means of perforations in our ribbon, to its 225

different positions arranged in a square of fifteen on a side. It is

clear enough now that but twenty-eight PuncuEs will be required to

accomplish this; that is, fourteen to indicate horizontal rows and four-
teen for vertical rows. Characters in the bottom row and also in the

right vertical row will require but one perforation, while for the em-quad,
located at the intersection of these rows, no perforations are required.

CHAPTER V

The Type-Sizing Mechanism

On page 10, Fig. 8, is shown a diagram of the Matrix CASE

i

rows extending from front to bac!

wach separate Comp (Fig. 6,
that make up one of these

numbered rows. A glance at

(he diagram shows that all

Matrices on the same Comb

the rows that extend front and

hack, operating position) pro-
duce characters on the same

width body,
his is the only limit

lo the otherwise absolutely
flexible MonorypE Matrix

System and this limitation is

more apparent than real, for,
since MonoTyrE faces are

combination with character

Xevs, as described later, the

body size may be varied.

27 The Normal Wedge
(Fig. 10, page 14) controls

the set-sizes produced by the

Motp; that is, the amount

that the Motp BLApE is

3

it; the same diagram is

page 9) holds the. fifteen MATRICES

wOoUnsOMmHUAOR
4WN

M

L

K

J

bs

H

G

¥

E

D

Cc

B

A

IGURE 9

Matrix CAse Arrangement: Same as Fig.
8, page 10, which see, except that the char-
acters have been given a quatter-turn to bring

the characters in the numbered rows beneath,
instead of beside, each other.

Tl

moves

characters in the same numb:

body-size of the characters does not change.

13
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pulled back beforea type is cast. In all this explanation of th inoves to the right to present its thickest part to the Moup Brai

sizing mechani ism,
*

‘set-size”’ refers to the thickness of the type-bod: reducing the amount the BrapE can pull back and Soueeeucntly
linewise; the ‘‘point-size’” (thickness of the body Sle

i (he Mop opening.
}

of course, determined by the thickness of the MoLp BLap thai
Ht is, by the point-size of the Movp (Fig. 11, page 15) in use.

’

(Fig
|

16, page
28 The righthalf of the NoRMAL WEDGE (as.shown in Fig.10,

WEDGE LocKING PrN seats to position accurately the WEDGE @ftel

it has been brought to position) and hold it in place just as the CE

TERING

EN
locates and holds the MATRIX.

29

The Moxp: At the right of the is shown the CoupLine on the Cross BLock

that attaches it to the TyPE eae in operati ie position this CoupLING is to the

left. The Motp Biape is shown at the front (at the back in operating position);

heamount this is drawn Becks(that isstheae
h the

ape
a is cast) is determined

31 A different NorMAL WEDGE is required for each different set,

but the same WEDGE is used for type-facesof the same set, whether

NORMALWaveswhichcontrols
the width (set-size) of the characters. Thi or not they be of the same point-size;thus, the same WEDGE might |

moves from right to left with the MATRIX oe. 2 present a different WEDGE positior es

tooeMorfor each different numbered row in the MATRIX Case diagram, Fig. 9,
used for an extended ten- -point face and a condensed twelve

nt. is, however, a matter of but a few secatidsto change
|

Wane at he CASTER. |
the width of the character to be cast) depends upon the position o}

:

the WEDGE. Of course, there is an interponent (the MoLp-BLaD.
|

ABuTMENT) between the BLADE and the WEDGE, but thisiin no wa

affects the principles just describe
e same mecheniey

that moves the MatrixGacefro

15—the row presented to the Motp when the Casr has moved as
far to the left as possible.Fig. 10 shows that the thinnestpart of the
Norma Wenzis at its right end; that is, the end in casting posi-
tion when the WEDGE (which moves with

ue Case) is as far to th

leftas possible. In the same way,whent ASE moves to the right
to present the thinnest characters to oeMo tp, the WEDGE also



CHAPTER VI

“Opening-up” Faces

Different ee
Normal Wedges may be used with the

We have seen in the last chapter that the

crs; for example, an extended ten-point face an

k

RI

twelve-point face may be designed to use the same JUSTIFYIN

ScaLe and NorMAL WEDGE; let us now see how different Normal

This line is 8-point 814-set. A New Idea

This line is 8-point 834-set. A New Idea

This line is 8-point 9- set. New Idea

This line is 8-point 914-set.

This line is 10-point 10- set.

This line is 10-point 1014-set.
This line is 10-point 1014-set.
This line is 10-point 1034-set.

A New Idea

A New Idea

A New Idea

A New Idea

A New Idea

A New Idea

A New Idea

A New Idea .
A New Idea

A New Idea

This line is 11-point 11- set.

This line is 11-point 1114-set.
This line is 11-point 1114-set.
This line is 11-point 1134-set.
This line is 11-point 12- set.

The first line of each point-size shows thee face on its normalset. (ae with the Nor

MALWence for wlwhich the face is designed), while the followinglines show the effect

of “opening-up” the face by quarter-sets by casting. it witha NORMAL ZWEDGE
of larger

set. The spaces between words are three-to-em of the a used in all c

wes
and their eo

reren
JusTIFYING SCALES, ry be used

“stretch” a face and make it more exte! nded. Of course, the

oieMATRICES are notaoe “stretched” nor is the cut esthe
letters ae but just as

et same font of MATRICES may be

with Mo

@Ou

Mavrrrces to cast the characters on wider sand “open-up”’ tl

fie Gnctiasethe space between letters)andtendthe face tinewisel
16

Quan. 6 “Opening-up”’ Faces 17

Eight-point faces—eight-and-one-half-sei
W IDEA in machinery has been anied in ce

latest COmstEneH ORs
of the Monoryprs, for, like elastic”

n filing sap
ts and compo: eine

room

onstypeuilt up of units which

the

ait his business exactly, since he can

buy }uedie
a rene

to fit his individual needs—

the pri ses Monotypes uses ‘‘made-to=

order”’ cine

Same eight-point faces—eight-and-three- pees
set

A NEW ID in machinery mbodiedi

Anelatest construction of the Mononyes,for like
‘vale:

needs—theprinter who

made-to-order”? machin:

me eight-point faces—nine-set

A NEW ID EAin machinery has been em|mbodied in

each individual PaBuns
office. Thus, 1!

p his ah
to su

eutroltcan buy just the units required 8wehis individualene the printer chooses

Monotypes uses ‘‘made= Byedse Pe Hinee

lat:

like“elasticbook cases,
m

required to fit his individual needs—the printer
who choosesMonotypes uses ‘‘made=to-order’

machines.

Ficurn 13

“Opening-up” a fac me matter cast from the same font of Mararces
with

four different size Noni,visSDGES.At the top the Roman and Boldface are shown
fant with the NorMat, for which they are designed (8!-set); thatis, the

winallest size Wence withqiichophestMamRICHscan
be used; beneath this thefaces

‘rg shown “opened-up’ athe-quarter-set (cast wi 834- set WE"DGE),wheeonc-half-set,

anid the bottom specimen shows the faces" eet -up’’ three-quarters-set
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Note: The Justifying Scale and Normal Wedge must always corres-

pond; that is, the same size Normal Wedge must be used in casting a

ribbon as the Justifying Scale used in perforating it.

Fig. 12, page 16, shows the effect of using larger size NORMAL

Wepers with the same Matrices in eight-, ten-, and eleven-point.
While thus ‘‘opening-up”

if

150); t ,

the amount added to each letier of the font, when a larger size NORMAL

WenGE is used, is proportional to the width of ihe letiers; thus, three

times as much “‘linewise leading” is added to the cap ‘‘M” (18-unit

Ten-point No. 97J with No: 8A “opened-up” one-quarter-set

may combine
n

Ficure 14

Roman face “opened-up” one-quarter-set to combine with a Boldface. This

combination of faces was cast with a ten-and-one-quarter-set WEDGE because that is

the set of the Boldface (97J); the Roman (8A) is designed for use with a ten-set WEDGE.

Ten-point No. 28] with No. 8A “opened-up” one-half-set

THE MONOTYPE is the only machine

for typographic work by the off-set press

process because it (a) furnishes new type of ab-

solutelyuniform height-to-paper; (b) Monotype -

faces may be “opened up” (the white space be-

tween the letters may be increased).
FiGure 15

‘The Roman face (8A) is “‘opened-up"’ one-half-set, for this specimen was composed and.

cast with ten-and-one-half-set SCALE and WEDGE to permit the use of Boldface (28J).

letter) as to the lower case ‘‘f’’ (6-unitletter).Of course, the larger

the point-size of a face the more it can be “opene
” without

sacrificing its appearance, and, whenever possible, a face should be

leaded (cast on larger size body) when it is cast with a larger size

Wencr: that is, the face should be ‘“‘opened-up” both columnwise
(pointwise) and linewise (setwise).

Fig. 13, page 17, shows the same matter cast from the same

font of Marrices with four different size NORMAL WEDGES, begin-

ning at the top with the Wence for which this face is designed and

increasing by quarter-sets. “Opening-up” faces in this manner is

another exclusive advantage of the Monoryps, for this cannot be

done by any other composing machine or with foundry type. The

Char. 6
“

Opening-up” Faces 19

ability to “open-up” faces—“‘to make the face fit the space’’—is of

great value, for it enables the Monoryre user to decrease the num-

her of words to the page, when desirable either for artistic or for

commercial reasons.

35 “Opening-up” one face in combining two faces: It is

often desirable to use a Boldface more extended than the Roman

face with which it is to be composed in combination; that is, to

carry in the same Matrix CASEa set of Roman Ma’
i

for use with one Normal WEDGE and Boldface Matrices for use

with a larger size WEDGE. In such a case we use the JUSTIFYING

Scaue and NorMAL WEDGE for the wider face and “‘open-up” the

other face to correspond to this. Fig. 14, page 18, shows a Roman

face “‘opened-up” one-quarter-set so that it may be used in combi-

nation with a Boldface designed for use with a quarter-set larger
Wenvce. Fig. 15, page 18, shows asimilar combination in which the

Roman is “‘opened-up” one-half-set.*

sing the Line Counter to determine whether to lead a
Bane Gi

36

face or cast it on its own size Mold:} In connectionwith ‘‘open

a given number of pages, the question often arises whether to lead

the face by using a larger size Moxp to “open-up’’ the jol e

Monoryre user never guesses about this; after the job has been

keyboarded he determines from the KEYBOARD Line CouNTER

(Piate V, at back of book) the number of lines it makes; knowing the

space it must fill, he can tell positively whether to use the same size

Motp at the CastING MACHINE, or lead the face one point by using,

for example, a nine- instead of an eight-point Mo p, or to cast the

{ace on a body two points larger. Again he ‘makes the face fit the

space.”
* While a face can be cast with any larger set NorMAt WevcE it is, of course, impossible to

cast a face on a smaller set than the one for ‘which it is designed—the set given in the Specimen

Book. Monoryre faces are so closely fitted (so little space between letters) that if a face were

Dee ven a quarter of a set small, the faces would overhang the bodies so that the type cast

could not be locked up.

+ This can, of course, be predetermined from the copy by means of our set-ems system, as

described in our book,
"

Copyfitting.”
l



CHAPTER VII

Point-Size, Set-Size, Height-to-Paper

37 Point-size is the width of a type-body measured “‘col-

umnwise.”
8 et-sizeis the width of a type-body measured “‘line-

wise.” (Fi
39 Height.to-paperis the distance from the surface on

which the feet of the type rest to its

dace; that is, the surface which takes

the ink
a printsonthe paper. (Fig. 16.)
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CHAPTER VIII

The Unit System

43 Monotype type is self-spacing; this explains the almost

incredible ease with which the Monotype operator composes the

most difficult tabular matter. The set-sizes of all characters in
the same font se a fixed relation to one another. For example, ig.17 shows at a glance thatthe

yigth
of one cap M equals three

j

js,
three {"

Be
two a’s, two 0's, two g’s

,

he designer of Moseieedfacesdivides the basic character
of the fate(theee

M) into eighteenequal parts, using one of these

parts as his unit of measurement in

cna
the width of all the

other
eee

in this font. Thus. 17

shows that the cap M is three times as wideas

either thej or fa twice as wide as a, 0, g, or

x; that is, if the capM be divided into eighteen
parts, or units, j and f will each be six units

wide, while a, 0, g, and x are all nine-unit char-
acters.

45 Experience has shown that the followsing allotment of units to the fifteen rows oft!

Matrix Case (Fig. 18,page22) best meets all
eee

5678999 101011 1213 14

that is, one row for each unit size from

neto eighteen inclusive, exceptingthat there
deere erne Ono

are three nine-unit rows, two ten-unit rows, and _ tion between characters

that the sixteen- and seventeen-unit sizes are of thesame
font: Thus,

tee te (s-unitcharacter)
is

omitted. For offices specializing on tabular width

work the Krypoarp is adjusted to provide four 1cate“erunitcae
f ? or feo a's, 0's,nine-unit rows. g's, or x's (9-unit char-

46 Fig. 18, page 22, is the Matrix oe acters).
Diagram(sameas Fig. 8,pipage 10) excep
it shows (in the left column of the AM eeeson)the unit values of

the different rows of Matrices; as previously explained, all Mar-
RICES on the same

a (the numbered rows of the diagram) are

of the same unitv:
47 The diagram’(Fig.18) ri clear oe

relation that exists

between different characters of the same font, and the relative

sizes of the different,characters in maefont. Withthe MonoryPE
System, however, it is just as easy to

Cee, ae
actual set-size

of a characterin thousandths of an inch: Since the width of any
character in a font is proportional to the width of hecap M of the font,

* This diagram, as well as all of the followingexplanation, refers to thestandard arrange-

ment, ofuniterows, but.
the Krysoaxb which will be explained ie

21
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|

it is obvious that, if we state the set-size of this cap M in points, we

know the width of every character in the font.
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ix CASE Arrangement; age 10, except that it shows the unit
seevaluesotthepuntedTOWS;thatissai the Matrices carried on the same Coms,

ig.6, hee
numbered rows are horizontal in the above diagram, but.lie from

frontto back ting position. This diagram illustrates the standard spenecmeny5 999Roman BalTealicwith the standard arrangement of unit-rows; viz.,

{010 111213 14 15 18.

abeset-size of the cap M (18-unitGharaetse)of different
ju odMownory in poin

bth? in points. Therefore, when we speak of an eight-point
eight-seset face, we mean a face with the cap M ona body eightpoints

ce.we kenow the relation existing between this cap M and
all the ihe characters of its font, wedo much moret an express

ti nit ¢

acters) are four pointswide,andut
in the same cae ncaaGeset-size

of every character in the

0 he set of a face Paes whether the face is extended

or condensed, and the set of a face is expressed by the width in

boints,andfractionsof a point, of“theciguoeeanitcharacters
While set is expressed in points, set-size and point-size are

quiteindependentand must never be confused. It is customary, not

alone in the composing room, to use the unit of measurement, with- -

Cuar. 8 The Unit System 23

out any words of explanation, to express one dimension of an object;

forexample,a half-inch drill means a fot
that makes a hole one-half

inch in diam
ae

An eight-pomnPeeemeans a face the point-size of w! is

cight points, but, just as we would
a eepress another dimension,the lengtho! TR a

that dil in inches,we use points also to FIGURE

express the set-size of this eight-point Sersize
ie abesltaya

pendent of foint-size: Theupper
e fn

a itheillustration,showsn cap M’sof eight point 64J,a19 demonstrates that set
etc aviorieceface:

point are absolutely independent; —while the lower line shows that

: é six point 98J,also a seven-and-

faces, one an extended six-point face  one- quarter:set face, are exactly

(6 point No. 98J), and the other a con-  eaual in wi ‘idth.

J).
While there is a aificrenceof two points in the point-size of these

identic:



CHAPTER IX

Calculation of Unit Sizes

53 In making special Matrix Casz Arrangements it is often

desirable to know the value, in thousandths of an inch, ofdifferent
units of different sets. While the Table of Type Sizes, Fig. 21,

BI
ing

page 27, shows these at a glance, the me oO

figuring this table’ will be&interest. This t able also gives, at the

possible to make a one-set face, the nehcentnecharacters6this
one-set face would be one-twelfth as wide as the eighteen-unit char-

acters of twelve-set, thus:

166” +12 =eighteen units of one-set, which may be expressed thus:

166”

12

55 One- ee
ee would be one-eighteenth of this size

(18 units of 1-set

AGS+183 =e =,0007685”, one-unit-of-one-set

eo neve
the size of one-unit-of-one-set, to find the size of

one unit of any set multiply the valueof one-unit-of-one-set

@0007685")by the set desired; to find the size of any number of units

of this set multiplythis product(1 unit of its set) by the required

number of units.

nae
Rule: To find the size, in thousandths of an inch, ofa

ambera ve a anyset multiply the product of these two (set ae

wntyoe aes
ierahthe size of nine units of eight-set.

9X8 =72 .0007685”
0007685” X72 =.0553320”

72

Nine units of eight-set =.0553” ee
0553320”

(b) Find the size of six units of twelve-set.
e (a) above for

multiplicationofSarees" X72 =.0853320".0007685” X72 =.0
nit-of-one-set

72.Six units of twelve-set =.0553”

It will be noted that (a) and (0) both equal the same amount (.0553”)

24

the result of this division contains a fraction, ne ingee

apron

Citar. 9 Calculation of Unit Sizes 25

because in both cases

s

the product of set and units equals the same

amount (72). Thus

9X8 =72 and 6 X12=72

Rule: Any iwo

ae
are of the same set- size (have the

same width bodies) if the number of units in one, multiplied by ats

Stequals the number of units in the other, multiplied by its set. There,

any Matrix may be inserted in a Matrix Case provided the Set Packtor

(9160) of the new Matrix equals, or is less than, the Set Factor of the

Matrix replaced.
et Factor: The setof thefont to which any character belongs,

ve the Set Factor
ble

exactlythe size body for which it was designed.
acter’s Set Factor be less, the NORD©sas

ma Pegreater than

when this character is cast on itsp r body, andtherefore the

type will be cast with a shoulder to othe!nettof HieCharacteron the

type--body itself; that is, to the left of the character in pri The
size of this shoulderequals the difference in Set Factors ee
by one-unit-of-one-set (.0007685”). In many cases this shoulder is

not in the least objectionable, andi in some speccia work (to bear

away from a rule, for example) it is an advantage.*
62 If the Set Factor of the new character be greater than the

Set Factor of the character it replaces, the MoLp BLapE will not be

pulled back far enough and the character would be cast with a kern

to the left of its type-body. This, of course, is

ie permissible, since

iesco wes interfere with the character nextto

Rule: Given the Set Factor of a Matrix, e‘determinefor any

set 4 unit-row of the Matrix Case in which to carry this Matrix, diodethis Set Factor by the set to be used; the result is the unit-row eraguired,
Example: The Set Factor of a Ma

of a nine-set Matrix CasE must this Mareebecarriec
80 +9=8.8

Therefore put andMatrix
i

2
the nine-unit row.

65 Summary: While this book is called ‘The Monorvrr Sys-
tem,”Cece ;yanthe

mare
that its title covers is contained in

{43 to 964 inclusive (“The UnitSystem” and ‘‘Calculation of Unit

Sizes”’), for the rest of the bookdeals with mechanisms, oethe manner in which the

eee registers units andt ASTING

Macuine makes them therefore, of the ioodaneeof

these two sections, thepenance:Peele not go further until these

pointsare clearly understood:

* As the operator faces the CasTER, the nicks ee
a toward his right hand,

a poulderadded to the type-body is cast on th sition, is furthest on
im (tows the back of the machine). This is ee fe fetesaewethe type because, as the

Boealiarceretype in his stick, the nickisfurthestfrom.his
e side to which a shoulder

may be added by the Castinc Macuins is, ther ft.cariposltar!s lel
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66. First: The Matrices on the same Comp in the Matr

CAsE (the numnbee
ed rows on the Diagram, page 10) produce ee

acters of
the sameset-size.

67 ee Thewidth of the characters produby Matrices

on the ce Comp bears a fixed ratio to the width of the widest

characters in the Matrix Case; that is, those producedby the

Matrices on the right-hand Comp when facing the CAsE in operat-

ing position.
68 Third: If the widest character of a font be divided into

eighteen equal parts, or units, the unit values of the Comps of the

Marrix CAsE from left to right eee ey
are: 567899

910 10 1112 13 141518. All standard faces are designed for this

arrangement of unit-rows; for apeal work ihemay be aes ee
a

simple change of the KEYBOARD and a specialNorma

Fourth: The actual size of these units dependsoHPataset

of the face in use.

70 Fifth: The set of a face indicates whether it is condensed or

extended and is expressed by the width in points (and fractions of a

point, if necessary) of the widest (18-unit) characters of the face.

cee
Sixt

i i
in poi

i

whatever between set-size and point-size. Set expresses the

widthof ihe?gee (linewise); point expresses the depth (column-

wise).



is the set multiplied by unit width; thus, the set factor for a

Table of Set Factors for the ten-unit row of eight-set is eighty(10X8—80).(463.)

Figure 20 PLATE I



CHAPTER X

Justification

ation” re-read 46 and 47, “The

The printer who for the first time

justification like 7 ought not to be blame:

hand justification can never be perfect, for, even if the compositor

take infinite pains and time, the spaces between the words in the

same line will vary in size and some of the lines will be tighter than

others.
74 Hand justification must vary, for, in setting type by hand,

the compositor puts spaces between the words as he builds them up

in his stick. ter he has completed the last word, or syllable, the

the line and add this to each space, but, because he has a limited

assortment of different size spaces with which to work, he can never

accomplish this division exactly.
75 the hand compositor does approximately the Mong-

‘yPE operator does exactly: he puts spaces of the same size (4

units) between the words by striking the JUSTIFYING-SPACEBar

Henan
‘

ee

short is divided exactly by the number of spaces in the line and this

quotient is added to each justifying space, making all justifying

spaces in the line the same size and all lines the exact lengt

required.
76

the line are the red Krys (with white numbers) located in two rows

at the top of the BoARp, fifteen in a row, and numbered from 1 to 15

inclusive. The function of these Krys is to control the space-sizing
mechanism of the CastTING MACHINE.

27

The Krys that thus increase the size of the spaces to justify »

s
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77 As the paper is

pero at the KEYBOARD,it is wound ona

Spoor from which the unwinds when it isplaced
i

in the Cast-
ING Macuine; thus, t oe perforations made at the KEyBoarpD
are the first per! oo

peesented
to

veTASTINGMacuine. But
the last Ataeiohs in ine are produced by the Justiryinc
Krys, ape beforere CastINGMACHINEae the first typeina line,it sets its space-sizing mechanism, so that the spaces it
makes for thissinewill be of the size required to justify the line
exactly.

78 The Puncnes for these justifying perforations are larger
than those for characters, to indicate the end of the line; they do not

pasesteaae
but @ adjust the space-sizing mechanism:(b)

lock th echanism so that no characters are cast whilethe

space-coneiechaniain'dis being set; (c) operate the galley mechan-
ism; that is, the same pertratignsthat determine the space size
for the next line to be cast also cause the Castinc MACHINE to pull
re

line just cast out of the type channel and to place it on the

galley.
79 Can you imagine a man gifted with ‘‘second-sight” setting

type—a compositor who knew, before he started to set a line, the
proper size spaces to put between the words of that line so that

i

it
would be justified oon when he put in his stick the last letter of
the last word? That is the kind of compositor the MonotyPE
CastING MACHINE is, forit knows before it starts to set a line the

s to use

nejustify this line exactly.acbornplisAOtHs the, KEYBOARDmeasures the widthof

subtracts this totalfrom the total measure to obtain the shortage.Besides measuring the shortage, it counts the justifying spaces o

which this shortage is to be distributed. make this distribution
(determine the Justirvinc Keys to strike) the operator makes no

calculations whatever; he notes the two numbers on the Justiry-
ING SCALE indicated by its Pornrer. In short, he looksat the
SCALE, strikes two

fc ee
is justified and he is ready to

beginpee es on the nex

Theo

on this page, ‘The Monotype System”) by justifying Spaces at
the right and left of it and use fixedspaces between the words of

the heading to obtain uniform spacing for all heads; (d) he may
*

increase the width of any desired character, just as the size of the
justifying space is increased, by striking this character with the

JustirvinG Scave revolves automatically at the end of the line; on earlier Key-Bere ‘noteuipees
with the automatic revolution ot tee JustirYING SCALE the operatorfnustpressa Key, at the end of the line, to revolve the ScaLE before reading the two number

Char. 10 Justification 29

USN ssrace-PUNCH Key (4218) so that it will be cast with

Jj a

gNE
5

8 Theeeeyingmechanism may be divided into two parts:
(a) The counting mechanism that records the size of the characters

and the nues
of justifyingspaces; (5) the calculating mechanism

that makes ivision to indicate the Justiryinc Krys required
for this conbinatanof shortage and justifying spaces.



Cuar. 11 The Counting Mechanism 31

Norma WepGE, The

justbangepeeproducedby the Space Bars
are counted by the counting mechani m as though they were four-

mer ion unit fixed spaces; their actiallsize (thesize ae are cast) is deter-

The Counting Mechanism

83 Speakingbroadly, the counting mechanism includes (a) the
unit registering mechanism, which measures the width of each char-

acteras struck (in units of the set of its face), and adds this number justifyingspaces: To cutout the

ne space
of units to

te
sum a the units of the characters preceding it in the orward the KNURLED “Heap116KAS (PI

line, in order that the counting occ

anisnmay indicate the amount

required to Chanethe line; (6) the mechanism for counting oe a

G in, the Space Bars agai:in produce justi-

justifyingspaces, and (c¢the calculating mechanism which det . change from foatityingto fixed spaces by palingmines, after the line is completed, the amount that must be ae 5 NURLED HEAD may be
madeat any time

eeeS
ma

each Fiehivinespace to spread the total amount the line is short over timesin thelineas desired. See

noe
front view of w artfatcl

consider now only (a) an (0);that is, the mechanism formeasuringthe number of units the line is short (after the last character in it has

been struck)and the mechanism for counting the number of justify-
ing spaces in theline to which this amount required for justification Nee: the unit width of the characters as their Krv:

a Reduced to its simplest terms,must be a

84 Before consideringthe details of the counting mechanism,let a35KB1 (Plate V) and an escapement to regulate the amount the
s first “review e punching mechanism, because, in additionto WHEEL revolves when a Ky is struck,Be ee the ue this controls the counting mechanism: The 8 The Unit Wheel a35KB1, a gear with 162 teeth, is

ture
ed

perforations in the ribbon serve a double purpose at the CastTING _

to revolve (in the

zcibestionoppositeto the hands of a clo ck—
M NE: (a) theydetermine the movement of the MATRIX CASE clockwise)by its Dr: he}
so that the required Matrix is brought to casting position; (8) thhey i Li

cause the NorMAL WEDGE to move (with the MaTRIx Case)to the STON: s t WHEEL by a PrNton on the
position required to make the Motp opening the proper size for the

_

.

ete alk94. abody of the character to be cast from the MATRIX brought to posi- a3
tion by these perforations

85 The Bars that operatet a Puncugs, that determine the
N

character, its PUNcH Bar rises and (a) forces its PUNCH through the 80.The Unit Rack c26KB1 is the secondmember of the Unir
paper, to make the perforation that brings the WEDGE to the seven- _ WHEEL escapement, the

Pawt bei

a
the first.

he
a Keyis de-

unit position on the CasTER; causes the counting mechanism of pressed,the RacK moves up andengages the WHEEL, and, afteraethe Kevpoarp to register these seven units. Rackis fully seated in theWheel,the!we lifts, permitting the Unr
86 The Tw

ose
ce Bars, at the pattonof the right and left WxEEL to revolve and drive the Unrr Rack to theriKerypanks, whic h produce justifying spaces, also operate a PUNCH

° 91 The Unit-rack Stops 31KB1 complete this retailedfor
Bar that is connected with the counting mechanism in the same measuringthe number of units in each characterstruck, for, when
manner as the PuncH Bars that control the movement of the a Key is depressed,one of these Srops rises in the path of the Unir

a

|
Rack and stops its

ee
to the right and consequently the

alreadyexplained(81), the Monoryre operator may iustify different sections of the rotation of
pus

Unit WHE
fae

he GallesdalaeHACee at eae Une: ot ‘unch Bars aiKCIAcering the PuncuEs that con-
natingme Ronee sare theelanationoolecasneneta che trol the oe of the Nory EDGE, and also the Puncnimek pang special uses of these mechanisms to be taken up after their pri operated by the Space Bars, are connected with these Srops.

¥ Thus, when the Roman cap His struck, the perforationi is made to

°
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bring the NorMaL WEDGE into positionto produce a fifteen-unit

character. When this PuncH Bar rises, to make this perforation,
it lifts the fifteen-unit Srop into position to stop the movement of

the Unir Rack to the right. When fifteen teeth of the WHEELhave

cee
the Rack, stops revolving.

cap H (15-unit aera)that caused the UNIT Me to revolve

fifteen spaces, ispele
the PAWL moves down,seating in a space

fifteen spaces to the rightof the one it occupiedHelorethe cap H was

struck. After the PAawLhas ey
seated in the WHEEL and locked

ves down, out from mesh with the WHEEL, and

is returned, by a SPRING actingrcheoligha Lever, to its position of

rest at the left end of its stroke, where it remaasiona
the next Kry

is struck, whenit again rises and engages the

This escapement is absolutelyPesuiee
Naethe Pawl or the

Rack is always fully ete
in the Wheel. ARDS equipped with the

Repeater Unit (Chapter XLIX,page at).prove that ¢ will work

without a skip, even atLeerate of 25,000 ems per hour, wmless the oper-
ator slurs—

ee
to take his finger off one Key beforehitting the next.

94 The graduations on the Unit Wheel indicate half-ems:

tooth of the PAWL pelo
it seats in the first space to the right of this

second graduation. will be clear from the following: To regis-

ter this fifteen-unit clinfacterthe WHEEL revolves fifteen .spaces

(15=5+9-+1); that i1
five spaces bring the first hereonunder

the right tooth of the PawL, nine spaces bring the secon

more space (to the a
of this graduation) eouipletesthe‘fifteen

units of this charac

ae
The Unit Tadieatoreter

enables the operator to tell at

glaance the number of s s the ae must revolve to seat t the

a

zero of the Unir InpicaTor; when the right tooth of the Pawr is

six spaces to the left of a graduated space, a graduation of the WHEEL

Cuap. 11 The Counting Mechanism 33

coincides with the six of the Unir Inpicator. Thus, thefigure indi-

cated on the Unit Indicator by a Unit Wheel graduation ts the unit size

of the space (or character)that must be struck to bring the Board to even

ems (or half-ems); that is, to seat the right tooth of the Unit-wheel Pawl

na

sradiiaiedspace.
he above provides for measuring and counting the unit

width of each character and space as struck; there are eighteen
units to an em, and, to measure the wh

i i

registering the ems added to the line as well as the units that make

up these ems.

98 The Em Rack 4KB1 is driven by a Prnton on the SHAFT

of the Unrr WHEEL and, therefore, the movement
of the Rackis

pr oportionalto the movement of the Unir WHEEL. Thus, when a

seven-unit character is struck, the WHEEL ESAs seven

Tee ‘end
the Rack moves to the right seven-eighteenths of an em.

movement of the Rack is measured, on the Em SeArE,:by the Em-

RACK POINTER a4KB3.
The Em Scale a9KB1 is a strip of celluloidcee

nto
sixty-five ems, and each em is subdivided into half-ems. s chiel

function is to measure the amount required to completetheie and

therefore, since the Em Rack moves to the ri e line pro-

gresses, its zero is at the right end. The Sen is ae efcelluloid,
so that the operator can mark upon it with a pencil*the widt! of
columns of tabular work, to indicate the points in the line at which
he must justify and also the different figure columns of the table.

The relation between the Unir WHEEL and the Em Racx is such

that, when the Unit Indicator ndicaiesae i a
tooth of the Pawl is

in a graduated space of the Unit Wheel),th Pointer coincides

et
an em (or half-em) erase Bi

the Em
e number o: dunits Feutiredto

conn
the

ie or any section of ityare
S

ehowny the Em ScaLe and UNIT

INDICATOR: Thus, if the EM-Rack ROLE be ele hee and

three and one- halfems, and a graduation of the WHEEL deincided
with the figure 8 of the Unrr InpIcaTor, we know that three ems

is, of course, seats in ‘a graduated space of the .

Boarpis now at zero, the line is complete,and no expansionanthe

justifying spaces isrequiredto justify it, since there is no

eato be spread over these spaces. n the line ends exactly at zero

(requiring no justification. sis WhustifyingScale will Te ie Jus-

tifying Keys that must be to cause the Casting ine to make

these justifying spaces eesame size as the Royboarthastim thor:
that as, four units of the set in use.

For marking the Ext ScALE use a china-marking pencil, for its marks may be easily erased

withiea.drycloth. ‘These pencils may be obtained in variouscolonted plug:
ond black, and

the differenBoe
ee found helpful in tabular hepaper-wound pencils are most

of the crayon doesnetcrumble. wheSenterince marking ‘pencils. ScaLw with a lead-pencil, for
pened, as is apt to, ey thetiease swithnot marktl

ing these marks will in time deor the Scaue’s Gadaeuown
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spaces in the line uelwhich this shortage must be distributed.

Now that neat (a) is clearly understood, mechanism (0) will

present no difficu’

102 The JustifyingScale 10KB1(alsoFig. 22, page 38) indi-

cates the number of justifyingapace
in the line, just as the Em ScaLE

shows the number of ems. The lines that run around the surface

of the SCALE divide it into

vent,Haeand each indicates a justify-
ing space, exactly the same as each graduation on the EM SCALE indi-
cates a half-em. howdeta pase of the SCALE and its uses

a ee
to 9122 inclusiv

The Just: ifying-scalePointer a14KB1 corresponds to

HSEuteicePornter, for it indicates eee spaces on the

TIFYING SCALE, by its movement up thisScALE, just as the fee
RACK POINTER indicates ems and Pee-ems by moving across the

Em Scate. The JUSTIFYING-SCALEPOINTER is operated by either

Space Bar (right or left KevBa:NK) and rises one space on its SCALE

ce Bar is struck, and at the same time the

countingmechanism registers four units. The maximum number

I

by a simpleautomatic device, when the PornTER has risen to the

top of its stroke (counted the twentieth justifying space in the line),
the Space Bars no longer producejustifyingspaces, but instead per-

forate the paper for fixed spaces six units wide. Thus, the twentieth

”

When this Key is depressed,the UNIT-WHEEL Pawt lifts clear of

the WHEEL and the air is cut off from the right UniT-wHEEL Driv-

ING CYLINDER and admitted to the left Drivinc CyLinpER. Thus,
while the Restorinc Keyis held down, the airDiesslte

acts upon
VI ACK

M -

Rack to the left, until this Rack strikes the Em-rack Stop, which

as beenset for the measure required.The RestorinG Key is now

ees and the PAWL seats in the UNIT WHEEL, lockingit in posi-
tion ready to count the units in the next line to beset. In the mean

time (when the RESTORING KEy was first depressed)the Justiry-
ING-SCALE POINTER has dropped to the bottom of its anche

so that

it is ready to count the justifying spaces
in the nextli

The lower row of Justifying Keys may ae be called

REstoriNG Keys, for any Keyin that row does the work of the

REStoaNeKey. When the operator completes a line, he justifies
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de
pees

the ResToRING KEy, which,consequently, is used

special tabular eos only(4207),in which the Boarp can not be

restored by a Keyin the lower row of Justirvinc Keys. When it

is desired to toes by the RestorinG Key, instead of by the lower

row of Justiryinc Keys, the operator has only to turn the small

VALVE HanbLe 29KC17 at the left side of the bottom of the PAPER

‘Tower; when ae
HANDLE points to the rear, the Boarp is restored

by USTIFYING KEys; when,the HANDLE points to

theleft, the Bong is restored by the green RESTORING KEy,

v



CHAPTER XII

The Calculating Mechanism

106 The means for determining the amount that each justify-
g space must be increased to take care of the amount the line is

This has been done to ‘separate it ee the counting mnecnadite
althoughit would be quite as accurateto call a table for computing
interest a “calculating mechanism.

it ince the student of the Monotypevery naturally looks
for both complication and mystery in its ‘calculating mechanism,”

mount of interest our savings bank owes us, we must know three

ines (a) the rate

olsanterertthe bank pays; (0) the amount of our

money it has; Ot length of time it has had it. In our school

days we learnedhse these three factors beinggiven, to figure the

amount, of interest resulting;our calculations were more or less
accurate and always took time. No bank clerk calculates interest—

‘These books contain tables ca

culated1hdifferent rates of interest. If a bank clerk wants to know tl

terest at five and one-half per cent. on $135 for ninety days, he cathe
to his table of five and one-half per cent. interest, looks down the

days. e has his answer while we would be looking vi a fetece
ure

exactly the way the MonoryPE operator uses
previously calculated tables when he wants to know, in setting a six-
and-one-half-se

i

ru

of six-and-one-half-set, in order to justify a line that is forty-seven
units short and contains fifteen justifying spaces.

109 But the Monorype operator has an even easier time’ than
the bank clerk,for he does not have to find a table and then run his

character for as been struck, the LE has revolved t

proper amount and stopped; the ScaLE PoINTER indicates two

numbers on the SCALE; the upper one of these two num ndi-

the Kery in the lower row of Justiryinc Keys (the red Krys at the

36
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top of the Boarp numbered from 1 to 15) that the operator must

pirike
to record the justification for this line.

cOUse,the JusriryinG ScaLe and Krys may be used
inaLeeat variety ofiingenious ways for settingintricate matter, but
for straightmatter, all the operation of the ‘‘calculating mechan-
ism” amounts to is—read two

BUS Sune
two Krys. For

detailed description of setting straight matter,beginning the take,
justifying, etc., see Setting Straight ee,Ce XXXIX, page
150.



CHAPTER XIII

The Justifying Scale

111 The Justifying Scale is a cylinder, the surface of which is
a celluloid-coatedcard held by aluminum headsat the top and bot-

with it, turning about the Iie ce
SPINDLE. The SCALE

=]
the ScaLEs the operator lifts the ScaLE pre-

viously in use from the driving Prnton and

replaces it with the
oe

of the same set as

the face
hes

is about compose.

'o changeJectinlneScales: Figs.

==

Ss=Ih
i

a———
method o:
behandl a Boelly,for if the lower head be

bent, the ScaLe will
ae indicatethe

jhererg
-

Ficure 22

A JustiryinG Scate,

course, aie “for each set. In changing —

he eee of

us
SCALE is divided

—

into rectangles by the lines that run around the Scaxx and the lines
that run up and down it late VI, at back ‘ofbook, which shows
an unmounted eight-and-one-half-set Sc. e columns made

citeis, if the Tinbe less than7 unitsshorhe number at the ~

bottom of the vertical column indicated by the JUsTIFYING--SCALE

POINTER always shows the number of units the line is short.

14 The method of determining from the reading of the Em
ScaLe and Unit InpIcaTor

wa
number of ems and units the line is

short is explained in $100. he JUSTIFYINGSCALE indicates even

more quickly this shortageina when the shortage is not more

than seventy-one units, the capacity of the ScaLE. Thus, when a

line is three ems eight units short, the ScaLE will

haysrevolved and

stopped with the PoINTER indicatingcolumn No. the columns
are numbered at the bottom), which means that the ee is sixty-two
units short; three ems eight units are the same as

ana two units
(3X 18=54 units, to which add the 8 units, 54+8=62).

38
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In the same way that the vertical columns ee units,the horizontal spaces Senne spaces; and, for everyjusti-
fyingspace added to e, the PoINTER rises one space on the
SCALE (see JUSTIFYING-SennePoINTER,

While a different SCALE is usedfor eachdifferent set face,
the Justiryinc Keys that the ScaALE indicatek

pndie JUSTIFYING
Wenpces at the Castinc MAcHINE

ee
led b hese Keys) are

face:never changed and are the same for all faces. xplained by
the fact that the amount each justifying ne

as increpascalto justify
the line is measured in thousandths of an inchand not in units of the
set being composed; that is, the registers

i i

must be increased, the
number of units the line is short to thousandths of a: n inch;second,
divides this amount by the number of justifying spaces in the line;
third, expresses this number of thousandths of an inch to be added
to each justifying space, not in thousandths of an inch, but in Jus-
‘TIFYING Keys that will increase the size of the justifyingspaces from
four units of the set in use to the width required to justify the line.

117 “When the line ends exactly at zero (requiring no justifica~
tion), the Justifying Scale will indicate the Justifying Keys that must
be struck to cause the Casting Machine to make these Justifying spaces

the same size as the Keyboard has counted them; thats, four units of
the set in use.” (4100.

118 When the line ends exactly at zero as just described (when
the line is 0 units short), the column numbered 0 at the bottom of the
Scate will be presented to the PornTER. By referringto Plate VI,
at back of book, it will be seen that the justification in this column
is the same for all positions of the PornrER; that is, when the
Boarp is at zero the justification is the same whetherthe line con-
tains one justifying space or twenty. This is obvious, since the

object of this justification is to cause the CASTER to make the width
of the justifyingspaces four units of the set

oeiheScALE; that is,
the same

au
as the OARD has counted tl

1 ‘he diagonal red lines on the Salerae the operator
in ieee uniform spacing in the different

ess
If the Justiry-

ING-SCALE POINTER indicates, at the en e line, a rectangle
between these limiting red lines, the seHiviespaceproducedby
striking the Justuryinc Keys, indicatedby the figures in this rec-

tangsou
not be smaller than six nor larger than twelve units of the

set i rer the PornTer is to the upper red line, the
nearer weil the size of the justifying space be to six units (a three-to-
em space),while the nearer the OINTERis to the 1 red line, the

s

line; to preserve the close spacing that distinguishes MONOTYPE
work from other machine composition, the operator should end the
lines so as to keep the Pointer close to the upper red line.
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120 The Scale Constant of any set is the

pe sivein the zero column of the ScALE of this set; that is, the colur

sentedto the JUSTIFYING-SCALEPoINTERwhen theBoaeseis‘al
TO

acs pone
at zero on Em Scag, UniT WHEEL grad-

n Unir Inpicator). Striking the JUSTIFYINKeys,indicateda the Scale Constant,sets the space-sizing mech=

thus used, are four units of this set in width.
121 onstant Justification: In some fons of tabular work,

where fixed-size
sec

are used instead of justifying spaces, th

space is sometimes used with “constant justification”
(strikingthe Scale Goon at the end of the line) to

eeeexe thin
spacing.While the smallest fixed space produced by a 'sfiv

units (see Matrix Case Diagram, Fig. 18, page 22),ae consti
justification the Space Bars produce a four-unit space whic!

although it requires justificationto obtain its size, is the e uivalentof a fixed space four units in width and will be so considered in this

22 Automatic Revolutionof the Justifying sr The

JUSTEINGSCALE
slipmecallystarts ioe

revolve when the

ACK POINTER passes the four-em mark on the EwSeis
nae struck thereafter revolves the seis the proper amount,

the number

a
vertical columns on the ScaLE which pass the SCALE

PoInTER,be’ the same as the number of units registered by the

countingeshasiiem(98); that is, the number of units the tha
accer struck is wide. Thus at any point within seventy-one units
of the end of the line the ScaLz PornTeR indicates the proper
justification on the SCALE.

* On older Boarps not equipped with the automatic revolution of the JusTiryING ScALE
itis

ecessary
at theendof|the

line to press a Key (green Key in thelower right corner of the
left KeyBANx) to ivetl LE

+ naeee re jet justification,described later) the Scate is rotated by hand.

ane apple. the Justi+
YING

CHAPTER XIV

The Space-Sizing Mechanism

123 “As the paper is perforated at the Keyboard,it is wound on a

Spool jem
which the paper unwinds when it 1s placed in the Casting

Machine; thus, the last perforationsmade at the See
are the first

But the last perfora-

he Casting Mac a line, it sets its space-

Bcme ee so that the spaces it makesfor this line willBe of the

size required to justify the Heeee:
es

124 Before consider:g the details of thespace-sizingmechan-
ism, ae to ing mechanism (page
13),f a ie NormatWEDGE(Fig.10, page 14) ee

the size of
moves from

cxactly as it is operatedby the six-unit space
Weneg is used in casting Ee spaces just assit is used in cast-

ing a six-unit spaceor char.

125 But, in addition 6 ete six-unit row PUNCH, the SPACE

Bars operate the JUSTIFYING-SPACE PUNCH,and it iS the BAR

carryingthis Puncu that causes the countingmechanism of the

twenty-first time in the e line, this special Pun

operate, and the Boarp sogistets!and the CASTER ee a

space.
126 nsider now the action of the Castinc MacHINE when

thisapaperforation(producedby the Space Bar and registered

six-unit

illustrations of
CASTING Macai

127 auivieTransfer Wedge lies just behind the NorMAL
WEDGE at theCastinc Macuing, and, after the NorMAL Wepae

is

positioned, to determine the width of the next type to becast, the

Typr TRANSFER WEDGE moves to the left until it comes in State
41
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with an adjustable stop called the MicromerEerWEDGE, the objec
of which is to determine accurately these

sto pingpoint of ‘theTRANS-
FER WEDGE. When both the © and the TRANSFER
WEDGE are in casting position, the MotsBie ispulledback; its
motion is stopped by the NorMaL WepGE, which in turn is stopped
by the Tyre Choe WEDGE

and
this in its turn is supported by

a fixed ABUTMENT that never move: ummary: In casting a six-

Baten‘pace,the Normal Wedge7.unit (or
ony

other size) character, Ss

teehee)weyythe Type Transfer Wedgewhich is supported by the fixed
Abut

"ne Space Transfer Wedge rests upon the TyPE TRANS:

~ and are, in their turn, supported by their
ese two teen WEDGES are set by

the CastiNGMacuine for each line, so that the justifying spaces
cast in the li 0) justify

i

j

In casting a justifying space, the Normal

Weise(in its 6-unit posi-
tion) is backed up by the Space Tra ansfer Wedge,which is supported by
the two

JasipiogWeedges, which in turn are eee up by their own

tee shunWhether the Normal Wedge is backed up by the Type
or neSpace dranstesWedge is determined

PYthespecial per-

foration ane y the Space Bar mg characters
and spaces eeeSize (ee care but “vstiingse, the Space
Transfer Wedgeremains

at the right and maybe considered not to exist,
for it has no effec RMAL WE!

6-unit position), and, thi ne, the TRANSFE) EDGE then
moves to the left to support the Normal

; r, the six-

unit and the justifying space perforations are presented together, the
Type T: FI j s to the lescribed, and stays
there while this justifying space is cast pl the Spaceast. n its €

Transfer Wedge moves to the left into position to support the Normal

Wedge, in tts six-unit positi‘ition; therefore the width of the type cast is
no longer six units, but is eeamaredby the position heusihusnivineWedges which lie behind and supportthe SEA

ibs SFER WED
The Justifying Wiedaes

similar to the NorMaL ees (Fig.10,p

Their thin
NorMaL WEDGE), so er the antherto the left they are placed, the

* “Everything butjusti nsae
spaces’’ is not strictly correct, for, in casting characters, the —Normal WEDGE may be supported by the Space TRANSFER

Webos,providedthese,char-actersare struck with the Space-sUNCHKey, to increase thei fhby iz them with

justificationadded.This method of using the Space WebGe is fly Cxplainedlater, buy for
of simplicity it is assumedin this chapter that this WenGe is used only for justifying

R

of he

oe
oie are |
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larger is the size of the ushiyingyspace:ier
two WEDGES are

controlled by the JusTiryING KEY:

1_ The Justifying Keys are neChittya
evs

at the top
of the Boarn, arranged in two horizontal rows and numbered, from

loft to right, one to fifteen inclusive. (See Plate V, at backof book.)

Key in the top row, the lower one the KEy in the bottom

struck to justify the line. Each row of Justiryinc Keys has its

other twenty-nine PUNCHE

tibbon may show where thelines end), and
ee(o their own PuNcHEs, also operate the uni NC

fore, the same mechanism at the CASTING Maca that movesthe

RIX CASE and ie None
WEDGE also moves th e JUSTINSs

My

the mechanism that moves the NorMAL WEDGE us the Kry-

BOARD operator may, by striking the JusturyineKeys, set the

JUSTIFYINGWEDGES for any justification oar
once set, the

remain set until new perforationsmade the JustirvincKeys

cause the CASTER to re-position these Wiener
132 What becomes of the two characters cast ‘whilethe Justifying

ae
are being set? most appropr riate questiontea

shows that

the reader has grasped the relation
beetye

the Marrrx CaAsE,

NowaWEDGE, BndJUSTIFYINGWED: “Hlwwever, no charac-

ers are cast while the JusTIFYING Wineceare being pogitioned,
Bacalthe same a ea that cause the CasTER to lift these

hgEBDees(to be engaged by the mechanism that moves the Matrix

“AS m left to right) also operate the Pump Lock, so that, while
»

teWane are being set, the CasTINGMACHINEgoesthrough its

of making a type, but none is produced because the Pumpis

ibeoesout and delivers no metal to the Motp. Nore: In addition

(o controlling the Pump Lock, these perforations govern the galley
mechanism and, while the WEDGESare being set for the next line to

be cast, the line just completeya
remoyed from the type channel

and placedon the galley. (15!



CHAPTER XV

Calculating a Justifying Scale

133

yoretheLen eER operator is never called upon to cal:
culate SCALE: work has been done for him, the following will
be of interest ib Hoeswho wish to test theiritknowledgeie

the prin=
ciples that underlie the Monotype Syste tho:

standing of these principles is of great Bracevalue,orttheprinte
who understands them can make short cuts to profits, using his head

to save his hands. All Monoryre calculations are based on the

followingfacts:
134 The front Justifying Wedge We

and 4130) is coneaby the upper row of Justiryinc Keys, and eachposition of t
WEDGE, as it is moved

ee tightto jet,ae
"0075"to thesize 0

the justifying oats: Thu e N n the upper row (the
zero

pesonoI

of this Wz!DG)‘GadenothineAethesize of the space;

No.2 adds .0075”; the No. 15 Key adds .1050” (.0075”X
a 10505),

TheiarJusteine,wedge.is eS by the lowe:

space: Thus, t

this WEDGE)adees
to thesize ofthe sj the No. 2 Key

adds .0005”;t . 15 Key adds .0070” (0085?x14-=0070”).
3 e juPaGiAespace is cast with the NorMAL WEDGE inhe

its second position to the left; thatiis, the six-unit positionwith the

standard arrangement of unit-rows.* While for some specialcon=

ditions NorMaL WepGEs have been made without a six-unit row,

these are not desir: Aa since
ah require a special adjustment of

the SPACE TRANSFER

37 The Space Tranot

wedge
is thicker, from front t

and
a

so that, #
nt, the space184” thinner than

six-unit space cast with the

ae Weer,Of course, these aa
abnee

for the SPACE
, but when the

the Wide Spacing Attachment (Chapter XLIX, page 221) and the standard arrange-

terete: rows, the justifying space is registered by the counting mechanism as

sevenunitandea with the NorMAL WEDGE in its nine-unit position; the principle, however, is the
as here described.

44
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38 “The Scale Constant of any set is the justification given in

the sero column of the Scale of this set; that is, the column

preseieg
to

HtJustifying-scale Pointer when the Board is at zero......

theJustifying Keys, indicated by the Scale Constant, sets the Splice:
vising mechanism at the Caster so that the justifying spaces cast with

the NormalWedge of the same set as titheScale whose Constant is thus

used, are four untts of this set in width.” (J
Eighteen units of twelve-set equal one pica (.166”); one

unit of twelee!set equals .166”+18 =.009222"; prectinlCOR-OHEE!

equals .009222”+12=.0007685”.  (4[54 and 455.
Prove that

ne constant
for a twelve-set SCALE is 1-

s)The unit sizes for different sets are taken from the Table of Tyz
bizes (Fig. 21, Plate I, (stigea “Oy,but they may be leilated
by using "0007685",theequivalent of one-unit-of-one-set.

Six units of twelve-set (see Table of Type Sizes, Fig. 2
Plate I 009222”< = 0553”

Deductford
WEDGES(4137)

No. 1 position front JUSTIFYING WenceE adds.

No. 1 position rear JustirvyING WEDGE adds.

Four units of twelve-set (see Table of Type Sizes, Fig. 2
Plate Dicthinignsvecorces wig t ieee he 009222”Ra .0369,

Error .0000”

141 Find the Constant for an eight-and-one-half-set SCALE.

Six units of cient
and-one-half-set (see Table of Type Sizes,

Fig PPDAgRIACC riegeasurasGaseatvesttopsetyane peaninneiep eee 0392”

Deductforilifierencebetween thickness of Space and
aeWEDGES (GES I) orelccnierecnrostadytorsporousye eeapeeces paee St 10184

Size ofspacecast if NorMaL WEDGE in six- Rea is

backed up by SPACE WEDGE and no junsuneatonaddedy
that is, if the Justirvinc WeEpGEs be as far to the right
as possible,if 1-1 JustirYING Keys have been struck

(0392”—.0184”= ROZ082) petit nee teyoir cnn eas .0208”

Four units of eight-and-one- -half-set (see Table of Type Size:

Fige2iy plate i) ree oneaecane00653” Mae 02612

Therefore the amount that must be added by JustiryING
WepGesiis 2h 2. ieee OLE. 02612” —

ts
00532”

No. 1 jeer Key top row ad

No. 12 Justiryinc Key lower row a 0005” X11 = oeee .0055

Error .00018”

Therefore the Constant for an eight-and-one-half-set SCALE is

1-12; verify this by reference to eight-and-one-half-set Scaz, Plate

VI, at back of boo

ayhat_JustrevieKrys oe eeSoueeto justify a line of

atte! at i n justifying spacesay is re ae unitshor after he is dine in the line has

been struck?

Sixty-five units of eight-and-one-half-set .. . ..00653” X65 = .42445”
Amount to be added to each of the sixteen justifyingBue

(counted by the KryBoarp as four units of eight-an

one-half-set) to justify the Tine:ab 42445" +16 = .02653
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hatis, the justifyingspaces
that have been counted by the Kry-

BOARD as four units eight-and-one-half-set must be increased

102653"
t

tojustify theline. But, én order tofirst make these spacesfour
units (the size-the KryBoarp counted them in

determining
the short-

age of 65 units), the JUSTIFYING KeysieriusCon:dae(1-12) would

have
to be struck; therefore, to the nt that must be added to

ach four-unit space to justifythe ie (02653",
w

we must add the

Goustane(.00532", see Precedingparagraph) before we can select the

Justiryinc Keys required fo
Amount to be added by the Justiryinc Keys i

.02653”-+. 0053"=
=: ,03185”

No. 5 Justiryinc Key top row adds.. ..0075” x4

No. 5 Justir¥ING Key lower row adds.50008” Se4=. nn.0320

Error .00015”

Therefore the Justiryinc Keys to be struck to justify a line of

eight-and-one-half-setmatter thetSes sixteenjustityingspaces)

and is sixty-five units short a row No. 5, No.

(5-5). Verify this bypeeeanrelto ae eightand’-one-Shaltset SCALE,
Plate VI, at back of boo

143
Jactiication3- 8always makes the

sustifyingspace six

units of the set
in use, HUreBataiess©

of the mberof
einain

top row and ae
WEDGES to compensatefedt

Space and TypE eee eneGES a0184”
CasTING MACHINEto produce a six-unit space eonrom

WebGE in its six-unit position, whether this

epeetecupsortel
by the Type TRANSFER WEDGE or the Space TRA R WEDGE

0075”X2 =

rOS0g0005”X7
= .0

iss
No. 3 Justiryinc Kry top row adds

No. 8 Justiryinc Key lower row adds

Difference between thickness of Space and Typr WeEnGEs.

Error aoe
144 The difference in the thickness of the Space and j3PeTransfer Wedges equals two units of twelve-set; that is, the

Constantfora leeleesset JUSTIFYING ee
-1. As was slate

in 9137, the SPACE TRANSFER WEDGE q

back, than the TypE TRANSFER ESE" one unit of twelve-set_to

equals .009222” ($139) and two

one
of twelve-set equal.018444”

(error .000044"). The
cornfor a twelve-set SCALE is 1-1; thatis, to cast’a justifying space four

units thick, with a twelve-set NoRMAL WEDGE, the JUSTIFYING
WEDGEs must be in position to add nothing *(1-1pusnicesce:

for

the Spacr WEDGE ta kes two units
ce

twelve-set fro: it

size of the twelve-set NorRMAL WepGE and makes ae justifying.
Space

four units, the size it is oe by the KeyBoarp.}

Thisfiis not true for sets larger than twelve-set; with these a special adjustment of the©

Space TRANSFER WEDGE is required.

+A demonstration of the WEDGEs at the CASTING MacuINE, after studying this chapter,
will be nelnnato the reader.

n §140 shows that the Constant |

CHAPTER XVI

Arrangement of Punches

145 The thirty-one Punches of the KEyBoarp have now been
accounted for: Twenty-eight Pun

131), and one produces justifying spaces by
Space TRANSFER Wage(9128 and 9129). It is eee that the

position of these PUNCHEs at the Krypoarn be cleagly understood,
for no operator can consider himself an expert until he can

ribbon”’; that is, tell from the location of
ae perforations the char-

acters the ribbon will produce at the Cas

UnitRow]A B CDE FGH IJK ULMNO {Row
Valu

sift be memuses itLt ame oe

Gee ld te! Beal aet yt el:. Nie
THAWeeSleCoefase Cass))ees(aun eastonWat)alienUnswrentS,
SUASeee GeatcenOLgto tlaiz scare=zSShapiaei| 4

99 SielieMOMe See 720 Oak Sie Otel Oullin5.
9|6/c HPS 642$-$ 8642 G8]6
Sra k yed hk ax ¢ lola per Lot|)

TO Sahl aanSS Byyintu <n Oe Pong|e
1o o|}vpPAPA qk bhdvvycr]9
mailiol/He Jl SeegwUZ & f x vu«xN/ 10
A216) | -ORLSCF woSoe Pi eateD2O.G ie

13, | 12,|-E,.& O.V.iG. Bt 0 EA w P.7F,RB, | 12

4)13/ DAY fi fimeYUGR@e2&w YV/13

gp /4/KNAMAXDNKAmes& bx Ulu

as_| 15 EEMYUWWM—..MWZEAR

VauelRow|ABC DEF GH IJ KL MNO[Row
3

x CASEArrangement: This diagram shows the CAsE as it appears to one

lookin;Me,Bn n it as in Fig. 7, page 9; the rows numbered from 1 to 15 inclusive are

nd 15 (18-unit spac t, right-hand Matrix whenthe Cass is in operatingposition,the vertical ‘ohi nafont, left Matrix. Nore: The above Giereris iden-
ticalwith Fig. 18, pag

Fig. 23 is the Matrix CAsE diagram. We will indicate
the PuncuEs that control the movement of the Matrix Case b:
the letters and numbers that indicate the rows of the Matrix

Cask, thus: PuncuEs A to Nvinclusive are the PUNCHEs that cause

47
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the Marrrx Case to move back and front (operating position),
while Puncues 1 to 14 inclusive move it left and right. Indicate

the Puncu for the top row of JustiryinG Keys by .0075 (the incre-

ment in the size of the justifying space produced by these Keys),
and, for the same reason, use .0005 for the lower row of JUSTIFYING
Krys. Let S indicate the PuNcH operated by the SpAcE Bars to

produce justifying spaces. Then, as the operator faces the Kry-

BOARD, the PUNCHES are arranged from left toright as follows:

N-M-L-K-J-I-H-G-F-S-E-D-.0075-C-B-A-1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14-.0005

Fig. 24 shows the arrangement of the PUNCHEs at the KEYBOA' j

and the INDEX PLate which is placed beneath them to designatl
the PUNCHES as described.

Arrangement,of Puncitssi, shows

the INDEX
Pats for

identifying
the thirty-one

UNCHES; viz., fourteen numbered fi inclusive to move the
Mateix

Case

ight
and lett, fourteenindicatediy thelettersA town Inclusive tomoveltheCua fon

back, one (,0075) operatedby
the uppet row of

JustrevincKeyscontrolshefrontJosue ‘Wapen, one(.0008)operated by the lower row of Jus
the rear Justiryine Wace,

satcne tS
Space TRANSFER WepGe.. Thus, PUNCHES K and 1 bring the Roman lower case i to

casting position, see Te.23, page 47

47 Two
canePunchshe ee at ee and right of Fig.

24, that donot c

exactly as if PUNCHES were required for 23m

The Puncy Bar for 15 (at the ght,facingthe KEYBoarD) is

essential because the Pee Bars for the n ered rows in Fig.
operate the countingpaeehaiianefecitering“thewidth of

i char-
acters as their Krys are struck. BaR

hi

character in that row of
he e for

a character in the center of the Marrrx Case,

operated by the SpAcE BARBevatei q

CHAPTER XVII

The Galley Mechanism

by the Justifying”Keys (red
e three functions: (a) they cause

nethe JUSTIFYINGG WEDG: efor

148 The perforations made

Keys at top of Board) hav
CastING MACHINE to Soe
line is cast, so that the justifying spaces in

ue
line will be ie size

which
;

required to justify it; ump Lock

yents characters being cast while the foes WEDGES are being

theyoperate the Salle:piechen
Haceby the Fue Keys, consethe following in ree
to the operation ehhe

CasTING MA
1 the Mowb(Fig. 11, page 15)i

coupled to the oe CarRIER by the

hooksat the left end of the
Cr ast, the CARRIER pushes
the Cross BLocK to the right (operating esiton)until the CARRIER

opening comes opposite the Motp B h then moves for-

ward and pushesthe

typedust castAof feeMotinto the CARRIER,
CLAMP. thus received the

D

channel by the ae stroke of the
15 Vhile the last type of a Tinei

isSate onaplaced in the

channel, the justifying perforations for the next line to be cast are

presentedtoto the CAsTER to set the JustineNee
for that

hai

swing to the right so that

the last type cast. Second, the Line Hoo.

of the

machine,eee
the

poms
leted line fi

front of the g Thir e RULE, which closes the open end of

the galleyto ae the type Het placedon it fronpaling:
lifts

to permit the line to b shed under it. ourth, the CoLUMN

PUSHER now moves to the right, pushing the new jeeconde:the

Rute. Fifth, the RULE moves

my
t e CoLuMN PUSHER (to

prevent the type fallingback when

and stops. Szxth, ‘OLUMNee withathe RULE moves

down to the ae of its stroke, and the LINE

HoeRsen
ove back

to the rear end of their

pirokeready for the next lin

completedits work, the galley mechanism remains

“tripped” for the next tae Nore: While theealleymechanism

49
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the ae
oe andput it on the galley

50 The Monotype System Part I

completes its cycle (one revolution of the GALLEY Cam), the Cast-

ING MACHINE makes five revolutions (castin: e of the next line

for each revolution), in addition to the two revolutions se setting the

Wedgeswhen the Pumr is locked and no type is cast. e¢GALLEY
Camis rotated by a shaft driven from a worm on the CanAM SHAFT

“tripping the galley”’ causes a latch on the Cam to

ese
theshaftso that the Ca rotates with it as one piece. The of this gear

ing is such fe
the Drtvinc PULLEY makes seven erate whild

tl A ‘AM SHAFT makes one. Summary: The perforations
that set the TassieWedgesfor the next line to be cast ali “tip the

galley” for the line just completed, causing the galley mechanism to pull

‘hree different justificationsin the same line are shown

in {7. Since the spaces in these different sections of the same meare of different size, it is obvious that in castinglines like these

JUSTIFYINGWEDGES must have been positioned three datereeta

times for each line. It is equally clear that the galley mechanism

was not “tripped” and the line pulled forward and put on the galley
until the three sections required for the line were completed and in

the type channel. j

152 Question: Can the Justiryinc WepcEs be moved without

“tripping the galley’? A perforation produced by any JustiFy-
ING Key causes the CAsTING Macutne to lift the Weseethis Key

controls and put it in the position corresponding to the Kry that

produced the perforation, but,by a simpleadjustment, the galleymechanism may be made ‘ ene toa si ingle perforation pro-—
duced by a Justiryinc Key; that is, in work like the peerforal
tions that set the WEDGES forthe different sections (except the last)

3 ©,

"y mecha: ‘

In “double justification,” as this work is called, if the

Kerypoarp operator strikes together a

de
Key in the lower

row and the Key above it (bringing up the two JUSTIFYINGPUNCHES

At ESOS these double perforationswill “trip the galalley’”
exactly as a single perforation trips it when the Castinc MACHINE
is not adjusted for “doublejustification.

”

For example: ‘The first

two sections of a line with three justifications are justified as usual;
at the end of the last section of the line, assume that the justificationindicated by the SCALE is 8-3. The operator oe

the No. 8 Key

in the top row as usual, but when he strikes t o. 3 Kevi in the

lower row he strikes with it the Key directly Caanit (No. 3 in the

upper row), in order to “‘trip the galley”’ for the complete line,

Consequently,the KryBoarp operator controls the galley mechan-

ism of the CASTING MACHINE quite as ee,
as he controlsthe

movement of the MATRIX Case. In ordinary matter he “trips

uegalley” by using any JustiryInG ee (00075 Punc# or .0005;_
e 9/146); in “double justified” matter he “trips the galley” by

eae PuncueEs .0075 and .0005 together.
154 The object of the above reference to “double justification”

is to make clear the action of the galley mechanism; for the method

of using the KEyBoarD on matter which requiresdifferent size

Cuar. 17 The Galley Mechanism 54

justifying spacesin the same

uneae
a“ jotmethodahandlingidethis work see

‘‘ Double Justifica’ ae he XXV,p
When startinga new“Hl n, as a TustiyingKey

in the

upper
row six times and ied a Justify: ing Key in the

row once before beginningcomposition (or!‘double justi-
fied” matter strike a Key in the mpperrow

with the Kry in the

lower row). This is done to “trip the galley”and neout the last

line cast (the first line set), which arora uld remain in the

type channel. se a Key in the lower row pesuesthe Keys in

this row also restore ({105), and the new line must be started with

the Em Rack as far to the left as possible, for, while the Unit

WHEEL rotates when a JUSTIFYINGKEviis struck,the units so regis-
tered must not be counted in the line about to be set. Strike the

i @> a g 5 Bwafter the last character is cast and the line le

must make seven revolutions (41150)to ane Hiefn
on the galley.

Of course, one keystroke is all that is required t ip the galley;””,
the object of the other six strokes is to keep the Banelocked (cast
no type) while this last line is placed on the galley. But for these

perforations the CasTer would cast em-quads, which the operator
would have to remove from the type channel before starting a

new take. Note: Do not strike a JustiryING Keyin the lower

row seven times, for this causes the Boarn to restore after every

stroke; save this wear.

The Casting Machine Stop Motion is part of the galley
mechanism. The object of this device (for details see our book on

KXEYBOARD operator, and to preventimproperly justified lines being
placed on the galley. If the.line be too

ee
or too long,to lock up

properly, diasfault is detected as the COLUMN PUSHERpushes the

line under t ULE, and the CasTING MACHINEstops automatically
so that its yes ‘cancorrect the error in justification,

To stop the Casting Machine when a take is finished,
the Kryvpoarp operator takes advantage of this stop motion.

Aftersetting the first line er
a

take (the last line cast) he reads the

JustiFvING SCALE as usual, but, affer reading the ScaLE and before
striking the JUSTIFYING ee indicated, he strikes the em-leader

Key. Consequently the line is cast one em too long and this stops
the Castinc Macutne, notifying the operator that the take is

finished; he then removes the leader and pushes the line onto the

galley. After the leader is removed the line is justified perfectly,
since, in determining the justificationfor the line, this em-leader

(struckafter the SCALE was read) is not counted.



CHAPTER XVIII

Changing Pica Ems to Ems of Any Set

158 “The Em Scale 9KB1 is a strip of celluloid divided into

sixty-five ems and each em is subdivided into half-ems.” (99.) The —

ti

the Unrr Inpicator (996) shows zero. If an eight- instead of a six-

set SCALEbe used, the KGYRORRD
would be aa iSindicate thirty ems

at the beginnin: of the

TheTable for ‘ChangingPica Ems to Ems of Any Set

(Plate VII, at back of book)is used to determine the KEYBOARD
measure, for any measure in picas, without calculation. The fol-

lowing exampleshows the use of the table: column of matter
thirteen picas wide is to be composed

i

in a seven-set face; in the

column headed ‘‘7,” opposite “13” in the column headed‘ ‘Pica

Ems,” are foundthe figures “22-5,” oe that thirteen pices
are

equal to twenty-two ems and five units of seven-set.

13 picas xZeve=22% ems of seven-set

There are eighteen units to the em; therefore, to reduce two-

sevenths of an em to units take two-sevenths of eighteen

f=
y18 xF 5

The fraction of a unit is negligible. The above: examplephonihmanner in which the ‘Table for Changing Pica s’

culated; of course, the KEYBOARD operator obtains “thedettinghe
requires direct from the table.

Allowance,
for squeeze in lock-up should be made in

setting the Kry

thisiin adjusting figsale for hand composition. It

give fixed rules for this, as different offices have different standards.
A number of offices use the following: Allow one-half point on all

measures up to ten picas; from ten to twenty picas Alloaone point;

52
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from twenty to thirtypicas allow one and one-half points,and from
thirty to forty-twopicasallow two points. A table giving the equiv-
‘lent of points in units of the different sets is given, with an explana-
lion of the method of adding the squeeze allowanceto the measure

(Plate VIII, a backof book). Nore: M ces make no allow-
ance for squeeze in setting ruled tables

andsup of a number of small
columnsthat do not average more than fivepicas in width, because

experience shows that such tables take ti very little in lock--up.

Ficure 25

Paper em scales: Used in tabular wwatkin preparing or

Presaneythecast of a

ieapeseons¢paperscale is held in position on the KeyBoarp EM Scar

ondeveeshownin the figure; the lower edge of the papernel restson theie nedBy he EM-SCALE
Hower,‘and the

upperedeeof the paper scale is about
an Sighof an Achbelow riteton8

f the Krypoarp Ei E So as not to cover com-

Herely:88

enidie ations.. Ast ate paper em scale, abemarked,is shown below the
mai

thespepe
emoe up-to- ane officesthat Cnr canecbeloreit

mposing machine can give the operator the cast of a

fableean fe copy, so that he has only to put the paper scale in

placeandsia keyboarding.Thus, these paper scales not only save

time but they aayinsureuniformitywhen several operators are

workin: the same job. aper em scale rests on the metal

ledge at Hebotemeof the Ew Scareandis held at each end by metal
Cuips, as shown in Fig.25. Care must be used in putting in a paper
em scaleto see that.

asgraduationscoincide with those of the KEy-
BOARD EM

PCALELE
for this reason the paper em scale is made

tl es SCALE so that the paper does not com-

pletely cover ae graduations.



CHAPTER XIX

Changing Measures from one Set to Another

162 It is sometimes necessary to

ae emsand units of a_

given set into ems and units of another set, as pica ems are

changedto ems and units of
any,set, ae

feted inmnChapterXVII
Side heads: In some work side heads of a larger size

oo are used; for example,thee eSoe ina eee eleven-set
face, cast on twelve-point body, and the’text with which they are”

tused ina six-point seven-set face operator sets the side heads

first and notes on the copy their width in ems ani its of their set.

When he sets th must, of course. pace for the side

heads so that fhenneedwood” (the quads
an

spaces he allows for

the sit ¢ lifted out when the matter is made up, and
the side head ingestedwithout any justifi oe on of the matter or

overrunnin: make this allowance for the side head its _y hand.

asure (in,ems and units of its set) must first be converted into_
ems and

ae
of the same set as

eetex’

4 Tal xr work: In same waytwo sizes of type are

frequentlytse in tabular wok,a smaller size for the headings,for example. The total measure of

ie ieHi including the rules

rt e, givenin picas, but the

Teague
13

forthe sectionsof the tablebeneath the heads in order that
he

i

units of one set inte.
units of another si i

T of Type Sizes (Fig.21, Plate I, facing page”
27) will make ee the method of converting units of a given set
into units of a required set. ExampLe: Given fifteen units of |
Eee aR nietereee find its equivalent insunits of seven-and-

$ table shows that fifteen units of eleven-and-

one-quarter-set equal .1297”; to find the number of units of seven-

and- quarters-set equal to, or most nearly equal to, this amount

follow across thi e of the e for seven-and-three-quarters-
tae y-one units of seven-and-three-quarters-set equal .1251”,

tr

teen units of eleven- -and-one-Roster! and twenty-one units of”

54
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seven-and-three-quarters-set (.1297”—.1251” = .0046”) is greater than
the difference for twenty-two units of seven-and-three-quarters-set
1310" — 7” = 0013”),we

i i

mplifiedTal
of Type Sizes. Since this scale is used only for

oe
the

values of different units,ue
to

Coe theiactualsi thou-
sandths of an inch, the mtumbers”’hedifferpeecombinationTh

mber

131) is the whole number of units most nearly equal to fifteen units
of eleven-and-one-

quarBea ikeynumbe
mleS 0 into ems and units

of any other set use ‘the!Palea CharseePiesEms (Plate VII,
at back of book) in connection with the Scalefor Changing Units:
lind on the table, in the column for the given set, the number of

ems and units most nearly equal to the known measure; to get the

equivalent of this measure follow this line across the tableto the
column for the required sete

‘The measure there given in ems and
units of the requiredset must then be corrected by adding, or sub-

(racting, units to compencatefor the difference averthe knownmeasure and the measure of the set selected. This use of

th
e table

and scale will be clear from the example given on Plate VII TSE
see, noting carefully the caution for checkinghe total measure.

1 Scales for comparing two sets: Wh wo faces of dif-
ferent sets are frequently used oaseser on werk equiring many
conversions of measures, a special scale for these two sets may be
made. Thus, if the style of the office be to set all tables in eight
point 8A (814-set) with the heads in six point (7-set), a scale like
the one shown in Fig. 26, page 56, should be made, for it will very

quickly save the time requiredto make it. ith such a scale the

operator can read
ee

from the scale the
cay

in ems and
units of one set, of anymeasure in ems and units of the other set.

lor example, theapethalfof the scale siowatin Fig. 26 is graduated
to ems and units of seven-set, the lower half to ems and units of eight-
and-one-half-set. To make any conversion within the length ofthe

scale, find the given measure on the section of the scale for this set

and, directly above or below this, read from the dther section the

measure in ems and units of the set for this section. Thus, a glance
at the scale (Fig. 26) shows that the nearest measure to threeems

six units of eight-and-one-half-set is four ems one unit of seven-set.

‘The scale should, of course, be made long enough to convert directly
he widest measures in general use.
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169 1 mke a scale for comparing two sets, similar to the

on. In malng
full length ¢ thscale, pee

of stopping the CasTiING MACHINE
and repeatir thribbon, as the MoLp might cool off too much eechanging thribon. ae no justifying spaces areused,it isn

essary only istxe any one JUSTIFICATIONKey to “‘trip the galley”

FIGURE 26

Scale for comparing two sets.

(9150). Tin sstore and strike the nine-unit vertical as many
times as recireforthele ngthof the scale.

170 b ri

d

sizesee theertals are exactly nine units of their sets, because any
error, howeer sght, in one of these sets would accumulate in the
length of thsce. ing:8

a scale e for seven-set and eight-and-
one-half-sett i ebyious.‘thatvertPies shaldee ofe:

d-one-halse ees or, to avoid comparing half-units,.that

seventeen uits n the seven-set section of the scale should coincide
with fou rtetuits on the

ei i

oO on

U

take as mar prs proofs as desiredon durable paper, and with pen
and ink exind very third nie vertical to its number to

cur. 19 Changing Measures from One wet to Another 57

make the scale easier to read. Also extend eac eighteenth vertical,

beginning with the first, which mark zero, theecond one, etc., to

indicate ems; mark the sets on each section ancthe scale is finished.

171 Double Em Scales: In 4163 was eplained the conver-

sion of sets requiredwhen side heads of a largt size type are used;
for example, heads in a ten-point cere

set fa: and text in a six-

point seven-set face. The operator whoknowhow to make scales

for comparing two sets (Fig. 26, pa:ane56) ca save a great deal

of time by making a paper scale of the prope proportion for this

cleven-set face and atteeineylif
to the Em Scar of the KEyBoarD

n Fig. 25, pag53. Of course this

paper scale must be the reverse ofthe KEYBOADEm SCALE, that is,

sero must be at the et of the paper scale which; graduated fromleft
to right: e paper scale is placed on the regulrKEYBOARD SCALE,

so that when the POs of the EmRacki is athe begir ingof the

tl

cover the daddationsof the oohALE, Now Soe aloe must

aloweleven and one-half ems ‘‘deadwood”’ taaleand spaces) for

side head to be inserted after the matter icast, he strikes the

fad and spaces required to bring the PoINER of the Em Rack

to eleven and one-half ems on the auxiliary sde and this done, he

sets the balance Athe line in seven-set, payingo furtheratea

the paper is held by the Crips at the ends othe Em ScaLe; the

portion a wensBesietebeyond the Citrss cut off.

172 e heads or other matter to e inserte dof course

fixed size spaces (6- or 9-unit) must ed 2 e words of

the matter to be inserted, because justifyinjspaces are not cast

the same size they are counted. der has grasped theh

principle of these auxiliary Pere
scales to masure t

for matter to be inserted, and if he understand$hat the graduations
on the Keypoarp Em ScaLe bear no

ree?
the width of the

ne erpoa.
then it

“ary paper em scales

sca

1 73 Anem onthe Reyer Em Scale is. 5708” wide, a half-

em is .07854”, and since the Em Scarz is nevechanged,regardless
of the set JustiryincSCALE, it chet be kept ea

in mind that

the Em ScALE counts the ems as they are set ad does not measure

their width: Therefore, if a seven-set JUSTIFYIGSCALE be used on

the KryBoarp and the matter to be inserted e in eleven-set, the
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half-ems on the auxiliary scale must be larger than the half-ems on

the Em Scar in the proportion of eleven to seven, or, to express this
in figures: to find the graduations for half-ems on the auxiliary scale

|

for eleven-set matter to be inserted in seven-set matter multiply the
size of a half-em on the Em Scar by eleven and divide by seven.
Thus:

;

Half-em graduations for eleven- , _

.07854” X 11
= 12342"set matter inserted in seven-set a

x

174 Rule: To find the width to cast the verticals for half-ems
for an auxiliary scale, multiply 07854" by the set of the matter to be
inserted and divide this product by the set of the matter in which the insert
is to be made.

175 Caution: Before using an auxiliary scale test it carefully
with the Em Scarz of the Keygoarp, using the method described
in {]170 for a scale for comparing two sets; sce Fig. 26, page 56,
Thus, if the inserted matter be twelve-sct and the matter in which
it is to be inserted be eight-and one-half-set, seventeen ems on
the auxiliary scale should exactly equal twenty-four ems on the Em

SCALE. Remember that a carelessly made auxiliary scale will cause

more lost time on one job than one of these scales could save in a month.
These auxiliary scales should be used only by expert operators who
thoroughly understand the Monotype System.

1 fable of Relative Measures: Opposite this page, on

Plate II, is @ table for comparing directly measures varying by points
from one point to eleven and one-halfpicas, and by multiples of ten

et into em

set, is that conversions are not absolutelyaccurate because fractions of
“a unit in the result must be rejected; therefore if the equivalents of

several sections of the same line be taken from the table, always”
check the sum of these conversions with the equivalent of the total

i

b
from the Table for Changing Pica Ems (Plate VII, at back of book),
The method of using the table will be clear from the instructions
at the left of the table.

Table of
Relative

Measures

PLATE II



Table of Relative Measures
For all Standard Sizes, 6-, 642-, 7-, 8-, 8%2-,9-, 10-, 11-, and 12-Sets

Varying by Points from 1 Point to 111, Picas, and by Multiples of 10 Picas to 60 Picas

a
the columnheaded with the set for which the measure is known, find this meas- In the columnsheaded

“

Picasand Points” the figuresat the left of the plussign(+)

then, in the same line withthis, but in the column headed with thesetrequired, indicate picas, those at the right of the plus sign indicate points; tl us, 55+9 means

fullwillbe found the equivalent, in ems and units of the required set. For a de- picas and 9 points. For convenience in reading the table, all picas and half-

scription of the method of using this table see directions at the left. picas, as callas all even ems of all sets, are emphasized by using heavier figures.

Set-Size

PLATE



How to use the

Table of Relative Measures

Picas Set-Size
an

Poii cal |_8% 9 10 1 |.

4 7-0 | 6-2 | 545 | 5-8 | 437 | 4

4 T-3 ebge6-4| 547] 531 | 5-0 | 441| 4-
4 7-5

™

0 533 | 5- 32 | 4-

4
4 76 7{| 6-8| 6-2] 530] 5-0| 44
4 8-0 | 7-0| 632] 6-4] 542] 5-2] at
4 8-3] 7-2] 644] 6-6 | 534 | 5-3 | 4
4 85 | 74] 636] 6-8 | 535 | 5-5 ad

a -7 | 648] 641 | 547 | 5-7 |-43
831 | 730 | 7-1] 643 | 6-0 | 5-8 | 5-

1 834 | 732 | 7-3] 645 | 6-2 | 541 | 5-
+2 936] 734] 7-5] 637] 6-4 | 542
+3 9-0 | 737 | 7-7 6-5 | 544 | 5-
+4 9-3 | 8-0] 731] 7-2] 6-7 | 536| 5-

+5 630 ie
+6

1036510-0 | 9-5] 8-2] 743] 7-4 l6t0 | 537
10-3 | 9-8 | 8-4] 735] 7-6 6-0 | 5}
10-6 | 931 | 8-7] 747] 7-8 5}A xi=6 | 10-8 | 944] 830] s-o| 731 | 63> 5}
1 3

2

a

2

us taon! esa] eal 715 | 7-01 67 / 52

If the columns are even picas and points, the conversions to ems
and units of any given set may be obtained as follows:

Example 1. A Gpoint7-set head is to cover two 2-picacol-
umns and a 2-point rule between them or a total measure for
the 7-set head of 4 picas and

3points. Whatj

is the equivalent
ints?

iljos FfFind at the top 7"the table the

So headed 7-set
nd look down this until you co

The line of the table for 4

picesa 2 points (4+ 2)a eS and at this point of the table read

Agee 7 ems and 3
niteee of eee the equivalent of

4 picas and 2 poi

@ measure is given in ems o one set to be converted to ems
and units of another proceed as follow:

Example 2.

oe the ae in ems and units of 9-set of
10 ems of 634-s

® e- a he column at the top of the tableneed 6M4-
set and look down this column until you cometo

0-0, the number of ems of 614-set ee equivalent
ANS is desired. Then follow across we

line

potthe table
reato the column headed 9-set wherey:

7 ems 4 units (7-4) of 9-set, the oe of 10 emsa of 614-set.



CHAPTER XX

Setting the Keyboard Measure

177 The Em-rack Stop XOKB (Plate V, at back of book) is

moved to adjust the KEyBoarp to the measure required, justasa

compositor sets his stick or as the margin stop on a typewriter is set.

When a Restorine Key (4104 and #108)|

is depressed, after a line
has been finished, the Em Rack moves to the left until it strikes

the Stop; the KEY is then releasedand the Boarp is ready for

compositionon the next line. To set the Stor the operator ‘presses
its HANDLES together to release it, and slides it to the right, or

left, until its Pointer 6KB3 indicateson the Em Scatr a9KB1

the measure required. Thus, to set the Boarp to compose matter

(hirteen picas wide in seven-set, the operator determines the equiva-
lent of thirteen picas in seven-set from the Table for Changing Pica

ms (22 ems 5
unt)

see 9159 or Plate VII, at back of book) and
moves the Stop 0 that its POINTER is between twenty-two and

twenty-two and one-half ems on the Em Scat; he then releases its
HANDLES and the Stop locks automatically;the five units are

provided for by moving the Em-Rack-stor ApyusTING SCREW (see
next paragraph). Figs. 146 and 147, Plate X, at back of book, show
the correct method of setting the Em-rack Srop and adjusting
the Stor Apyjustinc Screw.

178 The Em-rack-stop Adjusting Screw X8KB (Plate V)
is used, after the Em-rack Srop has been set for the number of

ems in the measure, to position the Srop accurately so that the

Boarp indicates the correct number of units. Having set the Srop

d Fi; e

graduation on the Unit WHEEL coincides with thefigiire five on the

Unir Inpicator (96); of course, the Screw must not be turned

enough to move the Em-rack Pointer

tae
AneaeenAse-two and

twenty-two and one-half on the Em Sca n making this adjustment
set the Srop so that the teeth of theUNIT-WHEEL PAWL mesh

squarely with the teeth of the

WHEEL,
without rubbing on either

side, as the PAWL seats in the WHE

o set the measure for nEpourienFaces, the Table for

ChangingPica Ems to Ems of Any Set (159) cannot be used, be-
cause in these faces all characters in the a , and all spaces, are of

the same width, and, as justifying spaces are not used with these

uniform body faces,the measure must be divisiblee, without any

remainder, by the width of one character. In com posingthese

uniform body faces the KEYBoaRD is adjusted: First, so that the
SPACE BARSproduce fixed spaces instead ofsaabnc,Leas(786).
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60 The Monotype System Parr I

Second, so that all character Keys and the Space Bars produce
charactersnine units (one-half em) wide (useTYPEWRITER STOP-

BAR Case, 274). After this adjustment is made, se tting the EM-

RACK Sropis exactly the same as setting the margin stop on a type-
writer, for each half-em on the SCALE represents a character, and the

Stopis set to the left as many half-ems as there are charactersin

the line; of course, the Srop ApyuSTING ScREW must be set so that

a graduatiion on the Unit WHEEL coincides with zero on the Unir

Inpicator. Since no justifying spaces are used with these faces,
no JUSTIFYING SCALEis required; end all lines with the Em-rack

POINTER at zero, using spaces if necessary, and at the end of each

line strike any Jusruryinc Key in the lower row to restore and to

“trip the galley” (150). The
Cr

Macuine is adjusted to

cast all characters of the same width, the same as in casting BRfourteen-point and larger for the cases

a

(Chapter XL, page 157);
the DispLay-rype NorMAL WEDGE (without the Packinc Piece
60S) is positioned all the way to the right, and the body-size is

obtained as is the quadsize on composition.
The width of typewriter characters, designedto match

the faces created by the sane
of these machines,

i

is made both to

points and to tenths of an inch: For example, ten-point No. 70L
has characters six

pons
wtide(.0830”), while the twelve-point of

this 70L series has characters one-tenth of an inch wide (.1000”),
aas have also the eleven-point No. 17L and twelve-point No.

typewriter faces. Thus, the measure for ten-point No. 70L (char-

acters 6points wide) ma: made any number of eas)or half-

pes desired, but in setting typewriter faces whose characters are one-

h of an inchwide the measure

fs
ean even multipleof three

ee (for example, a 24, or 27 picas),because, since ten of these

letters are one inchw.ide (10letters6, picas), three is the smalle: st

number of picas that ‘silcontain a whole number of these letters

(5 letters=3 picas).
81 To set the measure for Mail-list Faces: ae type-

writer faces, these faces are made on uniform width body. The

are especially useful for mail-lists, Keptstanding,because of the

speed with which changes may be made by hand; since all characters

and spaces are the same width the lines ts not have to bejjustified.
The only difference between mail-list and typewriter faces is that

i

pica)the
ieee

for this face must vary by one-third of a pica 7
picas,1014picas, 11% ee mae

For adjustments requirediin
setting mail- lee“Tikessee 917

CHAPTER XXI

Allowance for Cuts, Initials, and Rules

182 Allowance for cuts and initials to be
ieee

after the

01

(Plate VII, at back of book) to convert this amount in picas into

ems and units of the set required.183 Scales for measuring insertsare helpful in composition
where much matter is inserted and where this is of different set from
the matter being composed; as, for example,Greek words used in

English text. ee theinsertedmatter is eleven-set and the

composition is in ten-set make a scale for transforming ems of

cleven-set into ems often-set,Bicethe vertical rule MATRIX in the

ighteen-unitrow and cast a line of these ten-set verticals on the

ciehteentunit body; print this on cardboard; then, with a pen,
mark the second venealfrom the left zero and, counting from this,
number every fifth vertical on this cardboard scale;thus, 5, 10, 15,
etc.; and then divide the space between the two left Rerticals
into three equal parts. Set theinserted matter (11-set) first and

measure it with thisscaleto getitswidth
i

in ems and units of ten-

mated by noting the amount the Heteae
of thewordprojects

to use than a scale having all the ems subdivided. See also auxiliary
scales,

1 TheTable of Allowance for Rule (Plate VIII, at, back of

I es the equivalent, in ems an f any set, of any
number of picas’(Waryingby,half-picas) from one-

Be
to sixty

picas, whilethe Table” gives the equivalent, in units and

decimals of a unit, otSite and half-points. Benes Find the

Dr in eight-and-one-half-set for a cut twelve picas and three

*For offices using our system of  Copyfitting” this allowance for cuty, of course, predetermined for the KeyBOarp operator (see our book, “Ci

6

initials, and inserts
fitting”).
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62 The Monotype System Parr I

points wide. The ‘Pica Table” showsthat in eight- and-one- hal :

set the equivalent of twelve picas is sixteen and one-half ems eight

as
while the “Rule Table” gives the equivalent of three points

n 8'%4-set) as six units (see note below):

Threepoints.Twelve pic

0 ems 6uni
16% ems 8 units

Allowance (in 8)4-se
for a cut twelve picas16} ns 14 unitsthree points wide me oe ¢ une

Therefore,if the cut be twelve picasdeep and the operator be
cottaeu

of points from the' ‘Rule Tal

half (.5); if it be one-half or more, call it a whole unit.
.Geis

5 peesnce for Rule is made by two methods: First, for
a small table, less than a page in length, the operator does not reduce:

the Krypoarp measure by the thicknessof the rules to be added
: vs

in

characters equalafter type i ut, instead, throws in cl

width to the total thickness of the rules to be oe just amakes allowance for a cut (9184); it is more convenient in mak

up tables to have the characters allowed for rules at theends of alines. Second, for pages of tables the operator deducts from tl

total measure, in ems andunits of the set, the equivalent of the rules

to be inserted, also expressed in units of the set, and mal akes this

casting these spaces and characters. For tables where some lineschara

contain more rules than others (box heads, etc.), a combination of
TE for squeezeboth these methods is used. No’ ince no allowance

(1 is made in ruled tables made up of a number of I col:
umns that do notavera: re than five picas in width, the width8 .

i

1 the widf the extra characters inserted instead of rule must equal

ofthe rule plusthe allowancece made for squeeze in the straight matter
accompanying the table (page 28, Part II).

CHAPTER XXII

Extra Characters*

186 There is no limit to the number of characters that may
beusedin

a gone
work: The Marrix Case carries 225 char-

, but infrequently used characters not carried in
1 ec

the KEYBOARD opefator
‘trikes a Key for a characterof the same

eat as the required char-
ficter. When the matter is

re
cted b:

tase, the type cast in place oft
for it without

ueciinsesjustin.With the Monotype
feinsertion of the extra ers never retards the machine, and t

vost of this work is thece “ofa case hand using the type made .
(he Monoryrr, not the wages ek

a machine operator plus the wages
ola

composingmachine. There is no distribution whatever with
the Monorypr, for the extra ee are melted with the rest
of the ae when the job is finished.

no
tra Keys and Special Matrix Case Arrangements:

ate IX, at back of book, shows MATRIX CASE Arrangement C(thesame as Fig. 23, page 47),Roman
1 capssmall

rs
and lower

tase combined with Italic caps and lowercase, andalso a diagram

ie arrangement of Krys
yenmetingthis combination.

potethat,whileaneMARECASE
c

ete 225 Mas PRICES,theoats nas

(4131), the eae Kry(looters. 4122), t
(48

WANKS; for example, period, comma ,; nine- and eighteen-
unit quadsani | leaders; Second, to preservea‘convenientgroupingof the Keys when modificationsof the Matrix CasE

anceie required; for example,if the eight-unit space wereu 01

frequently than the!Haubledagger (t) the Marat forthis would

* This cl explains, not too technically, the manner in whietiaiainp elianizes adeinlrnex Casi Ar rate.Be It is not desirable to consider complete changes (warigtation of Romanand Boldface, Chapters XXXV, page 119, and XXXVIpage 130)| ua(he details of the Keyseca

fggianim pave bern explainedin the chapter on’ Key
Neypars, and Sroppar:

advantages
Type

on work that requires extra characters can best beted by consideringeigen ing composing machine.Withany machinethat casts

enka bar, i, theoperator must insert, by hand, in tl ©

beitigset,the MATRICES
-characae Rotcarried in, the machine and, eeete iscast, these extra

e
ant

sig
per and quicker

Iiweensettingtypeand setting Mataicesby hand liesimthecoat eth ie ae by the manwlling type and the“stick’*(the composing machine itself) used by the man setting MATRICES,
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be replaced in thé CasE by a space Marrrx and the operator would

cap (262)Key No. 26,beside theother fixed size sp
were r

een replaced with a space, a space would be

enete would exc “hankefor the | without affectingthe justification.
In the same way, if the matter requiredthe fractions 4. ‘ and
7%, the operator would cap Krys Nos. 13,

these fractions and notify the CASTERoperator to mak

sponding| cone?etMatrices in the Matrix Case (334).
“i ”

ee
38

Sioe charactersmay be used profitably on work con-

te a large number of special characters; for evaniglesdiction-

ae ee many diacritical letters. The Matrices for these signals

rectangleswhich, being type- high,show
in the first proof

e-, SIX-,SEVE! ight-, and nine- unit

the five- and six-unit signal Keys. After the t

before the first proof is read, a hand compositor removes the signals
and inserts in their place the specialcharacters indicated in the copy;

the prominence of the signals insures that no changes will be over-

looked. A proof of the matter complete qe
all char:

directly to the proof-room, where the corrections and characters to

be inserted are marked, and then to thesage
who inserts the

extra characters whilemaking correctio

189 Duplicate characters on differentelepiece
In some

greatlyssimmplifies
the tabular composition to carryi

CASE a Matrices for these letters used as symbols.

extra eeRICES are carried in the proper unit-rows to make the

characters cast from them justifywith the figures; for esse
in

the nine- and eighteen-unit rows. Standard MatricEs may

js igned, com

special work hese
8

Ia in such cases the saving in justification, by reason of having

teinon Gadoenbodies with the Heute:
will

1

auicklypay for having

special Matrices made to order

CHAPTER XXIII

Justification with Fixed Size Spaces

190 “Monotype type is self-spacing; this explains the almost
incredible ease with which the Monotypeoperator composes the most

dificult tabular matter.

he set-sizes of all characters in the same font
bear a fixed relation to one another. or exampleh Reel the width of
one

caeM equals threej's, neapts two aasi
two o’s, two g’s, two x’s.”*

(443.) “Thhe unit registeringmechanism...... sures the widthmea.

of each character as struck (in units of thesset of its face) and adds this
number ofunits to the sum of the units of the characters preceding it in
the line, in idesthat the

eeuniny
mechanism may indicate the amount

required to complete the lin ((83.) ‘The number of ems and
wnits veqiredto complete theline, or any section of it, are shown by
the Em Scale and Unit Indicator: Thus, if the Em-rackPointer be
between three and three and one-half ems and a graduation of the Wheel
coincides with the figure 8 of the Unit Indicator,we know that three
ems and eight units are

hs
to complete the line. If now we strike

the eight-unit space onceandthe em-quad three times, the Em Rac
will move to the right ali4its Pointer coincides exactly with the zero

of the EmScale, at which point the right tooth

oHhe
Pawl is, of course,

seated in a graduated space of the Board is now at zero,
the line is complete and no expansion of thejustifying spaces is

requiredto justify it, since there is no remainder to be spread over these

spaces. q1 ustification with fixed size spaces almost explainsitself from the above quotations, but, first, let us sum up the points

prea covered by defining justifyingand fixed spaces
191 A justifyingspace is a space that is cast larger than the

size it is
ay

-in order to distribute equally over the justifying
spaces in the line(or section of a line) the amount the line (or sec-

tion of aling)isshortof ge
jake

measure after the last character
in the line

“ section0 e) has beenstruck. Justifying spaces

are produced by the SERGEee (986,
; the Boarp counts a justify-

ing space as four units, butthe size thesespaces are cast is deter-
mined by the JustirvinG Keys struck at the end of the line (or
section of the line). Justifyingspaces are cast with the NoRMAL
WenGE in its second position (6-unit), when moving from right to

left, backed up by the Spacz TRANSFER WEDGE, which is supported
by the JUSTIFYINGWEDGES set to make the justifyingspaces the

fi width to justify the'line (or section of a line). After twenty
justifying spaceshave been struck for the same line, the JustiFYING-
SPACE Puncit is cut out automatically and does not perforate the

paper again for this line; thus, when the Spacr Bar (either Bar) is

* Romancharacters are here referred to, a

11, which accompanies 43, from which this
e noted by turning back to Fig. 17, page

is quoted.
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struck for the twenty-first time in the same line a six-unit fixedspace

instead of a justifying space is produced:
»* More than twenty justify-

ing spaces cannot be used in the same line (or section of a line) because

the JusTirvinG SCALES are calculated for a maximum of twenty

spaces; for the same reason the maximum numbero}of units shortage
that can be distributed over the justifying spaces in a line (or section

of a line) is seventy-one. With ‘
j

21) the

justifying space becomes the equivalent o! xed space, counted by
KEYBOARD and cast by the CASTING MacuiNefour units wide.

d space is a space that is cast the same width (in
units of the set in use) that it is counted by the KEYBOARD. XAM-

PLES: five-unit space, nut- quad (9 unite)em-quad ee fouunit space which is produced by the two SPACE n=

stanteacationsis used (9191). a ohare,fixedSpaceareMpa.
and cast exactly the same as char

FicureE 27

Justification with fixed spaces.

ems and units required to complete the line (or section of a line) ai
thenusing the fixed spaces thusdetermined to justify the a and
section of a line). Examp:

194 In Fig. 27 the matter’between the vertical rules (measuigy
5 picas) is set withfixed spaces erentively. The face is eight-an
one-half-set and, in this set, five picas (the measure) equals seven

ems and one unit; see table forHea Pica Ems, Plate VII, at
back of book. Between the name of the town (“York,’’) and the

state abbreviation (‘‘Pa.”) a six-unit rece
is used; the amount of

space taken up by “York, Pa.”, is as follov j

We

* If the Wide Spacing Attachment is used, the Norma.

when casting justitying spaces,Boetheprinciple
j

is the sam

5 ave & Bars prod

t The four-uni

Webce, as explained in‘i

cur. 23 Justification with Fixed Size Spaces 67

The measure for which the Boarp is set is seven ems one unit;
therefore, when the operator strikes the period after “Pa.” the EM

ScALEandUnir Inpicator will show that two and one-half ems

five units are required to fill the measure:

Total measure.
Amount set.

7 ems

4 ems’ 5units

Amount required to complete line =2 ems 14 units

=2!4 ems 5 units

Therefore, after striking the period of “Pa.” the

operatorstrikes the
five-unit space to seat the right tooth of the Pawt in a graduated
space of the Untr WHEEL ({/96) and, this done, a nut-quad brings
the KEYBOARD to even ems, annd two em- quadscomplete the line,

peign strikes any Kryin the lower row of Justiryine Krys to
e Boarp ready for the next line to be set and to ‘‘trip the

galley”“(a150)at the Castinc Macutne for the line just finished!
ee ayales egypt

Italy Brazil
5

Peru

China India Spain

Ficure 28

Justification with fixed spaces,

195 Fig, 28 shows a more complicated use of fixed spaces; the
matter between the vertical rules (measure9 picas) is set with fixed

spaces exclusively. In the set used (814) nine picasequal twelve and
one-half ems four units; see table for Changing Pica Ems, Plate VII,
at back of book, The total measure (1234 ems 4 units) is divided as

follows:Firstsection,“Japan, Canada,” etc., four and one-half ems

Ou

wher

begin. As before, a the last line of Fig. 28, ‘China India Spain’’,ti unting the unit value of the letters composing
these wietheir ienethwill be found to be as follows:

Chin: nits; that i ie)24 ems 2 units

India 2B ene that ems 6 units

Spain =44 units; thati ems 8 units

The total measure is twelve and one-half ems four units, and conse-

quently after the operator strikes
me

last letter of “China” the
IXEYBOARDcalieatesten ems two un

Total mneasurefor which
Bosejis set ae ems 4 units

Emsand units in word ‘‘China”’. 2% ems 2 units
Amount required to complete the line=10 ems 2 units
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As the next section of the line begins at “even ems” (8 ems), the

operator first disposes of the two odd units bystriking,ie
ten-unit

space twice, which adds one em and two units to the lin

10 X2 =20 =18 42 =1 em 2 units.

The Boarp now indicates even ems.

Tealmeasure
for which Boarpis set =1234 ems 4 units

UChinay gusanramusews 44
ems 2 units

Ho.ieneunit spaces em 2units= 334 ems 4 units

Reso)
of Boarp after

Seente!
9 ems 0 units

One em-quad now brings the Boarp to eight ems, where the oper-
ator begins the second section by setting the word “TIndia”; as

thepointmarked on the EMSCALEwherethe third
|

section begins.

Thissectionbeginswith the word ‘‘Spain”’,which contains two ems

“n” has been struck, the Boarp

Ss

complete the line; this| is done by striking one ten-unit space to

bring the Boarp to even ems, one em-quad to bring the EM-RACK

USTIFYING Kry in the lower row to

galley” when the line is cast.

The advantages of fustifvingwith fixed spaces are: First,
no JusTIFYING SCALE is required and consequently the operator

e SCALE. Second, only one JUSTIFYINGKey stroke

(to restore and trip galley) is required for each line; as each key-
stroke means a revolution of the CASTER, saving strokes means both

increased KEYBOARDand CasTER output. In short, in most tabu-

lar matter it is quicker and easier to read the Unit Ixpicaronand

Em Scat than to use the JUSTIFYING,SCALE. In justifying
with fixed Baresibe,operator, of course, takesaeantageof all the

spaces carrie ATRIX Case; for example, Arrangement C

(Fig.23, page sivecarries five-, six-, nine-, ten-, eleven-, and eighteen-
unit spaces. us, if the Unr '? INDICATORshowsthat threeunits

are requiredto bring the EM-RAcK POINTERto

alf em to the line; the UN:

the Em-RAcK PornTeEr will indicate an em or half-em (6X2=
3+9)

CHAPTER XXIV

Justification with Leaders

197 Justification with leaders is exactly the same as justica-
tion with fixed spaces ([193),excepting that with spaces anjsize

beusedto bringthe Unir WHEL to

ing or decreasing the spa

dashes)ofa line of leaders makes so He

eisai
that it is scaely

possible to detect this on the printe
1 ‘he eight-unit ieadersisa ee of exactly the samdace

as the nine-unit leader with which it is used, but cast on a bodyight
units wide. It is not a nine-unit leader MATRIX carried in the eht-
unit row, but is designed to bring the dot central on an eightnit
body. Do not attempt to use a nine-unit leader for this purpo:, as

the Anetawill overhang the type-body if run in the eighunit
i i i

Unit WHE: to

Boarp to ‘‘even ems,” use the eight-unit leader threetimes (8X=
24=18-+6), adding one em a: six units required. To add v

unitsstrikethe eight-unit leader four times (8X 4= 32= 27+5= u“
ems 5 units). ve, or more, strokes of the erght-unit Key be reqwed
to seat the right tooth of the Pawl in a graduated space of the Wheelsse
the ten~ unitleader instead of the eigi

e ten-unit leader is a leader of the same face ashe

nine-unit leader, but designedto bring the dot central on a ten- nit

body. Like the eight-unit leader, the ten-unit leader is usec to

bring the Unrr WHEEL to f the INDICATORshws

one, strike the ten-unit leader KEy once, thus adding the one nit

required and one-half em to the line (10=9+1=% em 1 unit). To

gain two units, strike the ten-unit leader fice, adding one emnd

two units to the line. To gain three units strike the ten-unit leder

three times, adding one and one-half ems and the three units requed
9
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(10X3=30=27+3=1% ems 3 units). In the same way use the ©

ten-unitleader to gain four units, but for five, or li
eight-unil leader as described in the ela lone

ae

200 Rule: To gain any number of units from one to four inclu-
sive strikethe ten-unit leader as many times as the number shown by

theUnitIndicator, and, after the last stroke of the ten-unit leader Key.
the right tooth of the Unit-wheel Pawl will be seated in a graduated
spaceof the Wheel. To gain any number of units from jive to eight

inclusivesubtractthe reading of the Unit Indicator from nine and
this difference is the number of times the eight-unit leader Key mustbe

struck to make the right tooth of the Pawl seat in a graduated space.
20

4

In some very narrow measure matter, such as baseball
scores in newspapers, there is not room before the figure columns
to strike the ten-unit leader four times to gain four units, and in

—

work of this character additional leaders may be used to gain units;

m unnecessarily in the Matrix Case; Third
as Matrices for these smaller size leaders are not carried in stock
and must be made to order.

, they are expensive,
|

CHAPTER XXV

Double Justification

202 “All that the compositor can do with his stick, and more, he

can do with this Keyboard; he can instantly justify a line of any

measure, or he can divide the full measure into several separate col-
wmns (the sum of the measures of these narrower columns equaling

the full measure).and make a sepa- rate and distinct justification for
each column. All these lines were composed and cast the full meas-

ure, just as this speci- men reads. They were not set in separate col-

ns a n com- bined, but at the end of each section the oper-

ator justified that sec- tion before beginning to set the next section

of the same line. The justification is abso-  lutelyaccurateforeach

column and full meas- ure.” ;

203 Double Justification, of which the above paragraph is

a specimen, is the method of independently justifying with justifying

spaces (191) different sections of the same line, in order that eac

section may be justified to its measure and the sum of these sections

may equal the total measure; thus, when the last character in the

line has been ‘cast, the Castinc Macuine delivers the complete line

on the galley exactly as though it were a line of ordinary straight

matter containing justifying spaces of one size only. tthe end of

each section of the line the operator reads the JusTIFYING SCALE and

justifies that section by striking the JusTIFvING Keys indicated by

the ScaLR, in order to distribute the amount the section is short of its

measure over the justifying spaces it contains. The justifying spaces

in the different sections of the same line have no relation to each

other and may vary as much in size as the justifying spaces in differ-

ent lines of straight matter.. Norm: While it is possible in tabular

matter to justify different sections of the same line independently

by justification with fixed spaces (4193), or by justification with

leaders (4197), such work is not considered as double justified matter

because the lines do not contain justifying spaces of two or more

sizes.

4 Of course 9202 is a “stunt” that would not be used in

commercial work in just the manner shown in that paragraph; it

emphasizes, however, an exclusive Mownoryre advantage that is of-

the greatest possible value in both straight matter and tabular work.
The principles it illustrates are used constantly in all MonotyPE

offices on all kinds of work; for example, probably the simplest form

of double justification in straight matter is to center a cut ina page

and have the lines carry across the cut; while a more complex form

of straight matter requiring double justification is the well-known

mail order catalog with its many various size cuts placed irregularly

on the page, frequently requiring several justifications in a line when

m
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the page is composed and cast at one operation; the many forms ~

of tabular work, too numerous to mention, which would be quite
impossible without double justification are doubtless familiar to the

reader.
205 Double justification is the application of the principles of

justification with fixed size spaces (determining the shortage from

the Em ScaLe and Unir Inpicator) to the use of the JustTiFYING
ScaLe. While it is true that the JusTIFYING SCALE does not auto-

matically revolve and indicate the justification (122) unless the
Em-rACK POINTER be within four ems of zero on the Em SCALE, it is

equally true that the JusTiryinG ScaLE may be revolved by hand
at any time, regardless of the position of the Em Rack. Thus, to

determine the JusTiFYING Keys to be struck to justify a section of
a line, at a point where the SCALE does not automatically revolve,
ascertain the shortage of this section from the reading of the Em

ScALE and Unit INpicaror, exactly as though the section were to

be justified with fixed spaces. Kuowing the number of units the

section 1s short of its measure, revolve the Justifying Scale, by hand,
until the vertical column of the Scale of this number (the SCALE columns

ered at the bottom, indicating the number of units short-

age for which that column is calculated; see Plate VI, at back of
~

book) is presented to the Scale Pointer; then read the Justifying Keys
to be struck, exactly as though the Scale had automatically rotated, and
strike the two Keys indicated.

206 Before beginning composition on the next section of the.

line, set the Em-RAcK POINTER and Unit WHEEL at the point where
the next section of the line begins. To do this, grasp the rim of the
Unit WHEEL firmly with the left hand, and with the right hand

press down the right end of the RESTORING-ROCKER-ARM-LINK
Lever 24KB4 (Plate V, at back of book). This raises the Unit-
WHEEL PAwL out from mesh with the WHEEL. Now rotate the

WHEEL with the left hand until the PoINTER is at the proper point
on its SCALE and the right tooth of the Unrr-wHEEL Pawt will seat,
in the required space in the Unit WHEEL when the LEVER 24KB¢4 is
released. This done, release the LEVER 24K B4 with the right hand,
and the PAWL seats, locking the WHEEL, which is then released by
the left hand. The Boarp is now set at the correct point at which to

begin composition for the next section of the line. Caution: Be
sure to hold the Unir WHEEL tightly before the LEVER 24KBé4 is

depressed by the right hand and until after this LEvEr is released, for

if the Unit WHEEL be allowed to slip, its teeth may cut the fingers;
also push the LEvER 24KB4 down as far as it will go, so that the.

JUSTIFYING-SCALEPornTER (4103) will drop to the bottom of its

stroke, into position to count the justifying spaces for the next

section of the line.
The lower row of Justifying Keys is not used to restore

when setting double justified matter ({105), because, after a

section of the line has been completed and justified, the nearer the
EM-RACK PornTeER is to the starting point of the next section of the

line, the less the UNir WHEEL must be rotated by hand to set the

Cua. 25 Double Justification i3

Boarp at the proper point to begin the next section of the line. It

would be a waste of time to have the Em Rack go backto the

beginning of the firstsection whenever a Justiryinc Keyin the lower

row is struck, and to avoid this the lower row of JustiFYING Krys

is cut out from restoring. Therefore, to use the Boarp fordouble
justified matter turn the PIsTON-BLOCK-VALVE Hanne 29KC17

used for justifying exactly as the upper row is used. e

line is completed (the last justification for the line has been made),
the operator depresses the RESTORINGKEY (41104)to send the Em

Rack to the left into position to begin the next line.

Strike two Justifying Keys together, the one in the bot-

tom row indicated by the JUSTIFYING SCALE an the Key,of the

same number above it in the top row at the end of a line of Wouble
justified matter to ‘trip the galley,” for, in this class of composition,
the CastinG MACHINE must be adjusted so that a single perforation
produced by a Justirvinc Puncu has no effect on_thegalley mech-

anism; consequently, the different sections of the lineareassembled
in the type channel exactly the same as a line of straight matter until

the perforations made by PUNCHES .0075 and .0005 (4146),at the

end ofa line, are presented to the CastTINGMACHINE simultaneousy

and cause it to place the completed line on the galley. See “The

Galley Mechanism,” Chapter XVII, page 49.
209 Fig. 29 illustrates both double justification and the allow-

ance for rules (9185). The measure between the right and lettborder

N o oo

Discount allowed o:

“Alpha” Oil  ship-
ments in bulk.....| Any line

Rates named to Port-C. & A, Ry.

and, Maine via Joilet.

FIGuRE 29

Double justification.

hich in the set used (834) is seventeen and one-hal
ems three units; see Table for Changing Pica Ems, PlateVI,at back

hi

rules (not including these 2 rules) is twelve and one-half picas, the
f .

ae used (834) of two two-point rules (8 units of $34-sct, see Tableof

“Discount allowed on”) is made nine and one-halfemsfour units,

batenesof line seven. afdone-half ems (17 ems 4 units—934ems 4

units=714 ems). As usual, the operator throws the odd units into

the first section and marks the EM ScALFat seven and one-halfne
with a china-marking pencil ({199), to indicate the starting point for
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the second column. Consider now the action of the KnyBoarp in

settingthe last two lines of Fig. 29. Including twelve unitsfor the

three justifying spaces, the words ‘Rates named to Port-”’ contain

be one-half em from the end of the first section of the table.

17 ems 4 units
units

KEYBOARD measure for complete table.

Amount set

Amount required to complete line.............- = 8 ems 0 units

That is, at this pointthe Unir eer

ony
shows zero and the Em-

RACK POINTER is at eight on the Em Sc. th n

begins at
See andone-half ems, the Carle for this first section

ems— Penistoneem or 9 units) must be distributed over the

iesnistiengspaces it contains. To determine the JUSTIFYING

‘S

since three “ustifyingspaces hav

position. In short, the operator st the Justi in, Scale, by h

Haythe sone ion it woul ip Code

and the Scale had revolved eatoatcalyw

oe
the Em-rack Pointer

he Em Se his done, he reads the

0

21 triking the No.a JUSTIFYINGKey (upper row) rotates

the UNITWHEELeight spaces, while the No. 6 Key in the lower row

adds nine more spaces; total amount

tieseJustineKeys rotate

the Unrr WHEEL is seventeen units (8+9=17):

“Rates named to Port-” =

Amount added Eystrikin; =

en ee
Totaldistancemoved by Em Rack from begin-

LIT afrarcriyaceoh cectahs freee biaesecyPe wes=10ems 3 units

But the, ey
measure for which the Boarp is set is seventeen ems

four units; therefore, after the No. 6 Justiryinc Key has been

struck, as Pseribedabove, the Boarp stands at seven ems one unit:

-=17ems 4 units

=10 ems 93 units
Total measure

Sum of keystrokes in first section...

Reading of Boarp after justifying first column... = 7 ems 1 unit

The pencil mark on the Em Scatx indicates that the second column

must beginat seven and one-half ems, and, to set the Boarp at this

upy were this the last section of the -

Cuar. 25 Double Justification 75

back of book) to drop the JUSTIFYING-SCALEPomnteR al14KB1 into

position to count the justifying spaces in the next recon
and to lift

the PAWL so that the Unit WHEEL may be turned by He now

rotates the UNiT WHEEL right- handed for eight spaces, casesis, td
a graduated space on the WHEEL coincides with zero on the

INpICATOR and the EM-RACK POINTER stands at seven and o halt
on the Em ScaLe. He then release:first, the RusTonINGpees
24K B4 and, then, the Unrr WHEE! the Boarp is now set in posi-

s to begin the second section ofthe line. The second section

“GC, & A. Ry.”)of the specimenline (“Rates named to Port-”’) begins

at seven andone-half ems andis set exactly the same as though this

were a line of single justified tabular matter, except that at the end

of the line the operator simultaneously strikes two JUSTIFYING KEys.

Nojustifying spaces are us sed between the right border rule andthe

rule e the left of it (the figure column); that is, the right colifmn is

justified with fixed spaces re
the expansionof the justifyingspaces

justifies the center colum: n ('C, The unit value of ““C.&

‘A. Ry.”, including three justifying spacescocounted as four nieseach,
is five ems (18+-4+13-+-4+ Tee eet

5 ems); therefore, when

the operator strikes the periodafter
‘‘Ry.”

five ems have been added

to the line and the Boarp stands tae

=

1% ems
0units

s 0 unitsKEYBOARD measure for second section of table

AMOUMt Seb se ce areawees ere eaieneee LOR

Amount required to complete line......+++--++ =2% ems 0 units

That is, at this point the Unir InpicaTor shows zero and the Em-

RACK POINTER is at two and one-half on the Em Scate. The third

column (the figure column) is to be two ems wide, and two em-quads

bring the EM-RACKPornTeEr to one-half. eechs
is within four ems

® has automatically
units short containing three supglyingspaces—this reading may

verified by reference to the eight-and-one-half-set ScaLE (Plate VL
at back of book). As this is the end of the line, theoperatorstrikes
the No. 4 Justiryine Key in the upper row andth Be

No. 6 Key

in the lower row, together with the No. 6 Key in upper row.

Striking these two Krys simultaneously brings up ‘a the .0075

and the .0005 PUNCHES,and the perforations produced by these

“trip the galley” ({153). The Seer now depresses theREstcoe
nG Key (9207) to drop the J USTIFYING-SCALEPoINnTER and tos

the Em Rack as far tothe left as its Stor a eT
eeeis, cae

position to begin the first section of the next

211 The following line sued,
Maine....via adoliet. 75’’) is set

with but one reading of the JUSTIFYING ScaALE,the first column being

juetiied
with eight- and ten- ee leaders (4/197) instead of justifying

space:
=17 ems 4 units

dole
measure for which eo

isSe i

ms 5 units
-quad “land,” six-unit space “Main

Amount required to ee line.. =10% ems 8 units
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e eight-unit leader now brings the Boarp to “even ems” and
i

mn

three eighteen-unit leaders bring the EmM-RacK PoINTER to seven

ee
one-half ems, the point ae

which the second col umn of the table
e words “via Joliet.” are centered in the second column;thereforethe same number ofjustifyingspaces (2) must be used at —

the beginning and end of these words; a fixed space (6-unit) is used
between them to preserve even ee

KEYBOARD measure for secondSecon
of table.. =734 ems 0 units

Two justifying spaces ‘‘via’’ six-unit space

“Joliet.” two pustifgeneSpaces ems 4 units

Amount required to complete line............. =2 ems 5 units

em-quad and the figures ‘75"" (eachfigure 9 units) complythe line, leaving a shortage a
five units to be distributed over the

four justifying spaces in the ‘The operator reads the ustineadald
(2-13) from the ScaLE (verilythisby veteretiesto the ae t SCALE,Plate VI, at back of book); he first strikes the EY in the

e

methods of explanation used in the exercises in Part II, Tabular

Composition.

CHAPTER XXVI

Justifyingby Letter Spacing
©

212 Justifyinglines by increasing the width (set-size)of

characters is still another method of making lines the required
measure that the MonoryPE operator may use when neces

oe
In

space a word with the Krypoarp, just as he

inter-spacing,”’ i r to

distinguish it from the method of inserting a separate sagebetween
the characters, usually termed ‘letter spacing.

213 Six different mietogs
of justification may thus be used

by the MonoryPE eae and/as these may be used both sonerately and in combinati fonall that the compositor can do with his

stick, and more, he can do with this Keyboard. (
First: He may justify by making all the justifyingspaces in the

same line the same size, just as this line of straight matter is justified.
Second: He mayuse different size justifying spaces in different

sections of the same line, as shown in /7.

ird: Hemayjustifytabular matter by using fixed
| coat(11193)of different sizes in order to make the sum of the width of the

acters and
nae

in the line equal the measure for wie the gnY-

BOARD is se

Fourth: Byreducing or

eae: fits
width of the first leaders in

a line ef leaders by one unit(using8- or 10- unit leaders, see 4198
m

line, is short of t! asure and justify i
Fifth *The* ce ott aoe cavadaRDeie‘jus-

tify a line by letter spacingone or more of the most important words

in the line, using fixed size spaces betweenthe words, just as the

first line of this paragraph is set; that is, with eight-unit pare

where there are but tw
t a

where the variation in sizeof the spaces between words in the differ-

ent lines would be too great’ for abowork. (Fig. 30, page 78. :

TAs evidence of goodf:that is etterspaaced-—aterskre5
Itisevident,therefore, t the

"to prove that there are no justifying spaces in the line

re ced between the words instead of elght-unit spaces.

at thisline is justified by the spacing between the letters of the words

7
77
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Sixth: For extra-close spacing (less than 4 units of the set in us)instead of using justifying spaces between the words, the operato
may use the method of letter spacing illustrated in the first line a
the preceding paragraph, aay

that, instead of casting the letters

up the important words with a

Asterisks(*)*areshoulderto the left of the type, he
outs

sed*between*the

wordstof*this*‘par-
agraph*instead*of

to*prove*that*th line. In short, he combines the justifying
lines*are*justifie space before each word with the first letter of

by*“‘inter-spacing”the word, casting them as one piece (Fig.
»

*t1

t

31). While this special
method of justify-

ingtakes slightly longer at the KEyBoarRD,
it saves a revolution of the CasTinG

ing’*is*done*

striking“the*keys}Macuine for each space between words.

no*hand*work*of 2 ore considering in detail justi-
ny*kind—the ying by increasing the width of characters

matter*comes*off (casting them with a shoulder to the left of
the*Casting*Ma- the-type-body), let us ‘‘review”’ ction

shinecxactly:ss Type and SPACE TRANSFER WEDGES:

we; Scns “Whether the Normal Wedge sackedup
that*machine*casts the Type or the Spa fe edge 4.

he*hair-space* determined by the special perforation pro-

he*size*require duced by the Space Bars. hen casting char-

as*a*shoulder*on acters and spaces of fixed size (everything but

the*type. justifyingSee i Space Transfer Wedge
euRe 30

remains at the onmay be considered

Letter spacing. not to exist,foree 0 effect whatever o

ueNor
nal We

{Conseauenlly,af only the

erfora fe p
Transfer Wedgemoves to here 2whiletie.Normal Wedge is brought
to its 6-unit position), and, this

TopeTuanaeae
e then

moves to the left to support the NoreenWe df; the six-

unit and the

tee spaceperforationsie sveconiadttogether,the

ing spacers cast. In its place
the Space Transfer Wedge
moves to the left into position
to support the Nor: ‘mal Wedge,
in its six-untt position, there-

jae
the width of the type ca.

0 longer six units, but1.
denned by the position ofthe JiustifyingWedew)

which lie behind
and

supgortitssenceEOS ie age.
any any parrt of ieMatrix Case a type

of aywidtheueney:aay“becast regardless of the size of the

spacing. Fors eee vor

be fel between wor ae =Eps
savetime, the" hair-space” ee ae
onthelettertotheleftofit.

Figure 31 5

Extra-close spacing between words.

Cuar. 26 Justifying by Letter Spacing 79

unit-row of the Case in which the Matrix is carried, or the set of
the ormal Wedge in use: The only limits are: First, the size
of the Marrix (.2” square),for it is obvious that it is a possibleto

cast a character wider than the Matrix, which must cover the MoLp

pening completely; Second, the amount that can be added by the

JUSTIFYING WEDG! the size produc the NormaL WEpG!
for the position corresponding to the unit-row in wh ie MATRIX

1 um amouni ie Justiryr
WenGE is .1050” (4/134), and for the rear WEDGE this is .0070” (135);
that is, 1120” for both Wepcgs, from whic t .0184”W we ny educl

the difference in thickness of the SpAcE and Type Wepczs (9137),
to get the maximumamount that can be added to a character (.1120”

— .0184” =.0936”

soa Whitethe above statement in Boe type ({[215)seems,

erge on the impossible, for it
ae

es

thefleaibitityof the Monoryre +welh
rtx Case Arr

which all justifying spaces are cast and also dedsparefor the RS

ith
fie NNorMALWencEinateGainitpositionsupported by the Spack
TRANSFER WEDGE, which in turn is/backed up he JUSTIFYING
WEDGEs positioned to make the justifyingspace the width desired),
or whether the Space Bars produce six-unit fixed size spaces (spaces
cast with the NorMaL WEDGE in its 6-unit position backed up by the
Type TRANSFER WEDGE which is supported by the fixed abutment)
—whether justifying or fixed spaces be produced d ds upon
whether the Space Bars operate the JUSTIFYING-SPACEPUN’

hus, when the éwo perforations produ d _by ie © Bars ai

combination with the

twentruettyingspaces put in the line, but, in order that the SpAcE

* It is taken for granted that the operator will not try to make a type smaller than the
piicraw of

tueGayice, Whileitfy posable
to

decrease
the cize ols type/enet from -

given uniuerow.
”, this wouldnot be in practi

+8 Matrices on thesame eS fous peste characters on the same width

body; a the!wisthof all characters in a Matrix Case bears a fixed ratio to the widest
characters in the

v
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Puncu perforation may be used with any character perforations, to

vary set-sizes, a special Kry is provided to operate the JusTIFYING-
SPACE PuNcHunlepencentye

e than twenty ieraciste
on justifyingbodies

can be used inmeneone line or sectio: a line. is obvious

that since the JUSTIFYING SCALEis eh in determining the justifi-
cation for characters on a justifying body, the same limitations
will apply to these as to regular justifying spaces. Exceprion: In

cases where all the justified characters are to a given size

body for which the justification has been predetermined (as, for ex-

ample, in big figure work), the number of these characters is not

limited to twenty, but as many may be used as desired; see next

chapter.
218 The Justifying-space-punch Key, located at the lower

right corner of the right KrvBanx (Key No. 238, Plate IX, at back

of book), makes the perforation that causes the CastinGMACHINE
to move the SPACE TRANSFER WEDGE to support the Norma.

WEDGE, so that the size of the character, cast from this setting of the

NorMAL WeEnGE, depends upon the setting of the JUSTIFYING
WencEs which liebehindand support the SPACE WEDGE. T!his Key

tion in the ribbon, just as if the Spacr PuNcH were coupled to this
character Key and worked with it in the same manner that it works

with the six-unit- TOWPuncu when the SpAcE Bar is struck. Since,
as soon as the Keyis released, the paper moves forward into posi-
tion to receive the perforationsfor the next character struck, it is

clear that the JusTIFYING-sPACE-PUNCHKEY must be struck before
the character KEy is released; otherwise there would be letter spac-

ing indeed, for the character would be cast on its regular size body,

precededby an em-quad with justification added; no perforations
in the ribbon produces an em-quad, so that this specialKey, No.

238, which ae only the JUsTIFYING-sPACE PUNCH, would, if
struck without a character Key, produce a space cast from the
eighteen-unit position of the NorMAL WEDGE, supported by the

Spacr TRANSFER WEDGE, which is backed up by the two JUSTIFYING
WEDGES.

y

219 The JuSTIFYING-SPACE-PUNCHKEY, of course, operates the

four-unit UnrT-RACK Stop (the Srop, see §91, that rises in the path
of the Unir RAcK to stop its movement to the right and cause the

Unir WHEEL to register a justifying space as 4 units); therefore, in

using the SPACE-pUNCH Key the operator must be careful that the

Boarp registers the width of each character struck (just as if this

special PuNcH were not used with the character) and not four units.

Bonsthe SpacE-puNCcH Key first, and, while holding it down, strike

*

As explained in 86, the Keypoarp may be adjusted so that the Space Bars always pro-
duce six-unitspaces; that is, the JUSTIFYING-SPACE PUNCH may be locked out 60 that it is not

operated by the SPACE Bars.
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the Key for the character required; then release the SPACE-PUNCH
Key and note that its NIT-RACK Stor (4 unit) falls and that the
RAcK moves to the right until it strikes the Sror brought up by the
character Kry; if the rHeueainteSrop does not fall, push it eee with
the forefingerof the hand that struck its Key. For characters wider

than nine units, the character Kry may be strutk and held down
PUN

i

r@ yyaQBo
far

meee2
the right for the four-unit Stop to rise behind the lug

on the K; thus, when the SpPAcE-PUNCHKeyis released, its Srop

down while the character Key is struck. In short, in using the Space-
punch Key be sure to get atsperforation; that is, see that its PUNCH
is not prevented from passing through the paper by its Srop striking
the lug on the Unir R Be careful that the paper does not feed
until the Merfarabionsfor both the character and the Space-punchKeys
have been made. See that the correct number of units is registered for the

charactersSane
with the Space- punchKey.

pee
lines by increasing the width of characters

the a e Justifying Scale must be corrected before

fe JustifyingKeriindicated are struck; because the JUSTIFYING

cast a space counted as four units. The amount added by the Jus-
TIFYING WEDGES may be a negative quantity (that is, they may sub-
tract from, instead of adding to, the 6-unit size), for example, the

justificationfor the Scale Conant (120) causes the CastINGMAcHINE to cast the justifying space oa
units wide, the same size

the KEYBOARD registers this space. the Normal WepGE ‘does
not add these two units to characters siticlwith the Sracr-ruNcH

formal Wedge does not add these two units to characters,
them to the reading of the JusTIFYING SCALE, before

striking the Justiryinc Keys, so that the JusTIFvINGWepcrswill
add these

oe units, as well as the additional amount required to

justify the lin
221 To findthe Justifying Keys to add two units to the set-

size of a character to be cast on a justifying body, refer to the
JUSTIFYING SCALE for the set used and subtract the Scale Constant
from the

aneicauengiven at the bottom of the second column to

the left of the Constant; thati is, subtract the Constant from the

justificdtionto add two units to one justifying space. Thus, the
Constant for the SCALE(834set) shown on Plate VI, at back of

e
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book, is 1-12, the justification at the eee
of the two-unit column

is 3-8,subtracting1-12 from 3-8 gives1-11; therefore, to increase

the size of a character i.
this set (814),suck with the SpAcE-PUNCH

ead
we add one to the Justiryinc Key in the top row and eleven

o theKey in the bottom row indicated by theJUSTIFYINGSCALE,
asads in the following paragraph. Nore: An increase of one

in the top row of JUSTIFYINGKeys ai = 0073i" “while an increase

of one in the bottom row adds .0005” Sailconsequently, adding one

SET JUST. SET Just. SET JUST.

5 1-1 a4) | 10 1034 | 2-2

5% 1-1 8 {10 | 1037 | 233

5% 42 834 | 1-10 | 11 2-4

534 1-3 B558] stat | tisg nif 255

6 1-4 834. | 4212 | 41341] 2:5

6% 1-4 9 4213) 1134 14 2-6

6% 1-5 OAoled 14s nl? 7

634 1-6 9% | 1-14 | 124%| 2-8

7 17 934 | 1-15. | 1252 |, 2-8

A 1-7 | 10 21

1% 428°} 't01Z"| (222

Justification for each set from 5 to 1234, which must be added to the reading of the

{USEING
SCALE ay justifying by increasing the width of characters by the use of

he SPACE-PUNCH

in
fsetop row is the same as adding fifteen in the bottom row ( C00015=.0075"). In the above example ed

the same as 3-

subtractingthe Constant1-12 from2-23 gives 1-11.

222 To the readingoftheJustifyingScaleadd the justifica-
tion for two units of t when justifying a line by

increasing the width of oe pens eet of by using justifying

spaces. For example,if when setting ents
-and-one-half-set matter

e width of characters (using the

Hu KEY ae
these characters), the

me
STIFYING-SCALE

" y in the bottom row. oe
Bcd of adding 8-6 and 1-11.

j

cach
set from 5 to 12%4inclusive is shown in the table in Fig. 2.

Double justification is necessary if justifying spacesbe

esi in the same line with matter justified by increasing the

Cua. 26 Justifying by Letter Spacing + 83

_

width of characters. This caution probably is superfluous, for no

operator would attempt to use two different size justifying spaces in

the same line without double justification (§203) and, of course, this

would be quite as necessary when ivstibed'Aiateeetake the place
of justineerage

in one section of the

To justify lines by increasingthe width of characters

strikeaisee forthe characters to be increased in width with the Jus-

tifying-space-punch Key, being careful that the Keyboard registers for
each character so struck the unit value of the character and that the paper
does not feed until both the character and the space Punches have made

HeepasoraHons.
end of the line read the justification from the Justifying aoaas ee nd to this reading add the justification for two untts of the

in use and strike the Justifying Keys for this He
Find the ‘living

Keys for two units of the set in use from Fig. 32 (page82) or by sub- ©

tracting the Scale Constant for this set from the
Jusiicahongiven on this

Justifying Scale at the bottom of the two-unit column (3-8 except for

Scaes larger than 12-set, 227). Use double Gustificationaf justi-
Soin:& spaces are used in the same line with characters cast with justi-
fication. Do not attempt to use the Justifying Keys to make characters

wider than the ability of the Matrix to cover the Mold. Do not use

more than twenty characters on a justifying body in one line (or section

of a line when double justification is use

225 Justifying by combining the justifyingepace
before a

word with the first letter of the word and c g them as one

piece (Tig. 31, page 78)
i

is used to obtain extra- Ste spaces between

words (less than4 units of the set in use—the minimum size of the

justifyingspace).This is exactly the same in principle as justifying
by increasing the width of letters making up words (4220),tthe onnly
difference being that the JustiryING-spACE-PpUNCH Key is used in

combination with the character Kry for the first letter of each word,
except of course the first word of the line: Use the rule given in 4224
for justifying. This method of combiningthe space before a word

withthe first letter of the word, casting them as one piece, is not a

“stunt;” it is of real practical valuefor while it, of
one takes

longer at the KEvBoarp to use the SPACE-PUNCH KeyY, mission
of the justifying spaces saves a revolution at the ChenneWcaine
for each space between words.

To thoseinterested in testing their knowledge of Chapter

XV, page 44, colada ng
3dushivinsSee thefollowinganalysis of the rule in 224 will be helpful: The rule says:

“
Find t

Justifying Keys for two units of the set in use by subtracting the Sie
Constant for this set from the susisicationgivenon this Justifying
Scale at the bottom of the two-unit colum: that is, find from the
SCALE the JustiFyING Keys which Bee one justifying space six

units wide and subtract from this the Scale Constant; the result is

the amount to add to the reading of the JustievineScaLE when

justifying by increasing the width of characte’

227 Striking the Justirvinc Krys andicatedby the Scale Con-

stant causes the CastineMacuine to cast a, four-unit space with
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the NormaL WEDGE in its six-unit position, supported by the SpacE

TRANSFER WEDGE and the DUSTINGWEDGES set for the position
given by the Constant (120). But the Space TRANSFER WEDGE,
which supports the NorMaL Waneswhen the JustiryiINGWEDGES

are used, when casting justifying spaces or to add to the size of char-

acters struck with the SPACE-PUNCH EY, is two units of twelve-set

(.0184”) thicker than the TyPE TRANSFERWEDGE which ordinarily
* there:

e

made for this .0184” taken off the six--unit size by the SPACE WEDGE.

The relation between four units, six units, the Constant, and .0184”

may be expressed as follows:

A four-unit space will be cast from the Norma WeEpcE in its
six-unit position if this six-unit size is decreased in width by
0184” and increased by the amount added by the JUSTINYINGWenGEs set in the positions given by the Scale Constan:

Or, to put this in the form of an equation:

4 units =6 units—.0184” +Constant

can, of course, subtract four units from both sides of the equal
sign witieutaltering this relation and write the equation thus:

0=2 units —.0184"+Constant

As we wish to express the value of two units, transpose this:

2 units =.0184” —Constant

Find the Justirvinc Keys to add .0184”:

No. 3 Justiryinc Key top row adds. - 0075” X2 =.0150”

No. 8 Justirvinc Key lower row adds. 1035,2110005"<7 =

0185”

Therefore, the justification for .0184” is 3-8, and our equation,
which is true for any set, may be written thus:

2 units = (3-8) —Constant

and the rule given in 9224 may be modified as follows: Find the

5ustifying Keys for ee
units of the set in use by subtracting the Scale

Constant from3-8.+ Note that this gives the Justirvine Keys to add

to the reading of the SCALE to increase that justification by two units,
and that this is quite a different thing from the justification to add two

units to the size of the Justifyingspace, that is, make the justifying
space six units wide. (9143.)

* This does not apply above twelve-set; see foot-note on page 46.

+ This rule does not apply to Scauus larger than twelve-set.

Car. 26 Justifying by Letter Spacing 85

228 Apply this equation, 2 units = (3-8)—Constant, to the

example in P21for an eight-and-one-half-set SCALE for which the

Constant is 1-

2 units =(3-8
Adding 1 to justiMeachalte‘or top row increases it 0075"X 1=.0075”
Adding 11 to justification for lower row increases it

.0005” X11 =.0055

.0130”

The Table of Type Sizes (Fig. 21, Plate I, facing page 27) gives the

value of one unit of eight-and-one-half-set as .00653”; two units ofeight-anand-aeuees
-set equals .01306”, and the error in the abovt

is ‘



CHAPTER XXVII

Increasing Character Sizes by Justification

229 The preceding chapter explains the use of the JusTiFrvING-
ACE-PUNCH Key (9218) with character Krys to justify lines

i

PA

Bi

Instead of using the Space-puncH Key to distribute the amount the

line is short of the measure, after its last character is struck, over the

eee
whose Krys were struck with it, consider now the use of

e SpAcE-PUNCH Key to increase the size of the character struck 1ee 4apredatedamount; for example,to cast an eighteen-unit char:

ter from a MaTRIx carriedin the nine-unitrow of the MatrixCase
e Justifying-space-punch e@ it a

character Key to increase the size of a character to any desired

mount beyond the size of the unit-row of the in

erly. Suppose that we wish to carry in the nine-unit row of an eight-
and-one-half-set Marrrx Case, figures designed for use in the eigh-
teen-unit row of ten-set; that is, figures whose Set Factor (4/60)is
180 (18 10= 180). Determine the unit value of these figures in

eight-and-one-half-set by dividing their Set Factor by this set (180+
8.5= 21.18); thereon

when these figures are used with eight-and-
one-half-set they must be made twenty-two units wide. Since they
are to be carried in the nine-unit row, registered at the KEYBOARD

as nine units, we must increase their size at the CAstinG MACHINE

thirteenunits(22—9=13).
231 Allowance for characters cast with justification added

must be nade
at the Keyboard the same as for a cut or other

inserted matter so that, in the justification of the line containing
theseSunes, they will be counted at their true width (the size

theyare cast) and not the size they are registered by the aoe
Assumethatthe twenty-two- unitfiguresspecinedst

in the preceding
paragraph are to be used for prices at the end of the line and that

ive
consist of a eos marl

also
Peay

see units, four figures this

2-unit r ecimal point;
a "$13 WSth:cereis, we must ae allowance for five twenty-

86

cuar. 27 Increasing Character Sizes by Justification 87

two-unit figuresand one nine-unit period (of sae)
a

woreof 119

pe
or six and one-half ems and two units (22X5=110; 110+9=

119; 119+18=6 ems 11 units or 614 ems 2 nae ‘Iffivefifee be
used,increase this allowance by twenty-two units; if three, take off

twenty-two units. Mark the Em Scan at six and one-half ems two

units from zero to indicate that theportion
of the line preceding

these
Bguresmust be justified at tha

Double justification is ne ar if justifying spaces
are used in the same line with Bincraneee with justification
added because the Justiryinc Krys must be used to increase the

so that we can justlyun
the eight- or ten-unit ede (1198and

4/199) to bring the o six and one-half ems two units before

striking the twenty- EHo8unit di
i

SPAC,
Key. In setting these twenty-two-unit figures, striking nine-unit

i

C: cH K
the p:

no e, to be struck with the nine- uit
pemodsas this is on its-correct sizePebodsand is not to be increased in

dth,

"233To determine
neJustifying Keys that must be struck

to increase the width of characters struck with the Space-punch
K e Justi :

cast and the size they are registered. For example: to increase the
size of these figures,tegictere

as nine
oe

adding thirteen units
o make their size twenty-two units (9-++ 5k

strike the No. 14

JUsTIFYING Key
in

the top row and No. iB yyin the bottom row

because the JustirvinG a,ALE for this set (894),see Plate VI, at

aeof book, sethis justification(14-13) to add Beenunits (13-45)t ‘ %

add two more units than the actual increase in size of characters, in this
case fifteen instead of thirteen, because the ScALEs are calculated to

add, not to characters, but to "thejustifying spaces which the Kry-
BOARD registersas fourunits but which are cast with the NorMaL
the SCALE in its bottom row (to increase the size of one justifying
space) is two units less than the unit column of the ScALE in which

the justification
i

is given, because the NorMAL WEDGE, being in its

six-unitposition when justifying spaces are cast, adds two units to

the size these spaces are counted and the JustiFVINGKeys add the
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remainder. But, in adding justification to oe acters, the
Noma

BOARD; therefore to add a given
acter we must use the readingof.the ScALE for two units more than

the number of units required.
ule: To increase thesize of characters, Dycasting themwith

justification added, determine the wnit widtho, thesecharacters in the

set to be used and subtractfrom this the unitrow of theM atrix Case
imwhich these character Matrices are carried; that is, the size theya

registered by the Keyboard. In setting the line at the Keyboard alte
this differencefor each of these characters used. Strike the haraeiersto”

be increased in width with the Justifying-space- punch Key, being care-

of the Matrix Case row in whic

paper does not feed ee bothjhecharacter and space iar have

made their perforation
The Justifying Rageto strike to increase the width of the Te

the required number of units will be found in the bottom vow ofth
tifying Scale for the set used, two spaces to the left of the number ofa
to be added to the size the charactersare registered by the Ke yboard. Use

doubleDe if justifying spaces are used in the same line with

characters cast with justification. Do not attempt to use the Justifying
Keys to make characters wider than the ability of the Matrix to cover the

Mold opening.
235 If the characters cast with justification added comeat

the beginning of the line, double justification must be used for the

line and the KEyBoarb must be set at the proper point after eethe
ee

Keys to increase
wo

size of these charac Thus

if, as in the example given, five twenty-two-unit havatersand a

nine-unit period be used (119 units or 634 ems 2 units), the matter

followingthe last figure mustDestn
at the full measure for which th

Boarp is set, less the widt the matter cast with justification
added. For example,if the esi measure is thirty-two ems eiight
units, the Board must be brought to twenty-five and one-half ems six

units after the JustrFyING Keys for the twenty-two-unit a
are

struck (32 ems 8 units—614 ems 2units= 2534 ems 6 units). ({/210.)
the characters cast withjustification do not come at

®

unit high space before each twenty-two-unit character; these will

be cast with a kern to the left of the type, which kern rests upon the

high space cast immediately after the kerned character. This method

saves making allowance at the KryBoarp for the difference between

the width these characters are cast and the width they are regis-
tered, for the KryBoarp counts the space and therefore registers the

cnar. 27 Increasing Character Sizes by Justification 89

{ull width of the character; using the space in this manner also

avoids the use of double justification.The JUSTIFYING-SPACE-
puncu Key, of course, may be used with characters not at the ends

of the line, instead Ri casting the bodies of these characters in two

pieces as described, by using double justification and justifying the

portion of the line preceding the characters struck with the SpAcr-

puncy Key, to make the justifying spaces in this part of the line the

average widthand, after striking these JustiFYING Keys, setting the

BoarD to compensate for the amount added by justification to the

first section of the line. The remainder of the line is then set as though
the

oa
used with the SpAce-puncH KEy came at the beginning

of t For complete details of this method of using the SpacE-

Reesee see next chapter on letter spacing words for emphasis.
237 ways reduce the width of characters cast with justi-

fication to even units of the set with which they are to be used.

poneOPSao
make entirely too much work of using the SPACE-

PUN Ey because they make the width of the characters used with

it theirminimum width, instead of increasing this slightly to make

their set-size an even number of units of the set with which they are

cighteen-unit characters in the nine-unit row ofe f-

set they determine from the Table of Type Sizes, ree21, Plate I, fac-

ing page 27, the exact width of these characters to be cast with justi-
fication and from this size (.1383”) subtract the size of the unit-row of

the Marrrx Case in whichthese characters are carried a this case

ference(.1383” —.0588” = .0795”).
that the feel

width of all characters in the line
et mhjustification

ound by multiplying the exact size of each (.1383”)by the

numberTesiin the line and then reducingthis totalto units at the
thi

width of t

their Set Factor (180) by the set with which they are to be used (834)
gives 21.18, and we make these characters twenty-two units of eight-
and-one-half-set, that is, .1437”, an increase in the width of each

figure of
ne

four-tenths of a point 1437"=. 1383” =.0054”; one

point=.0138”). In most cases the increase in width caused bymak-
ing the characters cast with justification an even number of units

of the set with which they are used would be even less than this

becaueesthe figures referred to above would almost go in the twenty-
one-unit row.



CHAPTER XXVIII

Letter Spacing Words for Emphasis

238 In some languages, German, for example, instead of using
Italic to emphasize words, these words are letterSone

thus: na
Monotype. The same size spaces are, of c his

throughout the entire orsthatsis, this ene ofae shouldeng
a definite size must n confused with sustuyinglines by

increasing the width of ees (220). The hair-spaces ie
between letters of emphasized words (the sizezeof the s) ouldercast to”
the left of the type) may be made any size desired to suit the face in

useand thestyle of sLORAIS
ni He above example (der Ntonotype)

two-unit spaces are

239 The Searsvinethodof letter spasiie
words for empha-

sis is to insert, after the last letter of the word to be emphasized, a

character, or characters, couale
in width Genes)to the sum of the

hair-spaces required for t!

case this extra pee or characters, is lifted out and the hair-

spaces are insertedwithoutaffectingthe

vagan
of the line,”

nh

to Becieeitadat the case by
2 To letter space santasat the Keyboard(askc chadacters composing the words, except the first letter ofe: ord,

wiueas
shoulder equal to the width of the hair-spaces “eseatly the same as ‘‘Increasing Character Sizes by Justification”

(GenesXXVII) except ihe shoulder is addedto characters : uence
aes

eel
instead of to figures of the same width. Double justification”

must always be used, and unless the letter- spacedatecomesai

hedianioei the line, the JustirvinG ScaLz must be used to make

the spaces between the words preceding the letter- spaceword the
E

@

WO
:

preceding paragraph of making all justifying spaces in the same line

of exactly the same width. With reasonable care, however, entirely

Sesiartory work can be done by thisapethiod
whichalso is another

example of the flexibility of the Mon

24 n the different forms of eee justification,we have

hithertoconsideredthe operator determines, before starting to set

lines containing two or more different size justifying spaces, the

points at ainehthe different sections of the line end (the points

ill contain a letter-spaced* Of course, if the operator knows before starting a line that it wil

word, he uses fixed spaces of theproversize, instead of justifying spaces, between the wordspreceding the letter-spaced wo
F

90

cur. 28 Letter Spacing Words for Emphasis 91

where he must justify) and marks these points on the Em Scare.
In this case, however, he cannot determine the point where the sec-

set this section. Instead, therefore, of justifying this first section
(o make it filla predeterminedmeasure, the operator determines the
average size justifyi ing spaces he isusingin the work and either uses

fixed spaces of this size in this first section, or, if he has used justify-

ingspaces between the words of this first section, justifies after strik-

thelast

sear
for this section (the one precedingthe word to be

letterspaced)as follows:
24

ssume that thejustifyiing spaces are oe madeas nearly
eightunit: that, after striking t
preceding the word to Be

Heespaced,the ie rnOAnDindicates

¢
teen ems six units} also that the JusTIFYING-sCALE POINTE

({]103) shows that this first’ea of the line contains eight iat
ing spaces: These

justifyingspaces have been counted by the Kry.
BOARD as four units and we wish to cast them as eight wnits to pre-
serve uniform spacing as fay as possible; that is, we wish to strike

Lea
Keys that will add four units to each of these eight jus-

tifying spaces and increase the length of this section of the line bythirty.sounits (8 spaces X4 units=32 units). We now have exactly
the same condition as if the operator were setting ordinary double

justifiedmatter, like 202, and had found, by reading the Em ScaLe
and Unir Inpicator, after striking the last character in the section

tS
be justified, that the section was thirty-two units short of the

equired measure. As described in 11205,revolve the JustiryineScat by hand until its column No. 32 is presented to the Scare
POINTER; in the rectangle indicated by the PornTER read the Jus-

TIFYING ee
$ to be struck to make this section the desired measure;

in this caseto make the justifying spaces it contains eight units wide.

After oka these Justiryine Keys, bring the Boarp to the properpoint to begin composition on the letter-spacedword, that is, the

charactersto be cast with justificationadded. W hile there is no

al

OARD at sixteen and one-half ems.

units—32 units=16%4ems 1 unit).
The word to be letter spacedi is now set by using theJust1-

FYING-SPACE-PUNCH Key (9218)-in combination with all the char-
acter Krys struck in setting the word to be letter spaced iheempha-
sis, except thefirst, for,since the shoulder is cast on the left of the type-

ody, no hair-space is required for the first letter. Assume that thewidthof the hair-spaces between letters of emphasized words is to be
two units of the set (834) in use and that the word to be letter spaced
contains eight letters and consequently requires seven hair-spaces;
that is, this portion of the line is to be swelled fourteen units: After
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striking the last letter of the letter-spacedword, the operatrotates

the JusTIFYING SCALE by hand until its column o. 1

eeeto the JustiryiNc-scaLe Pornter, which, of cour:

space for each character struck with the SPACE
SEUNCH

K

eaclh character to which justification is to be a

Since the justification indicated
ad led okots

we must correct the readingof
u [224al

cast with the NorMAL WEDGE in its six-unit pos!

to Plate VI, at back of book, we note that the Seleol for a line

of eight--and-one-half-setmatter pouting
seven

er spaces to

be swelled a total of fourteen units is Fig. 32, e 82, the

correction to be adde

SCALE, in justifyingswithcharacters, is 1-1

unithair-spaces in a word of eight letters strik

upper row and No. 4 Key in the lower row 1-11=4-19=5-4), —
But, before striking the Justifyingas noie)eule Fethe word to be letier spaced,note the reading of the

Univ InpicaTor, in order that the Unit
W: - ma: i

hand, at the proper point to begin the last ce
of the line atesthJustirvineKeys for the letter-spaced word have been struck.

if the Boarp indicated thirteen ems three units, after the last chal
acter of the letter-spacedword is struck, it shouuld be set at twelve.

ems seven units, to compensate for the fourteen units added to the

line by these seven letter-spaced characters vel
each cast two units.

wider than the KEyBoarp has registered th 13 ems 3 units—14

units=12 ems 7 units) before striking the aefustifvingspacefol-
ustifyii

Meo.
do

&

CHAPTER XXIX

Irregular. Spacing for Artistic Effect

245 = In justifying a line of type by hand the skilful compositor
distributes the amount the line is short of the required measure (after
he has placed the last character for the line in his stick) where it will

st offensive to the eye, for he cannot, of course, distribute this
i

ly and make all spaces in the same lineexactly the

same size as the MONOTYPE operator does. Thus, it is customary, in

n more space between a word ending With

be lea:

“All that the compositorcan do with his stick, and more, he can do with

aeKeyboard,” st provide a means ofmeetingthe criticism of

the ee of‘ypographictradition who objectsto MonorTyeE com-

positionbecause of its ‘‘uniform spacing.’”’Again we make use of the

gay
-PUNCH Key ({/218).

To vary the size of the justifying spaces in the same line

use the SpacE Bars (§86) for the smallest size spaces and a fixe

space eee
with the

AESTERING:
SPACE-PUNCH KEY (1218),for

the wider spaces. The rence in size between these darger justi-
fying spacesxanadewi the SpAcE-PuNCH Key, and the justifying
spaces made with the SpAcE Bars equals the unit size of the fixed

eight-unit space (with the SpAcE-PUNCH KEy) for each of the larger
size justifying spaces. That this will have the effect desired is shown

by the space between the words “will have’ in the line above this;
this is an eight-unit space cast with justification added, produced
by striking the eight-unit space Key and Spack-PUNCH Key simul-

taneously. These double poe caused the CastinG MACHINE
to cast this space with the Ni L WEDGE

i

in the eight-unit posi-

a wherethe rest of the eae in the line were cast with the

WE n the six-unit position. Since in both cases the NoRMAL

W:epeeis supported the SpAcE TRANSFER WEDGE (backed up

by the Tose WEDGESin the same position), it is obvious that

the differencein the size of these justifying spaces is 8—6=2 units.

EY with fixed space Krys be careful

ion.

fing spateare used be pny justified? Will it not be two units

« To show more clearly the effect of using wider justifying spaces in this manner unit

space Coiejustificationay bbusedetecan the worden have” instead of Che’velght-
unit

bed; th wider space between the words, but the principle is the

8
93

aa
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short, for each larger size justifying space used, since the Justifying‘Scalesare calculated for the justifying spaces which are counted by

Keyboardas four units and cast with the Normal Wedge in iisSixa
position, whereas these larger size justifying spaces are cast with the

‘Normal Wedge in the same position as the Keyboard counts these larger
—

spaces? If the reader has asked himself these two questions, after

reading the preceding para, agraph,he has thoroughly grrasped the

principles of MonoryrE justification. The answer to them is that,
after the operator strikes the eight-unit space with the SPACE-

eight-unit space had been registeredas six units,

of this character, instead of setting the WHEEL for each wide space,

the operator makes one correctionat the end of the line, for all the

wide justifying spaces he has put in it, before justifying; thus, if he

has used four of these wide justifying spaces (made by striking the

8-unit space Kry in combination with the SPACE-PUNCH Key) in the

line he sets the WHEEL back eight units. CAUTION

the Unit WHEEL back, count the number of spaces the JUSTIFYING,SCALE POINTER has registered,so that, if the PoINTER Cronesetting the Unir WHEEL, it can beraisedagain byhand t o register
thes

correct number of spaces before reading the justification.If cai
be used, the LevER 24KB4 (206) can be pressed down just enoughto releasethe Unit WHEEL without causing the PornTER to drop

CHAPTER XXX

Keybanks, Keybars, and Stopbars

248 When the operator presses a Key, he admits compressed air,
the motive power ofthe Board, beneath the Pistons, which drive the

Punches for the character struck through the paper, while, at the same

time, the counting mechanism automatically registers the widthof this

character. (§9.)
2 From all that has been said heretofore it might well be

he punching and the counting mechanisms so that any Key will

maetheperforationsfor any one of the 225 Matrix Case positions and

value within the capacity of the Board. The following
explation ofheway in which these changes are made is taken from

our book, “The Mechanism of the Monoryre Style D KEysoarp,”
wherein allanes of the Krysoarp are explained and illustrated.

250 The Keys are not permanently united to the PLUNGERS

they operate, for the movement of the Key LEvers i ,transferredto

the PLuNGERS by the Keypars. In t ARS that

carry the PUNCHES are not attached to te Unir-Ee see (991),
but the movement of these Puncu Bars is transferred to the Stops

by the Sropsars. Therefore, to change the Punches that any Key
operates, we change the Knypar that connects its Key Lever with

the PLUNGERS; to change the unit value that a Key registers we change
the StorBar that couples the Puncu Bar, operated by this Key,
with the Srop. The skeleton drawings, Figs. and 38, show this

relation between the Krys, the Puncues for perforating the paper,
and the Unir Stops for measuring the width of the characters; in

order that Figs. 35 to 39 inclusive may be seen together, they are

grouped on Plate III, tipped in facing page 100, so that all may be

used while reading this chapter.
251 Refer first to Fig. 35: Th e Key A is attached to the Kry

Lever B which oscillates about the Rop he lower end of the

AFTmihePLUNGERSivwork
against the constant pressure in the Arm CHAMBER (not shown).
When

ue
Key is released the air drives the PLUNGERS read and

the VALVE Bars move the Rock Suarts and restore the KEy to its

position ‘ofrest. To change the PUNCHES operated bya Key, change
the Krypar so that the lugs on the new Kryzar will engage the

Rock Sas for the Puncues desired; the Rock SHarrs, VALVE

95
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Lever always moves two Rock SHAFTS and two

Monotyre Keypoarp the “touch”’ of all Keys is Cres (#147),
252 Fig. 38 shows two of the Pistons and the manner in which

these are coupled to the PuncHEs and to the Unit-rack SrTors,
which determine the amount the Unit W:EELrotates and conse-

quently the number of ot clete
for each character struck.

When the Pruncrrs F (Fig. 35) Bie
moved bydeprecsiitea Key, air

enters two of the PIPES A(Fig.3 sce nee the PLUNGERS
with theircorresponding Pistons B. Whe e Piston is forced up

by the air, it lifts the Puncu Lever C, a its fulcrum, the Rop

Z,raising Puncu Bar D, and the Puncu E, carried in its upper end,
is driven through the paper. A mechanism,not shown, instantly
forces the Puncu Bars down when the Keyis releaseand the air

shut off from the Pistons B. The RoNcunSeeregister unit values

have their Punca Bars D connected with t NIT-RACK Stops K

by (@) the Levers W, which oscillate about eelscenter, and (6) the

Sroppars V. To change the unit value registered by a Key it is

necessary only to changethe coupling of the PuNcH Ropto the Unit-

RACK Stop; that is, to change the Sroppar V,so that the PUNCH

Rop for this Kev will operate the Stop for the unit size required.
253 The Keybanks, of which there are two, are shown in Fig.

36 and Fig. 33, page 97. Plate V, at back of book,shows the Kry-

BANKS (upper portion only) in placeon the KryBoarp, and PiaIX, at back ofbook,shows the details of the srangemoney of Kry:

Each BANK carries thirteen Rops (see M, Fig. 3.ohpba
which ie

Key Levers oscillate, and there are elevenKey: a Rop, except-

ing the Rop nearest theoperator, which has fr ee KEys, a
Space Bar (986), and a green Kry* which, on thé left BANK, is

inoperative on D KEYBOARDS equippedeae
the

pitmaerevol =
tion of the Justiryinc ScaLet (9122), and, on the rightBANK, is

the Restorinc Key 1 04). Of the thir ty JUSTIFYINGHee(4131),
the left KEvBANK carries twenty-two and the right eight; seducethese and the two green Kxys from the 274Keys carried on both

Banks, leaves 242 Krys for characters and spaces

Keys and add greatly to the convenience of the o

regular work andin using special!See
nents for intricate matter;

for example, Keys 111 and Pi?(Plat ° 1X),at the left of the SPACE

Bar, on the left KEyBANK, are the en- and em-quad respectively;
Keys 239 and 240 in the same positions on the right BANKpreathe same spaces, consequently the operator fingers the right
exactly as he would the left, without shifting his hand to strike thesd
spaces. For the same reason the nine- and eighteen-unit leader Keys

areeS
on both Banks. In the Marrrx Case Diagram (Plate

EYROARDS equipped with Repeater Unit have another green Key at the lower left

he left KEYBANK to operate the Repeater.

2
a This green Kry on the left Bank was formerly the Kry for revolving the JustrFyI1NG
CALE,

cur. 30 ©Keybanks, Keybars, and Stopbars 97

IX) the red figures beneath the characters and spaces indicate the

number of the Krys that produce these Matrix CAsE positions;
for Krys double coupled as described, two, or more, KEy numbers

are given in the square indicating theMatrix Cask position.

FIGURE 33 eZ

The Stanparp Lert Keysankx for straight matter with five alphabets.

254 To change Keybanks: Hs 140, 141, and 142, Plate X,
“Operating Adjustments,” at back ofbook,show how eitherKry-
BANK may be removed avithoutoe the other

255 TheKeybars € (Fig. 35), one for each Key and two for

each SPACE ue are arranged side by side in the KryBar FRAMES,
as shown in Fig. 37; the positionof the two Keypar Banks,
beneath the rightand left KeyBanks, is shown in Fig. 143, Plate X.

To make any change in the coupling of a Key LEveEr to the Pistons
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(that is, ee
a Keysar) the

Ree
Keypar Bank must be

taken out of the Keysoarp and a new Krypar Bank inserted:AR nse

Never attempt i“ilartheivantenentofBars 4 er Frame, or to

e Fram

kept clean andtrue, depend th ei

If the Bars be taken frentheir FRAME forseaning,
follow carefully

the directions for ‘Care of the KEYBOARD”(seeour book,
“

Matrix

Case Arrangements”’) and do not mix or bend ne Bars. Th e KEY:

BAR BANKS not in use on the
PEED

ERD should be kept in their Bexest
2 To change Keybar Banks for different Marrix Case

Arrangements,lift off the ae (4254),slide out the KEYBAR

Bank not required, and insert the new KEYBAR Bank (Figs. 143, 144,
and 145, Plate X, at back of book); eeereplace the KEYBANK,

257 The Stopbars are carried in the SrorpBar CasE (Fig, 39,

mi iefacing page 100), which maybe removed from the KrEyBoARD and
replaced with a different Case wh ange in unit values is

required: The individual SropBars must never be taken from their

ASE, exchang al any way. Onlythe PuncH Bars

E PUNCH ar

Unit-RAck Stopes ({leek
the skeleton drawing, Fig. 38, indicates

the manner in which this connection is made.

to any oftheP:isToNs B,Booaatitsthese PUNCHES, it lifts the PUNCH

B
:

d of the

38) is hidden by the SHOE that holds the Barsin
picture shows the Barsin their boronposition (eret the Bars
for the 9- and 10-unit Stors which areeld up by springs). aoe

the
oiheae ends of the Stop-

EARS
come in contact with the SroPs,eens he Bars in CASE

e

endsofthe Levers W enter the slots in the upper ends of the Bars

258 Count the Sroppars in Fig. 39, from right to left, a thei
operates the nine-unit Srop and, as there are three nine-unitFONin the Matrix CasE

(1261),
this sixth SropBar is made withits

upper end wide enoughso thatthe Lever W (Fig.38) for any one

of the three nine-unit row DonenAR:

Therefore, when any nine-unit Kry O.

movesdown;and when the Keyis released, a SPRINGraises this

cur.30  Keybanks, Keybars, and Stopbars 99

STOPBAR just as the single SL is raised by the upward move-

ment of the Lever W. Theten. TOPBAR is similar to the nine-

unit, being operatedby two ofsteLevers W, since there are two

ten-unit rows in the MaTrrx

59 The STOPBAR ee shown
i

in Fig. 39 is for the standard

Marrix Case arrangement, in which there is no sixteen- or seven-

teen-unit row. At the beretof the Case, in addition to the thin

separators between the Bars, there are, betweenthe two STOPBARS

at the left of the CasE, two separators (each the same width as a

SropBar) to block out the sixteen- and seventeen-unit STOPS,conse-

the eighteen-unit Srop; the SropBar to the right of this in Fig. 39

operates the fifteen-unit Srop, so that with the standard arrange-

ment of unit-rows the sixte:
sen

and seventeen-unit Stopsare not con-

nected to the Puncu Bar:

260 To change Stopbars:that is, to changethe arrangement
ave four nine-unit rows and one ten-

of unit-rows. See Figs. 156 and 157, Plate X, at back of book.

261 The unit-rows of the Stopbars and the Normal Wedge
must be the same: It is obvious that the steps on the NORMAL

correspon
ae

arrangementt of unit-rows (5678999 10 10 11 Ficure 34

12 13 14 15 18) use SS Sroppars and an S5 Nor KeEyButron CLIP

placed over the reg-

MAL WEDGE, of same set as the KEYBOARD Scat ular Burron on the

at the Castinc Macuine. If the S29 Sroppars, Key Lever when
de.

changecharacters on the KryBAnKs; the Cup, a metal frame carry-

ing the character printed on paper and protected by a sheet of cellu-

loid, is placed on top of
ie ees

for the character it replaces.
Thus, if the work being s ntains accents, Cirps for these

accentedletters would be lacesover the Burrons,for characters of

the same width, not required in this work; of course, the correspond-
ing change in Matrices would be made in the Martrrx Case (41187).
Tf the new character does not have the same Matrix Cas position
as the character on which the Cup is placed,a corresponding change
must be made in Keypars, for capping a Burton has no effect on
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the eouplingof its Key Lever with the Puncnes. The character
in a CLIPmay be

chanseyeasily by bending back the lugs that hold
the celluloid in the Crip. A special character drawn on a piece of

0: oO an

make these boards and they will very quickly pay, fe thenecloa
where many changes in arrangements are made with KEYBUTTON

L

ke room for ae accents.hechanging from Englishto French

which they go on the Krynank, it takes but a moment to lift the
Crs from their pegs and place them on

HerumespondingBurrons.
64 The advantage of standard Keybars: Chapter XXXV,

ingle

combosiion|Weearnestly advise both owners and operators
of Monotypes to insist uMeee

the use of standard Keybars. Our own

eae proves that our large selection of standard Krvpars is

ample to meet all requirementsand the experience of our customers
for whom we have made special KryBars proves also that these

ts

sing machine, is absolutely flexible in its Key
arrangement, is no reason why the advantages of standardization
should be sacrificed.



RE 35

Skeleton view of thecemechan soe one the motion of the Kzy A to the

PLUNGER F, so that, when the is depressed, the PLUNGER is moved to aoe
air beneath the FISTON,

B (Fig. Sb.“Thebottom of the Key Lever B engagi

alue
on the top of the KEYBAR €; the lugs on the bottonm of the KEYBAR engage the

ae
Suar

LeD pee move the correspondingPruncers F, through the VALVE

ne E. It is clear ae by changing KryBars, the same Kry LEVER may be

eoupledwith eaetirely different Rock Suarts and ‘consequently.bring up different

Puncues and register diffrentunit values.

a

Ficure 38

leton view of the mechanism for driving the Puncaes
E through the paper

and raisingthe UNrr-RAcK Stops K into position t checkthe movement of the

Unit Rack (not shown) to the right 80
that theBoarwill register the proper

numberoesunits for the character struc abieair,adiniteedby the movement of

the PLUNGERS F
Ee 35) when a Ky essed, passes SErOHen

the Pipes A

Beraise a Pistons B which are shnectedcertsthe Piston Levers C; this saise®‘STO!

e Lav:= about
theirfulcrum, the Ro D forcing the PUNCHES, ee ted W

fhe er UNGE Be
Ars D,througthe paper.

Theeoee Beasbk
the different le rows of the MATRIX CS:

RUN CEBAECa
ing. USTIFYING-SPACE PUNCH, operate the LEVE

by m eSStebntnsV, cause the frout ends of the Stops K to rise into the

path otae str RACK and stop its movement to the right. Thus, when one of
these Puncu Bars D rises it lifts the

a pad:a
Lever W, which, through, the

Sroppar Y, causes the re oa of
Stop e down and thefront end to rise.

It is obvious
rom

t, by chaningthemethod of coupling the
PUNCH

Bars Dto the Un sk,we changeth a
unit oalueeof the PUNCHES

for the different u initrowsoftheMA "ASE just as, by changing the Keypars

(Fig. 37), we can Changethe MATRIX CASE positions for the different Krys.

lifted off like the lid aa bos!

FIGURE 38

MCN Oi Ae

ME a load

Ebacs : L

Cok 8 be Be oe

Goa at

ck tedcle © il)chs

Sees a

won

#8

wT a eeaaa a!

ABe ee Ae

Top of right KEYBANK

E36

eeThejeter
in es following description

oD , which are ere by
RS ‘GeoDthe Keys.ANK is

Top of left Krvpars

_

Top and bottom v
Ni

sideEYS

such a manner thattheyporaducechoractereAe
Kor method of changing KEyBAR

back of book.

views of KryBAR FRAMES

view of Beesicand the TeerTaiathe followi

p of the K S arearene
ayer

KEY aEVESwl tuesa carried eeine Rops Mo:

o wilich ee theRoe CHARTSD, mean
upled to the noe Suns Din

elyieseparated in the MATRIX Cass.
at

polSIOHBAR
Case. The front ends of

FicureE 37

com

BANKS see Figs. 143, 144, and 145,

FIGURE 39

the “btsitine Ss(in the pices
the Bars are in their

BA RSin place in the
C.

The bonesends of Stopa
RS on the rear ee

RiiheUnrT-RACK Storsfs(Fig.38), which are guidedby a cepaRATOR Ss betw

the Stops.

‘Countingthe Sropzars, in the picture, from right
the SHOE BEtheaay of the Case),
then cometl e-, six-,seven-, and eight-unitPpSroreaS Theseth.STOEERR(9-
unit) isdierentat its upper end for, instead of slo!eforthe front endsacethe Levers W (Tig. 38), its top is wideenoughfartare oO LEVERS to re:

it, thus Bro cing
for three Puncu BarsD operating the ninine-unit Srop with which

the lower end of this Sropnar is connected.hen a he ine-
rae eythat moves this

1oP eon eereleased,the Sropgar is not raised by the Li W(the same as the

singleStops), but instead, a SprinG at the front of ae yeraises the STOPRAR.
ING

‘The Sroppar to the ieeeoethis is operated by

otto:

he slots is pend
the HppetSHOE

that holds the

the right SropBar operates the fou

wihee
PuNcH BARS the ten-unit rows.

sae tt the PuncH BARS may beconnecres,
with the

er
from ine“abovethat

BSTOEStin any way
desired Nychanging

the STors.

ES see nd 157, Plate X, aat

Bottom of right Keypars

|

‘ith ae 2 cee
Si

ee
@ KEXDANK,ae

the Levers W le. oY
enter

to left Crome diatelyabove

either of the Levers W connected

Plate X,

m_position and

nit STOP;

oot
method

PLATE II



CHAPTER XXXI

Combination of Faces

The manner in which the Kevgoarp is arranged for differ.
ent combinations of faces by changing KryBANKs (4253) and Kry-
WARS (9255) is described in the preceding chapter;consider now the

combination of Matricss of different faces in the Matrix CasE.
"In the Me

eae system‘theMatrix for each character 1s aseparatewit; no two characters are ever united on the same Matri: (945.)
‘This means: CORIthat the Monoryps, unlike comp.Bosna‘machines
(hat useso-called “ two-letter matrices,”does notthrowt:typographic
pects eo

the winds by requiring that all apisneeused in com-

bir the same length and that the same letters in Roman,ftalic,<or Boldfacebe of the same width; second, that the Mono-
‘NYPE user does not have to ‘‘re-buy”’ his Roman Marniceswhenever
he adds a new Boldface to his equipment; instead, he takes

aBoldface not needed from the Marrrx CasE and inserts the ne

ants it. . 40, Plate III, facing this page,ilc

Mesthityee Boldfacescombinedperfectlywiththe same Roman
Ma

26 “Experience has shown that the

sees allotment of units
lo the fifteen rows of the Matrix Case bestmeets all requirements:;

01 eas

[rom five to eighteen inclusive, excepting that there are three nine-unit
lows, two ten-untt rows, and that the sixteen- and seventeen- Uaesizes
are omitted.”B

267 a facesare‘designedfor this standardatrange-
ment of

‘acters

Matric may be inserted in a Matrix Case provided the Set Factorof
the new Matrix equals, or is less

ts
the Set Factor of the Matrix

replaced”(459); furthermore, whenthe demand warrants it, we fur-

nish Matricesfor modified characters, that is, MaTRIcES designedfor use in special arrangements with the letters compresse
,

or

extended, rom
their normal unit values, and, furthermore, in special

tases, MATRICES may be carried in smaller unit-rows andtheir bodies
cast in ae pee (236). The Krysoarn imposes no/imitations

(Continuedon page 104.)
* Thepossibilitiesof Monorvpr faces for

combinations may be appreciated from the fol-lowing: bentee hockspent
to press we had forty-four Boldfaces

thatpomibineperce ae|

lonepoint, inface, igh that eouldbe used
i pyipbening an One-qU:(13 ad nine iaatconithiteon ter-and-one- halls

101



Some Combinations of Monotype Faces
Eight-point No. 11J with No. 21E

THE MONOT

YEESone
the greatest leak of all

—-IDLE TIME. No machine is worth having when

you can’t run it. . You can run the Monorypr more

hours a year than any other composing mac:“No mattertoco:mpose? No matter, cast type.”’
Eight-point No. 25] 21E

E

ONOTEEE‘painsee for whi leTH.it reduc ity. Its productbetterthanHand.eefoundryao unless new ae
be used for ev ry jo hus.the Monotype does
more ian save on

in the cash dray
‘estimates’—it puts real money

ht-point No. 25K with No. 21E

THE MONOTYPEuser can’t get out of sorts—

pehes!“typeo

Cap cases are full of type
th n’t go Bate style because it is

cheap
er tc

ake.aS type tee to distribute and ¢ NO-
TYPE user can change the face when he “ ean

oe his:

Eight-point No. 26Jwith No. 21E

THE MONOTYPE
pes

gout the cost of leads

and hand leading. After a job bes
eee ‘eeyboatded

it may be cast on the canarde body to make the
number of pages taaatentor is fill the

designatedspace. This is but one of the exclusively Mon

type advantages.
Eight-point No. 68]

meree
1E

THE Mi NOU gives the nter

Gundebsprofit on body and eae eenaaPil
mfive-poiritto thirty-six-point), on

poniesadeornaiarene on quads and spaces, and the dollar:
andcents spent turning letters and waiting for satel

Eight-point No.8

THE MONOTYPE epee. te ownel the
work he

fee insteadof taking the wor rkie res
fellow” doe ant, because there is no job too in-
tricate for it, nor toe large for it, and ne work can

require greater facilities than one Monotype can

furnish,

Eight-point No. 89K with

E is calle
THE MONOTY. TaePiearte

machine” because it takes the work as it comes,

plain or intricate. You donehave to buy for x‘special aiattachments,”rules or furniture, and i

most cases,
i

Poublespriced Matter is Plain Matter
for the Monotyp:

Eight-point No. 159J with No.2.

THE MONOTYPE spiesthe limitations Ou!

of machine composition, as it casts each ype
separately. Its letters are as closely fitted a its
words as closely spaced as the best foundry type
set by the best Batecompositor.

|

Bight‘point No.

aewithNeeTHE MONOTYPE the most expen-

sive department—the pres: _Printing from
f type is like rom ne

foundry type,
for

ae
are absolutely accurate in

height-to-pape on make- re is a double

saving, press cineendian time

oom,

Eight-point N
THE MONOTYPE.Slimane sslouirbeapine
ee

Because (a) Monotype type will wear as

n long runs as foundry type; (b)not neces-

otype to save type; (c) for duplicating,
me ribbon; (d) for repeat orders

over again.

Eight-point No. 275] withNe
OTYPE has broughtattractiveand

po: graphywitthin the rei of all
owesof printingcheapestji ane Teasrun, Buereaneanin the

first cost
Eight-point No. 92Jwith

‘HE MONOTYPE oe
cy Bag

ancewith He(or high) spaces

andquadsmatically justified ines which are deliver aonie ys. ‘hus its odieis the sam:

-set new foundry

Eight-point No. 118] witithNo.

° g a
8S

a 2

THE MO. YPE is famous for‘Qua ; don’t

tinkit ih onQua:mt
Many

ae
i

carers
vuse the Mon: xclusively a: rT repeat order
record anndthe resultsobtainedinHoneoffices prove

conclusiely
y

phatQuality and Quantity are ined |

in

e Monor

Eight-point No. 118K with No.

MONOTYPE is the only shine that

willhnae several rush jobs at the same

ETSone on thdmachine while fe others are set fro
cases of MonotyrE type ere is no aleaaianteny
it is cheaperto make new type than distribute.

| Eight-point No. 86J with No.

T. YPE is the best cee worker’
in the trade; its

mottois, ‘Keep onePresses Busy.’
It wastes|no time over changes,” but

gr indsout]new hatter—forother:‘authorss to change.

Eight.eee No. 86K with No. 21E

MONOTYPE is tlie only Composing
tae eelaes =

turns idle tim

into Betongatefaces.ooks from.2
anes =eto at you

su the same way we hee ratdtricesfor

ee jobfonts in Speemoments.

THE

Machine
and old

i
ou

cake

Eight-point No. 58J with No. 21E

THE E is the only, poets
for

aviff: talogs, price lists, director all

etterisept aeadie and corrected; alterati tions are ma

as easily as wi and the ascent
is less by TYPE corrections

on't stop productionof new mat:ner,

Eight-point No. 97J with No. 21E

THE MONOTYPE is the composing ma.

chineeekwl|producea nor fal andextendedseeof matrices;

Wwwords the same eis fede
the fOrck is sold by the page” or

>

ay or teu
upon svhether“by the job.’

Eight-point No. 117] with No. 21E

TYPE means increased profitstoi

but
> tha ne machine

the Monotype mena new life ‘becauseits flexi-

bility promotes expansion along the lines of least
resistance and greatest profit.

Eight-point No. 117K with No. 21E

THE MONOTYPE {fills a long-detwant in the

srewspaperoffic Display type, ls, rules and
borders—tools at the

cenec tips ofhandmen—tools

eee to work efficiently. No hunting, no pick-
ing, no turning; eee distribution and drudg-
ery; more work with less effort- —"Non-DisiributionShen

ht-point No. 161] with No. 21E

‘HE 2} TYPE, although pre-eminent on

intricate work, sets straightmatter better, quicker,
and cheaper than any othe

mg
chine. Braveit?

Practicallyall the popular magazines are se

mnthe Monotype. Shall we send the list? There
is not room to name them here.

‘ight-point No. 161K with No. 21E

NOTYPE is the best friend of that wise
an—the ha specialty. Catalog work,

afice lists kept standing, intricate and tabular matter,
euuce

analwork, typewritten letters, mai and
QUALI e best pa:yingspecialtyofalloes
the Mononspecialties

eee MO,

ight-point No. 149] with No. ae

BE MONOTYPEuser may c

y boldface
we any Roman;

ue
hav serebuy™

almost

connequentyhe
his Rom ri

whenever he ides to use a new combination‘of

Boldiaceand Roran Me buys what he nts

en he wants

dees ses

Eight-point No. 165 with No. 21E

THE MONOTYPE is the ideal machine for
offices handling cts langguagework: the lkoy

board is changec guage to anotliot
just as it is changed fronae 0 meleejob to anot

jan
{

Gis for the Casting Machine, which is as quick (
Greek as it is at English.

Eight-point No. 66J with No. 21E

THE MONOT

AE
is the only machine for

typographic work by the off-s eu eesprocess
because it (a) ee new

typpe of ebsonte unl

for‘m heig!ie‘to-paper; b) Monotype faces may he
‘openned

u
*

(the white Ee between the letters

may be rote )

Eight-point No. 107J with No. 21E

NO Eisa
for it draws work as molasses dane
it just as tight. ive it three-fifths of its capa»

city: it will get the rest itself. With it you call

turn out—1

zat
turn down—the jobs that require flexi

ble facilit:

Eight-point No. 249J with No. 21E

HE MONOTYPE gives the maximum number
of legible words to the square inch. saves you

per, press work and mailing
if you w

ant,a Jeb
to bulk big, the machine spr ead

the white e between letters and words or be
tween lines.

Eight-point No. 79J with No. 21E

aoe eMONOLYEE enables you to render ‘ ‘Ser’
vice’ givi r customer what he wants—ilng. you

you tallefu into taking what fe doesn’t

eaeyoul
waste

ou
time

ondaeoat will. The
t order: the contin

tion of the good job.that speaks for itself.

Six-point No. 128] with Eight-point No. 21E

THE MONOTYPE saves the most costly item the

printer uses—

Mee
time on composition, time of

supervision, orrections (when slugs aré

used), time HORA,facilities,time devising make.

shifts, time of resetting beccause of short fonts, and
sorts.time lost

me
for

ht-point No. 275K with No.

eeNON-DISTRIBUTION,The sy m by which

rules,direc un
from theMonae:PE Types.

which makes this mat:feralso economically that
Sn pages after use are melted up to rake

naever Thus, Recasiing replacesDistribu

’

FIGURE 40—The flexibility of Monotype Matrices is shown

bytthispage, Joh
the same Roman Matrices were used in combination with

fl these Boldfaces.
‘ase and putin the Matrices for the other Boldface—“That’s a

Take the Matrices for one Boldface out of the Matrix

PLATE fl
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Comparison of
Arrangement C, Roman, 8-point 38E (8¥2-Set)

The best kind of oneinalicya
is that which comes after a sound apprentice=

ship; that which shall prove to be the blending of a firm conception
of

euusefa Breecient
an

1

theprogressiveeonnentiesof an able mind,

man beas able and original as

sera fenceledee aahawhat has gone before or what is now going©
his own trade and profession. _ If the printers of today do not wish oSa
THE BEST KIND OF ORIGINALITY IS THAT WHICH COMES

AFTER A SOUND APPRENTICESHIP; THAT WHICH SHALE
NG OF A FIRM CONCEPTION OF]

ND THEEeROC NG coe
DENCIES ORRAI E MINI FOR, LET A M

ABLE AND ORIGINAL‘AS HE MAY,HE CANNOT APEORD10
Ficure 41

Arrangement C,

oe
8-point 38G (814-Set)

The best kind (oforiginality is that which comes after a sound apprentice-
shall prove to i the blending of a firm conception of a

usefulprecedentandlhepro}ressivet fence
of ana For, let

lash not afford to discard knowl
edgeof what feeae Sherere or an eynowane on in his own trade and:
profession. If the printers of today do not wish to be esteemed arrogant
THE BEST KIND OF. ORS

IS eeeEe
COMES

Se
,

ALL. USEFUL PRE A

DENCIES OF AN ABLE MIND. FOR, LETA

AND ORIGINAL AS HE MAY, HE CANNOTAFFORD TO BIS
FIGuRE 42

Arrangement C1, Normal Boldface, 8-point 45] (814-Set)

The best kind of

prieaees
is gatwhichcomes after a sound appre:

ship:test o be the blending of a firm co

eilesefu1precedentSh es

n be oe able and origina! m:

discardcaoeledeeof what has gone before or what is now going on in)

his own trade and profession. If the printers of today do not wish to be

THE BEST KIND OF ORIGINALITY IS THAT WHICH COM

Ea. Rr soe
AUPREN TICESUL

HE BLENDING OF A

CIES OF AN ABLE MIND. _FOR,L AS
A

ORIGINAL AS HE MAY, HE CANNOT AFFORD TO DISCARI D
Ficure 43

Graphic comparison of thefaces, of the five
different

arrangements.
In the lowercase be

seen,thal
, Ci, and C4 are practiclly ides

i reliestly ¢ ondensed, C3 eae aeaI C2 fe muchmoreextended. ‘The how

Feeee & ttalie Ch, and C2 are nearly thesame,while
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Arrangements
Arrangement C2, Extended Boldface, 8-point 79J (8V2-Set)

The best kind of originality is that which comes after a sound

apprenticeship;that which shall prove fy
be the blending of a

firm conception of all useful preceden”
and the progressive ten:

dencies of an ablemln: For, let a m: ae as able and original
as he may, he c: ot afford to discardknowledge of what has

gone before or what,is now going on in his own trade and profes-

THE BEST KIND OF ORIGINALITY IS THAT WHICH COMES
AFTER A

Bou
IND APPRENTICE:

SAG
THAT WH. neat

SHALL

PROVE TO BE THE BLENDING OF ‘AFIRM CONCEPT tN OeALLUSEFULPRECEDENT AND THE
RORY

TEND)
CIES OF AN ABLE MIND. FOR, LET EAS ABLE AN‘D
ORIGINAL AS HE MAY, HE CANNOT AFORDTO DISCARD

Ficure 44

Arrangement C3, Text Letter, 8-point 95] (9-Set)

Thebestbind of ortgtiratityis thattohichcomes after a sound apprenticeship;
0 be the blendingof a ficnt conceptionof all usetul

MIRDB.FOR,LET AAY MAN
FIGURE 45

E AS ABLE ANB onIe-

Arrangement C4, Condensed Boldface, 8-point 81J (8Y4-Set)

The best oneof oe
is that which comes after a sound apprentice-

ship; that whichshall proveto be the blendingofa firm conception of

all Tefal ee ana heprogressivevendenidiedof an able min

For, let a man be as able and original a: , he cannot afford to

discardknowledge of what has gone before orrarntsis now going on in

his own trade and profession. Ifthe printers of today do not wish to be

THE BEST KIND OF ORIGINALITYIs THAT WHICH COMES
ae

A

S ‘HAT WHICH SHALL PROVE TO BE THE

veeA NDENCIE: NA eeLET A MAN BE AS ABLE AND ORIGINAL AS HE MAY, HE C.
AFFORD TO DISCARD KNOWLEDGE OF WHATHASGONEBEFORE.On

Ficure 46

ismuch
extended and C4 much condensed. These Bold-

cight-and-one-half-setRoman face (except that the cutee
‘ould have to be opened up half a set whe ith

¢3text letter‘whichi
is on nine-set—we have no eight-point

cight-and-one-half-set C3 face).
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on the arrangement of Matrices in the Matrix Case, for theup

Heys(91255) provide for changing the position of Matrices in

he CasE and the Sroppars (9257) provide for changing the value of —
e unit-rows of the Matrix Cass. The more

ness or

tendednessby the amount of matter contained in the six lines of

each specimen of lower case and caps. Fig. 47, page 106, SON
the

alphabets of these faces arranged to give a comparison between caps

and aa comparisonbetween lower case; also at

between cap M’s and between lower case
b’

268 Arrangement C is for Roman caps, small caps, lower case,
figures,endpoints and Italic caps, lower case, figures, and points,

and Roman faces and their ConespondingItalics are designed for
fe unitvaluesgiven by this arrangement: Se Fig. 55, page 122,

,
at back of book, which give the Marrix Case diaz

ram for ee C. A specimen of the Roman lower case and

caps and the Italic lower case an s is shown in Figs. 41, 42, and

47, pages 102 and 106. The characters carriedin

The following sum: the

figures of the Ree atidTtalicic alphabetsthe superior figure at the

right of the letter indicates its unit value

A® BB CB DS’ EE Pecu Ho ys PKS LY Ms N& O8 P2 Q’ Ru Si Ts

ayes> UM v8 W_s Xi

‘AD B10 C9 pid p10 p?be,Ht 8 JT KM 19 2 NU OW p? Ql RI s8 7? UN yO WH xIt

10 78
:

a? bY c8 9 e8 £8 g®1 §8J 129 1 m5 19 oF pl ql 17s? t7 ul? yO wis x? yl0 zB

AM Bl C2 DM E's FY G2 Hs [9 JK L2 M8 N® OB PB QAR’ SU TB

Us V4 Ww vet ge

a? B8 ct d? et fo g8 A i8 f° K9 B m4 119 08 pl GFr7 st uv? wi? x? 9

$° 19 29 39 4° 5° 6° 79 89 oP 0° $9 19 29 39 49 59 6? 79 89 oP of

Gothic caps are

Se
with their letters of the same width a:

the Roman smallc: so that they may replace these, especially
when a Boldface, “reteadof Italic, is used in combinationwith

te
Roman.
69 Arrangementt C1: Normal Boldfaces (those not extended

Le specimen of a C1 face see Figs. 43 and 47, pages 102 and 106)

Part I

clearly these five basic —

t the left a conomican7
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are designed with their letters of the unit
i
ee given by this

arrangement; these unit values are as follow

A® BY C2 DY EP meG4 H8 I’ Jo K¥ Lt M8 N# OM pe Qu Ru gu Te

Us Ve Wis XK Y22Z

a) Bi cB d 69 £5 99 bY G5 78k! 15 mal 19oP pg’ xT 38 18 wl? v? wi? x? y? 28

$° 19 29 39 49 59 6 79 89-99 0°

The Matrix Case positions for C1 Boldfaces, when used in com-

bination with Roman faces (Arrangement C), replacing the Italic,
are shown in Fig. 56, page 123, which gives, beside the Matrix

:

ATRIX CASE with this

of the characters made for use w! rrangement, é
castingas sorts to be inserted by hand at thecase, or to a substi-
(uted in the Matrix Case on special jobs for any lessfrequently used

characters. This list of omitted charactersis based on a comparison
with C Arrangement as a stan

270 Arrangement C2 (see es 44 and 47, pages 103 and 106,
for specimen) is for ne

Boldfaces in whichthe characters have
the following unit values

AB BE cs Du EY Fe Gu He ys Jo Ks Le M38N¥ ou pe Qu Ru su Ts

U4 Vs Ws xX yu Z?

alo bu ° dit e f7 gl hY is i’ ku Js m8 n? ol pi qt re séceeue y? wit x?

yo 2
‘

$°st 2 3 49 5? 6 7 8° go 0°

When a C2 Boldface is used in combination with a C Roman face,

feplacingthe Italic,aa Boldface eee occupy the Matrix

CA Fig. 57, page 123; beside this MaTRix

carried i at:

otherHaas made for usewith this arrangement, based on C

Arrangement as a standar

1 ArrangementC3 1SFigs. 45 and 47, pages 103 and 106,
for specimen) is for a text letter havingextra extendedcaps, together
not a narrow lower case; the unit values of the characters are as

follow

aye oeea pe Es gu Gu neea a” Ku gu HS Hs eu 3344Qs Rs

oS qu ae we wu8 XR xu

nt 68 cspe e £6y° 58 B Zp&° ‘ mes: ogy g° y7 38 ts w bsfol?x8 ps 36

9° p 9: 3° 4 5S oF 7 8° 9 O° or

These Matrices, when combined with the C Romanface, replace
meItalic,and the arrangement of the characters in the Marrrx

(6ASEiis shownin Fig. 58, page 124; beside this diagram are shown

‘he list of characters at the side of the Matrix Case diagrams (pages 122 to 129a1

to veincl a cheese
the fitting of the characters, since there is no space between anyro the3incl

charactersexceptthe nine- and cighteen-unitdashes,, the brackets and the Dae and

{he Goss rulecharactersin Fig. 87, page
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all the characters carried in the Matrix CAsE in this combination,
ontalso other characters made for use with this arrangement, base

C Arrangement asa standard. (See foot-note, page 1

Arrangement C4 (sce Figs. 46 and 47, pages 103and 106,
for specimen) is a condensed Boldface having the caps extra con-

densed while the lower case is about the same width as the C1 (or
normal) Boldface lower case. The unit values of the characters are

as follows:

AP BP gn DeEo Fo Gu A Iv Js K2 [10 Ys Ns OV pu Qu Ru gu Tu gw
yu ws X12yu Zo

a? b! ¢8 di @9 £6 g? H10 j5 jf kel J5 m5 10 9 p10 qi0 y7 8 f8 yO y? wis x9 y? zB

B 19 29 39 49 59 G9 79 g9 go C9

When the C4 Boldface is combined with the C Aerangenenthe
Italic caps and lower case and the small caps of the

Arrangement must be omitted because the caps of the C4Boldface
C Roman; 8-Point 38E

ee Lae mr

C Italic; 8-Point 38G

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
bbbbb abcdefghijklmnopgrstuvwxyz

Cl Boldface; 8-Point 45]

ES KLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
bbbbb bedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

C2 Boldface; 8-Point 79

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ

C3 Text Letter; 8-Point 95]

ABE DES ORATEL IGEPERLE BY gg
bbbbb bedefghiselmnopqrstubwxps

C4 Boldface; 8-Point 81]
5

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Figure 47

Shows the comparative length of alphabet efive auengementssupplementingFigs. 41 to 46, pages 102 and 103, which ae ae faces in composition. Note in

the panel at the left that ithe cap Mis the widest character Aaunits)Foethe fontexcept,
for the C4 Arrangement, in which the caps are so condense: e cap Mis Peced

i

in

the fifteen-unit row. Thellower case b, being a See erarsticnedeeis also given in the

panel for comparison.

are so condensed that some of them occupy the Matrix CAsE posi-
tions of the Roman small caps. Thus C4 is a four-alphabet arrange-
ment. This. will’ be clear be referring to the C4 Marrrx Case

diagram (Fig.“50, page 124), which also shows, beside the diagram,ied i

TRIX CASE
i

and a list of other characters made for use with this arrangement,
based on C Arrangement as a standard. (See foot-note, page 105.)

bbbbb abcdefghijklmnopgqrstuvwxyz —
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273 Foreign Language Faces, French, German, Spanish,
Greek, etc., are, of course, designed for their own individualarrange-

faments, for it not be possible to make these faces conf

properly to Arrangements 2,63, Light and heavy
face German may be used in combination, as may also the similar
Greek faces, or, for vocabulary work, these faces may be ine

with English. Of course, these faces require their own K

| and, in some cases (Greek, for example), they also take

special STOPBARS ale
r these foreign an fac : =

(257) that causes every KEY
and do not usejustifying Spacesbut, instead, adjust t
Space Bar to produce six-unit spaces (86),which, with the TyPE-

WRITER ATTACHMENT,will be Tegisteredas nine units; no JustTIry-
ih

eybars for use with Arrangements C, Cl, C2, C3,and

C4:|For seta of the KeEyzars used with these arrangementsin the
scribed above, as well as the six-alphabet combina-

lions of C, Cl, aead7
sae specialarrangements for tabular work,

ad composition, etc., see Chapters XXXV and XXXVI,Matrix

Case Arrangements, ages119 to 143 inclusive.



CHAPTER XXXII

Standard Matrix-Line

276 Monotype Faces, regardless of their point-size, line
perfectly when cast on the same point-size body: For example,
if the Marrices for an eight-point face be used in the same MATRIX
CasE with ten- -pointMatrices, all the type ae from this MaTRIx
CasE on ten-point body will lineabsolutely: .

TYPE office, all type cast on the same size Bodylines perfectl
regardless of the point-size of the faces; thus, an eight-point ooaeona ten-point bodywill line with any ten-point ie

when botha:
by hand together. For exceptions see {1279and 9283.

infinite combination
with the so-called “Standard Line Type”
which requires the eens

to cut up leads when setting together
two different point n the MonoryPE o:

dead
are not

var
in‘thissic: if the MoNoryPE user wishes

mbine an eight- and a ten-point face, he either combines t!
Maraicesiiothesame Se ae ae ion

two Hoesin justified lineon ten-poin t-point face on ten-poi

ody,Sachiakes it ine eiaiy aahall ea-point Monona

facesin the offic
27 TheType--line for Monotype Faces, that i

e
the dis:

tance from the bottom of the serifs of the ca H to the top of the

type opposite the nick, is the size of the bo iy expressed in points,
but written as a decimated© the hundredthsplace, plus

e ten-point type--line is .10+-.005” =.10

hd: 125”, the
060"

ing 'ype-line: The abilityto change the typlinefor ea Se as desired, is a very valuable feature of the

TYPE; for example,an eight--point face ma: beecast on a seven=

modified characters with ore descenders
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point Moxn is used; that is, the face is cast on .145” line and not on
i

line for a twelve-point face.
281

WiningGage and Line Standards (lig. 48) are used by
ihe operator to determine the amount the CENTERING-PIN BUSHING

(§]13) must osadjusted when lining up. The type to be lined up are

placed on the plate at the end of the gage against the side lug a

shown, with iheline standard beside the type, and both ty;ypeer
linestandardtouching the under side of the knife-edge, which is ee
represented as transparent, to show the type andline standard
below it. This knife-edge is moved by the RC ONieRescrew, and its
©

pce
is exactly parallel to the surface of the plate on which the type

. The eye-glass is placed in the clip-holder, which is adjustable

ig gage and eye-glass with line erandardand two cap H's in position for
CsRigacnsNote that the knife-edge is here representedas transparent to better

(he position of the type and line eee belowit.

up and down for focus, and may be swung aroundto.bringit central
above the type. It is mounted on an

that, once adjusted, it need not be changed. Theline standards are

pieces of hardened steel whose thickness equals the line standard for

the Motp with which the standard is used; thus the line standard

ee
a ten- pointMoun

is 105” thick. In liningup before casting the

face the oper: cap H's to warm up the Motp, an

places two oetnelat of these in the lining gage (against the lug)
with the nick of the type up and the face of the type just touching
the knife-edge; against the type he places the proper Hae standard,
holding both firmly in place with the left thumb. He ther eee eS.

- knife-edgeby means of the micrometer screw until it coincides
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with either the serifs of the cap H’s or the top edge of the line stan-

dard (whichever it comes to first), obtains the reading of the microm=

eter screw, then advances the knife-edge to the edge of the other

object, and the difference in
ne readings will be the number of,

notches the

re
es screw the CasTING MAcHINE must be

ust the CENTERING:re BusutncG for the correct align:
ment. This 1casltestedagain by casting more cap H's and comparing.
them with the line standard as described.

BUSHINGthe(operatoralso uses the lining

ony
in German faces the alignment:

is gpraineby me

Lining aEeen eenaesorts: Too much stress cannot

be puesupon the importance of lining up accurately all type in the

type-cases, either to be set by hand or to be u sed for corrections.

The owner of a Monoesye
i is the proprietorof a type-foundry, and

“he should insist upon the proper inspection of the product of his

foundry. When ene sorts, the operator should always test the

alignment of each different charactercast before starting to fillthe
type-case with that ‘character, a

pr

etc.—in order that the alignment may be carefullyinspected; it is

especiallydesirable to make this test before returning a font leased)for casting sorts.

283 Exceptions to Standard Line: A few abnormally tall
faces, like Ionic, are cast on a special type line .005" lower than the

ard: Thus, the line for six-point Ionic No. 56] is .070", instead

of .065”. Instead of furnishing a specialline standardfor these faces

we furnish a liner .005” thick,

regulareeTene for the point-size Motp used. When these faces
are used in the same Marrtx Case with Standard Line Faces they
are, of course, .005” lower line; when casting such combinations,
line up by the cap H of the Standard Line Face, using the regular.
line

cee (of course, without the liner) for the peintisizeof uMMot

CHAPTER XXXII

Nut-body Figures

“The designerof Monotype faces dividesthe basic character

of tefont (thecap M) into eighteenequal parts, using one of these parts
as his unitof measurementin determining the width
characters in

ee. (944.)
standard arr: of unit-rows: 9 10 10 11 12 13 i

8 (945), whichcries the figures one-half the width of the cap
i

ce. Thus, if a six-point face

their width equal to one-half their point-size; thus, six-point nut-

body figures would be three points wide. For example, our six-point
No. 1A face has nut-body figures because, being designed for six-set,
its cap M is six points square and the width of its figures is one-half
their point-size. But for

one workwherenut-body figures are nec-

sssary this face, six-point No. 1A, is too condensed; (2 six-point
seven-set face is desired for the stub of a table, and six-set figures
(nut-body), quads, etc., for the balance. The Monoryrr System

Bioy
ides for this.

85 Nut-body figures may be used with faces whose sets

Seay than the sets of the figures by using special STOPBARS

(os and §260) to change the value of the unit-rows, and special
Marrices for characters that must be modified (that is, made more

extended, or condensed, 9267) because of the change in unit-rows.

Suppose we have a six-point face seven-set and that we wish to use

with this six-set (nut-body) figures; in short, we wish to make this a

six-setface, so that its figures and nut-quad will be three points wide
and its em-quad six points wide, without compressing the face, that is,
reducing the length of its alphabets:

‘‘

Any two characters are of the
same set-size (have the same width bodies) if the numberof units in one,

multiplied by its set, equals the number of units in the other, multiplied
HY

its set” (459);thus,a seven-unit six-set
De

is exactly the same

n width as a six-unit seven-set letter 7 x6= 6 Therefore,
rhe we change this seven-set face to six-set, ifwe takethe charac-
ters that formerly registeredsix units with a seven-set JUSTIFYING
SCALE, register seven units (by changing the StopBaRs) with a six-

set SCALE, we have in no wise altered these characters. Special
Matrices for the faces

Used,
for tabular work are furnished for use

Ni these special Srors.
86 edifferencesin

in sizes of the characters of a seven-set face

aewith the standard Sroppars (symbol S5)and the same face

used with specialSTOPBARS to give nut-body figures(symbol S34),
are shown in Fig. 49, page 112, in which the sizes of the different

44



|

|
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unit-rows in six- and seven-set are taken from the Table of Type
Sizes (Fig. 21, Plate I, facing page 27) and compared. Where the

erence
|

in the sizes are

great enough to warrant it,
Stor ano Ss M viens formodified charive the: ive these etween the

valuesto the | valuesto the | rows for acters (moreextended or cons
unit-rows in | unit-rows in | seven-set and densed, §267) are furnished)
seven-set six-set for six-set are

for use with the SropBaRs
for nut-body figures.

0269 -0008 287 Special Stopbars
ee ae for nut-body figures: In all

0430 ‘0015 tabular work wherenut--body,0484 -0069
0484 -0069

0484 -0069,
0538 | 1! -0077
0538 | 12 .0015
0592 | 12 +0039 SPOPBARS eh261), to
Mssoay see provide for two sets offig-0699 | 14 .0053,
0753 | 15 0061 ures, piece--braces (Tabular
0807 | 16 =. -0069 Exercises 28 and 29, pages 35)

0968 | 18 =.0830 20138 ,
Part II), references

marks, etc. ; therelort
all spe=

IGURE, cial SropBars for produc-
Shows the difference in unit values when eons

seven cet faceis run sixsct with special Stor. Ng nut-b ody”figures, with
BARS, in order to obtain nut-body figures (9 faces whose set is greater
units of 6-set). i i j

fou
rows, which give sixty nut-body (9- ni) eeawietete of the

fo:orty-five furnished
uthStandardSropsBars S5.

288 $34 Stop sform sev eae faces into six-set

andprovideforsixtyHieBadly(9-ane)chatacters:three points wide,
with the six-point seven-set faci necessary modi+
fied character MATRICES (9267)

2

are
e

furnishedfor use with these
Sroppars; their unit‘values are as follows: 6789999 1012 1213
1415 16 18. The changes madein the set-size of

ihe
different

aacters of a seven-set face, Heaeresfor use with standard Sro:
i

4 STOPBARS wihthe necesetal
modified character

Matincesare shown by a comparison of the

specimensinsFig. 50,
28 9 StopbarseaneioneSeersaceeone-half-set faces

into a and give sixty nut- 9-unit) Chetates four
points wide, when used with the faces,for which the required modi-
fied character MATRICES are fu

hown in Fig. 51, page 115, the actual changes in set-sizes
determined from the Table of Type Sizes (Fig. 21, Plate I, acta

modification of characters for use with pescaSroppars is entirely satisfactory folMeiers‘matter,but
forthehighestquality work, fine books and catalogs, the use of modifiedcharacters is not advo
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page 27), just as the difference for S34 SropBars is shown in Fig. 49,
page

290 ‘$27Stopbars for use with six-, eight-, ten-, and twelve-
tet faces

avesixty nut-body (9-unit) characterswithoutchanging
the set of the face, for their unit values are the same as standard
Bropnans(Ss)exceptthat they provide for four nine- and one ten-

init row instead of the standard three nine- and two ten-unit rows.

Bummary:
STOPBARS Unit VALUES

BS: Standard . 4.6 at ePwcecs 5678999 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 18

$27: Similar to standard, ex-

cepting four nine-unit rows

instead’ofthréewh hi. oc 5678999 9 10 11 12.13)1415:18
$29: Transform eight-and- eaehalf-set facesinto eight-set... 6689999 10 11 12 13 14 15,16 18

634: Transtormseven-set ie
into ‘six-set.baw bseuails one 6789999 10 12 12 13 14 15 16 18
291 Special Keybars are required with Special Stopbars:

Since the changes in sets produced by specialsSEORPARS
are accom-

plishedby rearranging the MatrRIcEs in ae ASE and using

oe cheraePManaicesi 267), it is ‘byiousaespecial Key-
t be used ec] s described in

527 STOPBARS,
h they

rv

Roman ( combination with normal Boldfaces ( , or Roman

(C)in combination with extended Boldfaces(Cd),are as follows:

Matrix Case

Lerr Ricur ARRANGEMENTS

STOPBARS Faces Krypars Keypars Ficure Pace

Cand C UC c 69 133
S27

:Standard,exceptfour
nine- | 6 gna C1 UC C1 oo eat

unit rows..<. - BMer Wee and C2. UG C2 1 134

$29: Transform.eight-and-one- Sandet we e ie 133half-set faces into eight-set.. | G and G2. WO C2 74 136

f
Cand C YE VC fo 30

i

Mansion
seven-set faces }G and C1 VC VCL 76 137te SUCSEL sineycea eeipes SH

d- C2 ve C2 77 137

292 Faces for use with Tabular Arrangement: As explained
in [288 to 290inclusive, Matrices for modified characters (1267)
are required with the spec ialSTOPBARS(S27, S29, and S34) to‘©com-

S

TYPE Faces, issued frequently, the faces for which these modified
characters‘can be furnished are sadidatelby a dagger (f).
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Matrix Symbols: To avoid confusion with standard chars

acters the Matrices for modified characters (267) are carefully
symboled; for details see the explanation of the MATRIx Symboling

Six-point seven-set faces composed with Standard Stopbars S5

No. FROM

| ‘New York
19 | Martindale......... Ga. |; Philadelphia

Baltimore

20 | Guilds. Ga,| Baltimore.
21 | Warren.
22 | Copeland.
23 | Mission Ridge.

Ga,| Boston...
o> ae & E g 3 £2.

ingto1

Ga.| Galveston.
Ga.| New York

ACO EECEYJEMNOPQRSTUVWHY26
DEFGHIJKLMN

absletghikdmnoparstuvwayzaPousrovwarzeLabedetahiielmsiongracures
$1234567890 31284567890

Same faces composed with S34 Stopbarsand modified character Matrices to give
nut-body figures

crassAND CENTS

No. FROM TO

1|2|s3 |
a

19 | Martindale........... ca.[Piladelpa ‘135 | 107 | 133 | 22
Baltimore. J

4

20 Guilds Ga.| Baltimore. Md.) 130
’

21 =| Warren Ga,| Boston Ma: 152 q

22 | Copeland.) 2004020000) Ga) Washington....°- 00°." "D.C 80 |t 32) 40 | 38

23 Misionas Ga.| Galveston. 123
24 | Rossville.......000c0s- Gal] New York. 2222/22. CONSS|Ta

PERCU UMNOROBSTUVWAYZSEF GHIJKL!abedetehilainopaiaravesyneRiiith
BRODEECa OPQRSTUVWEYZ&

bedefghijklmnoparstuvwxyz$12345677890 $1234567890
Ficure 50 4

Difference produced by $34 Sroppars in changing a seven-set face to six-set to obtain.
nut-body figures.

System at the front of our Specimen Book. Not only does this sys
tem provide for indicating the set and unit-row of special MATRICES,
but it also prevents confusion of similar characters; for example, the

oman lower

apem
a ath

theae cap X. The series number of al

Cuar. 33 Nut-body Figures 115

If therefore,a MATRIX toetheterse
x of the No. 8 Series is faeB, it is the small cap x . 8 Series; whereas, if it were

marked8A, it would be ihe.ion ftawescase x of the same ites
Eight-point eight-and-one-half-set faces composed with Standard Stopbars S5

jai CO tain tangoa a
CLASS AND CENTS

No. FROM TO
a

Z

Lid|og ol'Es 40%

atl sep et]BeBilpeeest ol teatbiecete

New York...N.Y.

19 | Martindale. .Ga. Philadelphia.- ~Pa.|$135| 107 | 133 22

Itimore.....Md.

201 |aGuildsa.sat oe Balmer
.Md.

21 Waren
: Bostot ... Mass.

22 | Copeland..... a. Washington.DG
Cc.

Mi Riidge. Gealveston. . ex,isin= : .Ga.| New York...N. Y.| 134

3

wyck
~ 2

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ&
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV WXYZ

abedefghijklmnopgqrstuywxyzfiflfffifll

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY2Z&abcdefghijklmnoparstuvwxyz
$1234567890 $1234567890

Same faces composed with $29 Stopbars
and modified character Matrices to give

nut-body figures

CLASS AND CENTS

No. FROM TO ne ut

New York.. .N.

19'| Martindale... .Ga. Pied. a 185 | 107 | 188} 22

Baltimore. a
20 | Guilds. . .Ga.| Baltimore....Md.| 180

21 arene, .Ga.| Boston..... Mass.| 152

22 Washington. .D.C.|89 |; 82| 46 | 38
Copeland. .....Ga. |

23 MissionRidge. .Ga.| Galveston. ...Tex.| 123 |

24) Rossville...... Gal] New York...N. ¥.] 134

alspil
ABCDENGHITKIMNOPQRSTUVWXY26ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX YZabedetghnklnnonPE OVWABCDEFGHIJKLMNO XVZ&

abedetghi}kimnopa"sturwayz$1234567890 $1234567890

$29 SropBars are used with ee lea faces to give nut-body figures,



CHAPTER XXXIV

The Double Matrix

294 The double Matrix Ineducesfigures as sareeas thirtgnd wi

unit’’ in the Monoryre unit system of con-

struction; the singleMarrrx (Fig. 6, page 9) is .2” enavi
the

double Matrix is .2"x .4”
and occupies the space of t o single

Matrices in the Matrix Case. These “double units” arerevearriell
Comps exactly the same as single MaTRIcEs are carried,

except that the double Marrices are held by two Comps, instead of
one, and a Bar through their

2.34 Axminster Rugs, centerto give adtiaanalsungste;es floral, port, as shown in Fig.
entalansHedal: | page 117.

tion:As
e$ ¢ 295 Double Matrices

with
$5. ap aia Brussels;She:- choice
floral or medal-

32.34lion; were8 67.

body on which the character

The rorsof‘hedoableMaraix:Fig; iscast Togpravide.for this
ures as large as hacey-six

en
_

jaja ifie overhang, when setting mat-

Hines,withouthand workof anykind; strike
OY" pees NoubleMit

Mowance is made in
the line, or lines, above the one in which the ‘Keysfor the big figures are

struck, exactly as allowance is made for a cut or other inserted mat-

ter;that is, quads and spaces, equivalent to the width of the big
figures, are struck for as many lines above the line in which the

figures are cast as may be necessary; for example, two lines in Fig.
52. The Keys for the characters cast from double Matrices are

struck in the same line as the leaders before these big figures; that

is, these characters are cast with all the kern at the top, never at the bot-
tom. High quads and spaces are used always for the space in the
lines above the ones in which these overhanging characters are cast,
so that the kerns of the overhanging characters may rest upon and
be supported by these high spaces.

9 he cone-hole of the double Matrix has exactly the
same position as if the doubleMarrix were a single Matrix for cast-

ing only the lower portion of the

overhangingcharacter; that is, the

portion of the Matrix in whichthe kern is cast might ‘becut away
without affecting the cone-hole. Therefore, the KEyBoarD must

116

a typ a kern

he side opposite the nick;ey is, the upper portion of a

nar. 34 The Double Matrix 117

make the perforationsto bring the lower
ne

of the double Mar-

nix into casting position; that is, with the cone-hole beneath the

CENTERING Pin. The Castine MacHINEait Be so adjustedthat

the Cotumn PusHER (150) will push the ae ee
these

kerned characters far enough to the right sotl e RULE, as it

descends, will not strike and break off these connns.

The preceding paragraphs describe the provision madefor
(he height of characters cast {rom double Matrices. Consider now

the methods that are used to obtain the required width for these

53 :

‘The double Matrix: Note the manner in which it
BAPate’ by two Comps, with teeth

facing, andthe BAR between the Comss.

characters, because these double Matrix figures are, of course, as

much wider, in prC Hoon
as they are higher than the ‘similarfigures

cast from singleMat

298 The setsiz0sroecharacterscast with double Matrices

may be obtained in one of three ways: First, the dduble Matrices

may be carried in the unit-row ofthe Matrix Case to give the width

required; for example, Fig. 54, page 118,shows a Matrix Case

Arrangementwith the double Matricescarried in the eighteen-unit
row, of w! there are two. This requires special S15 SropBars

(9257) a saruridesfor Roman and Boldface caps and lower case

and three fonts of figures besides the double Marrrx figures; nine-

unit Roman and Boldface and fourteen-unit Boldface figures: Fig.
52, page 116, was cast from a Matrix Case, arranged exactly Tike



118 The Monotype System Part I

Fig. 54, but the third method was used, instead of the first, becaust
the thirty-six-point figures are wider than eighteen units of the set
used. Second, if these big figures do not come at the beginning or

|
end of the line,their bodies may be cast in two pieces; for example,
if figures whosewidth equals twenty-four units of eight-and

CHAPTER XXXV

Matrix Case Arrangements for Standard Stopbars

I well as on the side opposite the nick, and these ted 299
“

Monotype faces are designed for............ ee different
by spaces on two sides of th

i i

Pera a CaO
in the Matrix Case (C, C1, C2, C3, and

|
of increasing the set-size of characters, see (236. Thi

i
4

C4), bu byno means necessary to use the M ae 50designedon

i so satisfactory as the fir:
i i

just thesefi anes Speaking within limits, Matrices may be

|
: Lhird, oeincreased width body for these big figures may pre 4

meet the requirements of any kind ofCOMPOSON (9267.)
| be obtained by casting them with justification added; see Chapter 00 Combination of Faces on C, C1, C2, C3,and C4 Arrange-
| XXVII, page 86,

“aceadiagCharacter Sizes by Justification.” s: Roman faces may be combinedin the Nidan‘Case with

Talicfaces on

INASeON
oe C (4268), with normal Boldfaces

oeC1 (9269),with extended Boldfaces on Arrangeme:
i ae Row}A BoC DE F G HI J K Ll MWN O'ijRow C2 (9270), with a es letter on Arrangement C3 (4271), or seh
ii 5 Di ]

,

1 Li 1 ee condensed’ Boldfaces on Arrangement C4 (9272). The combina-

th ;
pay ‘ tions on the C1 and C2 Arrangements may include five or six alpha-

Hl
otal Gorge emt 9. « iy lel | | ge bets; C3 Arrangement includes five alphabets; while C4 Arrange-

i 7 3h: geet oe eer os. tel . ls ment includes but four alphabets, as the caps of C4 Boldfaces are

seis orl + to? Iz eter. E+ =i
condensed and occupy some of the Matrix CASE positions of Roman

> zi a ae
small caps. All the arrangements described in this chapter are com-

9) | Steve 9 oh 5 3°10 3.42 ¢ 8-1 Olg posed with standard Sroppars $5 (261), which give the standard

9}/6/z xc8642$ 3 § F e€ 42 lc arrangement of unit-rows (5678999 10a
11

lees13—ee18).
,mu 301 “Keybuiton Clips, shown in F.

i

are use

i

Phe | eee Sate S, ad golq
to change characters on the Keybanks” (262),tiskobject of these§

wo }sjg oayfidvy punfikbhjs Cups being to avoid the use of needless extra KEYBANKS

a nlo/l SqpbdfkZI#&#SZE |ie with all the dariapeesanenperrentseco
eat

in this chaptetat S5 STorBars are used, as explained in the preceding paragray
an

|

i
eo eee ee eo ee

with the five basic arrangements (C, Ci, C2, C3, d C4)the

| {
wiunjQUYVCBTOBRAwTABC uy standard left al right CKeypanxs are also aes ‘toprovide for

te “w/zriOS9STESE4B2ALWYUGR 2 the difference in MATRIX CASE arrangements, however, KEyBUTTON

‘ eiBj/OKG&XXDNKHmRNDHu Cuips are used to change
a

eye
of the Chavactaredoniethiestandardi. Y Krypanxks. For example,in changing from Arrangement

4 eu

(9 87654 321 ag
m WM_/ 14 Arrangement C1, noeNo.128,on the Heh eae iscappedwithI the Boldface opening quote and Kry.No. 159 is capped with t

et ee
r MWe a

j
Boldface closing quote;theseare SUeSatybecausethe esValueJRow] A BoC DE F G HI J K LM WNO [Row right Keypanx C is made for Italic

anethetefore, requires ni
i

‘ quotes, since Peneen.quotes are

me
with Italic. With eac! Maree

Meal jobsift) deteerick a bani | a
CASE arrangement (pages 122 to 143),net cach of the KeyBanxs

i re cate er EU cil ena a specited for use with those areangement®is given the umber of

fi anarteenandeighteensunitesis
a ‘Special KrvBars and SToPBARS are, of course, Kryputton Cups required for that KryBANK, so that, in ordering

These Sto : :

Soi 2isiisigin ee the following arrangement of unit-rows: $6789
’

the equipment for any of these arrangements, the requirednumber of

Kerypurton Cuirs may be included in the specification
h302 ‘Matrix Case Arrangementsfor the StyleD Key-

I

book, gives the details of Kevpanxs, Krypars, and cappings for

the Matrix CASE arrangements escritoin this chapter; the

119



120 The Monotype System ParrI

capping detailsin the preceding paragraph are given only to illustrate
1the manner in which the same KEyBANK may be used

sts several
Kerypars for different Marrix CasE arrangements, and cappings
will not be given in the following description of the arrangements,

303 Five-alphabet Arrangements, of which there are four

(not counting the substitution of Gothic

cans
for

Romans
small caps,

4/268), provide for the following combinations: Arra: en

(Fig. 35.page 122, and Plate IX, at back aEbook)cones Roman

caps,smallcaps, lower case, figuresand points with Italic caps,

lower case, figures, and points; eateernentCl (Fig. 56, page

123) replaces ne
C Italic with normal Boldface caps, lower case,

s; Arrangement C2 (Fig. 57, page 123) provides
2 ded Bo!

caps, lower case, figures, and points; Arrangement C3 (Fig. 58,
page 124) combines Roman with a text

naehaving very extended

caps, condensed lower case, figures, an nts.

04 Keybanks and Keybars for "Rive,alphabet Arrange-

Arrangement C, which requires, the KEysoarp, left and right
Keypanks C (§ 353),Re

andrighcaeanecq 353),and standard

Sroppars $5 (4261). In chan: from Arrangement C to Ar: e=ingir
ment C1 no change w! ae niezoquired

in the left KEYBANK and

Keygars, for the position of the Ri
since the C1 Boldface MATRICES oacuiyentirely different positions in

the Matrix Case from the C Italic [ATRICES,it is necessary to use

cutter right Keypars, so that the Krys in the first seven rows

m the bottom on the rightKEyBANK (now used for the C1 Bold-

facescaps and lower case instead of for the Italic) will produce the

requiredperforations to correspondwith the Ci Boldface MarricEs

ith Arrangement C1, therefore, use the left

KeyBANK and Krygars C, right KryBank € with rightKEYBARS

left KEvBANK C; Meee C, and right KEyBanx C as do Arrange-
ce the Matrix Case positions for the —ments am

pat Bol fadeGens (Fig. 57, page 123) are quite different

m the positions saetale
C or BoldfaceC1, it is necessary to use

differentright Keypars C2. Arrangement C3 takes the same left

KEYBANK C, carvesc; and right KEyBANK C as do Arrangements
id C2;ci, ; but Ahoextra extended caps of text letter faces

Fig.58,page require right KryBars C3.

05 Four-alphabet Arrangement C4 (Fig. 59, page 124) com-

s Roman caps, lower case, figures, and points, with a condensed

Palfacecaps,iowar case, figures, and points; these Boldface caps
are very condensed, but the lower case is nearly normal. The Roman

smallcapsare omitted because the condensed caps of the C4 Bold-

face, in many cases, occupy the positions of the Roman small caps.

6 Keeybanks and Keybars for Four-alphabet Arrange-
ment C4: This Petes lefta right Kryvpanxs C and left Kry-

BARS C, same as Arrangement C1, but different right KEyBars C4.

cua. 3s Arrangements for Standard Stopbars 121

307 Se eee (Figs. 60 and 61, page 125),

provide for Roman caps and lower case, Italic caps and lower case,

and Boldface caps ond owercase, with necessary points and two sets

of figures. Fig ows Arrangement 6C1 for C1 normal Bold-

faces (4269), andre 61 shows Arrangement 6C2 for C2 extended

Boldfaces(4270). Space in the Matrix Case oe ere
six alpha-

bets is obtained by cae
the diphthongs, some ligatures,and the

ote that a few of the Italicaa Boldface

exchange these characters for the

caPe
n their true body when

correctionsare made at the case (J186
eybanks and Keybars for Six-alphabetArrangements:

Acranrdouient6Cl, ice
C1 (normal) Boldfaces, takes left and right

oa
and Krypars 6C1 and standard Sroppars $5; Arrange-

t 6C2, for C2 (ented)Boldfaces, uses the same equipment
asee ‘Arrangement6C1 except that the right Keypars 6C1 are

replaced by ee
KEYBARS

nch Arra:angements:There are three of these (FC,

FC1, and FC)which are five-alphabet arrangements and conform

tot the same standards as the C, C1, and C2 Englisharrangements,excepting that they carry eleven French accents in each of the lower

case alphabets and one

ote
two of the cap accents. Arrangement FC

(Fig. 62, page 126) combines Roman caps, small caps, lower case,

figures, and points with Italic caps, lower case, figures, and points;

Arrangement FC1 (Fig. 63, page 126)combines Roman caps, small

caps, lower case, figures,andpoints with normal Boldfacecaps,

c S} ig.

127)
i

is similar to Arrangement eeexcept that the normal Boldface
is replaced by an extended Boldfa

3 Keybanks and Keyba:ae for French Arrangements:

AnratesiaenyFC takes left and right KeyBanxs} and KryBars FC
and standard SropBars $5; Arrangement FC1 uses the same equip-
ment as Arrangement FC,except that the right Kzvpars FC are

replaced by the right Krysars FC1; Arrangement FC2 takes the

same equipment as Arrangement FC except that it uses right KEy-

pars FC2 instead of right KryBars FC

311 German Arrangement GCl(Fig.65, page 127) combinesa completefont of German lightface caps, lowercase, figures,

points with German Boldface caps, lower case, figures, andpint
allaccents,logotypes, and signs used in the German langua:

* When casting type for the case from a font which has characters moved from their true

unit rows be sure to cast these characters of their correct unitwidth.

+ While the English KeyBanxs C can beused by capping (11263), it is not advisable to do

this when changes are frequent as it requires falarge number of cappings.



Arrangement Cl

122 The Monotype System These Characters
|

Parr I ‘d 7
r

|
ne eee ONECAPS,att ee ess OLDEAGEcars

| 312 Keybanks and Keybars for German Arrangement:
i een eae es

Arrangement GC1 requires leftand right KeyBanxs and KEypars |CDEFGHIKEMNO jIRow| A BC DE F GH I J KL MN O Tilt

ARS eRe CODESfo ee
eer stendaedStoneRS $5. Mt FORLUNOPORSEstly 708 Bony

Gt

Ee ii veal
| 13 Spanish Arrangements: The five-alphabet Spanish — z

a
; Vd

| rue. SC1, and SC2are based upon theEnglishArrange 2M? a ,
Poe Lae l !

4

} ments C, C1 nd C2, ‘Bach of these Spanish arrangements carries
S| by EE sf BSN EC IA SG

all the seven Spanish lower case accents in each alphabet as well as
a/b? *zes?ilzcezs th) ®

the tilda N in both cap and small cap alphabets throughout. The s}yo975310 92 72 St 30 ty Oa), 9!

cap W and lower case k not being regularly used in Spanish, are s}cvp8642$-$8642H| #

omitted from the Marrrx Cas: rran, nt SC(Fig. 66, page 7|J xqgaexJgoarprFuLutdT]| 9

128) combines Roman caps, small.caps, lower case, figures, and points s|abhnySvypuono fl 8B o £ | 101

| ae ae caps, lower
Esefigures, and points;Arrangement SCI osipakdflifiqk bh dvUuc R/ 10?

Fig. age e as Arrangement SC except that

i
the Italicis replaced by a normal Boldface; ‘ArrangementsSC2

0h (ae se eee ons

Yv x
a

i (Fig. 68, page 129) providesfor a similar combination of Roman
n/BPCEAT2 LPF {x a

2

i withan extendedBold zwl/&®&QVCBTOEAwWRUe2|128
314 Keybanks a Keeybars for Spanish Arrangements:

BleOKGDNeYUGReE &wQ|"

Arrangement SC takes left andright KryBanxs* and 14/ Bf fim fi xX DNKHm@g bmHHe KeyBars e Characters

ae standard
cae

S5; Arrangement SC1, same equipment wreanneforwent
(| 18 |G A344 4WM—..MWY,EAR a

as Arran; ement
this Ai e i Unitg exceptthatit substitutesrightKernanSea

s

ani Row| ABCDEFGHIJKULMN O |Value

right KEyBARs 3Chare used instead ofright KEyBArs SC.
;

Stopbars S5

* Wh KeybankC—seKeybarsC ReytaaleLonRorbariCL

.*

Whilethe English K

_be used by capping (4263), it is not advisable to do
7 Keybutton Clips Keybutton Clips

appings. Ficure 56

Arrangement C Arrangement C2

TheseCareers These Characters

AFCAeA on eG A ett Weresae arecarriedin|| ROMAN

CAPS,
suaut ches; and lover come BOLDFACE CAPS

:
er case; Roman and Italic figures and Roman fractions

Us Anaeeoe 2 |

the MataOnes wer case; Roman and Boldface figures

j Row]ABC DEF GHIJKLMWNO {Unit 7 ICDEFCHITELMNO RPP PE PGE TE LTO

| ApePeo pmsrael« poulon!post:2 palSlay Uareanestess[oo : ;

i j

iby
Seeez || 2 (18d | ee a a I] 5

i ZAdat tervalcidatealolaatocstial ce Aljtdefehijidmnoparst2(/*f 7aadESESE-) 57f- 4: onUtIPples

Baur) eo) Se tig bea oir:
oe

S|let goJyfH eG faStrts) tCEy

: Aitog “bg 0 t I 2 cleus 442|) 8 4)t8 si * It re t) ? Il zoceegza's’ tf sf//3

planghodabided 975 3 10] 9) Rete ow any rap s/29975310.9753 10) 9%

See

2 Bir 8 9816 yA 2B) 9? |lagiee26)8307674ae WlseSoosazsaseraso|| o| c PHS 642S-$ 86428] %

wR OY ax) Ji gnoqaymam Lete|{ 93 j 7 | Mizxiivic. e. x J| go) aseeFete WH]9?

s/afiun. Svypuneeso £}10 aliasgooa)«Sivy pwn, OyBLO!By|a0"
. GoWneigestonyaestu ianeeeee o|[p Jy iqgk bhdvy¥yeGrR)/10
| BlinksSegoecae BPtxuxcw|u wlxuflSqpbdfiZk f x ux ni]

vlze Fee Pek
Et lara oh ulnPLZFEe2 LPF ffhu|2

a hesop
CBTOE A w PhTRB | 13 12 VEQVCBTOEAwWTABC|38

sete Br hs6A
a

Usaloe
14

neseGreeuee ||| 13 z2RNDOwe YUGRUYwWQ|u4

a (ae

XDNKHm& tbxX U/15 Nye snadevor useruien“uiXGK MffiXDNKHmH tbe &)45
4HAWM— MW SEAM

this Arrangement
15 | covfflfim WM —

.. MW %CEAB | 28,

Row]ABC DEF GH IJ & L MN O Value JG Welapeoes omer wr oN
x

LEFT Stopbars S5 RIGHT ae
Keybank C—Keybars C Keybank C—Keybars C cue xoybamce meynarsG23 aaerteyClips

aca
1 Keybutton Clip KoyaKeine anPepa eae

“FicuRE 57
e 123



Arrangement C3

ROMAN CAPS, SMALL caps, and lower case; BOLDFACE CAPS

and lower case; Roman and Boldface figures

Row]A BCDEFGHI J KLMWNO(Unit
1 De Bice PaLo? fe Ts

2\30 chfF WNA yf +t jf f 1: = 3! CHIEYR]6

Silent O8et ji (fi
@

xoshae gaye OCI!) 7

4) pi bb Sa PT zee xg bp] 8

SBE OS7 & 31.0 9572Sk-30 teOx! 91

6}c HHS 6429 $8642 5] 9

7/f fig huwx J goarprFtLrtdTi] 93

sj/aA MSH .S vy puneso ze}10
o9|p Pe ef fiiqk bhdv vyG R/102

i/n se PRR ZE x vei

ul/PxXIZaAameLPF IM BE B22

wie &QvCcBTOEA w Em ffi ffl| 13

BIL LTBFGeYUGRPDwK
4/RSDAfiXDNKHmRH OG
BjEZNABBWUA—..MwW%e Br

Row]A BCDEFGHI ]K DMN o |valte
Stopbars $5 RIGHT

Keyban!KC Ke‘eybarsC Keybank C—Keybars C3
af ‘KeybuttonClips 13 Keybutton Clips

Ficure 58

Arrangement C4

ROMAN CAPS and lower case; BOLDFACE CAPS and lower

case; Roman and Boldface figures and Roman fractions

Row]A BC DEF GH I J K LMN O|Unit
ieee Wes 2 UP bud alls

ZMH hp -ljle bb mterenl)s
Siew f=) EL)d (2

4

Sr’ gs}COMM% Ee]Pz
Aleieez] “aewes ss P&I)zi chewJE” teyh|hs
s}HN9753120.9753 10] 9

o|/Pvo8642$-$$8642 9) %

7T]—PxygaexjJ goa il) »

sj/d bhnm. Sv ypu—no fi q § @| 10

olkPupAfiqk bhdEL FZ | 102
w/PERGCTSAZH# GfPYV§| 2

u|DBKHA£eLPFYOQUX)) 22

wl&&QVCBTOEAwWWNe § 13

B/BBEBBReeYUGRBEEH|
14/ @ffl fim fi xXDN K Hmm ibMW /15

Bi/ERWY YEE. MW%E eB] is

ViMiectolmac a Deelaeummollee
LEFT Stopbars $5 RIGHT

Keybank C—Keybars C Keybank C—Keybars C4
3 Keybutton Clips. 11 Keybutton Clips

Ficure 59
124

These Characters
are carried in
the Matrix Case in
this Arrangement

$1234567890$123456

e Characters

are made for use with
this Arrangement

ae
t|£1b'[sae

TheseCharactersare carrie
the Matrix Casein
this Arrangement

ABCDEFGHICLAM

TE9%: |
$1234567890
$1234567890

aie

These Characters
are made for use wilh
this Arrangement

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQI
UVWXYZ8& AGE q

I

Arrangement 6C1

this An

WCDEFGHIJKLMNO L
UnitA

oe
Row| ABC DEFGHI-J KL MN O [Uni

E}if. fad % st > de bee Lepes

al Ghfees 0 cdge-1ite esysLee tegltssist 3] etek Stier 4 gs Jan Frys) te ede Sp se |e

AtopercuuKLMNo || 4/8 ¢ 1b go? Tzcert- 7/8

wamangrevwarz| 3) 2975 340.9755 1.0) 9

Minoan? | olx ve 8 642$-$ 8.64 2H] 2

{isorsooshzsaserege|| 7| * 2 y dh ax Jogo ael?
* f] 9

s|J fun F SvypunaJsQ Z| 1o
TheseCharacters| 9 | 8 © fp fi fiq k bh dL Giy S| 10?

wwe

madeforusewith | 19) OB CE gp fb Zod ff k fi fl S| a

EE u|/ZFVTwEhLP Fun P Li ff | 12
Honwoupxtamoronst| 12) V& QVCBTOEAwBGAT /as

weet || 4 RPURmwYUGRNDOD|u

hey | 14) YX Gif fi X DN KH m KH Y Q/145

&ee jis) 1 X¥mWMWM—..MWK U NB) 38

zeoeffiffl Unit

F
LTMEW"Y lRow] AB C DE F G H-I J K LM N O Value

These Characters
are carried in || ROMAN CAPS and lower case; ITALIC CAPS and lower case;

theMale vesein’ || BOLDFACE CAPS and lower case; Roman and Boldface figures

ANCDEF eae LM WN Unit
RERGHURIMNO

[Row] A BC DEF GMI JK © | Uni

HPP el el teh Rye ye lt tt Ai veal (s
: ae .

:

auNO| 2| jf i yo-t 7b£- 0)J: tty bee
pessaeneeiee8 | temrA ist @2 87 ge =a Ei ris) tC have

$s
gal] 2

AicoercHuKLMNO || #|* 79? 6 go? lzcezes 2?| 8
BeidichijidtocearctSiiyro! 9 7 553° 1.0) . 9) 7% 54:30 15 05]) 91

uuvwxyafifffl,-25126igvp8642$-$ 8 642 H]| 9

siuso7so0sd23ase7eg0 || 7| * & » dh ax J goaeagq x} 9

sj) l fun. Svy pun J bd k / 10:

rade
ee o|t¢Apflfiq k bh dhu mnfi | 102

a

re 'e for use wit cBre

madeforuse WERWLaoi]ZiFaJ SiLiSoffOrZiZafisfh fhG.Ju)a8

aa
|u| FVCOwBPLPFCEA TW| 122

BRIOBSCHNECHNOEOESS|| 12 X&QVCBTOEAwWRUL|23
ee | 13|B POKGmDYUGRNRTE|14

ehh “uj|DAe filfiX DNKHm VmH Q|35

eee 'lis|7 yVNWMWM—..MWK UX | as

zoottifil Unit
If" TRpow]AB CDEFTGHIJKLMWN O Value

LEFT Stopbars $5

Keybank 6Cl—Keybars 6C1 Keybanig6C1_eybars6cL
1 Keybutton Clip

Ficure 60

Arrangement 6C2
Thes:

ROMAN CAPS and lower case; ITALIC CAPS and lower case;

BOLDFACE CAPS and lower case; Roman and Boldface figures

Stopbars SS

Keybank6Ci~Keybars6C1
1 Keybutton Clip

RIGHT

Keybank 6C1—Keybars 6C2
7 Keybutton Clips

125
Ficure 61



|

ArrangementFC

ROMAN CAPS, SMALL caps, and lower case; ITALIC CAPS and

lower case; Roman and ItalicicFrenchaccents; Roman and Italic

Row)AB CDEFGHI J KLMNO|Unit
Hlitieieee de

1

tags. Pebie hh 5

| DG ey. ek ead gh gr fa, fF oeTAMPe
|

3lieu. suet) (. és 24ru Byts Go.) Bi! 2

#é qe/é2bsg) 0 gxI! z cmen2 896, 8)18
B1a26) 9.7. 5° 3°71 O OF725%30.ToOy}| 9*

| GRA48) 6 4°2 $r-¥$s886 daQeGy 9?

Gliet Eph dshi a0xoJ] gyOnanPum,LATy 19°

s|2fiunISvy punts o £j10
o|a cf pflfiqk bhd vyGcR/}10

104]HYPoSESHALDIF. ViZ) O28fix UlKtNG)1b
nuj/OLCFKFweetlbPFemZzQG/i2

riIECQVCBTOEAWPTRB|23
3w|DAVAfimeYUGR@eaw V4

}

u|KNHffmXDNKHm& &X Uj35

BsplER «»4WwM—..MW%EZE ah
howlAB CDEFGHI J KL MNO|Value

LEFT Stopbars S5

Keybank FC—Keybars FC See BevkeybarsFC
; 2 Keybutton ClipsFicuRE 62

Arrangement FC1

ROMAN CAPS, sMALLcaps,andlower case; BOLDFACE CAPS
t and lower case; Roman and eRoats Grenchvectente! Roman
{ and Boldface figures

Rw)ABCDEFGHI J KLMWNO|Unit
Tlday f jee? pd ee! hls

Zligre 7d poalgid if Pte pps
S| )is 5.S290t ): Gp ries ct gare bs2 4)o7
4é@eeé css Jl z°ci ey25Sk 6vzx) 8

Si|iy? 6! 9) 7) 5) 3' 1708 2.92725: 3%1x01)| 98

6}vaa 86426668642 §]
TlixpgaeoxjJgoaqdJ a a|
s8|fibhnk Svypuondso E/10!
osjdaduadflfiqk bhduvy G Rj}10

wlnh ?ZFanvbkLvy ZS ff fl ff kxNj a
u|BPCEATzeL_ PFOGmYVX/12
zwi&CQVCBTOEAWwWWR Ue /13

Ble@OKGDNeYUGR@eAWQ|"
4/—fiffl mi X DNKHm@g &mH {1s

B/E « »4WM—..MW%ZEAR eS
PgCOGebLaihlGlwiioyiRisOaNaOA

Stopbars SS

KeybankFC.KeybarsFC
4 Keybutton Clips

Ficure 63

126

KeybankFeoKeybarsFCL
14 Keybutton Clips

e Characters

© Ogence 5

These Characters
are made for use with
this Arrangement

These Characters
are carriedin
the Matrix Cas
thisMeena
ABCCDEFGHIJ

FORSTUN
Wa

ABCCDEFGHIJK
PQRSTUVWXYZ.

See ree ne
fie

These Characters

AAEEEETIOUOU
*isleneset)Ke

‘li

These Characters

grecarried in
the Matrix Case in

thi Annagenen
4aK

DEF

NG,

hese Characters
are es for use

withthis gem

ita

These Characters
are carried in

the Matrix caseinthis Arr ent

LHMSTUUVW: Patehnpenwogaentne
balay Atmnoobaaristut

roschefate
Wincode

‘

Ho
RoneeLae

fibedefnbiiFtmnodygrisTow,schol TTLOLTHATTt
Pld (VAS

$1234567890341434$1234567890

Arrangement FC2

ROMANCAPS, SMALL caps, and lower case; BOLDFACE CAPS
ind lower case; Roman and Boldface French accents; Roman

and Boldface figures

Row)ABC DEFGHI J KLMN O|Unit
1) i Pe e TEN) Gee
BO as lca pei gyTT, 1: Ay 6

Be) CG Fe8 Cry ko sste ysboPvyy|
4/18, s<é EByritics logxcxeb zyso6) “8118
S| 21019)7251301.0 90-7. 5%3%1408) [91

@| (CHAS4!Bo64422-$y—o BsB GBAnDefal| 92

7T)xzZVvV0Cce¢ x J goaé 6x 6| 93

s}agoadSvypun _ftiso ez{10
9|}paayfl iq k bh diay 6 RJ 102

10/H ? Sqpbd fi Zk f flu x N/a
ujnPLZFE@LP FEff mwteu a] 22

zwiIVCQVCBTOEAWBTAC/23
B3)/eaRNDOwe YUGRUYwQ/a4

“u4|/XGKAfXDNKHmH & @ &/15

15 / A « > fflWM—..MW % mffi | 18.

Row|A BCDEFGHIJKLMWNOWalue
Stopbars $5 RIGHT

Keybank FeoKeeybars FC Keybank FC—Keybars FC2
2 Keybutton Clips 13 Keybutton Clips

FIGURE64

Arrangement GC1

GERMAN LIGHTFACE CAPS and lower case; GERMAN
BOLDFACE CAPS and’Howencase; Roman and Boldface figures

id Roman fractions

RRR

SDRC
RE TEE MN ©

WyatDiet ye at nag pLFRfP{A ty thts

Dis bsf- Ur{1th 1)oete adcPELehIRTC
(ie) ogre? ret ja [a a= EG epseries

4|Pd6 Gq vy 8p ghd 0a b] 8

S|iif )e(2 BYfey. Bo.q OD72SE32:19 08]| 94

ojo
* + § ti ¢ 6 vb--$ 8 64 2 BY]9

71d qoguyp hn bal § Bun] 9

S|PE ETO LH Ht ef a fm. fam
S| HES *F ¢ flfi fi x fl fi fe ft| a0?

0/HHRES 0987654321) 41
u/PERiUuaig syCuA EG w)2e

zwi/UNTRKRFCISUAEGCwWZARPIE YF)2
B/BEBE&&ZYmBRHSGBRm) 1

4/OVBSRONGHGGPBOOOSD/|15
86) %U4WVEe.OMBe.Onr—.. VE 18

eet ioERORDELATYCERA1GTRIE SGA
LEFT. Stopbars SS

Keybank GC—Keybars GC

FIGURE 65

RIGHT
Keybank GC—Keybars GC

127



Arrangement SC

|ROMAN CAPS, SMALL caps, and lower case; ITALIC CAPS and

lower case; Roman and
Italic, Spanish accents;

Roman and Italic

gures and Roman fractio:

Ee rayaciateekataMONT

os
Value

Bile eee Ub. gic eer iis
AlYhlertsigifla sijefed 2) i we

Hl eholkctris) exé1rdshe: 81Oi eG] |%
A| BebogeoxéozozsclenGFIvgh?ise ci) 8

| N71shar1 Orydd.£98725%321908] 9

6|/g e642? aGg-$8 6425) %

wm| TaercUhS [uxog.0| 6, aga2PoryLats! 9

sj|afiudS bpudtn fig Bo £|10
olvo pn i &@fiv.yhdq iy G R|10?
wluxe BJ Se ZnS ux

coe BPHweOLCYTLPFFMZGQ|R
wiBR&QVCBTOEAWTEP|38

13 BBBBVYxnYUGRDAEW 14

ulHNNXDNNmHK&X UK b/s

| KKK BAM Y— M%¥K%*E a
flap CoE Pow T TEL wy OMeStopbars S5 RIGH’

Keybank$e Keybarssc KeybankSo eybarssc

1 Keybutton Clip
FIGURE 66

Arrangement SC1
nn

ROMAN CAPS, smautcars,and lower case; BOLDFACE CAPS
and lower case; Roman and Boldface Spanish accents;

Rom:

and Boldface figures and Roman frac

Row|A cDEFGHI J KLMWN© |Unit
—

Value|

RATAAL(1. pheTabet ely s
obs P fot ety ATUL BLcs
Shes 9278 DTC=r rj afte ey? DfGs) 4%

@|PhPozo66Bizy2 coeveaIe s e| 8

5}975310po 94765 1,079!

6J/$8642g¢ea- $8 6 2H] 2

v7]Jxvy Jxgoéaaq é 6} 9

sjabhiS bpudtn fi fi o § | 101

olvodnfiufivy hdqi G R| 102

wojHxe PZFLSZ By vuK | at

WW BBPCEATLPFTs VX | 12

wz/PweQvcBToO Aw U & |
BIMBGDNNQYUGROKEw |
4u|/BMXDNNmH Km Go bjs

181343456 OM Y—..MKYM“ME et

pelaope vow t yet

uno MilfStopbars SS

KeybankSe Siar sc KeybankoooReyberssci

1 Keybutton Clip 1 Keybutton Clip

128

Ficure 67

Jo8 |:

YU BAEK
$1234567890

These Characters
are made for use with
this Arrangement

ARIOCUWEE
AbLoGOVaGE

Iccooofiffifils$
fecguaa

WAG

erie

These Choractg

4567890

VE BBB
$1234567890

These Characters
are madefor use will

thisreneeAtioutwa

certoeovcovia7

off
fififAl 3Keiouuwienaooofflfiffl

"tte?

These Characters
are carried in

the Matrix Case in
this Arrangement

ARC DEI}GHIJKLMNN-ORSTUVXYZ&
ie Byae eae Nora!ee

MhedeCighistmnnooparstwxyzfi.

OPQR:

penesteblsimnfioopaluasco 712i

uusciasasarers
"31284567890

These Characters
are madeor use with

th eee

Arrangement SC2

eee cata nea eroBoldfacefiguresand Rom:

Row]ABC DEF GHI J KL MN O|Unit
NP ee ietee ss
B"GNhtoealah | for = poepene
3 Watets 5 Ars tO oySt ala
SOWabyi 8 a 8htieZsSe0 y-CASal 2t-S pd 8

5|/9753 10e@ 907 S232b10 88!

6|/$8 642¢gve-$ 8642 | 9

TAcRaXkaGfo). .%e6 0) OvaGa PoPypeTa) sgs

s8}a Jo6Sbputin i Qs o £}101
9ipgyaafiivy hdqiiiy G R|10

whHxeSqpbdZkfin Nu x]
u|/PLhuadniL PF fim E F Z/}12
12 BV&QVCBTOEAWTAC 13

3/DwRONNYYUGRUQBw/14
“w|/KGHXDNNmHK& Xb | 15

b|4%KK AMM Y—..M%YwMME 184

ee

Stopbars S5 RIGHT
Keybank SC—Keybars SC2

LEFT
Keybank SC—Keybars SC

1 Keybutton Clip3 Keybutton Clips
FIGURE 68



CHAPTER XXXVI

315 he
MATE

CasE arrangementsdescribed in thelastchapter
are for use with the standard SropBars $5 (4261). Thearrangements
in this chapter allrequiresspecial SropBars and some of them require

ATRICES for modified characters (267) for use with theseSTOPBaRs,

aD) Kerysutron Cuirs, shown in Fig.

must be used with nearly all of the Marrrx CAsE arrangements
described in this chapter. The details of these KEvyBUTTON CLIPS

re on ing sheets which are similar to Plate IX, at th

he: esired, instead of the three nine-unit

rows fu ed by standard Sto S5; Sroppars $29 (9289)
which transform eight-and-one-half-set faces into eight- p-

S

seven-set faces to six-set with four nine-unit rows. The faces which

can be used with these threesets of Sroppars are indicated in our

“List of Monotype Faces” py a dagger (f) (9292
318 $27 Stopbars for

i

ut-body
figures for Tabular Matter,Tasteadof the

tare
mines“initrows

- provided by the S5 Sroppars. ‘These S27 Sroppars givetl
lowing arrangement of unit-rows: 56789999 10111213 1415 18;
they differ from the senders

S5 aTOnPAu
in that they have one

additional nine-unit r ten-unit
con

There

three arrangements forS27Sree) (UC,UC1, UC2). Arrange-
ment UC (Fig. 69, page 133) provides for Romancaps,oot caps

(or Gothic caps), and lower case, Italic and lower case,

Roman and Italic nut-body figures, and theMieteBraces.This

arrangement requires, in addition to the
S

and right Krypanxs C, left Keypars UC, and right Keysars C,

2 = o

130

Matrix Case Arrangements for Special Stopbars

cuar.36 Arrangements for Special Stopbars 131

Arrangement UCI (Fig. 70, page 134) is similar to Arrangement UC

except that a C1 Boldface replaces the Italic and Keypars C1 are
used on the right side. Arrangement UC2 (Fig. 71, page 134) is

similar to Arrangement UC except that a C2 Boldfacereplacesthe

Italic and Keypars C2 are used on the right side.
$29 Stopbars for transforming eight-and-one-half-set

faces into eight-set with nut-body figures for Tabular Matter

give the following arrangement of unit-rows: 6689999 101112
13 14 15 16 18; they differ from the standard S5 SropBars in

aethey omit the fyetunitseven-unit,and one ten-unit row, an

stitute for these oneadditional six-unit oe one additional nine-
unit row, and add asixteen-unit row. There are three arrangements
for $29 StopBars(we,WC1, WC2) which providefor the same com-

binations of faces-as do the arrangements for S27 Stoppars (UC,
UC1, and UC2, §318). The

ee required for each is as

Arrangement.WC (Fi

ment WC except that it substitutes right KEyBaRs W'
34 Stopbars for transforming seven-set faces into six-

set with nut-body figures for Tabular Matter give the follow-

ing arrangement of unit-rows: 999910121213 1415 16

18; differingfrom
ae

SS erie as they ge the five-unit,
one ten-unit, an e eleven- “unit row, and add one nine-unit, on

Boldfacetakes the same equipment as Arrangem:
it substitutes right KeyBars YC1. AcangenientYC2 (Fig. 77,
page 137) for Roman with a C2 Boldface takes the same equipment
as

Jutangement
YE

Sea
that it substitutes

ee MeansV.E2,

$15 Sto

peekeo Newspaper in English,French,Spanish, Ger: and for Blank Forms: oes STOPBARS
S15 give the foligninginiteee! 567899910 11 12 13 14 15 18

18; they differ, from standard S5 Sropsars in that they omit one

ten-unit row and add a second eighteen-unit row. The two eigh-
i

e double Matrix figures (Chapter

which
are part of each newspaper arrangement

138 to 142),whilethe arrangement for blank

arrangements used with S15 Stopars are as follows:



132 The Monotype System Parr I

322 English Newspaper Ad

spreangentenisseeeSa yThere are four of these as follows: Arrangemen 1 (Fig.
page 138) provides for Roman caps and lower ¢ ae
points in combination with the same characters inea Cl Bol tae
and two additional sets of

BeleNour:
unit figures in single

Marrices and eighteen-unit figures in double MitRrenstThis

ea leutand
meleIeeptanicsNC,left KevBars NC, and right S$

“1. Arrangement NC2 (Fig. 79, page 138) shows a ide for ten instead of fifteen unit-r

similarTemtinalionfor a C2 Boldface in combination with the follows: 57991

Roman and requires the same

cupemsaexcept that right KeyBars arrangements (Figs. 88 89,
NC2 replace NC1, Arrangement6N1 (Fig. 80, page 139) is for unit-rows (5 7 9

newspapera work with six ses that is, caps and lower case la

for Roman, Italic, and a C1 Boldface, and carries, in additi There are two
double Matrix figures, Roman and Boldface (or Italic) figures, and eighteen-point composition, as

bet sumermen
nt does no ry. it figur rrange-

ment 6N2 (Fig. 81, page 13)is similar toTAEEINBORERON1 except

thatit ae for a dface instead of a C1 Boldface. Bot!

oeane
and 6N2 Arrangementsomit some of the reference marks

e { combinations. e Matrices for modified characters

(267)for use with these conbinabansprovide for setting com-

plete words in caps of any of the faces used. The

deen and
KKEYBARS are shown beneath sch MATRIX CASE arrangem

‘323 Fre: A

for the Roman) ta

except that it aubettetesright KEYBARS OC2

nks C and the

ye (Fi
ig. neage143) for

the same equipm

CH. 36 Arrangements for Special Stopbars

s and the small caps. T

left andrightKEYBARSQc.
ourteen

133

ATRICES (9321) in

rombingtion
with two type-faces, C1 Boldface

Points
and C2 Gothic caps, small

aeae points, with figures forbot! cap:
arrangement requires left and ae Ne C, left KeyBars R
and right Keypars R2,

327 $500 Stopbars for both fourteen- and ei;ighteen-point

n- or eighteen-
in combination with

Arrangement UC

mi low

Boldfacecaps gatlowercaseE(oles ne may be substituted

ke: nt as Arrangement QC

of the lowe

Italic, also the eighteen-unit double Matrix Baier oie with this TheseiCharactetsIe GMrANGCADS, Galt

[Cavs(or GOTHIC.CAPS), and lower case;

arrangement left and right Keypanxs FN and left and right Kry- theatre Cae
Gh AICS CARS| ond

Iu
case Rome aoa pees and

BARS F rangement FN2 (Fig. 83, page 140) shows a similar ts nent
oman fractions

arrangementexcept that the Italic is replacedby a C2 Boldface and Row] ABC DEFGHI JK LMN O| Unit
the right KEYBARS are

seviceby Krypars FN2.
5 12

Z

Lituounnls
324 Spanish Newspaper Ad Arrangements (S15Stopbars): !

'
1

oF Pd
These‘Brreondto the eat Newspaper Ad Arrangements (9323) Sn fod

pes
s TELS

except that the Spanish accents replace the French. Arrangement Wh WyPeGABAAcio

Sid as & ) ( res tha b zim

SN (Fig. 84, page 141) is for Roman and Italic and uses left and
a

awhgngifs!|| 4 G@?PEpoPI AC az s 2 ie

ight Krypanxs SN and left and right KzvBars SN. Arrangement Bier y
SIP ESA Z 2 oO om 5. 3 1 0 | 98

SN2 (Fig. 85, page 141) is for Roman and a C2 Boldface and there- $1234967890745434 o|“PbS 6428-8 86428] 2

fore uses KEYBARSSN2 on the rightside. 1234567800aleky dha x Ji g.ya Wwje & ip} 9:

German Newspaper Ad Arrangement GN1 (S15 Stop- sjtifunt*vy fF Lert} 94

bars): Fig.86, page 142, provides for GermanLightface and Boldface
ola Mi wu ai bh d a vy BR] ao

caps, lower case, figures, points, accents, and eighteen-unit double
1b 7S

i

EZESfuxen|n
Marrrx figures. GN1 KrypaAnks and KEygars used on both sides.

Hes ooo ; e :

Cross-rule Matrix Arrangement R2 (S15 Stopbars):*
Th OhTE Ce ie 1) BA On 20 Oop ae

Fig. 87, page 142, provides for running the T series of cross-rule RBl/EkQVCBTOEAwWPTR BB

* Cross:rule
Mararcns

are used for composing blank, form work, of which two examples TheseGharacters |||
°° By AS YO te re MU er at ah wa

aight ayHig 103, page
FORE Dhees Mira

wre madefor use with || 14| K N H fi fi X D‘N K H m & th X 15
etic ngcanbeobtained,

mangement Ys|(@ B34 WMWM—..MWLEAD 38
¥ iecleringoe Aaatithe ie acccitonaty ee |IRow|] ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO Valuel

ATRIX Case their corresponding Crs may be used of the Key pe
LEFT Stopbars S27 RIG:

Keybank C—Keybars UC Keybank C—Keybars C
i

T weybution Clip14 Keybutton Clips
Ficure 69



Arrangement UC1

LEFT Stopbars S27
Keybank C—KeybarsUC Keybank C—

14 Keybutton Clips
expan CeybarsC1

3 Keybutton Clips
Ficure 70

Arrangement UC2

ROMAN CAPS, sMaLt caps (or GOTHIC CAPS),and lower case;

BOL! case; RomanandBold:

Row|ABoCDEFGHIJKLMN O|Unit
1) J Pek

4?

Pilidcdatd|s
Bel weEONg fry WE Vhs
Sie fh tt) 6&2 Fst ph fh baz
22s? Ert§ lace 2s 4 =| 8
s5|/7 8975310 9. ho5S,Skde07) 98

6)“ PHS 6425$-$8 642 Hf] 9

Wi ZX vi evers Ji & oat ja Je“h [eli 93

Bi tvs oa VYveyefot Worteledelt 94

olf mS yn v qgk bh d p wh ® | 20

loljuofl SqpbdfikS fiuK. nium
ujnPLZFEBLPF ff ouff hu | 22
wzwiV&QOVCBTOEAWTAB C}/1313

BleRNDOwMYUGRUYwQ/�
14/X GK fl fi X DN K Hm H lb @ &/15

15-|CEAZffl ffimWM—..MW%C Ah] 18

RowlAB ODER GBI J KLMNo aue
KeybankC KeybarsUC!

eps pees

KeybanksOokeybarsC2
14 Keybutton Clips

134

9 Keybutton Clips
Ficure 71

SOMMECapoten cs GAMES, eas | Heeerae
and Roman fractions

Row,ABCDEFGHIJKULMN O (|Dnit
Pe ogi yepouratiqigagolsalts
2 ee seg Spr peatte[eae
3 Foe) on 6. ty, BO ee 7
aioe pz 6 S Lz ic le Zs His
sjyo975310.975310/] 39:

ol“vp8642$-$8642 |
7)3 xq gaexJgioa) ) } |] 98
sitbhn te vey fT fe(cl qi fogs
o9lflnkdu.gqkbhdpu&@ ri.

w/He PZFLSAZFShuKNi|m
u|/BPCEATHBLPF&uYVX|22
zwl&&OVCBTOEAWWRUe {33

3/e@OKGDNBYUGRexwQ|14
“| Mflfi mm X DN K Hmm ibmH |as || FreseSharacters
BlERWK%YWM—.MW%EAB| 18 thisArrangement

Sacer ee eee ee

hese Character

12

HET %ibs
24

let hotel
$1234567890
$1234567890

These Characters

are made for use with
this Arrangement

ABCDEFGLOPTVX&
40H

oe
q

&

UBM

These Characters

GHITK. iN

iW & AE

Whi nnobata

oN
nN

fb {
WP Ny
B28 6

BO$1234567890

e Characters

are eteor use with
this Arrangement

ea

These Characters
are carried

im
the Matrix Caseinthis Arrangement

CDEFGHIJKLMNO
J

CE

wayfitAR,
(DEFGHIJKLMNO
RSTUVWXYZ&AECE

shodefghijicimnopgrstwxyzeecefifffl itt
HIV7%[pS 218.9910"18

eed Cobsi2siserE30

‘hese Characters
are made{or

use with

rangement

CFLOPQSTYZ
aeces 5?

Arrangement WC

ROMAN CAPS, smatt caps (or GOTHIC CAPS), and lower case;

ITALIC CAPS and lower case; Roman and Italic figures, and

Romanfractions
Row]A BCDEFGH IJK LMWNO | Unit

pms ee Ta, PT ee

a fAfg Mag ajif ra 2
} | Pie

S| AdAs -e ): GS rst pu sis
alitgt Beo

i he@aag ype? 91

Sia Oo4 5) 3 a.O. 9: 7 Si 3! 1 OF|| 82

ol|f/ HS 6428-88 642 FY] 9s

Tle ky dh a x Ji ¥ » | (& 42 By)94

s}afiun.goapungbs ff £}i0
o9joqaflpSvy kbhdvyorRyii
wlohe J Seef Ri fix ux ni]
wl OLC rw £Z LPF fiw 2 0 G13
wml he&QveBTOEAwPT RB |
BIDAVYAfimBY UGR@«# Vv| 4s

wl/KNHflfiXDNKHm ®@bX U/16
B|ERYMAWM—.MWRERM] 38

fan Wt eee cianee

Stopbars$29

Keyb:ankCoieeybars WC KeybankEi ybars

17FKeybutionClips 1 Keybutton Clip
Figure 72

Arrangement WC1

ROMAN CAPS, sMALL caps (or GOTHIC CAPS), and lower case;

BOLDFACE CAPS andlowercase Romanand Boldface figures,

Romanfractioi
Row]AB CDEFGHIJKLMWN O | Unit

aliRaA bhte

SERad tal Alle
2UPRE Raps poh eh tl Ale
sie ee DT) G2 ans t pri ys

alo? 2? * zoe ss % TEzi cle: fi s teMI)94

s}yo975310 9:‘ReSi 3%1) 0 |) 9?

6)/fvp8642$-$8642 §| 9

7 (lio qi2’af e x TNEE it f) Uapee
s}abhn.goapun fis —=] 10
9|}pqkdSvykbhdvucRyii
wl/He MfZFLS fl fl ff ix vukKN|22
uiIBPCEATZLPFEF fmYVX/|{313
Bi&&QOVECBTOEAwWRUe|u
Ble OKGDNBYUGRe«wQ{|15

| Bifffi mifi X DN KH m@ tm H/a6

6/EL MK YWM—..MW%zB) 18
BoA pC D ET CHT TE:

Mio
fi

Stopbars $29
. KeybankCoSevioatsC1

3 Keybutton Clips
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LEFT

Keybank C—Keybars WC
19 Keybutton Clips

Figure 73



Arrangement WC2

ROMAN CAPS, sMaLt caps (or GOTHIC CAPS), and lower case:

BOLDFACECAPS and lower c:ease;RomanandBoldfacefigures
Row]AB CDEFGHIJKULUMN O |Unitee N rataa

2D E Te kT PPR
2 sk Ase ee ER OR @
Se RH Ga. es t eh lls
Sh eS eh be wo eq yetet | igs
5}? 98975310 9) eR 2 1 0,119
o)J MHS 6425-8 86424 98

TiPzxveex J) tt | ( (4 fon
Bla goa. goapunees fe |i
SDadJySvykbhdvyverin

wj/nflSqpbdfifkfixuxyni 2
nuinPLZFEZLUPP

Auth ula
12 V&EQVCBTOEAWTABC 4

13 2=RNDOwBYUGRUYywaQ 15

“4j/XGKARAXDNKEI H ib c & | 16
15 | GoA ffl ffi m WM — -MW%CA | 18

ela ee
ee

ro MiLEF. Stopbars $29
Keybank Co Xeybarswe

fee

Keybank19 Keybutton Clips nk:OoReybarsc2
9 Keyb

Ficure 74
PRESSED

Arrangement YC
————

TELLSCUESae SOMES| a fepeaemanfraction:

Titania se oa UnitValue,

Plileds} | dio
g

ai ba tap plies2M PAM a si GP ry a Gla
31P2uers erst? ¢

= Jel
Seg Pe orkinzaeas 2G 91

SLY(tO 7 52.5).0.OFEOE72St32tmOe|!92

Oo)RY V8 6 4 28 SH ww 42g | 9s

ZN SP Nd 2 ae fe eine alloe
SRvaRy dl hiasx)Ji g 0;a, omBLvaD140
9)ApPunRS vy punodspogt 121

wloDcA AA fiqkbhdxux wi ae
11 Hel SHES ZH PP Rel
wy&QOVOLCFLPFwZ0GEl�u

13 EPCBTOEAWUDVTRB 15
laiw iffiYGRmNKAY&XUX 46
15 DHKNHWM—..MWmfi m@g|is
EEE Stopbars $34 RIG:

KeybankGx oonaieYC
8 Keybutton Clips

KeybankGoevtiarsYc
17 Keybutton Clips
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Figure 75

These Characters
are

carried in

e

Matrix CasethisArrangement

Feedgots 2 aeeos0fd fed
$1234567890
$1234567890

These Characters

CRLOPSIZe.2@

we0e! 1?
£°

AGG

‘eCharacters

soos ratway2fiffitimn
a)

Buns
tL G4125456780044$1234507890°

These Characters
are made for use with
this Arrangement

EE
EE

ce

AE
ea

Ib%°

Arrangement YC1

Theseseccaedth ROMAN CAPS, sMALu caps (or GOTHIC CAPS),and lower case;

the MatrixCase in | BOLDFACE CAPS and lower case; Roman and Boldface figures,
this Arrangement and Roman fractions

a Row]A BCDEFGHI JK LMN O [Unit
Hednivcinsstamoponstal i dws a 1 ily Ale

Bilofahtjkimnong 2| 10 12 feel €e ce; j fou 4 EG
a ;

3;}P 2:35 -+0DrEP rst stp ft [158
?ues aj itt § BR z os: hh I! z ce ed ze 8) PP qi || 91

Mins B31)(9. 7 5 3 1) OF-£OF7€Sk30to Og!)92

Meee de] Pd 1 8 642.6 o$ 8 642 pl 9s

$1234567801Si

a23486 Ti} Wsfl leed BBX fab
&

wie mpl8

8|/PvxaeoxjJgoagqpvpgy/10

o9}a J bhnSvypuoneQeso £} 42
wloGcdufifiqk bhdk yr wv|az2z].-
nujusef fiflF LS ZZ ff x ®K N] 43

Th Ch ters >

ine madeforuse with wl)&QVBPCELPFATYVm/14
rangement 1 13/& RCBTOEAwUWXU@BE|15

ae 14| w fflffi Y GR ON DNKG QX 1/16

ee || 15|DHWMHm%—..M Wm fh fl | 18
AE Unit

17m|RowlA BoCDEF GH I J K LM WNoOWalue

These Characters

Mee
carried in

the Matrix Case i1
this Ee anae

ANC ReFGHIJKLMNO
STUVWXYZ&

a ftHOmSNNOrQaSt
yZfifEAFRFA.,-565631?

DE!FGHISKLMNO
aleilahijkimnoparstayAnvD

XYZ&

fNGcy
$1234567390322

$1234567890

These Characters
are madefor use with

is Arrangement

cee

eece

AE
ze

 HEtb?

LEFT Stopbars S34 RIGHT

Keybank C—Keybars YC Keybank C—Keybars YC1
18 Keybutton Clips 10 Keybutton Clips

FIGURE 76

Arrangement YC2

ROMAN CAPS, sMALL cas (or GOTHICCAPS),and lowercas|BOLDFACE CAPS and lower ease ; Roman and Boldface figures,
and Roman fractions

Row|ABC DEF GHI J KL MN O | Unit
1 Cn. ae a ae
2199 28 WeTeted Spj- Ts GP

SBM 2p fot hes 8 eoBop sels
4/5 § Br st) hhIi zgco e Zs) ® Gi) 91

S|) -(! 9 7S 3 L OF—tOF72SkBPty OF}!92

6] 4 Ve8 6 4) 2 St & SB8) Gt4) 2 IP]} 92

Tl) tofile ee. oeet ee ae mee

Btliyi zi xi vier er x; Jy g7o>a) .wPSVo1) )10
9}AgoaRSvypunegsBo EE}iz

10°}pb)G Jy) fl) fil qi ki b- hi di x) ul KiN:}422
u|ju fl Sq pbd fi Z k ff Z F E m/13
wzw)eQVvPLunLlLPFhVBC/14
Bl/ATCBTOEAWURNUY Q/15

“4/wDOYGRwWNKGKH &X X | 16

15|D HfflffimWM—..MW _™mfi i erri
Row]AB CDEFGHIJKLMWN O (Value

Stopbars S34 RIGHT
Keybank C—Keybars ¥C2

10 Keybutton Clips
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‘LEFT

Keybank C—Keybars YC
17 Keybutton Clips

: Ficure 77



Arrangement NC1

ROMAN CAPS andlower case; BOLDFACE CAPS and lower
case; Roman figures, two setsof Bolitacefigures, two-line price

figures, and Roman fractions

Row]AB CDEFGHI J KLM WNO |Unit
Epes Beh et phy?coUEaE). TpApes
21)! a 4 -i j- fe gt HFT Ils
Siia g-r Fy G2 ro se te b=

%

gl] 2

4( PP *zes ? bazce Biagdis
S|iyiol 9 7 5' 31 0) te b dvi 3p1)0] 9

6j}geasG42GIxqge42 Hf} %

71q 5678 px9 $ -aJgo| 2

8|}bmudhdvypunkk bhifio
o|MEZFLSHf ZB f Sc piu

w/BPCEAT&LPFQVS&VY/22
uj/&RUPCBTOEAwwWX§H#/3
zw)O98TEK43E2L10YUGR/4

Bi/KGDAfXDNKHAmmu#HN Q/15

14 — qoWM gy| 18:

15 0987654321. Suwe 182

Unit

RwlA BCDEFGHIJKLMNo {Valu
LEFT Stopbars S15 RIGHT

KeybankNC~KeybarsNC Keybank NC—Keybars NC1
9 Keybutton Clip:
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Arrangement NC2

2 Keybutton Clips

ROMAN CAPS andlower case; BOLDFACE CAPS and lower
case; Roman figures, two sets of Boldface figures, two-line priceTeheran ae aeons

Row]ABC DEFGHI J KLM WNO| Unit
1} 1 It ieMba. 0)fi dis

2 Vin)7hwyanGhG1-iej- fd etsgist PE P|)
Bly Ff) GOaris tt hho wel
Bids)

* J wt) PoTl Z sel Bit-|e:

s|?v9753103 4243 1.0 91

6}zxe8 6425 3 § Fo 4 2B] 9

7 \qi 5 617 8 @ x OF +)a) J gi o}| 98

8|}goayfldvy punfik bh]
o|ifiSqpbdfikZJ fSZCQilu

lo/nPLFEf& LPF QV hu/ 22

n;ijQuYVCBTOEAwWTABC/13
2mi/O98 TE6E543 21WYUGR/’«

Bi)/OKG&XXDNKHmRNDH/145

14 gm W M| 18:

s/0987654321°0 Suwa):
it

=e ohORDTERTUDLELIaExLa RTS!
LEFT Stopbars S15 RIGHT

Keybank NC—Keybars NC Keybank NC—Keybars NC2
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Ficure 79

‘hese Characters These Characters
are cartediethe Matrix C

this ‘Arrangement

i a

1234567890344 t208ey es shodofghijkimnoprs'

23. ,

$1234567890
$1.234567890

$1234567890c.,
These Characters

ie nadefor
use with_|

his ArrangementThese Characters
are made for use will
this Arrangement ZEEE

Ayepune BIRLABOUTAEE IVWXYZ& AtABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPGIf;

pooh
OZ

cep LiAfiflit

seoofiffiftl ney
TI%EIb"? «Reet
BAY

j 1234567890343434

These Characters These Characters

AIC pePe NS
RSTUVWXV&

Abode!Foneranopereeiy
WXYZ. 3356?ABCDEFGHIUKLACUDEFGHIJKLMNO

PQRSTUVWXYZ,
STUV

WY

abedefghijkimnopg) hilu/ghijkimnopar stumwx.
UV WKYZEEE 2 5708 af

#yEOLh2 BE] ACDEFGHIJKLMNO

$123450789032247 PQRSTUVWXY &
sizsasoreso shodofghijkimnopqrst

234) 4678900. uvwxyz.,-3

12345678 G19$ 90c., $1234867890
pee7 hese Characters

These Characters are madeforuse withare made for use with ‘rangement
this Arrangement

ea

102) CDWFGHIPKLMNOPQRST
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQI UVWXY 288

UVWXYZ& eeoefiffflffiffl; 3!

ee; 12

zeooffiffl Zee

[%Etb 9 fefIEFiCAl1?

AAW Ed (fae *0)
esr cox.VASA

Arrangement 6N1

ROMAN CAPS and lower case; ITALIC CAPS and lower¢

wo-line price figu

DEFGHI KLMNO

a4

Row|A B

Caran
ene

,

I
q

g

0

i
x

u

J

EHORNYUNKe
a
akan

=
5

r

c

3

4

e

PB

G

A

B

Q
&

|.BOLDFACE CAPS anejoxeecase; Boman
and Boldface etree

Unit
Value

181

182

t

r

z

5

6

a

d

s

E

Cc T

N V

x U

14 Ww

15 0 6 a

A E °FGHIJKLUM

Unit
Value|

aes
S15

Keybank GNIKeybars6N1
3 Keybutton Clips 6 Keybutton Clip:

Figure 80

Arrangement 6N2

eybanlsoNSoybaraONL

1S

two-line price figures

A ot 5 °DEFGHI Ji 3 a AB

ROMAN CAPS and lower case; ITALIC CAPS and lower case;

BOLDFACE CAPS and
lower case; Roman and Boldface figures,

Unit
Val

Boaxzaunonn2MOrP
oro
te

TEswwananoss8 POOS
VS

YMOn'S
my

MPN
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ws

GUBTFAssve
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ms

a/4

o

te
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GR S3Bsae_

5

6

7

8
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t
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s I
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8 6
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S
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Nhs
aeae-

wl
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ve.

2]
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AZORFMexvsoe
1s.~/a

[Row GHIJKULUMNO {value
Stopbars S15 GHT

KeybankGNIKeybarsONL Koypanboie Keyb:ars ON2Z

1 RevburoyClip 6 Keybutton Clips
Figure 81
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Arrangement FN

OMAN CAPS and lowercase; ITALIC CAPS and lower case; These Characters
Romenvanditeaientrech

accents; ‘Roman
and Italic figures, and are carried in

o-line price the Matrix Case in

-

this Arrangement

2oe BCE DS UGE OREN Value MEHWEGHITKLMNN
eect a Pa PO a hs

e\ it A te je fi = 7 ob A eK | 6

Billy s Bics 7) S41et re(Shte WtaEGeGN

A @
wonilogte

; 3 ee ; ‘ ° ‘ : ; i 4 ' ie a 90 ml
é fete oe 234567890c.

Beets so ars peel xmas A ae Ja 9B $1234567890c.
s|khafl_punk punodhob dta/10 ’

o|/MMME SS HFfi ? fH A SZ 2]at| Thesecharacters These Charact

wiIPEGCOLFwLPFCZQC|2 iy madeforusewith
u|BEPCVCBTOEAWTIRB(|13

"

(peiee
tats

7U
7 AniOvURE

wlIDAYVmYUGROQO#A FENN) Aiepntecartyxranso6

Bpl@KNH&XDNKHmgm U@ jas pyuarucy
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VZ&EE

uu ava 181
-

dibuune
15 $12345607 778908 18?

ee fips

| nit

Row]AB CDEFGHI JKLMN O /Value
LEFT

Keybank FN—Keybars FN

Ficurs 82

Stopbars S15

KeybankBNKeybarsFN
3 Keybutton Clips

Arrangement FN2

LEFT.

Keybank FN—Keybars FN
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Ficure 83

Keybank ENReybarsFN2

These CharactersROMAN CAPSand lower case; BOLDFACE CAPS and lower TheseCharacters
tase} Roman and Boldface Jrenchaccents; Roman

and Boldface ¢

carried
tn

figures, and two-line price figu this Arrangerneha the Matrix Case in
1 thie dvanganien

Row) ABC DEF GH I J KL MN O [Unit (peeorwe JippercarcraoNSPor

mae ES its ie i
Lay i tod. || 8. |) oetbesteecetenie Mitel anildmnitogpar

' . : with t

2) i f belAgithacetAH 6 € (DEFGHIKEMN
Z 14g goguesfi fetrees te

PE

CON eae iti) rinA £ he 6:
au

Ht i,
Ei PPzge ree & && @ 22 21/8

td Shee ie566) 9 7. 5)3°-1.OFEOF78SY32LiOn}|9"
8 it

6|@¢@$8 642e $8642 §] 9 67890 3asery
Pee 2 cheera a eed, p

s|aadOgoakpundhbadis $1234567890c.,
otlS)DAAC@ ioprbidoigdfytseZi7 on

w/ZPfadhunlLPFCLE F j122
nIVTACVCBTOEAWCCOB/13 eepisseCheractey
zi|IDNORwWYUGRQUYQEE|%4 this Arrangement

BlibKH&& XDNKHm§GX HB]15

14 BM W | 181

pak 2 3456 LewDESO |

|

ea Unit

Row|A BCDEFGHIJKLMWN O {Value
Stopbars S15

ArrangementSN

OMAN CAPS and lower case; ITALIC CAPS and_lower case;

oman andateatte
Spanishaccents; ‘Roman and italicAgures, and

two-line price figures

Row|A BCDEFGHIJKLMWN O | Unit
agli eat lt tty ap tel,

1

eles
2 fee Bo GF a" £ ei; tieé
3 [Ley ee) sl veh (eh ee ar, t (CBE Ons faa

4jvqgbgodée Zz Brees
S07) 5 3) ot OW 3) 1.0|| 91

6) BES 6 4 2° vey 4 Gl 9

TA Tix ki op dl hi @ é J | 9

Bj) punhkiatn fi ui | 10

9} ¢ (HAT s Z iu

wo} GOLCwhL [Helz
nl|EPTRVCB QC Bl 13

w/BDAYVm Biju
B/KH&SE NNDN X | 15

14 % | 181

3/0987654— was:
Reg||A BCRDERNALChanToy)xiao iaOuld

KeybankSi ReybarsSN
2 Keybutton Clips

Stopbars S15
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RIGHT
Keybank SN—Keybars SN

3 Keybutton Clips

Arrangement SN2

ROMAN CAPS andlower case; BOLDFACE CAPS and lower

case; Roman and Boldface Seehstaccents; Roman and Boldface

figures, and two-line price figures

Row]AB CDEFGHIJKULMN O {Unit
TeIle es Pot PEs

BE PL Wy ase GERDcigsotglPElle
Silat gt Fofo FePi aigt eet je fas ye Ohl
@|(eo re si te at excl zh-er1? ftBRP!akies
5197531068 8 Os7!5%3bAVOnliat
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15 0987654- 321S8 aes

H|powlamc DBF GNI TEU MNoWalue
KeybankSi KeybarsSN

2 Keybutton Clips

Stopbars S15

Ficure 85
ReybanrsNokeybarsSN2

1 Keybutton Clip
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ArrangementGN1

GERMAN LIGHTFACE CAPS and lower case;

BOLDFACE CAPS and lower case; German Light lacevadBoldface accents; Roman, Boldface, and two-line price figur'

Row]ABCDEFGHIJKL MN O|Pnit
pes’ et tM, EAEi ekTATESLGRYS

2 bt fl tp ie hyo th Aol HY 6

Billerte?) gc tj)eyee Omhb), G7
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5}2 ) ( bo & y 8 9. 7%5. 3B150)|| 9%

ole” » to ev - $8 642 BF]2

Tila guy hub &@agh f nu tt L] 99

sli f fi f ¢ t i ff & ft ft fl ff fi X| 20
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wi/gs*Piuscigwny FCuUME)|22
nui WMTK FCIAEHwWZRKBI YI]
12 BEBE ZSHmMeEHMBERGBSR14

13 ELIMIG eG BIDLDLOLD
15

14 Bown 181

15 0987654-axn321S 8 pee
Row]ABCDEFGHIJKLMN O |Value

LEFT Stopbars S15

Keybank GN—Keybars GN

Figure 86

Arrangement R2

Row] A BC DE
HP OS te
2P le te did
a iio 8 ry 1f2
a4|P? bae

gs(195 Tyot 321
6 |/82 6 4 2, 0
7| J qyvx -
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I
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?
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a
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i
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I
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1
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I
J

s
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i
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a
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RIGHT

Keybank GN—Keybars GN1

Bi BOLDFACE (C2) CAPS andOLDFACE (C1) CAPS and lower case;

SMALL CAPS; three sets of Boldi eeepAgurss)
T Series of Cross-Rule

Unit
Value|

5

6

7

8

gi

92

93

10

14

12

13

14

15

181

182

Value!

KeybankeeKeybarsR

26 Keybutton Clips
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Stopbars S15

Ficure 87

RIGH

Keybank C—SrcasbatsR2

60 Keybutton Clips

TheseCharactgte
this Arrangemei

WCEOScei bifimEn i

DEFG:AoxeeisaiSosa aSee
$1284507890342

$1234567890

$1234567890c.

These Characters
are made for use

this Arrangement

y

me
4%

These Characters
are carried in
the Matrix Case in
this Arrangement

OO
sheeglore
ABCDEFGHIJKLMI
RSTUVWXYZ&. 1
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP(

These Characters
are made for use

this Arrangement

6 Additional

KeybuttonClips

These Characters
are carried in

the Matrix Case in
this Arrangement

SHIKLMNO
VWXYZ&

fli ‘iehiktimagparsory
Uy

ae WefiiiGkmnopasture
Safi fs?

Se ie
$1234567890

These Characters
we nadefor use with

his Arrangement

costal
AE

Hi.

$1234567890

These Characters
are carried in

the Matrix Case in
this Arrangement

‘0 DEFGHITKLMNO
PORSTUVWXYZ&

Biilelghijkismnoparstiry
MOPEFGHEEMNSORSTUVWXYZ

filbtghijkimnoparstuWXYZ. =27?ia

1234567890

hese Characters

arenadefor use with

this as
secone

cool
91234567890

Arrangement QC

Re
CAPS and lower case; ITALIC CAPS and lower case;

Roman figures; for fourteen- and eighteen-point composition

Row]AB CDEFGHIJKLMN O | Unit
2) eee OE 4 El it

ay
ee ES

Sur owe @ iz tc se. iy <6 tf Ss eel:

51?’ b $09 8 7 65-432 1 J] 9

6 |b ye ov ty Js Kor loca 1 6 edalluad,

8l|knugqgpbdnhukS hk p fi |10

9 .01Z.V LPF Zoo,Fob SiJ | a1

iL| FfEG 0 0 © B Seera creDacaae
NOD sae YP Ui PG@utRien Ve Varma Raa

14 eigen), JN aise Amant) Cy Vig LD

5b] & X WoM — WM {38

ow! B Cc ER ee I K L Neo Vale
LEFT

Keybank C—Keybars QC
"4 Keybutton Clips

Stopbars $500

Ficure 88

RIGH'’
Keybank C—ee bateec

1 Keybutton Clip

Arrangement QC2

ROMAN CAPS and lower case; BOLDFACE CAPS and lower

case ; Roman deight
i iti

Row}AB CDEFGHIJKLMN O [Unit
Daleneaealy decogete ll gs Pls

0 MerUZMEWaTeSe eae aS ROEseaie,

Se)Zo PE BOM Sie7a shy 3.72 |
6| XXV.C @ Voy J x ¢ 0 a. 2°00 a-¥ol 9

s|}Japqpbdnh k S-bd k|120
o9}&FZVLPFZnhuVLP S|

u;/&®AEwWOCBTwWEAQCBT {22

2 | QPUREYAeUMGR Ol°Y U Go| a4

4} K H DN K H m X D_N|45
s|m X WM... — WM gf gg(1s
RalB LOSEFfOH TRL) onal

LEFT

Keybank C—Keybars QC
4 Keybutton Clips

Stopbars S500

Figure 89

RIGHT
Keybank C—Keybars QC2

1 Keybutton Clip
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CHAPTER XXXVII

Changing Matrix Case Arrangements

328 One of the most valuable advantages of the MonoTyPE
is the ease with which different Boldfaces may be used in combina-

tion with the same Roman Matrices. The MonoryPe user wastes

no time, creates no dissatisfaction, arguing with his customer abou
the ‘‘inadvisability of using the Roman and Boldface”’ the cus~
tomer wants, for in the MonoryPe office, practically speaking, any
Boldface may be combined in the same Matrix Case with an:

Roman of the same point-size; Fig. 40, Plate III, facing page 101,
shows thirty different Boldfacescombined with the same Roman.
Marrices—“ The ability to give your customer what he wants is worth
a lot more than the time you save by not havingto talk him into being
half-satisfied with what you can give him.”

To change from one Boldface to another quickly all
Boldface Matricgs not in Matrix Cases should be carried on

o

me of making changes reduced to

should be placed in one of the

partehoosd
boxes i

new Marrices, where they are readyfor use the net time requ
Note that by this method no Boldface }Manntchsof any font are eve:

removed from the Comss. The cost of extra‘aCOMBSi feinsignifican

g fe S

ange boxes for making Special ements

placefor everythingand everything in its sieis ssbE SeGRul
ATR

diferenteS sizes and series should be separated by blocks ol

144

cur. 37 Changing Matrix Case Arrangements 145

wood,.2” wide, fe same as the Marrix, marae nae:
the different

classifications just as guide cards are used i ard index. This
provides for

ee characters to be put in iheMaretXxCase for

special work; it is quite as important to provide sinables“flingspace
for the Pontenee taken from the CAsE when these special
characters are

used,change boxes are furnished for this purpose.
2 Fig. shows a change box, a wooden box with a sliding

lid to’ protect heMATRICES;this1

is divided into fifteen sections to

correspond with the fifteen rows of the Marrrx CasE. When the
special Marrices, taken from the filing drawer in the cabinet, are

placed
i

in the MarrrxCase, the standard Marrices taken from the
Case should be placed in the corresponding rows of the change box.
To quickly identifyMarrices thus taken from the Matrix Case,
these boxes should be numbered consecutively. Operators will find
similarly numbered rectangular brass plates a great convenience;
(he width of the plate should be the same as the width of a Matrix
Case (334"), so that the plate may be slid into the rack fora MaTRix

Ficure 90

Cuance Box: To hold the regular Marrices removed from a MATRIX CASE to make
room for other Matrices for a special job.

Case in the Morp and Matrix cabinet; the other dimension of the
plate should be less (not over 3”), so that the plate, when not in use,
will go in the change box of the same number. When the regular
Matrices are taken from the Marrrx Case and put in a change
box, in making ‘specialarrangements, the plate for this change box
shouldbe put in the cabinet in the place of this Marrix CAsE.

Ni
hen the specialjob is finished and the operator puts this MaTRIx

Case back in the cabinet, the plate not only reminds him to change
the CAsE back to sttandard,but also the number on the plate tells
him in what ange box to find the Marricss to make this change.

ectofchanging Matrices in a Matrix Caseis to enable
the CastingStackingto cast the characters the operator strikes at

yeKeyboard; it is quite as

arborstherefore, to check up a Matri
i

Ul anged, to make sure that the Cae
‘is correct, as tt is to put metal imae

Meltin, ot.

Keyboard Ribbon Ticket: It is essential that the CasTER
operator receive complete instructionsmn

es
for all changes

from standard arrangements; anges in arrange-
ments are made, written instructorsfor “the

|

=obeshouldbe attached



Keyboard Ribbon Ticket

Spool and Gailey No. Folio of Copy

Face and Point Size

Matrix Case
Arrangement

Wedge Symbol

Allow Squeeze Keyboard Measure

HIGHspaces

KEYBANKS

Rippon Tic! Oneof these ismadeout for each Spoor sent to the CasTER to give
eerelioraod the job.

Points Ems

KEYBARS STOPBARS

(The above is an example of cross-rule MATRIX work, see

cur. 37 Changing Matrix Case Arrangements 147

» cach ribbon, to give the faces, point-size, measure, allowance for

prices(9160), ete. A form of ribbon ticket in general use is shown
in Fig. 91, page 146; this provides space for entering all possible
instructions on the most intricate work. The symbol for the Mar-

diagramfor the MarRrx Casg, at the bottom of the form, by marking
in the proper squares of the diagram the characters to be inserted.

35 Since the YBOARD operator must be given practically
all of the information required to fill out the thon ticket before
he can start a job, it seems obviousthat both time and the mistakes

fille

in:

served criticism to have all ribbon tickets made out by one respon-
sible person; any special instructions, changes from the style of the
office, etc., may be entered on the back of the ribbon ticket.

336 Written instructions on tabular matter: The morepro-
pressive offices also apply this principle of written inetnistionsto
tabular matter by furnishing the operator with the cast (in ems and
units of the set to be

used
or all tables. For this, printed slips

duplicating the Em Scau: & (Plate V, at back of book) are used, on

which the cast of the onesis marked,as described in §99, so that,
without calculation, the

operaBinkcan

quickly,ifransierthesemarks
to the Em ScaLe of his KEYBOARD, or work that repeats, these
scales should be printed on durablepaperSodfastened by clips to
the Em ScaLg, to save the time of transferring the cast, and, when
the job isfinished,the paper scale is filed ready for use thenext time

thejob is set (161). If these paper scales are used directly on the

g

Asexplained in 9161, the top of‘ae
paper,waleshould beaitilebelow thetop of the Em ScaLg, so as not to r up completely

ils graduations. Then, in bringingthe Em-“RACESheersR (998)

accurately from the Em Scate of the Keypoarp. e best method
is to have the cast for all tables made

bythecPpyiitet(see our book,
“Copyfitting’’), as this saves machine time; if made at the Kry-
NOARDS, One operator should make thecasts forall tables, for this
operator becomes especiallyproficient in this work, saving time,
avoiding srors

and preserving uniform style.
7 ord of Output: The ribbon ticket (Fig. 91, page

46)may,mha few additions,be used for keeping record ‘oftheae ut oO} EYBOARDSa. the time on casting and correcting;cae Boe for this will ss furnished when fected:



CHAPTER XXXVIII

Keyboard Operating Adjustments j

338 Plate X, at the back of thebook, describes and illus

andthat aeextjob is the
elaine

matter of a book, whichis set

in ten-point 21E combined with a ten-point C1 eae the25]
(10}4-set),six-alphabetRaereenets(Fig. 60, page 125);the meas-

-two picas, with one and one- -halfpoints ca
‘ChangingKeybanksand Keybars: Lift off the Kny-_

nge the Stopbars, as shown in Figs. 156 and
Plate X, taking out the special Sropsars for nut-body figures and

inserting te standatd Stoppars $5 (9257
41 The Justifying Scale

Gusset)forthe faces to be
ieeei

igs. and 155, Plate X,

p.

After the new SCALE is in place strike the SPACE BAR

(86) ten times, bring the EM-RACK POINTER to zero.

f it does not, either the lower head of the ScALE is bent or the
POINTER requires adjustment.

342 Put on a new ribbon, if necessary, as shown3

in Figs. 150

INK, as shown in Fig. 149, Plate X, raising the PAWLs so that the

paper may be fed forward by turning the KNos on the PAPER-FEED-

148,

tue.3s Keyboard Operating Adjustments 149

HEEL SH

wilagain engage their RATCHETS.

Plate X, at back of book, and start Peper:
in this a

Vig. 152, Make sure that the peiabionsma the Pantiesline

up (are in the same line across the ribbon) with themnaraeahperfora-
lionsin the ribbon that engage the Paper Feed Wheels. Norg:When

ArT; then push the PLaTeE back so that the BEE:Telena new Spoo., Fig. 148,

nder the end of the old and wind enough of the new ribbon on the

HrooL so that the paper will nolte as

he
SPOOL

Seer
to wind

wp the ribbon as it is perfora’ the CASTING

Macuine at this break, when es the ad line on thesecond section

of the ribbon, by striking an em-quad after reading the JUSTIFYING
ScaLe and beforestriking the eee Krys indicated, (4/157);
(he CASTER operator is thus

ae
of the break in the ribbon and

can start the other section prop
Set the measure, Sn istingthe Em-rack Stop, as shown

in Fiigs. 146 and147,PlatSe iterfirst findingtheequivalentof

one ando'

iherefore twenty-five and one-half ems eight units we ems 5

units +3 unites
Pie

ems 8 units):The Boarpis now ready to
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CHAPTER XXXIX

Setting Straight Matter

344 The preceding chapter explains the
ey adjustments

of the KeyBoarp for a measure of twenty-tw as and a six-alpha-
bet combination of faces; that is, Roman onelower case, figural
and Italic caps and lowercase, including the necessary pointsfor
Roman and Italic, of ten-point 21E (10!4-set) combined with Bold»
face caps, lower case, and points of 25J, see MATRIX CASE Arrange~
ment 6C1 (Fig. 60, page 125), except that instead

oFcarrying the 25]
Boldface figures, in rows five and six, these are replaced by the more

extendedfigures(10-point F57)usedfor paragraph rtamibersneeto the manner in which the paragraphs of this book are numbered,
The JusTirvinc-space-puNCHKey (218) must be used with these
figures to increase their width the amount requir

The JustiFyinc Keys to strike to
add three units to these figures willbe found at the bottom of column

in Fi e 151, noting in the blank Marrrx CAsE dia:

positionsap fhespecialfigures for the paragraph n haber anilthe’
eleven-unit

penetogether with
ca foentiiiiesymbols, for the

information of the CasTER operato:
347 Adjust the Keyboard a double justification, by turn-

ing the PisroN-BLOCK-VALVE HANDLE (207) to the left. Double
justification is required on this straight matter because characters
with justification added are used at the beginning of the line (41235),
Note that the Resrorinc Kry (9104) must be used.

trike a Justifyingee (155) in the top row six times
na JUSTIFYINGKry in the lower row together with a keyinoe row (9208) once, so that the Castinc MAcHINE willcaeron the galley the last line cast and will cast no quads, to be left

in,the type channel, after this last line cast is delivered; then restore
with the Restorinc Kry and strike the em-quad KEYonce for the
indention of the first line of the paragraph.

150

Ficure 92
book

zi ticket: Shows method of filling out foreeetne
the text of a

Se ee
as described in this chapter: ist
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349 Strike the Boldface figure Keys with the Justifying-
space-punch Key, since these figures at the beginning of the para-
graphmust

b with justification added ke their

widthtwelve
units instead of the nine units they are counted by the KEvBOARD
Follow carefully the cautions in §234 and make sure that t ese
figures are countedas nine units. Then, to increase the size of these
figures, strike the No. 6 Justiryinc Key in the t
No. 10Justiryine Key in the lower r

figures (345).
}

move the Em-R

eeze

units; as the three figures, each twelve units wide, make thir ty-six
n

%
was struck at the beginning of

OARD at twenty-two <
-

ems eight units before striking the Boldface natal eee
following thesefigures. Then set the balance of the line.

350 Justify to preserve even spacing: Before starting com-

position determinewhether or not the work is to be closely spaced
dependingupon its nature, the measure and size of the type and
whether it is to be cast solid or leaded. If closely spaced terminate
each line so that the justification indicated will be near the upper,
diagonal red line on the JustiryinG ScaLe (1 19) to keep the justi-

—

vingspacesasneattireceae as possible.
i

Strike the em-leader Ke the end of
i

:

afterreading the Scale and before tile the Justifying epsaaa
in order to a an em-leader to this line to stop the Castine
Macuine when this take is completed (4157);use a leader for stop-
ping the. ASTER, for it may be easily lifted out with the tweezers,
Since this matter is double justified, owing to using the Justirvine
Keys to make the Boldface paragraph figures the required size (9349)
strike the Justiryinc Key indicated for the upper row and when
striking tl

ae fen
the lower row strike with it the Kry in the

pper row directly above it (208). Then r

Key and proceed with the ov ee, Toes

352 The last line of a paragraph is set with fixed spaces
(91192)between the words instead of justifying spaces; before set-

ting this line make sure from the copy th
i

5) os em.

the line for indention, set the

ig the last word, the line is completed in one of two

1 ike tl
put in enough justify-

ing spaces to justify, then quad out until the EM-RAcK PoINTER a
a a otS ® n yy> 5 a a > 5 cha 3 Bea 2 & a 8

Cuar. 39 Setting Straight Matter 153

within four ems of zero, and justify regardless of the diagonal red

lines on the ScaLE; or (6) bring the EM-RACK POINTER to even ems

(4 , by means of fixed spaces, quad out to zero, and strike any

Justirvinc Keys, to trip the galley, without reference to the Justi-
fyING SCALE since there are no justifying spaces in the line. If

unable to estimate readily whether the remaining words of the para-

graph will fill the measure, use justifying spaces between the words

and, after striking the period following the last word, quad out to

bring the justification as near the size determined

am

ough matter to fill a galley. The average galley,
being from twenty-three to twenty-four inches long, will hold the

following number of lines in each point-size and allow for anendlock:

Point-size body ¥s

Lines'to galley 5-67

5 6 7 8 9 10, 14, 12

300 250 215 190 170 150 135 125

3 Quotation Marks: Four of these are provided (see
Matrix Case diagram, Fig. 23, page47), a five- and a seven-unit

) and a five- and a seven-unit closing quote (’), or

apostrophe. At the beginning of a quotation strike first the five- and

then the seven-unit quote (‘‘); at the end of the quotation strike

first the seven- and then the five-unit quote (”’). e seven-unit

opening and closing quotes come next the quoted matter, to give
some space between the quotes and the words they inclose. For this

reason use these seven-unit quotes for the single quotes of a quota-

tion within a quotation. When the closing quotes follow a period,
comma, or other punctuation mark having white space above it,

use two five-unit quotes instead of a seven and a five. Use the five-

unit closing quote as an apostrophe for there should be no space

between this character and the letter preceding it.

3 Measures beyond the capacity of the Em Scale: In

he smaller sets the equivalent of forty-two picas (the maximum

measure on the CastING MACHINE without the 60-Pica Attachment)
is greater than the width of the Em Scag; for example, forty-two

picas of seven-set would require seventy-two ems on the Em SCALE,
ich i

ed to sixty-five ems. In such cases it is necessary

this amount.

complete line, single justify, and restore. Then set the second section

and double justify. Use care in justifying to preserve even spacing
(4350) in the two sections of the same line, and if possible, end the

first section of the line in the middle of a word (it is not necessary to

end with a syllable) as this saves starting the second section of the

line with a space and also avoids a “river” showing in print between’

the two sections of the line, EXAMPLE: The measure required is forty
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picas, the face to be usedis seven-set. Find the KEYBOARD measure,

by two, add one-half point to the squeeze
measure at the CastinGc MAcHINE forty picas two and one-half

Bours355 Justifying beforereaching the four-em mark: Although
the nee Scale will not automatically rotate unless the EM-

RAGE
POINTER is cs fousems of zero (122), it isan easy mat-

ter, by rotating the JustiryinG ScaLe by hand, and, making a

simple calculation, to justifya line that is
more than seventy-one

units short. ‘Thisis useful (a)in

tifyingspaces,becausedistributing a shortage of more

one units over a few spaces would make these

spaces
too large. In

centeringmatter the operator estimates the n

too many. EXAMPLE: In centering a he; the operator strikes
six em-quads and ‘six justifying spaces both before and aft
matter to be centered, but the m-qua ck s not bring

t

determine the number of units the line is short, say 110 ts;hale
this and

shesnumber of justifying spaces in the line iecaddee
mine from the JustiryINGSCALE the justification for a line

ehityunitsNae
sontsiningsBusjustifying spaces (9-12, see. 814-set SCALE,

Plate VI, at bac ko ; obv:iouslythejustificationfor a line 110

for a line fifty-fiveunits short containing six spaces.* Inc ntering,matter there must always be an even number of justifying spaces in

the shortage were an odd number of units, for
si Gs example, 109 units, subtract one unit.

petra nalyine thieiphone,making it 108 units; this error, which makes the entire line one

Riana)

ae

Setting Straight Matter 155

the line (same number before and after the matter to be centered),
but, in ending a line when the EM-RAcK PornTer is not within four

oms of zero, the operator must be careful to get an even number o}
spaces in the line: Thus, if there are eighteen justifying spaces

hefore the last word is set, precede this with a fixed space, instead of a
justifying space, to avoid an odd number of spaces (19); of course,
this fixed space me

be selected with regarard to, the style of spacing

heiing used; if spacii one
use a six-unit space, otherwise use a

nine- or twelve- unit¢
Correcting theveibbonDb, t! Some operators have the

mistaken idea that it pays to turn the ribbon back when they make

an error, close up the wrong perforations with adhesive paper,
set

the Unit WHEEL back for this cancelled character, and then strike

the correct character. Thus, in their efforts to show an apparen ntly
clean proof, they waste enou: sh time to set two or three lines.

Nae
$

of Monotyres should absolutely forbid this waste o n time

and machine time, for, in the MonoryPE eye corrections can

be made, quicker and cheaper by hand at the than on the

Ti

the height of absurdity to turn the ribbon back for an out, because, if

the operator sets the omitted matter later in ibeline, oe and cor-

rector can put thismatter in its proper plac mostas easily as

correctinga iy emcee
If a letter or fa beemitted,Tale it

in the same linea: n as the mistake is Soe
If a wrong

character be Sri “Tet
|

it go, we this f a different unit size

from the character required; in this case nee the mistake by

striking another wrong ee so that the sum of the width of

these two wrong characters sauals
the width of the two characters

required; the corre ( 358) can quickly fix this error by lifting
out this “deadwood”and inserting the characters required without

altering the justification. In any event, complete the line and

all, learn to be accurate—set a clean proof. Reme mber that no one, look-

ing at a proof, can tellhow fastit was set, but a dirty proof tells its own

slory.
357 Turningback the ribbon—Don’t! In a few cases, at the

beginning of wide-measure lines, it may be desirable to turn back the

ribbon and “kill” the portion of the line incorrectlyset,t, rather than

to finish the line in the way that will makeeasiest thework of the

corrector, as explained in the preceding par agraph. Don’t get into

the habit of turning back theribbon to make Ce on This is a waste

_lutionfor eac ch ce: “Killed” in order to advance the ribbon.

The Monoryrr is far too valuable a machine to beused for correc-

tions which can be made much cheaper by a compositor whose only
“machine” is a stick and a case of Monoryre type. To “kill” a

portionof a line pull the RELEASE-PLATE LINK forward, as shown i
Fig, 149, Plate X, at back of book, and turn the ribbon back to ite

|



CHAPTER XL

These Justrv1nc Kry perlorationslock the Pump
t no characters are cast (148), but, as explained above,

‘IRSAback the paper means a waste of time at the KEYBOARD and
a waste of revolutions at the CAsTER. Don’t be a ribbonfixer, set a
clean proof.

SystematizingHand Corrections: Speed in making cor-

rections at the caseis pee as important and as profitable as speed in

Casting Type for the Cases

359 The Monotype is a complete type foundry for casting
type, borders, and spacesand quads(both high and low) in all sizes
{rom five- to thirty-six-point; it also casts rules, leads and slugs, both

high an low,and automatically cuts them exactlyto any desired
keyboarding, becaus

Ise

a job cannot be printed until it iscorrecte length from six picas to twenty-five inches. In the previouschapters
1 much emphasis,therefore, cannot be placed upon the impor- we have looked at the machine from the viewpoint of the Kry-

tance of systematizingthi orrections should not
be :

aa operatedne up the different methodsocontalape:the
body'sjob,” but should be made by one man, a si

¢

Castinc Macuing, by the perforationsin the ri
, to cause it to

knows the relative unit values of Monotype characters and who use;

et
even the Be intricate matter in automaticaly"justifiedlines.this knowledge to save hisfin,ers—a man who In this chapter we will assume that the KEyBoarp does not exist,

ine when he takes out an and regard, the CastiInG MACHINE Ena as a machine to produce
D ter er. (he

materialused by hand compositors; type, quads and spaces
supplied with copies of the different Matrrx Case Arrangements (both high and on rules,leads,eneslugs. To this end we will
used and with spaces for the different unit sizes of each set used. considerae the Typr&RuLE Ca

3 as Type& 3, page 158; this

ncrease

casting type in qutomacalyfuctinedincethesndrdMonotype does a that the Type&Rule Caster does. In short,
Tyr

ue
ASTER is no more limited when the additional ate

for ribbon control are applied than is a sectional bookcase
wy

its
usefulness is increased by adding a card index unit; the kcase
unit remains the same, the type-casting feature is not affected. When
the owner of the TypE& RULE CASTER wishes to make his type in

justified lines, he buys the additional units and cane it into the
Composinc Macuinr. The TypE&RULECasTer is used in a num-

ber of the larger Monory?e plants for casting all sorts, because it isa

simpler and cheaper machine than the standard MonotyrE Compos-
ING MACHINE AND Tyre Caster. The Typr& RULE CASTER is also

used with the non-distribution system (Chapter XLI, page 170), for it

furnishes hand compositors with new material for much less than the

cost of breaking up forms and distributing type, rules, leads, and slugs.
12 157
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Typp& RULE R:

fromfive-tothir oint; also casts continuous rules, and leads and
slugs,bothhight

0- totwelve- them toany Iengtha 1h s to twenty-five inches. The machine is here showncasting t: f e

cases,the,cleaand Rule Unit having been removed.
sing Re (aa

Fr 3

Casts type, borders, and spaces (high and low) in all sizes —

Cuar. 40 Casting Type for the Cases 159

361 Holder for Composition Macc (Fig. 94) is used for

ng type for the cases from Mar $ that may also be used for

ting type in justified lines; both‘elaeleand double
MarneFig.53, page 117). Itis also used with the Marricrs, twelve-p

andsmaller,for casting type to be set by hand. This Hope atoalt

94

Composition Matrix Horper; for casting type for the cases. The SLIDE (shown
above the complete HOLDER)is withdrawn to insert a Matrix; the HoLper itself is
not abe ont the machine.

be part of the equipmentof every Monotype plant; it isa great con-

Vvpan in casting extra characters not carried in the Matrix CAsE

(4186), for it saves openinguup a Matrix Case and inserting these

characters. The Houprr is placed in the Castinc Macuine the

same as a Mee Case, and remains in place in the machine while
5

ith i

‘o chang

in th
Ho.per where it is held by its latch. The width of characters cast

from Matrices carried in this HOLDER is ceed by setting the
66.

rr

automatically justified lines. This ad

pe and borders in all sizes from
fourteen- to thirty-six-point inclusive.

the-sizing mechanism adjusted by hand for
the width of this character. This setting is

ene
95

determined from the marks on the Matrix; Sorts Matrix; forcast-
for example, in Fig. 95 the figures beneath tngtye

viol ene cae om
?

- thirt:
the character(188) indicate the setting of aoUeeE

ee MUR,
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he two WepGEs of the sizing mechanism; the figures above the
ne (36 63) identify the Matrix as belongingto the thirty-—

six-point number sixty-three series.
63 phe, oe

Matrix Holder Fig. 96) is used with

oonilk

FIGURE 96

ORS NE
Horper: Holds Sorts hoe (Fig. 95) one at a time for casting

the case. To change a Matrix, press the Latcu with
heEpub as shown and

Bae,ie the SUDE(Fig. 97); the Hower itself remains in the

97

96): To remove the MatRIx, press the
“LEVER at insert the next, MATRIX and release the Lever; then replace theSEMattheNoroeeiinicheimcenine

‘
q

pees oepelts Matrix Howper (Fig.

HOLpER.
is releaseds o that it may heerem

enae

ATI

with this HoLtpEr have no cone- ie for the
|

CENTERINGPINto sea t

Cap. 40 Casting Type for the Cases 161

page5 instead, the

and, therefore, theCENTERINGPIN accu-

and the Mat

in, like the
CE

Matrices (Fig. 4, p
cone-hole is in the SLIDE f

Lever (Fig. 97, page 160) to release it, the Cramps connected with
this LEVER closeup and accurately position the

Ae against the
ABUTMENTS in the SLIDE. It makesnodifference at what angle the
Matrix is placed in the Sting, these cua alleposton 1Gpertcctly

provided the Matrix and Slide areclean. For special SLIDE (with its
ABUTMENTS and CLamps) for use with thi BERtokvary the

position of the
a

on the body (cast 24-point face on 18-point

poy,etc.) see 937
B icbatsingMechanism for Sorts Casting: oe3detaileddescription of this see our books on the Castine Macn

the object of the following is to explain only heCanaraof ee
mechanism. See the NormaL WEnGE, Fig. 10 e 14, and 27 to

4/31 inclusive, describing this WEDGE, which
i

is ee to aceuine the
width of characters when the Castine MAcuINE is controlled by a

ribbon to produce type in automaticallyjustifiedlines. Re-read 7127
to 9130 inclusive, explaining the Typr TRANSFER WEDGE which

supports the NorMAL WEDGE when casting characters, the SPACE
‘TRANSFER WEDGE, which takes the place of the Typr TRANSFER
WernGE when casting eye spaces, and the JUSTIFYINGWEDGES
which support the SPACETRANSFER WEDGE and which are posi-
tioned by the CasTING NA before the first character of a line
is casty to make the justifying spaces of the proper size to justify the
line. In the same

wey
W:

ees
are used in casting sorts, except that

the required typesize is obtained by positioning these WepcEs by
hand. The special Norman Wepca47S use

the type is cast, by the

nsidered no ng type from Composition
MI ee i) Bothtoons‘Wenorsare used and ther equiredwidth for the character to be cast is obtained by varying the posi-
tionot ee Ne

EDGES as well as the position of the special NorMAL
Ss

M ee (436
coe by agesthis specialrear eeeNorMAL WEDGE, a yy using,ne

the te sizes, the PACKING
P.ae described|

in‘4e next paragraph.
3 aT! edges used folfaortscasting, with the Gaczs for

he lowerWeer 47Ssetting them,are shown in Fig. 98, page 162. T

ORM.

allowed to seat in the proper space o'

WerEDGE, which it holds in this aeitionuntil the WEDGE is shifted
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|

for the next size character. Note the graduations on the GAGE which
he spa the camenthe

WeEpDGE. The
upperear JUSTIFYING WE!

FIGURE

Wences used for sorts casting: From top to bottom in the above cut these are,

Just icAaiONence 46S, JUSTIFICATION-WEDGE GAGE 46S1, NORMAL WEDGE 47S,
"AGE 47S1, MOLD-BLADE-ABUTMENT-SCREW PACKINGPIECE 60S.

points when
thePACKING

PreceE 60S is insert

te for this
take

seven-

teen points ihe
ize of the character. Both WEDGE 46S and

D set ee bringing the ee eaten on their
GaGEs to thesieteedge of the TRANSFER-WEDGE-OPERATING-ROD-

the Type-sizing Mechanism for Composition
Matrices; eeeis, cesused with the HotpEr for Compo-

Wedge Positions for Casting Sorts from Composition Matrices

ae)¥el ol aelBele aelZelze aol#olZo olZelzel

S2lgelee) Ba 15
wo]

85 [52/2]
y Seleoly2| Sa [38/2i}aieee oF ga

ae ee ig ga ze EFe| Ba ze eeEig gs 2B EF3°
azsjiop)ip]_—_| 4zs|1op/11D 47S|10D|11D 47S|10D/110) 47S|10D 11D

193] 5| 74/13 ].0500} 7 | 73] 43 |-o807| 9] 7) 73].1213 {11/8 [3 |.1420]13/8 [6

W198] 5 |74]2 |.0505] 7] 73}5 |.ogi2| 9] 73/8 }.1118] 11/8 |34].1425]13]8 | 6s
(203) 5 |74| 21.0510 7 |73}53}.0817| 9]8 |1 |.1123]11]}s }4 [1430] 13/8 17

gos] 5 ]}73}3 |.0515]7]72]6 |.og22] 9]s8 |1g}.1z2e]11}s | 43 ].1435] 13/8 | 73
013] 5 |74}33].0520| 7 | 75] 64 |.0827| 9/8 1133] 11/8 [5 |.1440]13/8 |s

018] 5}7414 |.0525] 7} 74}7 |.0832] 9]8 | 231.1138] 11]8 | 581.1443 | 14] 7312
e23| 5 |74]4$].0530| 7 | 73] 73 |.0837) 9/8 [3 ].1243]11]8 |6 |.1448] 14] 73| 24
(28) 5 |74)5 1.0535] 7173/8 |.0842] 9]8 |34].1148]11]8 | 6s |.1453 | 14/73 |3

933] 5 |74153].0540]}7]8 |i Joga7] 9/8 |4 ].1153]11)8 |7 |.1458) 14] 7333
38) 573 )6 |.0545| 7] }13}.0852] 9/8 |43].1158] 11/8 |73].1463| 14) 73]4
0243] 5 |74)6$1.0550| 7|8 |2 |.0857] 9/8 |5 |.1163] 11/8 |s8 |.1468| 14] 73 | 43
48) 5 |}73)7 |.0555| 7 |8 | 23 ].0862| 9/8 |54].1167| 12|73|2 |.1473] 14] 74/5
0053] 5 |74]73}.0560| 7 |8 }3 |.0867| 918 |6 }.1172| 12) 73| 23 |.1478 | 14] 73| 53
258] 5 |}73|8 }.0565}7 |8 |34].0872] 9}8 | 63}.1177] 12] 73/3 |.1483 | 14] 74/6
263] 5}8 11 |.0570[7]8 |4 |.og77| 9]8 |7 |.1182] 12] 78) 34 |.1488 | 14] 73| 6
0268] 5/8 |13],0575|7|8 | 4s }.0882] 9/8 | 7].1187] 12] 73]4 ].1493} 14] 73] 7
0073/58 }2 |.0580|7]8 5 |.08s7| 9]s |8 |.1192] 12] 73| 43 |.1498 | 14] 73| 73
e768] 5 |s |23].0585|7]|8 | 531.0890] 10] 73) 2 |.1197] 12] 73|5 |.1503] 14] 74/8
983|.5|s |3 |.0590] 7 |8 |6 |.0895] 10| 73) 28].1202 | 12] 74153 ].1508| 14/8 | 1
ass} 5 |s |33].0595|7|8 |6s|.0900] 10] 75|3 |.1207] 12] 74] 6 |.1513] 14,8 | 15
0093/5 |8 [4 |.0600] 7] 8 |7 |-0905 | 10] 7$|34].1212 | 12] 73 | 6 |.1518]14]8 |2

gos | 5 43|.0605] 7}8 |7$].0910|10| 73] 4 |.1217|12173]7 |.1523|14]/8 | 23
0303] 5 5 |.0610|7|8 | |.0915| 10] 74] 43|.1222 | 12] 73| 73 |.1528 | 14/8 |3

0408 | 5 53].0613| 8 | 73/2 |.0920| 10] 73]5 |.1227| 12] 73] 8 1.1533] 14] 8| 33
0413 | 5 6 |.0618| 8| 7$| 24.0925] 10] 74] 53].1232]12]}s ]1 |.1538]i4}s [4

0318] 5 63].0623| 8 | 73/3 |.0930| 10] 73/6 |.1237|12)8 }14].1543]14]8 | 43
0323) 5 7 |.0628| 8 |73| 33|.0935] 10] 74] 64].1242|12]8 |2 |.1548]ia}s |5

0428 | 5 741.0633 | 8 4 |.0940|10|74|7 |.1247]12]8 |2s].1553114|8 | 53
0133}5 8 |8 |.0638] 8 43]-0945 | 10] 73|.78].1252]12|8 |3 |.1558| 14/8 |6

0337] 6 |74]2 |.0643] 8 5 1.0950] 10|73|8 |.1257,) 128 |34].1563]14]8 | 63
0342] 6| 73] 28].0648| 8 5$].0955|1018 |1 |.1262|12|8 |4 |.1568)14]s |7

0347] 6 3 |.0653| 8 6 |.0960|10|8 |13}.1267)12)8 |43].1573]14]8 | 75
0152] 6 34.0658 | 8 6$].0965| 10/8 |2 |.1272]12)8 |5 |.1578[14]s |s

0357 | 6 4 |.0663| 8 7 |.0970|10|8 | 23}.1277|12]8 |53].1582|15| 78/2

0362] 6 43] .0668 | 8 74 }.0975|10|8 |3 }.1282|12)8 |6 |.1587| 15] 73| 23
0367] 6 5 |.0673| 8 8 |.0980] 10/8 | 33}.1287]12]8 | 63|.1592]15] 73/3
0472) 6 5}|.0678 | 8 1 |'o9g5|10/8 |4 |.1292}12]/8 ]7 |.1597| 15] 74| 33
0477] 6 6 |.0683| 8 1].0990| 10]8 | 43].1297] 12] 8 |7$}.1602 | 15| 73]4
0182] 6 6|.0688 | 8 2 |.0995|10|8 |5 |.1302]12|8 |s |.1607 | 15| 73]43
0187] 6 7 |.0693| 8 24].1000} 10/8 |5$}.1305|13|7$|2 |.1612 | 15| 74]5

pi92| 6 74] .0698 | 8 3 |1005| 10/8 |6 |.1310] 13] 73) 28 |.1617 | 15] 73| 53
0197] 6 |73]8 |.0703| s 34 }.1010| 10/8 | 63].1315|13] 73/3 |.1622| 15) 73/6

(402 | 6 1 |.0708| 8 4 |.1015|10]8 |7 |.1320| 13) 73| 34 ].1627 | 15] 73| 63
0407] 6 14].0713| 8 44].1020|10]8 | 75}.1325]13|73|4 |.1632] 15] 74/7

tai2| 6 2 |.0718| 8 5 }.1025|10|8 |8 }.1330} 13) 73| 43 |.1637 | 15] 73 | 75
0417 | 6 24|.0723 | 8 54].1028 | 11/74) 2 |.1335]13|-7$]5 |.1642 | 15]

74]

8

022 | 6 3 |.0728 | 8 6 |.1033] 11/73] 251.1340 | 13| 74] 53 |.1647 | 15 1

0427] 6 34|.0733 | 8 64 |.1038| 11] 74|3 |.1345]13] 78] 6 |.1652| 15 ye
032} 6 4 |.0738 | 8 7 |.1043 | 11| 73| 33].1350 | 13] 73] 63 ].1657|15|8 |2

0437] 6 44|.0743 | 8 7 }.1048 11] 75] 4 |.1355 | 13] 7/7 |.1662] 15] 8| 23

naz}6|8 |5 |.0748] 8 |s |s }.1053]11| 73] 43].1360 | 13| 78| 73 |.1667 |15|8 |3

0447| 6 |8 |53].0752| 9 |73]2 |.1058]11173/5 |.1365|13]7$/8 |.1672|15]8 | 33
0452] 6 }8 |6 |.0757| 9 | 73| 23 |-1063 | 11] 73 | 58].1370|13]8 |i |.1677|15]8 |4

0457| 6 |8 | 6}.0762| 9 |73|3 |.1068] 11] 73) 6 |.1375]13]8 |13].1682] 15/8 | 43
0462} 6 |8 |7 |.0767] 9| 73| 38].1073| 11| 73| 63|.1380]13]/8 |2 |.1687|15|8 |5

0467] 6 |8 |73].0772] 9 | 734 |.1078] 11] 73|7 |.1385]13|8 |23].1692]15]8 | 53
0472] 6 |8 |8 |.0777| 9 174] 43|.1083 | 11| 73|73].1390/13]8 |3 |.1697| 15/8 |6

0475| 7 | 7/2 |.0782| 9 |73|5 |.1ogs]11}74]s8 |.1395]13]8 |3$].1702]15]8 | 6
04so| 7 | 7 | 24120787 | 9 | 74] 53}.1093|11]8 |1 |.1400/13]8 |4 ].1707] 15/8 |7

ass] 7172/3 |.0792| 9 | 73/6 1098] 11]8 ]18].1405] 1318 |4}].1712]15]8 | 73
(490 | 7 | 73] 33].0797| 9 | 73] 63 ]-1103] 11/8 |2 ].1410)13]/s |5 |.1717| 15/8 |s

95} 7 | 7414 J.0802| 9] 73]7 [1108] 11}s | 23].1415] 13/8 |54].1720 | 16 | 74| 2
‘The Abutment-screw Packing Piece 60S must be in position to obtain the sizes in this table.

Ficure 99

Juble of WepcE positions for casting sorts of all sizes from five units of five-set to eighteen units of
iwelve-and-one-half-set. For some sizes the MOLD-BLADE ABUTMENT ScREW must be adjusted.
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Gace (Fig. 98, page 162) in the
perten

indicated and, in nhe
way, et thef

ine eos
WenceE 10

g the upper cen shanain Fig. 9
(Fig. 99,page163)does aa give the exact size FureyAse

may

yy measuring the type- -botdy with a
I

ADE

t give ihosize,bu

and te ‘ees ae fotNor EDGE 47S in eee7, front JUSTIFYIN

positiontae
and rear JustiFYING WEDGE 11Din Ss

setting of the Wabenemakes the body .0002” midethan thee size
required, but this difference is so slight (.015 of a point) that it is)

ble; the type-bodymust never be made Smale?than the sizefor which the character is designe
e

The

catethe Werncrpositions; the left number, 18 in Fig. :

setting for the special NorMAL WEDGE 478,and if thisnumber be
starred (*), the ABUTMENT-SCR’

position; the right number, 8 in Fig.95, is the position for the special
Justiryinc WEDGE46S.” BothWere are positioned by means of

eit respectiveGAGES as described in 9365.
368 Arrange the characters in a font according to set-sizes

_

when casting sorts, in order to avoid unnecessary settings of the
WencEs. Thus, Fig. 95, page 159, shows a Marrix of the thirty: apoint sixty: -threeseries;before starting to cast this font plac
together all Matrices requiringthe same WEDGE positions, of
example, all those marked (18 8), as the cap M shown in

Fig”then arrange these groups of Matrices in the order of the

for the NormMaL WEDGE 47S, placing
after the MATRICES) peauie

position 18, those for position 17 and
369 Casting Spaces and Quads:

tions for Casting Spaces and Quads, Fig. 100, page 165, gives th

positions of the special NormMaL Wrncr47S, the special JusTirvING
Wence 465, and indicates whether the ABUTMENT-SCREW PACKING”

. Pizce 60Sis to be used in casting spaces from two and one-quarter
to thirty-six points wide. This table is self- Leptataryif not,”

he table of Wepor Posi

hanism for Sorts Matrices:
ble of Ty
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re-read 9366, which describes the use of the similartable of WEDGE

Positions for Casting Sorts from ComMposITIoN MATRICES.

Wedge Positions for fonts twelve-point and smaller

There is not room on the Cellular Matricrs to mark the Wanee
positions like the Matrices for fourteen-point and larger, Fig.
page 159, and, therefore, with fonts for sorts casting, twelve- point

WedgePositions for Casting Spaces and Quads

5 ly neal hae ae | ee (Pisa aste ele je

& lgelggl 2} o) 2 elas! a leSaled loa leslach ae
4 less) 2/2] 2] 2 fases) 2/2] 2] & lestes]a | é

B | 8 l[oSiko) a as BUSS] cs lesley ie Ss oie|| Si lens

a PPa se ]e| a | s Pl | a) a] a Frag) s | 3

i
3 2/3! 2/2 lebron [aria aaa | x) s|s

B larslaes| * | 2 | F | F larslass| & | & | F | © jarslaos|
& |

WM 2| 2 |.2663|19%|* § |.1107| 7| 8 |.3458 13% 13 | 6 |.4254] 30%
j 2| 4 |.2698] 19% ]* gy |.1141| 8| 2}. wat 8 |.azee|31 |80 2 | 6 |.273a| 9%" 8% [i176] 8] 4|. 4} 2 |.4323| 3

P2| 8 |.2767| 20
|* 84|-1210} 8) 6|. 4| .4358

0| 3} 2].2801} 20%)" 9 |.1245] 8] 8 |. 6| 4392

3 | 4 |.2836| 20% ]* 9%|.1280| 9) 2 |. | 4027 |
9| 3 | 6 |.2870 | 20%|* 9% |.1314] 9] 4 |. 2b 4ae1

P3|e |.2905)21 |* 9% |-1349) 9)6 |. 4 |.4496

4 | 2 |.2940| 21% |*10 |.1383| 9| 8 |. | 6 | 4530
4 | 4 |.2974| 214 1*10% }.1418] 10] 2 |. 5| 8 |.451
4 [64 21% ; 4|. 2 |.4600

4/8]. 22 ls 4 | 4634

5] 2]. 224 8 |. |_6|:4669
5] 4]. 22% 2 |. 8 |.4703

5 | 6]: 4}. 2 |.4738

5 Pell ea 3 4 |.4773

6} 2]. 8 |.4012} 29 |#17% |.2455 | 17|_6|.4807
6| 41. 2| 4046 | 29% |x1g8 | 12490] 17| 8 |.4842

6 | 6}. 4 |.4081 | 29% leigy,|.2525| 18| 2 |.4876

6 |-8 |. 6 | 4115.) 29% |xigy | 2559] 18] 4 |.4911

7.| ale 8 |.4150|30 |*18%|.2594| 18] 6 |.4945

a
|

2 |.4185 | 30% x19 | 2628] 18] 8 |.4980

7 | 6| 3424| 247 be 3% | 1868 | 13] 4 | 4219 | 30%

‘Phe Abutment-screw Packing Piece 60S must be in position to obtain this size. The front

Jwilliication Wedge 10D must be as far to the left as possible when using this Table.

Fic 00

‘able of WEDGE positions for Stinespace material in all widths from two and

one-quarter to thirty-six points inclusive. Space material thinner cy ayeexeonequarter points can be obtained by readjusting the MoLp-BLADE ABU’

and nee
a

ale of WeEpGE Positions is furnished for each font

(Fig.nae 166). Before usingoneof these fonts be sure that the
characte re Orareeeed according to their set-sizes, as shown in Fig.

‘ 101 and“esainedin 9368 for Marrices for fonts fourteen-point
and Leas‘Alwlways take a proof ofa font when casting sorts, set-

ane the caps between cap H’s and the lower case between lower

case m's, as explained in 9282.” 1
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372 Regulating speed in casting type: The speed of the

CastinG MAcHINE is determined by the time it takes a type to

f
:

ept the he

BLADE (F124nd wi),areSroeily cooled by ample yvalerll
circu-

lation, and, in addition, the portion of the Castinc MACHINE to

which the Morn is arched is independently water copiedThe

Character WanesonWeidewie
*478 |t10D |+11D| Inches

5 |8 |2 | 0273

5 |8 | 7 | 03823

6 | 74| 6 | .0377

Le) C122. 6 |8 | 4 | .0432

Jagox$ Temes 7 | 74/3 | 0485

Sbdhknupquvyfi GES ey 0540

7 |8 |.6%| .0595

8 | 74| 54| .0648

ABCEOQTVé&w. 8 | 8 | 33 | .0703

GRU
Ye.s...

9 | 7} | 2%| .0757

DHEKNXmfifi... 9 | 7} | 7 | .0807

MW £G.. 10 | 8 | 2} | .0970

*The Abutment-screw Packing Piece 60S (Normal-wedge

Packing Piece 4783 on older equipments) must be in position
to obtain the sizes in this table.

{Use Justification-wedge Gage 46S1 for setting these regular
ustification Wedges 10D and 11D.

Figure 101

Table of WepcGE positions an t-sizes as furnished with fontsof colar sortMarrices (12-point and oe ene “Thesetableswaryaccording t Ou ngem

and set-size of the fonts; the table here reproduced is for six-point No.
time of cooling for a type depends, of course, upon the hardness of

the metal used; the harder the metal, the higher the temperature

140revolutionsper minute. With harder metal it is sometimes neces-

sary in twelve-point matter, where a number of the largest chara
versare used together (em-quads or em- leaders), to give the D

e to cool; this may be done by reducing the speed of ue
ee MAcHINe,or, better still, oykeyboarding the matter to

Citar. 40 Casting Type for the Cases 167

avoid this sequence of the largest size characters. Thus, instead of

striking the em-quad, or em-leader continuously, alternate these

than to strike the same KEy repeatedly with oneh In casting
sorts of these telusSponem-ay Characins(roferalmetal the

speed of the mac may be reduced or the Motp may becooled,

by locking out the Pee with the Pump Lock, and not casting every

fifth revolution.

TheSpeedRegulating Attachment: The Type &RULE
Caster and all Composinc MACHINES with the Display Type
Attachment, for casting type fourteen-point andlarger,anssequinedwith the Speed Regulating Attachment Aieaon the T
CASTER in aie , page 158. By shifting three ThewaeeAnwe
cighteen s; eee hrough gearing

and the nineteenth speed direct

with all gears cut

a
The Lever for operating heae GEAR

is
SHON

in Fig. at the extrem!e left; this ved from the

may iNTeleed by its Larcu in any one ofit eeour position:
the Lever is as near the back of the ane: as possible(Gud,all gears are cut out and the machine runs direct fro: m the tight
PULLEY on besspeed; the Cam Smarts which Conemallmotions

of the CasTint ACHINE making one revolution for each revolution

of the ae The BAck GEAR, whichgivesae speeds, is moved,
front or back, by a knob not shown in Fig. 93, but located on the
The Secror LEVER shown directly under the HAND WHEELat the

front of the machine may be set and locked in three positions.

pestious
of these Hee

Levers are indicated on the Speed Regulat-
g Attachment thu

TumBLeR Gear: Positions 1 2 3 4

SEcTOR : Positions A BC

Back GEAR: Positions D E

With the PULLEY making140 revolutions per minute
the

nineteen

speeds given by positions 1234AB CD Eareas follow:

peseNe
R. P.M. Positions

TASS[Doeescyere 9. LA By.
DEAE 11 DAH.

SrA Dar 12 3 AE.

1 BD. 14 1BE.

2B ED 17 2B E.
3B D.. 20 3BE.

1InG@Diy. 23 wR.

21Crs. a 2.C E.

Bee.Dy SME

PosITION ‘THeBunteySprep, 14

374 Changing speed in casting type from SortsMatrices

(Fig. 95, page 159): As explained in 367, the figuresbelow the char-

acter ina Sorts Matrix indicate the WEDGE positions to make the

width of the body for this character the size required; the same



the preceding paragraph.
example, when the operator changes the WEDGEs to alter the bot

RNelses (SE. 30P 24P 18P 14P 12P

18-8 san. | 2an | Bo | aco -| sco | tac

teeta zap | sad | 2B | 2co | aac | one

11-8 sap. | 18D | spo | 2co | 1ae | onc

8-8 isd | 28p | ico | sco | 2ac | aac

5-8 2BD 3BD 2cD 1AE 3AE 1BE

2-8 asp | ico | sco | 2ac | tee | 2BE

47-8 sep | 2co | ase
|

aac | ope | Be

15-8 eco | sco | esc | tee | sae | 1ce

43-8 scp | tac | sac | ope | ice | 1ce

12-6 tac | onc | ipe | ape | ice | 2ce

40-6 2az | sac | 28e | ice | 2ce | ace

9-4 aac | 1BE | 28& | 1cE | ace 4

8-4 1BE | 2Be | sBE | 2ce 4

*6-8 2BE 3BE 1CE 4

6-8 ape | ice | 3ce

46-4 1CE 2CE 4

44 ace | 3ce

TUMBLER
a

oc, a
BACK GEAR D-E

Ficure 102

NDEX PLatE: Gives the positions for the TumsiEr, Secror Lever, andBee GEARfor the various point-sizesoe Matrix markings. (The above is al

example of cross-rule MatRIx work, see [326.)

width, he also sets the Levers of the Speed Regulating Attachmen’
to the positions indicated on the speed ta ble (cclupe“36P”’)tq
cast the characters of this widthat the maximum

375 Varying Alignment:When faces are ei ‘

this larger body, so that they will line perfectly with all o

TYPE faces on the same size body (280). It is often desirable to

Car. 40 Casting Type for the Cases 169

ast faces on a smaller point-size body to save space; for example,
thee!eightspoint 8A may be cast on seven-point body, provided special
Marricgs be uset withshorteneddescenders for all characters that

ome bles the line (g,j, y, etc.). To alter the position of characters

on their body (cast them highor low line) the relation of the Crn-

‘wRING Pin, which positions the character on the body, to the MoLp

in which thebody is cast, may be altered by edjteingtheCENTER-

ING-pin BusHinG (9/281). This eo

merprovides for raising or

lowering the character on its body three and one-half points.’ In the

yume way, in casting type for the case, a character may be cast cen-

(val on a wider body by adjusting the CENTERINGPin; for example,

epieishtspointdegreemark (°) designed for seven units of eight-and-
e-hal be cast central on a nine-unit body of ten-set and

nied on ‘t he body fo have the same position as a ten-point degree
k. CAUTIO In

casting
characters on larger size bodies} or

Riarigine ee positionon the body, never move the Marrix from

its normal position so far that it wilif‘notcompletely cover the MoLp

opening;if this be done, metal rollpepeel
out through this open-

ing between the Mop and the

Special Slide and MbGenentsfor Sorts Matrix Holder

(lig. 96, page 160):In casting type from Sorts Matrices (14-
point and larger) it is often desirable to make a greater

change the position of the Ae
in the Hotp

(these special ABUTMENTS is used, the two Gans ‘whichhold the

Matrix must also be changed to ee,
cial SLIDE are furnished three ABUTMENT:

DE. The variations which m
obtained by the use of this special SLIDE and its OnE Ieyend
Cramps are as follows

CLAMPS
72820 72S21

ABUTMENT
72S16

oucasting any f: its own size body
for casting 14-politeee On 2 -point body
for casting 20-point face on 18-point body*

72817 72S22 72S23 for casting 24-point face on 18-point body
for casting 24-point face on 20-point body*

72818 72824 72825
forcasting 30-point face on 24- pointbody

r casting 36-point face on 30-point bodyfeecasting 18-point face on 14-point body*
“+TheCENTERING Pin must be readjusted two points from its standard setting to obtain

this alignment.



CHAPTER XLI

Non-Distribution

377 WNon-distribution: The system by which compositors are
continuously supplied with new type, spacing material, high and
low leads, slugs, and rules directly from the Monoryre, which makes
this material so economicallythat whole pages after use are melted
up to

a
new material. Thus recasting replaces distribution.

378 e three fundamental advantages of th
i

machine tia both casts and sets matter are: Fi

: in every printing office there are many
little jobs which it is more

cea
to set by hand rather than bred

in on the work of a comp: achine€ operato379 The Non- distibutionSystemgivesthehand compositor
three advantages enjoye: the machine

operasystem suppliesthe hand compositor with unlimited
s th astes no time on distribution. Aftera

prin ting industry, the modern newspaper and

talog contaaining many hundred pages, dates from
the invention efcomposi ines that eliminated the wasteful

processes of di n.
igni

the compositoras tigont:

pen makes a tal nails
ie finished table, es hen a compositor sets a table, he

then, when foundry type is used, take the table apart and distri-

bute the type, mre leads, and slugs in order to get material for his

nexteb:38 ving of Non- distribution:Greatas are the savings im
the pur ane of a compositor’s “tools” which our Type& RuleCaster

170

Char. 41 Non-Distribution 171

ed

wy
ee
eee

oe

alee

i
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Ficure 103

‘PE-STORAGE CABINET has a capacity of 450 pounds of type and gives storage for

two a three fonts Cais 105, 106, 107,
Wee ey a ae

cabinet units may be

combined as shown in Fig. 108, page 174, andFig. 109, aie.
Dimensions of cabi-

net: Height, 3734 jnches; width, 23 ideas?depth,634indhes.
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makes possible, these savings are onsignaicantcompared to the savings
effected by the

eee of distribut

TheStora, e System a Becca: When the non- dis-

tribution system is el that is, when the type in a job is melted up
instead of being distributed,the type is madein large quantities
in order that the ULE CASTER may be operate he

he hand compositors. Thus, when a

ishedinstead of sending it to the CASTING Miacadee
|

‘3abefilled, and
o o

Figure 104

Smallest TypE-STORAGE Box (No. 1). Note the convenient, scoop-shaped back and

largesizeslabel-lpoleicombinedst the handle.
x No. 1, leng! width 1%ig inches, depth 2 inches, holds 1 pound 10 ounces,

BoxNo. 2, oon 6iene steel236 inches, depth 2 inches, holds 3pounds8 ounces,

Box No. 3, length 6 inches, width 346 inches, depth 2 inches, holds 5 pounds 6 ounces. ~

consequently putting that type-case out of use, the compositorgoes

directly to t!the storage cabinet, takes from it the box containingthe

letter he requires,fills histype-case, and returns the boxto its place’
in the cal inet.

ie

hold enough typefo
type than is necessary, because this means a needless investment in

‘

Ajiangement of Boxes 1 and Arrangement of Boxes 1, 2, Arene:me
nine type-cases. mpletely nine type-cases.
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metal. Fig. 104, page 172, shows the MonoTyPE storagebox; note

the scoop- -shapedback of the box so that the type may be poured
i

he ee es oe cent a and the label-

lentify the ‘These ee,

Selesaremaein three widths: box No.1, 13%” wide!holds 1Ib.

10 No.2,ae wide, holds 3 Ibs. 8 oz.; "and No. 3, 39%”wide,
holdé5 Ibs. 6Typesrage Cabinet: Fig. 103, page 171, shows one of

the MonotyPE metetype-storage cabinets. , designedt o hold the

boxes shown in Fig. 104, page 172. A central,
'

verticalpaeauengives

|
Figure 105 Ficure 106 Ficure 107

Two-Font Storage Space Material Storage

nt of Boxes 2 and

Three-Font Storage

3to give storage for spaces andeine in all sizes fromsix-
thirty-six-point.

3 to give storage for two dif:ylye storage for three dif-

eee fonts of type, enough to

fillilfontsof type, enough to

uipmquipm ipm ‘quipment

I eaniear231Boxes 1 Cabinet, Tdee I mee 102Boxes

rigidity to the shelves, so that they cannot sag and prevent the boxes

three different size

oon
as may be grouped

stboragefor.

for the storage of type for three

boxes are arrangedfrom left to rightacacross the shelves, five shelves

13
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1

being given to each font as shown in Fig. 105, page 173, For the
storage of space material the boxes are arrangedas shown in Fig,
pe page 173. 4

84 These Storage Cabinets are made on the Unit Syste:
ili

that otherwisewo il

ig. 109,

8

e behind a type-frame: Three single cabinet units (Fig. 103, page 171), side

by BeaiD izespace otherwise wasted. Gives storage for from six to nine fonts—1350)
pounds of ty:

Labels for Type Boxes: It is important that thecatan labels carried in the label-holders at the front of the typi
boxes should be easy to read.

ae one rae
the effect tha

neatness in the arrangement of e nt on the character

the product, print these labels. SetulectoryTabeleey
be made by

using type and a rubber stamp pad; logotypes for the different

series and point-sizes are

San by soldering ie leieethe figures
composing these number.

breaking up pa:
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3 Leads, rules, and slugs cut to

required lengths are kept ‘‘on tap”’ for the
use ofall compositorexactly the same as

type iskept
i

in the storage cabinets. O:
course it is not eet to carry a large
stock of this material for measures not in

eads instead of piecing
togethershortens of so-called “‘labor-

saving material
387 To obtain the maximum effi-

ciencyfrom the non- Pdiceibutionsystem a

iuitableequipment for the storage of type,
rules, leads, uss is essential, for the
convenience of the reservoir from whic’
the compositors ee theira aethe

eihsieneyoe very compo: nthe

office. The s and cabinets hee“illus:
tl

they are so

proportionsthat theypreventthe waste of t hat

frommaking more type thanis neseeeayeTeorcleaaee antsConvenient and easy to handle, they are (Fig. 1

well made and will last a life-time. They
are so cheap that there can be no question
of the advantages of using this carefully
developed system of type storage, instead
of home-made makeshifts or storage sys-
tems made by dealers in composing-room furniture who have no

practical knowledge of the non-distribution system:
The vital point of an efficient non- distributionsystem is

is: Don’t Distribute. Dump complete pages: don’twaste time

ges in order to save’a little of this or a little of that.
A distribution account is the biggest leak in a composing-room.
Plug that leak by dumping everything in the hell box and then con-

verting the contents of-the hell box into new material.

Figure 109

storage for four or six fonts
—900 pounds of type. The

jegs of the upper cabinetBt

insockets
in the lower cabi-



CHAPTER XLII

Type Molds

389 Two kinds of type-casting Molds are furnished: First,

Composition Mops, for use on the Composinc MacHINnE (see

Frontispiece) for casting, in automatically justified lines, type and

quads and spaces which may be low for matter that is printed direct

from type, or high for matter that is electrotyped; Second, SoRTS

Mops, used on both the Composinc MACHINE and the TypPE&RULE

CastER (Fig. 93, page 158), for casting type and high and low quads
and spaces to be set by hand from the case. Nore: To use SorTS

Mouxps for making type fourteen-point and larger the CoMPosING

MAacnine must be equipped with the Speed Regulating Attach-

ment 6

390 Composition Molds (Fig. 11, page 15), have the point-

LAD

inch thick. When casting type and high quads and spaces,

LADES move together as one piece of steel. While the Matrix for

the character to be cast is being positioned over the Mop, both

Biapes are pulled back together, to make the width of the type:

body the proper size for this character; the MATRIX is then clamped
over the Motp opening and the Pump forces the metal into the MoLp

(F13 and 914). Thus, the top of a high quad or space is cast against’
a blank Matrix; this makessuch a quad shorter than a type by .03”,
the ‘‘depth-of-drive” of the Matrix; that is, the distance from the

face of the character in the Marrix to the bottom of the Reraewhich rests on the top of the Motp when a type is cast is .03”. To
cast a low quad or space, the Tor BLabE of the Motp is automatic-

ally unlatched so that it is not pulled back with the Bottom BLabDE,

to make the type the width required; therefore the top of a low quad
or space is cast against the bottom of the Tor BLApg, instead of

against a blank MATRIx.

9
igh

or low spaces may be cast from the same ribbon:
Another proof of the flexibility of the Monorype—there is no limi-

tation of any kind to the use of high or low spaces and quads; a low

space may be cast of any width, with the NoRMAL Wence (Fig. 10,
page 14) in any one of its fifteen positions, and the MATRIX CAsE in

any one of its 225 positions. High quads and low quads may be used

in the same line; as explained in §[295, high quads and spaces are

used to support the overhang of characters cast from DouBLE

Marrices, but if the matter is to be printed from type, or stereo~

176
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typed, all other quads and spaces would be cast low. A ribbon may
be cast with low quads and spaces and then, on a repeat order, be re-cast

with high quads and spaces, if plates are to be made, by turning a lever

al the Casting Machine.
92 e Tor BLADE of a Composition Mo p is controlled by

the MArRIx presented to the Mop when a type or space is cast. If

this MATRIX has a cone-hole, like the Matrices shown in Fig. 4, page

6, the Top and Borrom [OLDBLaDEs operate as one piece and, if the

ce

cannot make its complete down stroke; stopping the down stroke of

the CENTERING PrN trips the Larcu (Fig. 11, page 15) for the Top

BLAbDE,so that this BLADE remains forward and is not pulledback

with the Bortom BLaprE. Therefore, for low quads and spaces use

wa
Molds do not attempt to cast high quads and spaces from Matrices

without cone-holes,by adjusting the Casting Machine as described in

the preceding paragraph; use instead blank Matrices with cone-holes.

393 Composition Molds for high quads and spaces only:
re

Mops cost less than

the double-blade Motps, and, of course, a Motp with one BLADE

requires less care than a MoLp with two.

s Molds, used only for casting type to be set by hand

from the case, are adjustable for point-size; that is, several BLADES

for different point-sizes may be used with the same Motp; for
‘ the Style U Moxp is used for casting twenty-four-, thirty-,

and thirty-six-point. With these Moxps low quads and spaces are
i

e Moup. It is absolutely neces-

g 2 3 S.2

the pressure of the metal forced into the Motp by the Pump if it

were not held down by the pressure of the CENTERING PIN acting
through a Matrix.

Care of Molds: The Moun is the heart of the Mono-

TYPE, all the accuracy necessary in the production of type—no
article in daily use requires greater accuracy—is concentrated in the

Motp and no mechanism producing duplicate parts with a limit of

accuracy of two-ten-thousand ths of an inch (.0002") can be made fool-

proof. The smoothness with which a Mop runs, the accuracy of the

type it produces, the cost of maintaining this accuracy, and the life

of the Mop depend entirely upon-the treatment of the Moun by the

operator. While no technical description of the Motp or its adjust-
ments is necessary here, the following cautions from our book, “The

Monotype Mold,” so vitally affect the results obtained from the

Monotype System that they are repeated here for the benefit of

those who buy Monotype Mops quite as much as those who oper-

ate them.
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alf (4397) of runningDon’t run Molds dirty:
i the Moxp to see that

The first hi

ean; watcl

mn Molds without proper oil: This is the second ~
(§396) of running Motps properly; use Monorvee oil: ordi-

nary oil will not give satisfactory results at the high temperature and
speed at which the Morn operates. Be sure that the Mop OILEr is

adjusted so that the Moxp gets all the oil it will take, one drop
two or three minutes, but not so much that it drips into the METAL

Por. Oil the Cross-BLocK CoupLING occasionally to keep it from

wearing loose. Keep the MATRIX SEATS and Matrices free from oil.

398 Don’t run metal too hot: This should not be hotter than
725° except for extra hard metal, which must be run with especial

@< oO©<

an

399 Don’t neglect water regulation: Moxps are built to use

as little water as possible; use just enough to avoid blistered bodies

and bleeding feet. The water from the Moxp should be quite hot,
enough to feel uncomfortable. Remember that itis perfectly possible
to affect the size and parallelism of the type by regulating the water.

00 Don’t start casting until ready: When putting on a

Motp be sure that the Moxp and its seat on the machine are clean.

Tighten the Screws that hold it in casting position, carefully in

proper order, so as not to spring the Moxp. Oil carefully, turn on the
water, turn the machine over by hand once, to make sure everything
is working properly—then start the machine, not before.

401 Don’t fail to test the type after changing Molds: Cast

quads for half a minute, to warm the Movp, and measure six of the —
last cast, side by side at top and bottom, both point-ways and set-

ways. Make these measurements after the ribbon is started, so as

not to waste the machine's time. Never pass type large at the top,

point-ways or set-ways, for it is certain to work up on press; type
—

may be large at the bottom, provided this error is not greater than

.0002" per type.
402 Don’t take a Mold apart until you have to: Keep the

Mo p clean, oil it properly, and let it alone—don’t tinker. So long asa

Mot» casts type within the limits in the preceding paragraph and

the Motp BuapE does not hang up, keep screw-drivers away from

the Motp. If it hangs up (produces short lines) or if the type is not

parallel (this is shown by the lines being tighter at the top or bottom
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as they pass through the gate onto the galley), examine the tempera-
ture of the metal and the water circulation and make sure that the

Mo p is clean and properly oiled. If the trouble is notin these points,
take the Morb apart and clean it according to directions.

Don’t lap the Mold: Never, under any circumstances,
try to alter the shape of any part of a MoLp; remember that these

parts are not absolutely square when cold; they are lapped by

experienced workmen to be the right shape when the Mo p is hot.

Don’t neglect the Bridge setting: After this has been

adjusted with the CARRYING-FRAME ADJUSTING GAGE the BRIDGE

setting is correct for all Motps and Marricrs. Test this setting
after changing a Mop to be sure that no adjustments have worke

loose and that the Marrices seat lightly on the Morp instead of

hammering it. Failure to follow this caution means the expense of

new Marrices and restoring Mops to height-to-paper.©
Don’t fail to watch the height-to-paper (4/39 and 42):

his is most important for it means saving in make-ready in the

room. When the Matrix Seats of a Composition Moip

(4390) wear so that the high quad is .886” high, the Mop must be

restored to height. A Sorts Motp (394) should be restored to

height if it makes high quads shorter than .866". Always measure

the high quad instead of a character, as this eliminates any variation

due to wear of Marrices. The cost of restoring a Mop to height is

insignificant compared with the annoyance and expense of mixing
type of different heights-to-paper.

o repair Molds:

ful, can repair a broken Motp or lap one th

~

No operator, however skil-

at has worn, for this

in

When returning a Moxp for repairs always inclose samples of the

type it produces and a memorandum giving details of the defects.

407 ion’t overlook the Cross Block adjustment: A Motp

just from the factory requires special attention until the Cross

BLock has found its true bearing against the Type BLocxs, for no

bearing, much less one of which so much is required as this, can be

adjusted when new to duplicate exactly running conditions. Test the

Cross Buock adjustment after the MoLp run an hour and

readjust it if necessary. Repeat this examination after the MoLp

has run half a day and also a full day.

40 The owner of a Mono-

g feet, or low-to-paper, bi

Motps will prevent all these troubles. About all the accuracy

required in the Monorype System concentrates in the care of MoLps;
the man.who cannot give the “heart of the Monoryre”’ the care it

deserves can never hold a place among the operators who have made

the Monotype a symbol of typographic quality.
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moves again to the left into

ee for the next cast. Itwillbe
seyan the above that the ing in which this cast is made

enclosed front and back by meapes of the Mop, on the left by
the end of the Motp Babs, and on the right by the end of the piece
of rule or lead previously cast.

‘he strip is automatically
cut to any length desired from six

picas to twenty-five inches as it is

delivered from the Motp. For de-

tails of the Automatic Cutter see

Chapter XLIX, page 221

412 Rule of any face may
be cast for the body-size of the

Mop bychanging.Matrices. A
different Matrix is required for

each different face of rule and for

each different point-size. Note that

because of the position of the rule

face on its body the ruleMAtRICES

CHAPTER XLIII

Lead and Rule Molds

409 Lead and Rule Molds include all Motps for casting in

continuousstrips)of any length rules and high and low leads and

slugs in any point size from twoto twelve inclusive, ae es-up slugs
(9/414) andclectrotypeSuardelin twelve-point only, The same Mop
will cast rules andhigh and low leads or slugs of a as point-size,
but, like our BodieSEMoxps, these Mops are not adjustable for

oint-size; our experience proves that it is not possible to get from

anadjustableMotp the accuracy essential for rules and body-type.
410 inuous strips are the product of these Molds. Fig.

110 shows aPoon rule six hundred feet long cast in one pieceinless
than two hours. This rule was coiled up like a rope so that itspicture

could be taken. Thepi for different point-size MoLps are
Ficure 111

ede:continuous stripwhich is the
notinterchangeable; thus, a MATRIX prone Ee ReGEM orbs

r a hair-line face on a two-point —is delivered toward ae right of the

body cannot be used to

est
ahate

CasTING MACHINE.

details of the many rule Ries we Alnnishsee our Specimen
Boo

413 Mold Blades: The same Motp Brave serves both for

high leads and for rules, and to cast low leads a low blade is sub-

stituted for the high and a MoLD-BLADE Capis used instead of a

Marrix. For casting high leads and slugs a high-lead Matrix is

used with the high BLADE instead of a rule Matrix. Note that all

Matrices clamp on the top of the Motp and do not move up an

down as each cast is made as do the Marrices for casting typ

.

414 The T

Six hundred feet of two-point rule cast in t
less than two

hears Rhigrule was ‘colled Suu
up as it came off the machine so that its pice the MoLp BLADE with
ture could be taken. to the

aes ns position occu-

pie Bi Ww.

ee
112

t

and pushed to the eaebut not ejected from the Mop. Theccioagthese Motps work on the unique principle of casting and weldin;

they make a perfect joint, forming a continuous piece of any length
desired in which the joints are as strong as any other part of the strip.
In fact, when theMo ps are used with metal at the proper tempera-

Tre roduct of the Tre-up =3
:

SLuG cs “a2inte:vfullSe showing the chase.’ When they are used,
shape of the slot in the side for the string. the ‘ :

stay:
goes in the hell box or is untied to be corrected fo:

ed itn See
the slot in the side of the slug providesspace for the

string (Fig. 113, page 182) when the pages are in the chase. These

slugs have the furtheradvantage of requiring much less metal per foot

180
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than solid slugs. The Motpfor these slugs is made in twelve-point
only and is exactlysimilar in priinciple to the other Motps for cast=_

ing continuous strips described in this chapter, except that the Mop

BLADEis recessed the same as the slug. High and low slugs and

electrotype guards may be cast with this Motp—it cannot be used
or rule castin,

ContinuousStrip Mold Cautions: Re-read 9395, 9403,
and 9406, which apply to continuous strip MoLps

1B

apart nitiviodeeaerilywastes

Don’t forget to save a

product just cast

Ficure 113

e tied up with tie-up slugs:

Becatteof the slot for the string, the

pages are not untied for lockiaethe

string stays in place until the page

goes to the hell box or is to cor-

rected for Snoeheeedition.
1

m the MOLD
—

418 Don’t fail after changing products to heera piece of
the product to be cast (rule, high or low lead) in the Mop, a i
point where the product is delivered,before starting to

9 rope: le bi41 t us oil. est lubricant for t

Mo tps is Lubricating Castor Oil. If iti cannot be obtained, use

muttoi use our

ed
Monoryer oil as this will

ean strip Mou
on’t ni the Lonnertereof the metal.

should be about$60"ee standard Monotype metal. A higher
temperature is requ ired when casting these strips thanwhen cast-

ing type Honi
same metal. :

42 neglect water regulation: The maximum should

go oe nAMotp with a very little through the Main STAND of
the CasTER.

This

CHAPTER XLIV

Metal

422 The importance of metal: The owner of a MonoryPE is

the proprietor of a type foundry; no printer would oye, Ba(ype from a foundry that used any old metal, melted and mixe

any old way, and the Monorvee user will findthe selection ahd
care of the metal used in his type foundry well worthy of his atten-

the use of good metal; with properly selected metal, Oneis entirely unnecessary on even the longest runs, an

type, kept standing and corrected for many editions, is feqaendy
subjected to quite as severe wear as any foun ry type.

The possibilities of standing matter are well worthy of

‘ separate chapter, so great is the profit if this feature of the Mono-

TYPE Systembe studied and fitted into the needs of each office. Too

many printers think that standing matter is a luxury to be enjoyed
only by those who print railway tariffs or rate tables for insurance

companies. As a matter of fact, a large:percentage of all the orders

(hat pass through a job office are reprints, with more or less altera-

tions, that offer to the MonoryPeE owner, not only extra

prone
but

duplicate this job”?
asked to figure on one of your jobs?
could he take the

Co
from you?

ate

ndings
would

e aE aftendingmatter ‘is greatly overestimatedby
bistprinters—this statement refers, of course, to their own calett-

If he knew you had this matter

metal at ten cents perp
matter to the printer is an eh Coe ta equateinch the firs

year. Of course, to this must be added orice:but space sarees
for any,other purpose may be used for this. It pays handsomely to

carry “repeat-order insurance” by keeping the jobs that reprint
standing in Miowourestype.

183
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425 The cost of cheap metal: Poor metal inevitably reduce}

te output of the CASENGMAacuing, it clogs the Pump, and it lead

e Mo.p; cheap metal is deficient in tin and antimony, and these

e the ingredients Ae keep the Motp from leading. The lead thai

cee to the Moxp wears it out of true, causes burs on the type

save”’ only five ‘Detcent. o|

more than ae r cent. in outpu
426

ut.

eap ure would be dear if it cost nothing; it reduces

output, wears out Moxps and Pumps, it has no life to stand repeated
meltings, and it soon produces type that will not resist wear; it is
a constant expense for temper metal to ies it up, and a source o}

bdelays and annoyances until it is thrown out. In bu ing metal

e

in results. tempted to buy a cheap metal, look at the prices
quoted in the market reports oe ie

{hes
no metal man gives

you more tin and antimony than you pay

427 The selection of metal: The allSoD cuestiolis

the selection of the house from which you buy your metal, for metal ul

ae
e bought on honor; without an expensive chemicalana

Sele ta

ae metal house and stick to it; to shop around, buying metalg

here and there, only results in your having a mixture of metals for
which no dealer is responsible.

8 For casting type in justified lines don’t use linotype
metal: While it is trué that newspaper offices sauipnedwatsMonapones and line-casting machines use linotype both
machines, so that complete pages may be dumpedneerscor
out the different kinds of metal, this saving is more

apparent
than

real because it is made at the cost of MOREE efficiency. Lino

type mete
is very soft, being made to work at a te aes about

200° lower than
Mo

ONOTYPE metal; such a soft metal does not con-

tain ehaehantimony to wear well or enough,tin toHow,sufficiently
fr erfect characters a fficesusing:a S

“0g
objection to using a goodgrade of linotype metal in casting type for

the cases, because the speed o e TypeE& RULE CasTER can be

regulated ‘exactlyto the size of the aia being cast, and for the

grade of metal used.
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Metal formule: Monotyre metal is both achemicaland

a mechanical mixture of lead, tin, and antimony. The is used

lo give body to ‘
e mixture and also because of its chespneedand

low melting-point. The tin makes the metal tough; it also serve

unite the other ae metals and causes the mixture to flow quickly
and

cae sharply, most important points in casting at the high speed

oft e Monotype. Antimony is use
i

0 expa
i

metals must be used to make a satisfactory mixture. S

1'YPE met: e from old materials, from which the life has been

eee
out, is in t class as renovated butter and just as

Re ng. le metal for ordinary composition shoor uw

fre! igh clean new materials in about the following proportions:

srac19)per cent.
%

430 Care of metal: The lifeof good metal depends upon the

care it receives—poor metal has no life to consider. Having bought
suitable metal, see that it is treated properly. Never melt type in the

LTINGPor of the Castinc MAcHINE, but always melt this type2

level and at uniform temperature: a shelf is provided on the side of

the MELTING Pot where the next pig to be inserted should be placed to

heat as soon as the one previously heated has been fed into the Por.

The Melting Furnace(Fig. 114, page 186) is not a luxury,
it is an absolute necessity in an office making its own type. Do not

make themistake of buying a cheap furnace of small capacity; the

secret of success with metal lies in melting in sufficiently large quan-

tities to mix the metal thoroughly and keep it uniform. Small fur

naces waste gas and are not economical to operate. Even an ie
operatingbut one machineshould have a furnace of 600 pounds
capacity, and

meeplants will find a furnace of double this size an

economy. Be surethat the burner conforms to the shape of the pot
and that the temperature may be regulated easily, so that the metal

will not gethotter and hotter, burning out the valuable tin and
ny a

for ample regulationof the mixture of gas and air, for, unless the gas

burns with a blue flame, the bottom of the pot will quicklycover

with soot, an excellent non-conductor of heat. e casing of the
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must be placed under it,.and, to conform to the underwriters’ regus

lations, the bottom of the furnace must be completely enclosed and
the furnace carried on legs to give at least a four-inch air space

between the bottom and the floor.

432 se of the Melting Furnace: Melt as large quantities as

the furnace will permit; this saves both gas and time and keeps the

metal uniform. eat care
)

the gas supply mus:

the CastiInG MACHINE

Ficure 114

Me .tinc FurNace: Note enclosed base; air and gas

regulation; flue connections for gas and metal fumes; casy

access for cleaning the under side of the pot.

my

full of the molten metal.
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433 Monotype Metal Cleaner: Buy good metal and keep it

clean if you want maximum production from the CastiING MACHINE.

A suitable means for cleaning the metal, therefore, is quite as impor-
tant as the furnace in which the metal is melted. While there ar

various fluxes on the market, the ingredients of which are not dis-

closed, these are of very little real value for thoroughly cleaning the

metal, because they are sprinkled on the surface of the molten metal.

it makes the metal brittle and,

. Asuitable metal cleaner should be

placed in the molten metal, at the bottom of the pot, so that it may

separate the dirt and dross and force them to the top, where they

may be skimmed off.

434 The importance of mixing: Thoroughly mixing the mol-

ten metal is the secret of obtaining uniform results, becatlse type

metal is a mechanical as well as a chemical mixture of lead, tin, and

antimony. Because of the difference in the specific gravity of these

metals it is essential that the mixture be thoroughly stirred all the

time it is in the molten state, for unless this be done, the lighter tin

all ready for use, in cans ofconvenient size. To those who wish to

mix this for themselves we publish the formula and the following

suggestions for mixing:

4 parts, by measure, of‘beeftallow,
4 parts, by measure, of sal ammoniac

1 part, by measure, of powdered rosin

Render the beef tallow (suet) in a kettle over a fire; stir constantly
until all the fat is extracted, and the residue, called “crackling,” turns

alight brown. Strain the hot fat through a cotton cloth and measure

equal measure of sal ammioniac and one-fourth as much rosin, by
measure, stirring them thoroughly into the tallow. Continue to stir

until the mixture hardens; this can be hastened by setting the

diameter. :To the cleaning rod fill the cup with the metal cleaner

(it holds about 244 ounces) and plunge the cup into the metal down

to the bottom of the pot. Nore: The cup full of cleaner is sufficient
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to thoroughly clean 1000 pounds of metal. Do not use more cleaner

than necessary; if 500 pounds of metal be melted at a time, fill the

cup half full of deme

Figure 115

CLEANING Rop: For mixing metal cleaner through the molten metal in the neefurnace;the perforated cup holds sufficient cleaner for 1000 pounds of metal.

437 Then stir the metal from the bottom of the pot, with the

cleaning a soneaining the cleaner, and thoroughly agitatethe metal.

s the metal cleaner Plateit passes through the holes in the cup,

causingHemetal to boil. Do not use the metal cleaner until the

metal has reached a temperature of 750°. While HUEiheeuallight the dross on the top of the metal by throwingin

burning paper and continue to stir the metal until all helneal
cleaner has been used, that is, until the metal no longer boils and

the dross ceases to burn.

imming: Be sure the metal is at the proper tempera-

ire, 750°. Test the temperature by using the Castinc MACHINE

ae but if paper is used for testing the temperature, the

met
‘tal should a the paper a light brown, but should not burn or

r the paper when it is thrust into the metal. With the largeser hig.116), work the dross against the sideof the pot,
rubbing it between the skimmer and the side until it is reduced &a

fine onde This powder is a light slat
ae color, but, as it lies on top

of the metal, particles of the powder will glow a dull red. When this

state isreached,t ross is ready for skimming. Work it carefully
to the side of the pot with the blade of the skimmer held perppendiclglarly, then tilt the Senetblade slightly and greene)workt

dross above the level of the metal between the s! and the
side, when the dross may be lifted out. Scrape ie Hesae the

|

Fisons116
Skimmer: For reducing the dro: a powder by working it against pheides

of the

melting eevee and for 88foes this dross without taking metalwi

bottom of the pot with the skimmer to be sure all dross is removed.

After the dross has been skimmed as described, the surface of the

metal will be bright and clean. Don't neglect theskimming: there is
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no use

Genny
the metal wnless you take the dirt out after you have

separated it from the metal. Careless skimming means the loss of tin

and antimony, eere hest and most valuable parts of the metal.

ouring: After
Sey) immediately lower the gas to

reduce the eects and s' to pour. To save time and to

avoidoxidation, the metal shot mepoured into pigs as quickly as

size. Do not use molds made for linotype pigs, as these are too

large for use on the Monoryre. When pouring,always ladle from

the bottom of the pot, using the ladle shown in Fig. 118, page 190.

+

WATER-COOLED Mors:
Save time and reduce danger of burning metal, for they cool

metal as fast as it can be ladled from the furnace.

It may be necessary to skim once or twice while pouring, depending
on the quantity of metalmelted at one time; save these latter

skimmings and put them into the next meltin;
e metal at the Casting Machine: The metal

should be handled oe
at the CasTING MAcHINE to keep it

from deteriorating. t skim the metal too often; twice a day is

ample. e oxide that ieee on top of the metal protects it from

further oxidation. Before skimming, stir the metal thoroughly and

Mr
the skimmer around

iteies
and bottom of the

MELTINGra(o bring up any dirt tl may have collected. Then

mateHeyon top of the Hee oat
the side of the tere Por

14
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ue
the blade of the skimmer; this works out the dross

a
the form:

a black powder, which take out with the skimmer; do not remove

anythingbut this; to skim off the oxide and
ane

the eel bright

ny
wastes metal. Before skimming as just described, increase”

CHAPTER XLV

ue inga at a lower temperature means wasting antimony. Follow:

carefully these directions for care of metal—they mean (a) product”
of uniformly goodquality; oeinsurancepeainey

trouble in casting;
d Mo

Operating the Keyboard

443 “The Monotype Keyboardis the simplest, fastest, most flex-“Doctoring” metals&

pplecomposing machine,tleeasiestto learn and the easiest

igoperate.”
s boperator cannot be expected to be amineralsist.

from a reliabledealer, and if you have any etaltroubles, put the

up to him. When metal wears out from constant remeltings, the use
of temper metal may be all right, prrovided the metal man prescribes
it fier an

ea
of the el Itis usually better and cheaper in the

long run to have him replacetlthe old metal with new. Watch the

metal; the)best test of its quality
i

is the kind of type it makes. Save

a piece of good metal and use it asa standard. Cuttingwith a knife is”
the best comparative test of hardness and toughness. If the metal
contains sufficient antimony, the metal feels gritty as the knife cuts

Abeatt,sufficienttin, the shaving made by the knife will curl and break

off in short pieces instead of Srimblines

positionat th’maximum speed with the minimum effort. MINIMUM

EE
is the subject of this chapter; the following on the position

© operator and the next chapteron the method of fingering are

eiiesthe most important matter in this book. We urge that both
owners andoperatorsof MONSTERSstudy these two chapters care-

fullly, earing in mind that adherence to these rules, developed by

depart, pe some show of reason, from standardpractice if he wants to—but he won't.

aae e quality and aoe of a man’s work Acherdlargely
upo’ eyepngitionsunder which-he works; everybody ‘knows thepene ieee at good ventilation and proper lightinghave upon

Pi cre

LADLE:Ot peeing
metal from melting furnace and pouring it into the water-cooled)

;
the wooden handle gives a good grip and does not become hot.

442 Old foundry type: Do not sell this—keep it for use in
d either

larger. Mixing this harder metal, in the form of displ
the regular metal in this manner cannot injure fhe regular metal
esasthe percentage of the harder metal will be small and the addi-

tion of a reasonable amount of the hard metal compensates for the

losses in the regular metal of tin and antimony through use.

Newthat old foundry type does not contain enough tin to cast typ

dnstine
lines at the rate of 140-type per minute, but will make dd

good type as the foundry made from it if cast at the slower speed
esohichthe foundry originally cast this metal. The speed of cast=

ing may be increased considerably by adding one per cent. of tin and

five per cent. oflead.

impressivethan the conservation of the workman's resources,for
191
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the elimination of needless fatigue enables him to get more out of
life both in his working andin his leisure hours. j

44 n the same way thedesign of
we

MON
GEEKeveoaay

a

with the aver tyPeweearrangement of Krys, is based upon
years of motion study. Not onlydoes thisreduce thefingernel

to the minimum, but, what is an more important in saving fatig
it makes still greater reductions in mental effort. The operator a4
fingers the Keysproperlyalwayshits the same Key with the same

e brain strain
¢

selection.

s effort even in the simplest matters

before Geaeone his brain’
The operator who has n

make.up your mind” r
Offer a man two sepiaexactly alike:

must make a decision as to which to take.
defini

his b

a the left forefinger; when tl

es thatcharacter the brain almost,Sitomaueal,certa:inly withou

any efforto!
left forefingerto make the req

In the same way compl

Froure 119

A Ri Note the

solid construction and the straight
back to give support to the operator. *

your mind;”’ every man has c

work so tired that decidingwhetherto stay home or go out for the

‘operatorspends more than twenty-
five per cent. of the hours in a

ee
sitting in the same

coselection of this chairiis of the utmostRaitace in its

both

in lap,without any support for the back for any length of

indeed a task. The folly of expending any energy on supporting the
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body when a suitable chair will do this work is obvious. Fig. 1
page 192, shows the correct chair for the MonoryPE operator, wold
and rigid as possible and without adjustment of any kind. No adjust-

pe
le aa can be as rigid as the chair shown, and any adjustment in

chai entirely unnecessary because the KEyBoarp itself is

adjaatablere height. The operator should sit as far back in the

chair as possible, supporting his back against the back of the chair,
with the feet resting easily on the floor, as shown in Fig. 120, page
194, Thus, the chair-back saves all the effort and work of supporting
and balancing| the trunk; since the chair supports the body, the

position of the feet is quiteimmaterial; a man with no legs would be

perfectly comfortable in this chair. Theheight of the seat of the

chair is of po consequence(since the Krysoarp is adjustable for

height) unless the operator's legs are so short that, when the heels

are resting on the floor directly under the knees, therei is no clearance

between the front edge of the chair and the thighs:there should be

about half an inch clearance. The back of the chair should be almost

the foot. The front legs of the chair shown in Fig. 119 we

three-quartersof an inch to make the angle of the back correct.

chair in which the sides of the back come forwae
like a

isaehenchair, is not satisfactory for a stout person, ang
r any one it i

annoys
to have the arms, in operating pos arn any ae

the chair. Sit well back:‘0 not sit Feuda slouch back, for

thisposition is an

Dee He
and also cramps the chest and

prevents easy, naturalbreathin:
4 Theheighties the Keyihoard is adjusted by turning the

Hanp WHEEL on the CoLuMN SeREWat the top of the

p

when the hands hang easily afillesioe the fin:ngersdo not (ome
tired and numb, as they soon do if held higher than the elbows.

48 The e positionof the Keyboard: The Boarp should be as

close to the

phere
as possible Heciee,in this position, the arms

hang easily at the sides,as shown in Fig. 120, page 194, which is a

much less tiie positionn than atchthe elbowsareheldforward,
in front of the sho ulder:. The nearer the BoArD to the operator, the
less the eye-strain in reading the JustiryING ScaLE and, a most

important matter in tabular work, the Em ScALe and the Unir

ae

es4 ‘he Copy ee is aac
in every direction, up and

ight and left, and to vary the angleof the

. "Rhislast adjustment
i

is quite important,
ight of the operator’s eyes above the seat ofW

the chair; a line from the eyes should not be perpendicular with the
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copy, but should make a slight angle, just as in holding abookcocom-

fortably for reading. Always work from the copy below the guide
bar beneath the roller; never work above the roller, where the copy

has no support. Furthermore, if the copy be read above the roller

it may be necessary to move the copy up to see the words to com-

Ficure 120

eaows the correct position at the Keysoarp and the

copy, the Keys, and ie operator's eyes. Note how
the chair (see Fig. 119,

RD AND Ore EATORrelation between the light,

firm!ee
and comfortably nee Spee's body is supported by

fe192).

pletethe line. For tabular and other intricate matter, or with bad

copy, the guide is necessary, but for general work learn not to depend
upon the copyguide.With ordinary manuscript or typewritten copy

the guide is quite unnecessary, and the operator who starts right, and

does not get the habit of depending upon the guide, saves many
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needless motions by not having to adjust the copy at the end of each

line; three or four inches of copy can be read comfortably below the

guide.To adjust the copy, turn the front and back rollers by press-
ing on their outside surfaces with the thumb and forefinger of the
left hand, at the same time striking, with the right hand, the

required JustiryineKeys to end the line. Making simultaneously

e last character in the line has
been struck, move the right hand to the top of the Boarp and strike
the Justiryinc Keys with

aah
the left hand moves to the Copy

HotpER and advances the

50 se both hendeitaSstifying,ae ‘ oenecessary to

use the left hand to move the copy,a ned e preceding
paragraph. If no adjustment of the aS fs a. ‘ove bot!

hands to the top of the Boarp, after striking the last character in
the line; then, while reading KeeHUsdncatonom

the SCALE, strike
with therighthand the Jus NG Kry at the right and use the
left hand for the Key at tlOe ne Thus, if thequatre

on is 3-8,
strike 3 in the upper row with the left hand ai n the lower row

with the right hand. Ii the
ea

is 8- 3,hte 8 in the upper
row with the right hand and 3 in the lower row with the left; never

least ten per ceni t. bya litile study Pflinainate useless mi
hittingthe last De Key for the finished line and 7 Key for the
next line.

4 position of copy: One of the most

Tneorantpointe

e

the copy are parallel with the lower edge of the bo ard, just as the
Keys were. When working, the head is both turned and lifted to

read the copy, but if the lower lines of the copy are at the correct

angle, ‘of course the lines above, at the reading point, will also be at
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the same angle. Have the copy near enough to the eyes so that it can

be read easily and without strain when leaning back in the chair

(4/446). Do not have the copy too low; Fig. 120, page 194, shows the

and does not have to look at the Krys should have the reading point |

of the copy in line with the Em Scars; fora beginner the copy should ©

be about two inches lower.

Light: The Krypoarp should be placed near a window, —

so that the light, over the operator's left shoulder, falls directly on
©

the copy. The Boarp may be turned from left to right, to suit the

light, without altering its height. The best arrangement ofartificial
light, where incandescent lights are used, is our Electric Light Unit

" ALE, and

strongly illuminated that the light is reflected from them into the

y

; but
i is li i

enough, the lamp

bracket may be turned just enough to light these without putting
them in the full glare of the light. Hanging lights are not satis-
actory because, when close enough to the KEYBOARD to light the

copy, the light is almost certain to strike the operator’s eyes when he

looks up at the paper ribbon. lancing frequently at a bright light

isa severe and entirely needless strain on the eyes; the BoarD should —

be placed so that, when the operator looks up at the paper ribbon,

his eyes are not dazzled by lights behind the KEYBOARD.

45. rating position: Fig. 120, page 194, shows the correct

position for setting matter containing but little Italic or Boldface;

that is, for setting Roman on the left KEYBANK. For occasional

matter on the right side of the KEyBoarp the Boarp may be turned

to bring that side nearer the opera
it i

KEYBOARD on its STANDARD than to shift the chair; if the matter

requires the frequent use of both sides of the Boarp, the operator

hi
i

er the center of the Boarp, than

tor’s trunk is supported -by the chair, and all strain of balanc

body is eliminated. He can breathe freely and naturally b

chest is not cramped. Aslight lift of the head to the left moves his
—

eyes from the Krys into position to read the copy without any

strain of refocusing. The arms hang easily at the sides and, when the

fingers rest on the second row of Krys from the bottom, the fore-

arms slope slightly downward and forward. An operator who has

thus adjusted his Kzysoarp and Copy Horper to suit his physical
requirements and his eyesight, who knows how to sit easily, without

cramping or strain, letting the chair do its share of the work, can

work as rapidly and as comfortably an hour before quitting time as

an hour after starting time. “Constancy of operating” is the seeret
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correctly
—*

alwayshit the same Key with the same finger
the swingof operating, strike a good gait that you cankeep up. The

brain strain when working rapidly is much less than when working

slowly; if you doubt this, try to keep track of the cards when play-
ing with people who ‘take all day” to decide what card to play.

2



CHAPTER XLVI

Fingering

454 The Monotype is the onlycomposingmachine with the
universal typewriter keyboard; it is therefore the only machine
with a logicalarrangement of characters, the only aan in which ©

rmined by the requirements of the opera-
tor and not the mechanical limitations of the m: ae, Eatlyas

physical effort. full ets the requirements of normal people;
that is, those who.

ha hands, each with four fingers and a

thumb, a
the common sense to reduce their work to tl ini-

m sing peeeight iene and two thumbs intelligently,i in

cage and scrambling for the keys in any old wa

456 The fundamental idea of the universal keyboard is to

recursia
the minimum the motions, for motions require effort, of

d of their eight fingers; to this end theworkis

dividedbetween the eight fingers according to their ability. Omit-

ting, for the present, consideration of the ligatures (fi, ffi, etc.), and

the em- and en- quadsaind leaders, the characters for eachalphabet
are arranged in ta verticalrows, each containing three characters

Fi
because of their strength and flexibility, operate six Keys each, the

fingers are used for three Krys only, and move one row up, or down,
rom the center horizontal row, the positionof rest, and never to the

right or left. Thus, every finger is “self-supporting,”even the left
i

indeed, it is made responsible
for one of the most frequentlyused characters,“as” it is not over-

worked, however, because its other two letters,'

ef

4
”

and ‘‘z,"’ are so

infrequentlyusedthat it rarely moves from ‘‘a,”’its position of rest.

When a: "is required, the operator pushesan the little finger —

of his left hand, without any effort, or motion, to find this character.

With the exception of the forefingers,the movement of the other

left from their respective positions of rest. This extra space between

198
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the right and left forefingers, in their posers
of rest, givesample

room for the thumbs to operate the Space Bars. In operating on the

same alphabet the maximum distance that ae fingers, except the

inch, while the maximum movement of the forefingers is but one

and one-eighth inches.

457 The Monotype has not a “‘hair-trigger” touch: While

no typewriter made has as easy a touch as the pneumatic action of

the Monotype, the Krys offer enough resistance so that the fingers

DQaWeOOoOOWNUD®@ ©
®A@ODONDQAMONOWO®

DOHOWVONNOO®

(((sracesat)))

3coe
Be
Wey

Ficure 121

‘The arrangement of the Krys of the alphabet and the finger which is responsible for
each.

may rest lightly upon "tialwhich not only gives support to the

hands, but also enables the operator to keep his fingers in correct

operating position on the Krys. The va

a
e of this support to the

fingerscannot be overestimated; to appreciate it, compare the key
action of the Monotype with that ofite“inotype,where the slight-
est touch on a key causes a matrix to which means that the

operator is continuously making two op) sedefforts, to hit the keys
and not to hit the keys, with hisharids:heldj

in front of him without
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any support whatever. Referring to Fig. 121, page 199, the finger:
rest, in operating position, upon the following characters:

RIGHT HAND FINGERS

FORE SECOND
LEFT HAND FINGERS

LITTLE THIRD SECOND FORE

gid Bevan nlf fg aauttlgnetadi]

458 Distribution of work between the right and left hands:

A study of Fig. 121, page 199, will convince the most skeptical tha

either the hands were made to fit the universal keyboard or else this

frantically to do all the work, all the fingers do their share: Result,

very muchmore work with very much less eff Noteespeciallythat the Gtk is distributed between the

pisht
and left hands a

evenlyas possible, and that the two handsalternate and co- opeeate
inproducingoe

most frequently used combinations. For example,
“and” and “the”:

a struck with Jef? little finger t struck with left forefinger
n_ struck with right forefinger h_ struck refinger

struck with leftsecond finger e struck with leftsecond.finger

space struck with right thumb space struck with right thur

459 Always hit the same Key with the same hak?“The

operator who fingers the Keyspr aberl)ieways hits the same Key with

the same finger, which means seliniaabionof the brain strain of selection

‘To make ue pot
mind’ requires effort even in the simplest matters.

operator who has no definite and logical method oj

fingeringbeés his brain to perform the operation of deciding which

finger to use thousands of times each day. The operator who learns at

the startthe ere Rigsof fingering ‘makes up his mind’ once for all,
hen fingering quickly becomes a matter of habit: a

* ihcopy means to his brain a definite movement of the

left avites:when the eye sees that character the brain almost auto-

matically, certa:

foe ae
ony effort of selection, causes the left fore-

finger to make the ired motion. In the sam complete words

become signals for i vies of motions; thus, without oes without

analysis, the word ‘ nd" causes the brain of theskilled operatorto make

the three finger-strokes necessary to compose this wor rd.” (9445.ye460 s on the Keys whileacquiringth
method ofangesing; by watching the Keys andselenitewithate
eyes the nextKey to be struck, the brain is saved

ioe
strain of try-

i

nt Keys

t keep

Krys constantly and may save the eye-strain of continually looking
from

coy
to Krys. When you look at the copy, take a good look

and get en ough in your mind
to keep your fingers Dususy

for a reason-

able time; ca t bob yo ead constan ce from copy to KEY:

Don't try to learn the touchsystem;the most Uae employer will
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not pay for correcting the work of a ‘‘near-touch”’ operator. Learn

lo finger the Keys correctly—always hit the same Key with the same

finger, and you will not have to learn the touch system—it will come

without effort, the reward of fingering correc

when you shut ‘your eyes. First, learn the Krys in the guide row

(a, s, d, f, etc.) so that you can look at your fingers
and instantly

namethe Key for any finger. Next learn the 's by vertical rows,

that is, the Krys operated by each finger abovead below its Kry

%

Aes Z
2

‘The hands,in correct operating position, hfinger fous naturallyon the Key

assigned to it and aisue isainbeon the SPACE BA

in the guide row, and, of course, the three extra Krys for each fore-

finger. Then test thethoroughnesswith which you have associated

fingersandKeysby filling in blank coemmiekin alphabetical oa
from “7” and then from “z” a.” In short, practise

associatingthe characters of theainnelienwith the fingers that pro-

duce them; that is, ‘‘e” is really the sign-board that tells the sont
neersof the left hand to move one row upfromits position ofre
ind ‘t” isan order for the left forefingerto movediagonally to ee

ps

BOARD anecopy are correctly ae to au fsspysiealrequ:ments. Before proceeding urther, re-rea eding chapter on

“Operating theKEYBOARD,” paying epics,dieritionto €146to
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{453 inclusive. Let the tips of the fingers rest lightly upon: aKeys in the secondrow above the Space Bar, as explained in 9457

ace YS;

this is done, spread the fingers slightly so thata will rest on their

paveineee A 57); then drop the thumbs so that they will rest

PACE

463Thestroke:Strike the Keys with the tips of the fingers
like an expert typist or skilful pianist; do not use ne lat of the

finger, like some linotype eperatore,who! ‘comb the k

uick, even stroke avdbe

dra’
the y ha

acter is struck

racy depen

oe ee
Azo

Hea the uct will
evening up the finger-

*

ae

tipsbehetoceaces oxonmythhe KEys, Notonlywill some letters be miss:

wn in Fig. 122, .

ing, as is the case when a slovenly
typist “piles up” the keys, but

also the justification will be inaccurate, and this means CASTER

stoppages. The operatorwho cannot aioe release one Key before

Rae the next is a luxury no employer can afford; such.an operator
wastes the time of both the'Casting Machine and ue operator, and his

produve ony
cost more to correct than to res

64 e from the fingers, not the wristsCultivate the

owerof atevena and do not depend upon the muscles of the

wrists; to work from the wrists means s that the

movved—the less ipeepierof the hands the less fatigue at the end of the

day. Keep the fingers as close to the Krys as possible, the two little

fingers resting on their respéctive guacesEys; when setting Roman

lower case, left little finger on “a,” right little finger on the eight-
i

?
movement means effort, effort means

fatigue;the object of the correct aaethodof fingeringis to save

fatigue. Be careful to make no unnecessary movements. ;
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465. Use both thumbs for spacing: While it is true that some

good operators use only the right thumb for spacing, it is equally
true ee they could work more easily if they used both thumbs, as
nature intended. The operator who spaces withonetl vd invari-

ably holds this spacing hand nearer the KEyBoarD; consequently

nds and a muc!

f in Fig. n this work the expert operator
uses both quad (or leader) Keys,striking the Key on theJeft Kry-
BANK with the left secondfinger and the corresponding Kry on the

Ficure 124

cond finger supported by the

possibilities of the universal thumb and forefinger for quadding and

eyboard to give the maximum
deadcung outlines:

product with the minim

effort, we have prepared a eoleof fingerexercises,so
Penalng ehMonotypeKeyboard,” with which it is a very simple matter

these two rows, then words containing all the ietteteos the alp!habet,
then frequently used words, sentences with all the letters, wordswith

the most common initial andlterminal combinations, wor ith

doubleletters, words for the left hand only and words for theright,
and words containingthe ligatures; these exercises, if practisedcare-

fully,are certain to insure the correct method of fingering. You can

make no better investment, to earn money and to save effort, than

offices now have their KryBoarps equipped with the RepeaterUnit(Chapter XL reywhichCnables|oe Operetolfo Guad out OFlendeeoutat the rate of 25,000 ems per hour simp!
by pressing a special Key together with the quador leader Kevand holding both down ey
the KEYBOARDdoes. th : RrcenaNceglone

Stke Quad and leader,but any character on the

Boarp may be repeated in the same mani
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to acquire an easy, accurate finger motion. To those who are in
earnest in this we urge special consideration of the following points:

First: Make up your mind whether you wish to use the system
that embodies the experience of the fastest and most skilful opera~
tors, or whether you wish to invent a system, or lack of system, for

yourself.
Second:Beforeyou attempt to hit the Krys learn their location

cietedsorder, from
‘

can test your knowledge ‘ fingers and Keys anywhere; repeatthe

alphabet to yourself and, as you say each letter, move the finger that

operates
the Kzy for this letter.

rd: Give strict attention to every detail of the exercises; theyee ee) prepared with great care and contain no unimportant
matter—the skipping has been done for you.

Fourth: Don't add to your work bystartingwrong; unlearning is

harder than learning—goslowly.
i

Fifth: The exercises followa regular sequence so that the
useless unless taken up in order and mastered; do not attempt to set

matter until theexercises have been completed.
ixth: Don’t be afraid to touch the Keys, and learn to keep your

position by ae the little fingers rest lightly on the guide Krys.
While the MonotyPE Kreysoarp has a lightertouch than any stan-

lard typewriter, it is not a “hair-trigger” machine:

poothe speed of the operator who set it, but a dirty proof tells its own

CHAPTER XLVII

Preparing Copy

468 ‘Pay no attention to oral instructions,” or words to that

effect, are printed on all job tickets used in an up-to-date composing
room, but (and how is this for consistency?)the printing office

manager, who will not permit a piece of paper to be cut without
written instructions,gives his machine operators no Ansanuedexcept the copy; that is, written instructions that are in mostca:
full of errors and inconsistencies. Written instructions f6r oe
body excenihe

man whoneeds them most, and, “‘Set that” forhim.
In manycases‘‘that”’ is badly written, misspelled,improperlyBanctntedne enlty incorrect,witha different style in each

paragraph. ‘If some buyers of printing saw, in cold type, what they
have written, they would sue for libel the printer who did it. The
inaccuracies in the

ey
must.be taken out before the job is printed.

Jho is the man to do

The sera the officebuys a composing machine to

gneble
a man to work at five or six times his speed setting type

by hand. Butis there anything about any composing machine toPie its operator to decipher bad copy more

euicly
than a man

setting the same matter at the case? The composing machine speeds
up a man’s fingers, not his brain. Careful testshow that bad copy
will often reduce an operator's output more than one-third; that is,
to save the fancied expense of preparing copy, the proprietor will be
content with but two-thirds of the return he should receive from his

money invested in a machine and the wages he pays its operator.
Remember that this loss occurs not only on bad copy, but also on the

good copy that follows; the operator who must slow up for bad copy
inevitably loses the free and easy finger motion necessary for speed.

470 at is the cost of editingane Is it not a fact that the
errors must be taken out of the copy some time? Is it not cheaper
lo rea and correct the copy, in the proof-room, as carefully as a

But the cost of correcting the type is
red to the loss of product caused by unedited

copy. An operator producing’5,000 ems an hour hits three Krys

more than Tacuekingt perfectly written and punc-
tuated copy and the waittensditeetiondfor setting this copy. The

1s 205
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|

Pa

developmentof the mail order catalog and other large edition pubs
lications, where space is worth many dollarsper square inch,hag”
created a demand for an accurate metho measuring copy and_

fitting is the system of making copy cuts fit the
allotted space by accurately measuring the Bip writioncopy and cuts and.

Thus, copeyfilting saves the cost of overrum=

ning and alterations because it enables the printer, before starti
composition, to (a) determine the

Monee face and the |

required to make the copy andcutsfit; or (0), if the face
at leatCanoebe changed, to cut the meeto makeit Hesystem is described in detail in our book, ‘ “Copyftti

Counting characters, not words,exp!atiistheaccuracy
of Copyfitting: Briefly, this system is based!upon the common-sense

idea of counting characters and spaces in typewritten copy instead)

very inaccurate
re

hod of counting words. viously it is”

impossible to plan work with any degree ofa from a word
count which takes no cognizance of heeeeentialSoneof the style
of the author; whether he uses long or short words or lon

“beautiful” are synonymous; which Henry James_

ie sentences a page long aidLaure eeLibbymakes a para

grorof fe
word “Sir!”

4 InCopyfitting thecharacters aremeasured, notcounted?
By ae useeeeingenious Hans

parent gages we determinethe number

of.charactersand spaces a page of typewr itten copy ina fraction of
¢ count. Know! ing the average number

and the numb
i

D 3

y  point-size vary in
Now we know (450) that ‘‘the set of a face

is extendedor condensed,and theset of a face

an Beacrateresultthat penalizes neither himself nor his
operate

Car. 47 Preparing Copy 207

476 Knowing thenumber of set-ems in copy we can tell the

numberof lines the copy will make in any face: Since the result
tained by pultigainethe measure in ems of the set

nes the matterby ber of lines t akes, as explained in the pre-

ceding paragraph, it is obvious that, if w the number
or a manuscript, and measure in e the face in which it

is to be set, to find the number of lines this matter will make
lace to be usedwe have nly to divide the set-ems by the measure.

ae re
between Typewriting and e Com-
or KEyB is a countin: ad

Pi achis‘aa tatmeasuresspares
of twelve different widths;

similarly a typewriter co s characters which are all the

same wi Experience rats, hat 53 typewriter characters and

ec
will make 25 set-ems of matter set in Monoryp. t

givesthe number of typewriter characters and spaces on that pi
‘Then, multiplying this result by the ratio %% gives the numberof
Be!ce-ems that page of typewriting will makei in any Monoryre Roman

the user of the MonortyPE is too efficient to waste any

Ririmaking multiplications “by hand”; instead, when he knows
the average number of letters and spaces to the line in typewritten
matter and the number oflines, he reads directly from a table ([474)
the number of set-ems that the typewrittencopy will make.

pace

Pee copy, it also provides an accurate method of measuring
cuts, ee aneeeulaey,of outline, as well as the space

thecutsand copy a 3 Hons c rst time in the history 0}

printing the printer taskhe necessary ‘‘tools”’ to measure his ‘‘raw

material,”” cuts and copy, and to plan his work accurately to avoid

overrunning or resetting to make-copy and cuts conform to space
limitations.

479 Set-ems Charts:ieee
cross-ruled paperprovides for lay-

ing out the area ofcuts,in set-em: ace in which the matter

he necessary space for ut. With these

charts the operator can follow with ease the ine of any c

short, our book on ‘‘Copyfitting” explain method of

gs.
is another ex niposing-room gency

that can i obtained

only through eeUsea theMonotype Syste
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The StyleDD Keysoarp is two Keypoarns in one, for it has two separate and.
Teesebaeneanantingand perforating mechanisms operated singly, or together, by tgone KEY mecuaniein

The Double Keyboard

Ficure 125

Part I

‘

CHAPTER XLVIII

The Double Keyboard

481 The Style DD (Double) Heyboardis
two Keyboards in

one (Fig. 125, page 208): Fromth it is exactly the

fifteen picas measure, produce the same matter for a book in ten-

point, twenty-two picas measure; sce Tig. 126.

new process of compo- iegue proress ofcomposition is made

sitionis madepossible by the Remotei the “Style
Style DD” Keyboard; it DD” Keyboard; it will

will simulta ere compose —simultaneouslycompose
two different sizes of type in

any different measures and
faces—the same  key-strokes thessameshaySwokestht“that

produced this paragrap:that produced this Paragsaphbade ihe’ Barasrabm 4
made the baranaybeside side it,

FIcurE 126

Duplicating with the Style DsKeypouno:setting thesame matter in two different
_

sures and sizes of typ

482 “When the Plungers F (Fig. 35, Plate ITT,
oo page 100)

are moved by depressing a Key, atr enters two of the es A

(hig.38)
which connect the Plungers with their corresponding DietonsB, hen
the Piston is forced up by the atr, it lifts the Pu

eeLeeCc,aboutits
fulcrum, the Rod 2, raising Punch Bar D, and

He
mch E, carried in

us upper end, is driventhrough the paper” (425
the Dougie Keypoarp the BeeA leading from the

PLUNGERs F to the Pistons Bare forked; one branch of each P1rE
leads to the PISTON for the left side of the Keynoarp and the other
branch leads to the right side. Thus, when a Key is depressed the

.

Plungers operated by it are moved and air is admitted beneath the Pis-
lons corresponding to these Plungers on both the right and left side of the

Board, an ut for a locking device, the corresponding PUNCHES
would be forced through the paper on‘both Paper Towers and the
unit value of the character registered by both counting mechanisms.
This locking’ device enables the operator to determine which side of

209
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the Boarp will operate. The Puncu Lock for the single BOARD

is shown on Plate V, at back of book: ‘A mechanism, not s
own

(PAPER-TOWERTENSION ARM), instantlyforces the Punch Bars di
when the Key is released

ore
the air shut offfrom the Pistons (1252).

The Puncu Lock kee his Tension Arm from He whee
air

is admitted beneath theBistoneand consequently pre’ s the

uNCHEs from being forced up through the paper and Hecount
mechanism from pepaterite

the characte’
Therefore, beyond the

PLUNGERS, the |

LE Board is exa' the same as two single

Boarpbs,plusa‘

and left Towers, for it
sets of all the Saran irate by thes

ne
ting mechanisms.

peed T
u

peat n(Fig.127) at the front of the KEYBOARD, just
abovethe avs,controls the PUNcH Locks for both PAPER TOWERS.

When this small lever is turned to the

e Pistons; that is, two

Fig. 126, Bagel
same set as this face. In the same way the Justiry1NG ScALE for the

set of the eight-pein
face is used on the right side of the BoarD,

n ems of ‘this set, for the same measure in pi

the Switch, that’s all,’ and the characters struck are now

on the right ribbon instead of the left. Thus , thesame Keys are used

with either Paper Tower, depending wpon thepositionof the, Switch.

chapter was composed ontthe Doustr Krypoarp: The same

thateee the nine-point matter above now produce ie
se

exactly as if the Oreo neemovedwith his copy to anothe

aoe
as he could turn cone

The seven-point insert
finished, to go

with the nine-point m:
— Turn the Switch, that's

485 For aacitesitag!turn the Switch to its feel position:
Thedouble product (Fig. 126, page 209), two letters for the same

Cuap, 48 The Double Keyboard 241

key:stroke, is entirely independent of point-sizes,measures, or sspac-

ing. An article may be set for a magazine in eight-point, easpaced, and, at the same time, in leaded eleven-point, widely spaced,
for publication

i

in book form: a de Luxe and popular ison of the
roduced for

Switcu in central posi-
tion, neither PuNcH Lock operates, how can justificationbe obtained
with the DouBLE KryBoarp? What prevents the perforations made

bystheJUSHEYINGKeys (4/131) appearing in both ribbons?

estoring Keeys also operate the Punch Locks of

the’DoubleReread! “The RestoringKey(the right green Key at

the bottom of the Board) is used to ‘restore’ the counting mechanism to

position to register thenext line after a finished line has been justified.”
(4104.) “The lower row of Justifying Keys may also be called Restor-

ing Keys, for any Key in that row does the work of the Restoring‘Bey,
avi. y arranging these Keys in the bottom row to restore, as wella.
justify, he (the operator) is saved the trouble of depressing theRestoring
Keey, which, consequently, is used for special tabularworkonly.” (4105.)
“

Therefore, to use'the Board for double justified matter turn the Piston-
block-valve Handle 29K C17 (Plate V, at back of book) to the left; this
cuis out the lower row of Justifying Keys as Restoring Keys; that is,

theey are then used for SUSIEcee
as the upper row ts used.

y

(207 UBLE KEYBOARD there is no special RESTORING

s

is Key down while he strikes the Justifying Keysindi-

qe tetheJustifyingScale; these perforations are registered in the
left n, but, since the PuNcHEs are loc ed on the right side of

set.

is equipped with a signal hight
4

in addition to a small bell; thus the

signalto justify, when the EM-RAck Porner is withinfouremsof zero,
is given by the

lightingof an electric lightand,iheringing of the bell.
487 The Locking Keys are used to cut out characters not

x-point new process of’ ends withthe word ‘‘of;”’ to justify this
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line the operator depresses the right Locxine Key and holds it down

while he strikes the Justirvinc Keys indicated. The right side of

the Boarp is now restored and the operator is ready to a the word —

snleoteewhich begins the secondline of six-point. But in the

eight-point the word “composition” is preceded by a justifying space
i

ot appear in the six-point on theright rib-

down, the operator reads fr

ficationfor thisline, and, with the LockinGKeystill doa strikes

the syllables
the right Locxine Key and strike a justifyingsp:
above, before beginning the secondline of gatepoint,
usingthe Lockinc Krysor the Switch, it is quite possible to vary

PAPER TOWERS

Duplicating double justified matter: Fig. 126,page209,
DouBLEKEYBOARDforduplicating,in

the matter being set siaultaneaalyon ‘bot!
488

illustratesthe use of the

ent sections of the same line, in order thateach s

its measure and the sum of these SS my equal the total measure;

See At theendof each section of the line the operator reads the Jus=

tifying Scale id justifies that sectionbyone the JustifyingKeys
the Scale Th

tified with ed ieee ‘Knowvin,

short of its measure, revolve the Justin(ae
b

vertical column of the Scale of this number...... as pr

‘Scale Pointer; then read the SvustifyingKeys to be struck, exactly as

thoughthe Scale hadautomatically rotated, ai strike the two Keys indi=

cated.” (§205.)“Before beginning composition on the next section of
the line, set the Em-rack Pointer and Unit Wheel at the point where the

The Double Keyboard 213Cuap, 48

next section of the line begins. To do this, grasp the rim of the Unit

Wheel firmly with the left hand,and with the right hand press down the

aleend

fh
the Restoring-rocker-arm-link Lever 24K B4 (Plate V, at

back ofbook)..0... Now rotate the Wheel with the left hand until the

Pointer isvattheproper point on its Scale and the right tooth of the Unit-

wheel Pawl will seat in the required space in the Unit Wheel. when the

pee24. Bhiis relea. This done, release the Lever 24K B4 with the

ight hand, and the pawlseats,locking the Wheel, which is then released

yethe left hand. The B ‘in composition for
the next section of the line.” (§206.)

“

The lower row of Justifying Keys
is no.

a
used to restore when seiingdouble justified matter....... There-

fore, to use the Board for double justified matter turn the Piston-block-

taleHenal29K C47 (Plate V) to the left; this cuts out the lower row of
‘ying Keys as

eee Keys;Gusttong exactly as the upper row is used. When th

(the last aeSeaienfethe line has been made), the operator depresses
the Restori g Key end the Em Rack to the left into position to begin
the next line.”(4207)

89 The green Keys at the bottom of the Board are not

en
as Restoring Keys when duplicating double justified mat-

ae pee
BLE Krypoarp because it is more convenientto use

thehem ing the PuncHEs (486). ere
3

in duplicating

eneleheamatter the Piston-block-valve Handles 29KC17 are not

urned to the left, as described in the preceding oe on setting
Cs matter on the single KryBoarbD, and consequently, whenever

a Kny in the lower row of JustiFyING Krys is depressed, the DOUBLE

BoArp ‘will restore, unless the Unit WHEEL be held with the left
hand to preventrestoring.* But in setting double justified matter

YBOARD, except for the last ae of the line,
e Unit WHEEL must be set by hand at the properpoint to begin

BEnext section of the line, as described
i

in the previous paragraph.
Therefore, so far as this point is concerned, in duplicatingdouble

justifiedmatter the only difference, betweenusing ‘the single and

Doce Boarpis that with the latter the operator must hold the

Unit WHEEL, to prevent its rotating clockwise (in the
direction for

restoring) before striking the lower JUSTIFYING f course,

before striking the Justiryinc Key, he must a “theSwitcH to

lock the other PAPER Tower, since, in duplicating, the perforations
for justifying must be made in but one ribbon at a time. For justi-

fying
at the end of a line it is not necessary to hold theUnit WHEEL,

e the Boarp must be restored for the next line;nor need the

EWE be turned, because the green Lockinc Keyis used to lock the

other PAPER TowER while the Justiryinc Krys indicated are struck.

The followingexamplesillustrate special uses o: }OU-

BLE KEYBOARD. It is quite impossible to cover all of these, for almost
*

Noneof the usesoftheDo
§ Keynoarp described in this chapter require that the

i

he tured to thetle eft, to keep the lower row of JUSTIFYINGcor restoring,but if the leftaideof the BOARD1s used
(Sure toieee

and this VAL

XDI the mEthen the green
ICBYs are the same.as the corres revs oa © angle

Ti the: Fightside
ued with ite VALVE Hanpre to the leit,‘thegreen Krys will

favethelr
funetions

1 eed’andthe
e left green Key will then be the RestoringKeyfor the

righe-countiig mechanism,
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every operator has worked out methods of his own; the object of
these examples is to illustrate the general uses for this most flexible
machine, so that operators mayapply the principles ills

ated to

solving their own problems and
‘‘ Turnthe Switch, that’s

Double justification, without duplicating: Chonsetting
double justified matter, “Independentlyjustifying with

jushfyingspaces differentsections of the same line, in order that each section
be justified to.us measure and the sum of these sectionsmaycialthe
total measure” (4203); for example, forsettingmatterlike Fig. 128,”

no ribbon is carried on the right ae we have practically a BoarD
with one perforating and two counting mechanisms.. Fig. 128 is set in

six-point 56J (714-set), twenty-two picas measure; the left column

COMMODITY See Description On

Air brakes (to Waycross,
Ga., only)

Baseboards

Iron and Steel Articles (car building material).

Seeecour Tron List.

(mixed with | Iron and S

Moulding | Building material.

ith. er

1 and Wooden Building mater-

buildingpantera),Fixtures, car

oor (to | Iron and Steel articles (car building material).

paay)Gass)GaleLy)
mmpers, fruit ‘andvege- | Box material, taking two-thirds of sixth classBabes‘woodensplint a epee Crea ee rer

Preserves, in wood or tin ‘ing one-half of fourth class

inonictatneacincaton

SURE 128

Doublejustification on the Style , using one perforating mechanism’
and both counting mechanisms.

is eight picas and the right fourteen. In ems of seven and one-quar-
ter-set, the measure for the left column is thirteen ems four units, or,

deductingfor the two-point rule between columns, make the left
column twelve and one-half ems eight units and set the left side of

Boarp. Set the first line of the first column,
“ Air brakes (to Waycross.”

and, Miestriking the last character, read the justification indicated
on theleft CALE,and justify exactly as thoughthis were a complete

section of the line was set, but when the Justrryinc Key in the

ce n the unit system, Moni
Aetine adi onsltnits co hie weekrequverted into the Douste KeyBoarp by

PE user buys what he wants when he wants it,
thus, thesingleKEyBOARD. may (becongaddingeieveesondt forperforating and

The Double Keyboard 215Cuap, 48

lower
LOW

is struck, both Em Racks move to the left and the right
side of

cue
ARD is positioned to set the secondsectionof the first

line, oi nd Steel Articles (car building material).’’ When the oper-
ator gets t itesignal to justify on the right side etthe Boarp, he reads
the right JustirYING SCALE and strikes the JUSTIFYINGKeys indi-
ca ince this is the end of the line, he double justifies, striking
with the lower Key the Kry Gneeteabove it. Both Em Racks
move to the left, when the lower JustiryinG Keyis struck, and the

0

io double justified matter the Double Board saves:

readingthe Em Scale and Unit Indicator; second, revolving the Justify-
ing Scale by hand; third, setting the Unit Wheelbyhand after justifying.

4 Doublejustificationwith three or more justificationsto

the line: The preceding paragraphexplainsthe use of both count-

ing mechanisms when setting matter in two sections; that is, with
two different sizes of citespaces in the same line. If the

Justiryinc Krys be used three or more times in the same line, for
columns of different widths, use a combination of this method with
the method for the single KEYBOARD

a
which the JusTIFYING SCALE

is revolved by hand as described in
For matter with two see:of type,aagents,footnotes,

side heads, the heads for catalogs, etc., the DouBLE KEYBOARD
saves a handling of copy, as explained in $484, but more than that,
it expedites the work and avoids the annoyance of the inserts being
overlooked until the matter is made up. This feature of the Kry-

BOARD is especially valuable where the change to the smaller size

type occurs at the

ee
ofa line, regardless ofparagraphs; for

example, dictionaries,

size of typeoccurs, as must ne if the two sizes are set separate!

When two sizes of typeare used in the same line the Dou

Boarp is invaluable: 1 explai,

and hezeroof this ale is, of

the Em ScaLeener the seven-point

scale. When this point is reached, turnthe Switcu tothe left, tolochouethat
PapPER Tower, and finish the line of twelve- point, adding justifying spaces
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operator turns the Swit
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and quads, and justify it. Then turn the Swrtcu to the right and go on with
the seven- point matter on the

lettie
APER

TowER:
In making up,-lift out the

“deadwood"’ in the seven-point line and insert the twelve-point. ixe

size toutesmust, of course, be gedpetween,tie words of the twelve-point
insert, for otherwise the length of the insert would vary with the JusTIFYING

Kaysstruck.
494 For intricate motsa Bi

different Matrix
oaArrangements the Dour_E Kryr may be used withgi

advantage by using BUTTONCuies(Fig,34, page a)el me
e fev

that produce different char:acters on the two Paper T oth

characters can be placed in the Cuip, the character “fattheright
PaPER TOWER above the one for theleftTower. Thisi is especially
advantageous in foreign language vocabulary firsie

line with all accents and diacritical eters |

in Boldace on ie right
Tower and the rest of the paragraph on the other Tower in Roman 4

with the
ae

or other,accents and diacriticals.

495 Rush Jobs in different
ateae

and measures: The

CH to lock the R TOWER on which he is

working and sets the rush job on the tee! PavanTower, thus

The own fac

and measure without disturbing ae
regular ee

sidetracked to let the

special go and then, the rush job
finished, toase on with the regular job

“Turn the switch, that’s all.”

rush job is set in its

496 Short takes on rush work: With any composing machine

but the DouBLE Krypoarp it is not practical to make the takes
~

shorter than a paragraph, but with the DouBLe
ee taleedg

may be made one line long if desirable. At the end of any line the
}

hile the g
matter already completed may be taken to the 'C

withoutstopping the
ea OaMework for longer than it takes t

‘eban n the:Se as theThe maximum measure for

th t
ty

picas wide may be handled (double the capacity of the CasTER), o

one hundred and twenty picas wide if the ribbons are cast on a sixty-
pica CAsTER.*Fig. shows a line eighty-four picas wide produced
ona forty-twopica CASTER; the left half of the line is set on the |
left PAPER TowWER with the tightTower locked out (Swircs to the 4

right). Justify this half of the line as

ae
then turn the

Pee
to

|

the left to lock the left PAPER OwER,and un!nlock the rightt TOWER
on which the balance of the line is set. Thusthe left section of tne i

e Mo! Er it on the unit system and, the “Pianola, applied
Mo henirea hore Ciaranconverting it into the aiaddardMononvenCoupeeteiMaceTl

ano Tyre Casine (4360), the Sixty Pica ATracuMENT may be applied to any CASTING
(ACHD

be handledwithout difficulty on the DD Board, one-half the
FiGure 129

Wide measure work on the DouBLE KEYBoarD.

Car. 48 The Double Keyboard 217

line is on the ribbon produced
on the left. Tower, and the right

section on the ribbon of the right Towrr. After these two ribbons

have been cast, the type for
oeright side is’ put on the Wealley,and up

against the type for the lefts Of course, yeahtype there is no

joint to show, as is the case withtwo-

ipleceslug:
4 Wide measure work wi emibbcnlHilustrates another

use of the Boarp with one perforating aa two countingnechanions(§491). For measures beyond the capacityof the Em ScaLe of the

IXEYBOARD it is not necessary to use two tibbons, unless thenmeasure

be too wide for the Castinc Macutne. For example: a singlerib-

bon may be used in setting eight-point No. 8A (8!4- orstypicas
‘astineIMaciivebe equipped with the Srxty

are registered in the single ribbon on the left side of the

the end of the first section of the line justifyas usual on theMeltaeof the Boarp
to register thisjustification,phe esright side are restored. Then h the line on the right
Boarp, of coursewith oe incentralpoauansand double justify,
using the right nome Scai

499 Testing words: In very narrow measure work, for exam-

ple,setting
box set centeringdittomarks, lining up names at the

eaders in setting tabular matter, it is frequently necessary

phrase before setting it. While
matter, it is often

dding mi urn

ing proper ees record this tested matter on the ribbon. Thus,
o know before perforatingthe ribbon saves ‘“‘killing’”’many lines.

che
adering out-to a word of unknown length at the end

oft! e may be done on the DouBLE Boarp without counting or

clean of any kind. Take, for example, a very common form of

leader work in railway tariffs:

Wheeling...... W. Va. 110 98 115 30 167 142 177

In setting this, put paper on the left Tower only; set the measure on

the left Towrr the full width of the table, but on the right TOWER set

the measure the width of the stub without the figure columns; that
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“Wheelin;ne ..W. Va.’ in the foregoing example. Lock out theleft
eWeekandset “W. Va.” thiswillbe ipodsby the right counting

mechanismtisnot by the eft, nor will it be recorded on the ribbon

on th ‘OWER only and that Tower is locked out.

ght TOWE sure of thefull ou

minus thee space occupied by
“

W.Va.” Nowturn the Switcx to acentral position, so that the Keysstruck will be recorded on

Towers, and set the

the right as

possiples
but this is immaterial, because when we restore,

after setting the last figure, both the rightand left EM Racks move

to the left to the proper position to begin the next line. Program
work—for exampl

tion, set words “Merchant of Ve

right countingmechanism. This leaves just the required space on the

left counting mechanism for “Shakespeare,” pach
when set com-

pletes the line and exactly fills the measure. Remember to pull
forward the KnurLED Heap 16KA5

ties V, at back of book) on

both Towers so that the SpAcE Barswi roduce six-unit spaces

insteadof justifying spaces (86), eeaiieechejustification of theline

is done with leaders (Chapter XXIV, Pa ge6
01 Saving Keyboardchanges: In officesthat specialize on

two sizes of type, for example,newspaperssetting nonpareil and

agate in the same measure, it is a great convenience to keep the left

side of the Boarp adjusted for the most frequently used face ani

the right side for the other; this saves many changes of measure and

JUSTIFYINGSCALES:to changefrom one face to the other,
“

Turn the

Switch, that’s all.””

502 Using figures regardless of the set of the face: rig130,pagee 219,shows that the DouBLE KEYBoarp removes the las

nine-unit, six-set figures(3 points wide) may be usedw

and-one-half-set, six-pointface; or, if the figuresare to beOt eons
prominent, seven-point figures (cast on 6-point body) can be used

Cuap. 48 The Double Keyboard 219

with the six-point face. After the two ribbons have been cast, the

type for the stub is combined on the galley with the type for the

figures.
“Making room’ for fractions: Some tables require, in

fe
to the figures, all fractions for halves,

ae
ters, eigh Lesixteenths, thirty-seconds, and’ sixty-fourths (63 Marricrs), and,

of course, it is not ossibleae make room for Geetin the Matrix

Case, for t re not enough nine- and eighteen-unit positions.
Set the stub separately on the left PAPER Tower, as described in

the preceding paragraph, and the figures and fractions on the righ
WE! t Tower the Typ: ER ATTACHMENT

c

arrange ereactions in order on the rightKEYBANK (the stub is set

on the left BANK); course, the fraction MATRICES

faustPaputthe Meex CASE in the corresponding positions for char-
actetstheyreplaceon the right Bank, and the machine radinueed

SScema-a-a-a-a
oon

SERSSRVESSEBOIABIAIIR®ADDODoimcosneney
ito

BSSANKSSBESSco
Red Rock.
Constantia... .N. C. O. Tra: ee—

Ficure 130

“Nut-body”’ (6-point No. 56, 6-set) figures with an extended face (6-point No. 156J,
7¥4-set); the stub is set on the left Tower, the figures on the right.

to cast all nine-unit sizes the same as in casting typewriter type.
Before each eighteen-unit fraction strike a nine-unit high space, to

support the kern of the fraction, whose body is thus cast in two

pieces.
04 Duplicate ribbons: One of the most

Die advantages
of the Monotype is the fact that the ribbon may be re-run at the
CastING MACHINE for stubs, headings, or other matter that repeatsin a job. In many cases the ribbon is picked up so often that it

actually wears out. The DouBLE Boarp makes double ribbons,
“carbon copies,” for nothing. Set the SwitcH in central position
and compose the matter on the left PAPER Tower, forgetting about
the right TowEr.When the job is finishedon theleftPAPER TOWER

copy” is valuable for matter that is to be repeated at the CastinG
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Macuine: The operator puts on the first ribbon, and, when this i is
finished, puts on the second ribbon. While the secondribbonis)

running he rewinds the first, so that it is ready to put on the CasTEeR

when the second ribbonis finishe

sections of the table, can be picked up on the Dov

While setting the stub, put the Swircy in el posi ha

this matter is recorded on both ribbons.
ites

the lastcharacteof
the stub has been set, lock the right R, and fini: e left

section and restore; thenlock the left ae and finishi right
i

are cast, combine the type of the tw

For work of this character this saves considerable tim

over rerunning the stub from the same ribbon and combining these

with the two figure sections set separate
07 “Estimating: If a man could have all the money that

has been wasted Bocchtinganebecause they were first set in type too

large, or too small, to fill the space properly and satisfy the custo-

ive on his income. In most job work th

U,

me Cou

DD Keyboardco notgitve back the money you have lost resettingto

make the type fit the space, but it will insure you against similar future
losses.

508 No Complications—NoSlow Spots. The Dovuse Key-

BOARDis as simple as the single ISEXBOARD:
and that is the simplest

composing machine eve ie o learn, as easy tooperate,
asa peeinier,

”

Each character ieseeown Key; there is no ‘‘shift

r device, to confuse
it t

w spots” on this composing
machine. Changes eet requireonly one move- |

ment of one lever:
‘‘ Turn theSwitch,“thats all.”

i

by the copy-In the office that fitting" (472) the answer t¢

fteeriftomthe manuscript beforeany fFapostionis done.

CHAPTER XLIX

The Unit System of Building Machinery

509 Built on

ae
Unit System, like “elastic” bookcases and

filingcapes the MonoryPE is a unique machine; there is

notalike it in the nae industry. Indeed, if the Monorvre Co. had

created:nothingelse for pr: intersbut this unit
Dien

it would iabundantlyjustified its existence, ney-saving,moi
earning power of this unit system of machine ionderueeiofidant“be
overestimated.

Monotype Users combine Monotype Units to make
their composing-roomequipment suit exactly their particular needs;
consider just three of the advant:

tae
of this system of machine

construction: First, you cannot buy the wrong ‘‘model” because
you combine these. MonotyrE its to ma! P.

exactly fityourbusiness; instead of scheming to make your work fit
*

machine, you use practically ‘‘made-to- aoe equip-
Second,you buy exactly what you need, no more, no less;

which means that you reduce to the minimum the losses of idle time
and insure thegreatest continuous return from your investment. Third,
as your bi our work i st ts character

changes, you add just the units you require to take care of your
needs; the Monotype helps You grow and grows with

Depreciation: ‘Printing suSHnETydoe:notwear out;
it is quickly made obsolete—unprofitad-—by the perfectionof more

efficient machinery.” antage of ou;Tinejuestiontly‘thegreatest a

of machine construction is that it insures “theowners of
Monotypes from the losses of depreciation. To appreciate just what
this means. we must emphasi ize the basic difference between two

expenses incident to the owning and operating of ma La

Maintenanceand Depreciation, or Obsolescence, to use the moi

expressive term now generally employed in railwayand tang arene:
ing accountin:

512 Maintenance: Machinery in the charge of competent
managers does not depreciate, in the sense that its efficiency lessens.
Such managers keep their machinery in the best possible condition.
Breaks are repaired, worn parts replaced, so that actually the
machine does as much work and as good work after years of

ie
as the

day it was installed. The cost of the necessary repairs kee

machinery in its original condition of efficiency is
i

unit system

money, and not

operating a machine the cost of owning the machine, whether he

16 221
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operates it or not. American inventive genius cannot be made to
a

work it will handle. Note, howevi
stand still, and so, while the machine purchased a few years ago is

ver, that the application of any
additional unit never reducesthe efficiency of the machine on

from five-

cost of the machine, and thereby be able to bu
s may be cast on thirteen-

machinePs
the time the old Tiachinehas become obsoleteand

~

easure Unit:
ic

unprofitable.
“TheSixty Pica Attachm

51

enables the Castinc MACHINE to deliver, on ordinaryae Hinesa
any lengtl up to sixty Be instead of lines of maximum

forty-twopicas, see 517. For offices that handle much adeNieeeine
workthis Sixty Pica Attachmentwill pay for itself in short order.
for it eliminatesthe bother and extra work of setting wide measure

em

The real loss of Obsolescence,however, is not the cost

of replacing an old machine with an improved machine)pregas.
this expense often i ar more serious is the cost of reaching 1]

2

0 increase the line delivery from forty-twoto sixt: y picas

a longer RULE

audpons PUSHERC10)oe
be applied theCastING Macut also a means TOV: or the increased

travel of the LineCeaen that is, the sudanpiecein the CoLtumn
aid in wages, the money

y

feorhobsolete machinery. oa users carry eeprotect]

from such losses.
i

51 type Improvements are New Units: No man-

ufacti ne ospane machinery has been more progressivethai

the Mont n making improvements to raise the quality of

product ae reeanits cost, yet none of these improvements makes

any MONOTYPE machinesobsolete. On the contrary,every Mono-

machine; then, after the completed line has been placed on the
galley, the Line Support must be automatically pushed back into
position to support the first type delivered for the next line.
5: lay Type Unit: This attachment is used with the

Sorts Matrices (Fig. 95, page 159) which are put in.castingDostHiohimprovementmade|
is in the form of a new unit that can be applied by hand, instead of beingbrought to castin: positio: tk

to any Monotype. Instead, then, of having to depreciate the value ment of the Matrix Case, and this unit a
;

es {okusSecue
ane

of his equipment because of the appearance of new “models,” the for the cases,, borders, high and low quads and sp
casting ‘ype

MonotyPeE user welcomes our new units because they give hi | fourteen- to thirty-six point inclusive. This unit is ae
greaterete

from the equipment he owns; _heta

unit and on the new
that’s all. Thus, instead of charging off

a large es each yeu depreciation, the Monotype owner adds

our improvedunits at na cost, and by thus keeping his equipment as

efficient as brand-new machines,eliminates depreciation.
516 Nor does the Monotyre user lose any profit throughopet=

ating an obsolete machine in a business as highly competitive as

the printing industry. Monoryre users, through years of experiengyducti

with the Tyre. cae Caster (360), and may beappliedapplied to an

StandardMonoryps(9517). Thus, plantsoperating«oneMonoryesmi

P

ER, most owners of large book and Bopoffices prefer that com-

binationof MonotyPE units to the TypE& RULE Caster, because,
in

zshperiods,every machine can be put on compositio
521 The Display TypepeAttachmentmay be divided intothreeours,they retain all the advantages of their progressiveness. Thi

is why the MonoryeE has been called most aptly
‘‘ The Machine with

peeoie
Model—That always the Latest.”

The Standard Monotype: The object of this
chant. ee briefly the various units that may be added to

StandardMonoryPE to increase its scope; that is, ihe
rangeoO
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CasTINGMacune is equipped oath
these units. (a) An attached;

LADE so that the MoLpwill be

are adjustablefor different point-sizes;thus the

d with BLApEs for casting type, high andlow quads and

spaces from Sorts MATRICES in twelve-, fourteen-, and eightcen-
point, while the Style U Motpis similarly adjustable for twenty-
Foutsthirty-, and thirty-six-point. Note thatMatrices foi
tion cannot be used with these Motps, end,therefore, the only

are not usedstandard COMPOSITION Matrices, whichai
For details of the Style Than twelve and one-half points.

aMo ps see 4/394.
The Speed Regulatin,g Unit gives eighteen differentsiveby means of shifting gears ea the nineteenth apeedrunning

directwith all gears cut out. As explained in 4373 and 9374, the:

speed is quickly adjusted to correspond to the point- size and width

of the character to be cast, so that all characters are cast at the max-

imum speed.
d and Rule pate These Mo:ouns

for
aerules

L. age 180; they may be

CASTER(4360) or the Standard Iuoncnes (517), p

is equippedwith the DisplayType
Unit (9520); that i: theSpeed,

cessarybecausethese strips can

I

point-size. Fourth, adjustable ABUTMENT {ee
the

permit of varying the length of stroke of the MoLp PEASEthat is, the
length of the sections composing the strip tae cast. Nore:For

curv. a9 The Unit System of Building Machinery 225

rules and: high leads these sections are one-half
leads they are three-quarters of an inch.

Ee aE

52. utomatic Cutter Unit: This is used for automaticallycutting the productof the Lzap anp RULE Motps to any desire
lengths from six picas to twenty-five inches inclusive. The Cutter
Unit can be applied to either iteStandard MonotyPrE (Y517)or

the TypE& RULE Caster, as shown in Fig. 131. As the strip is fed

Ficure 131

TypE& RULECaster equipped with Lead and Rule Unit and Automatic Cutter Unit.

from the Moxp it passes to the Cutter,vwhere it is cut accurately,to the length for which the Cutter is ad jjusted, because the cutting
k nivesmove with the strip to the exact position for cutting,but the
cut is not made until the strip Hestoppedmoving,that is, until the
next cast is being made. T

he shear, while
material longer than nine picas is AeomaStiCalNystacked on the shelf
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It’s all in the matrix; the par
that makes the type face is th

vital part of composing machines

that make printing surfaces from

molten metal. Therefore, in th

choice of a composing machine,
study the matrix system—th
methods used for obtaining and

maintaining alignment as well as

the ability of the matrix system to

give you the faces, and combina-
tions of faces, you want now and

in the future. 4/The Monotype
furnishes three times as many
faces as any other machine and

infinitely more combinations of

faces—indeed, there are practically
no limits whatever to the making
of combinations, as Boldfaces, both
condensed and extended, may be
combined with the same Roman
face as easily as the hand composi-
tor sets type from different cases.

Eighteen-pointcomposition showinga

combination
of Roman and Boldfacecond Mo}

point Composition Unit.

curr. 49 The Unit System of Building Machinery 227

in front of the Cutter. The strips can be cut to any length greater
(han twenty-five inches by tripping the shear by hand when the length
desired has beencast.

5 Fourteen- and Eighteen-point Composition Unit: When
this attachment is applied to the Standard Monotype (9517), it

is possible to cast type in automaticallyjustified lines for faces as

largeas eighteen--pointand containing characters as wide as eighteen
points, as shown in Fig. 132, page 226; without this unit the largest

Figure 133

Righteen- pound
Matrix Case for composition, containing a combination of Roman and

Boldface, 135 Matrices; used with the Eighteen-point Composition Unit.

faces that may be composed are twelve-point,with a maximum width

for characters of twelve and one-half points. Fig. 133 shows a

Matrix CasE
aeeighteen-point composition containing 135 Mat-

RICES as follow:

caps, oseFRU Sa elieieerans AlinenyeteeaH0 53 MatricesRoman
11 Matrices

atrices
. 53 Matrices
3 atrices

Bighteeaui
dash andjeader .. 2 Matrices

Five-, yelenteen:fenieflbe:spaces an teen-
unithighep} bn Sa Glahor aati bie elo eee 4 Matrices

“135Matrices
(Italic may be substituted5

Boldface—See Fourteen- and Eigh-
teen-point Arrangem: . 88 and 89, page 143.)

The details of this ar cscsate (QC2) of Roman and Boldface are

shown in Fig. 89, page 143, which shows also the characters made for

use with this arrangement, but not carried in the MArrix CasE;
these additional characters are cast as sorts and inserted in place
of characters of the same width, without affecting the justification,
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when the matter is corrected at the case. Fig. 88, page 143, gives the
details of the corresponding ar rangement (QC) forRoman and Italic.

Matrices used with this unit are .3” point-ways;
thirty of the Matrices carried in“heMatrix Caseai re of square sechon

(.3"set-ways and .3” point-ways), while the romaine105 Matrices
in the Case, for the narrower characters in a font, are of rectangular
section, being .2” set-ways by Reifpoint-ways. Note the foregoing
carefully,becausein this differencein Marnrices is the reason for the

MownoryreE the case moves, in bringingthe required Matrix to

casting position, by uniform steps of .2”.

FIGURE134

T ATRIX Comps for it composition. Note the two sizes of MAT-
RIces and the Comss eth anh are spaced. The rear Comp in the illus-

tration (7 like this in the
Casx)carriesfifteenMarnices2” x

.97; the front Comp G
like this in the CASE) carries tenM.

528 When the Eighteen-point oatoate Unit is used, the

steps by which the Matrrrx CAsE moves are not the same for all
characters. In moving right or left foprratinepposition) the CasE

moves .3” (not .2”, as with the standard Marrices) for each row

of MATRICES presentedto the Motp, because all Matrices in the
Case are .3" point-ways. There are two different movements of
the CASE froinfront to back (operating position); for all the Mar-

RICES, except the thirty in the three rows at the right (operating
position),the movement from row to row is .2", the same as for all

composition Matrices, but for the three right hand rows (operating
position), that is, the rows containing the

npdesyicharacteeein the
—

fonts, the movement of the CAsE from row to 34,
529 The precedingparagraph, which sums

=

upthe principles
of the Fighteen-point Composition Dain

will be easily understood by
reference to Figs. 134 and 135: 134 shows the twenty-five
Matrices carried in the third and tout rows from the right of

cuar.49 The Unit System of Building Machinery 229

the CASE(operatingposition); note that all Marrices are the same

sizepoint-ways G35) abu

ctangular section, .3” point-ways by .2 3

Fig. 135, which shows the back of the CasE, makes clearthat in

movingrightand left (operatingposition) the CasE always moves by
steps of . while in moving front or back (operating position) for
seven rows the Casp moves by steps of .2” and for three rows by
steps of .3”. In short,

ae oethe Matrrx-case’ CoMBS carry
fifteen Matrices each (15 5.

105), while three ComBsca:
Matrices each (3X 10= 30)ae
provides for the 135 Magaices.tin

the Case (105+30=135).
53 he ae -pointCom.

positionUnit includesthe rein
ing mechanisms in addition to

type from fourteen- a

point Sorts MATRICE:

page 159) cannot be used with
these ee size COMPOSITION
MATRICES.

531 ttheKeynoagpthetol-

ti
i
i @eececeseeo

in the SE; (0d) Stop-

BARS (§257) to make the neces-

sary change in unit values, which

for the ten rows of the CAsE are as Ficure 135

follows: 57991011 12 14 15 18,
_Backof

Manarx Cast for cighteen-
In addition, the KeypoarD must Bont,compostion,Shovesain, ofbe adju: by moving the UNrT- tion Matrices.

RACK J
RUTMENT

a27KB1 (Pl

aS
that

iGae Teta aehis space

i

Sou

four units, although t is rn in the six-unit row of the iWon
CasE.
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ee
The following points in reference to the action of the Kry-

when arranged as above for fourteen- and teen-point

compositionshould be noted: onstan

gives a space three units wide; (6) With Cee
t composition

SY; a little more than

words, unless there be more than eleven words to the line, in ch

case use a five- or a nine-unit fixed space and a justifyingspace

between words.
533 At the Castinc MAcuHINE the Sy

eeeoe
must be

made to use these larger size MATRICES: (a) S) 1 Stop Rack
—

and LOCEING
Bar mechanism to position cortctlyHeee larger size

s, for details see next paragraph. (b) The Speed Regulating
AT ESEETEKE(4373), since these largersizesnye

e cast at 140

ype per minute, although these sizes can aay Hoaededjust as

(e) Adjustment of the

type as it is delivered — the Type Carrier. (f) Adjustment
of the

oes.
PUSHER

i

the type are assembled to make a lin ry be wide enough for

ieee point type. (g) The mechanism to increase the speed of

the Piston, to give er Pump capacity, j asting type

fit

position. (7) Special
espe

i

t

Es 10D and 11D (41130)of different taper than

the standard WE a EsorBeerer
t they may give increments

of 010" and .001” for cohposition they move from.right to left;
their taper must be di
because these specialjes G

apossiblevariationto the ae space of .099” (9X.010” =.090”,
9X .001” =.009", .090”-+.009” =.099”), which is but .013” less than

the
Peevevariation(.1120”) obtainable from the fifteen positions

of the standard Justrrvinc Wences (7134 and $135). (#) A special

sailuunen?of the Spa RANSFER WEDGE (4/128)to provide for

casting the justifyingPaes
from the five-unit position of the Nor-

MAL WepGE instead of the standard six-unit position.
The special us ACK and Locxinc BaR mechanismi is

I

CoastingUnitaare also used for regular composition, it is obvious

ent a thestandardJUSTIFYINGWEDGES'

Wences in their fen positions give

cuar. 49 The Unit System _Building ee
234

MACHINE equipped with the Eighteen-point Composition Unit so

that it willmove the Matrix CAsEfor thousae size MATRICES—

Turn a Valve, that's a

535 Withoutbeingtoo technical, the special Srorp Rack and

Locx1nc Bar mechanismof a CASTINGMAcuINE equipped with the

a

Stop Rack which controls the movement of the Matrix CasE

from right to left is

cloudted
toward the left of the machine (oper-

Bunepeonywhile th TOP RACK,x, whichcontrols the movement

of the MATRIXCASE, buelEand front,is similarly elongated to the

rear of the‘aaaeline.Both of these specialSrop Racks haveexactly
the same teeth, .2” pitch, as the standard Srop Racxs, and these

teeth are capableof engagement by the standard Locxine Bars;
in fact, when the machine is running on regular composition, the
standardLocKING Bars engage these teeth of .2”pitche:exactly as

the larger size MATR

by Arr CyLINDERs,Gaateddof springs, like the pea Lockine
Bars. When using the larger size Marrices, when the VALVE is

turned to adjust the Castinc Macutne for fourteen- or eighteen-

be cast, and then the Racks are accurately epee
and locked

in place by the special Lock1nG Bars operated by the Arr Cy.-

INDERs. As was explained in 9528, the Matrix Case in

Sy
moye-

ment back and front moves .3” for the three right-hand rows

(operatingpostonn) of the Matrix Case and .2” for the other seven

rows. Thus:toposition the Case for any character in the three
Gene

rows, the auxilliary Lockinc Bar for the C Stor Rack is operate:

Se
ibed above, but for any characters in the other seven

Te ‘9tion the CASE 2h Le
this LocKING Bar is cut

baddis

Sate
and the Stop Racx is positioned by the sondees

LOcKING he great ainiplicieyand freedom from complica-
tion

a
this Ticheeen!point Composition Unit explainsits eeTo change to fourteen- or eighteen-point composition, or back. t

regular composition—Turn the Valve, that’s all.

536 The Wide-spacing Unit: To decrease the number of

ie
per thousand ems, either for artistic or for commercial reasons,

the MonoryreE will notonly cast the face on any larger size body
desired, thereby climinatnghand leading, but, more than that, the

Mownoryrr has a

unique advantage, unknown to any other processof composition—first, of being able to beratethe face and make it
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more extended, as explained in Chapter VI, page 16; and, second,
of increasingautomatically the size of spaces between words.

Acondensed or an extended face may be cast from the same

font of Monotype Matrices: Of course, the MATRICES made of bronze

are not actually stretc hedand the design of the letters altered, but

with the MonotyrE it is a simple matter to vary the width of the

bodies on which these letters are cast. T hus,Fig. 12, page 16, an

than ten per eambecausetheamount thattis added to tthebody,
of each letter is proportionedto the width of

fheletter; for examplethe width of the cap ““M” isanereaaethree times as much as the

width of the lower case “‘f." Furt ermorre,
Dichletter, benecast

separately,i is sharp, clear-cu centdist:
538 “The milkman sellsoe kinds oFeee and milk—

‘Vi

of the MonorTyPE to thus ‘“‘open-up” faces byputting:
white space

between the letters and by wider spacing betwee m

appreciateclearly that there are two totally differentlindsof com-

position.
539 Monotype composition, the Guessae of brand-cn ypeshby hand (Fig. 136, page 233): The let cast separately aeels fitted that‘theyNowtogether oremake wot

no perceptible white space between the letters egmposin
a word.

The spaces between words, alw:ways Nel to the d,
give the closespacing essential

i

in quality Rennie 4 objection-
able ‘‘rivers”’ are t e

Line-cast composition: ‘Allcasting and composingmachines,
except the MonotyPE, passemble

the molds for the letters in a line

a g fora line. These letter molds must have side

walls, and obviously fee must be space between the letters thus

cast in bunches. Nor can words cast on line-casting machines be as

the spaces in line-cast

de

betweenthelettermolds for the different
pores

of the line; further-

more,since the same wedges are used withdifferent size faces the

spacing cannot be proportioned to the size type being composed.
541 The Monotype préduces, at will,either of these two rind

of cemnpnsition:Fig. 136, page 233, shows MonotyreE quality, the

cream of composition, the maximum Roe of words to the square

ee close-fitted type, thins-spaced—the equivalent of the best

foundsyee brand~tes
8set by the most skilful hand

compositor5 . 137, page333,cast on the same Monoryps, from

same te as ae for Fig. 136, shows the same face‘ ee
‘

cur. 9 The Unit System of Building Machinery 233

up” one-half set and wide-spaced, that is, ca
with white space

between the letters and words to give the p -covering quality of
line-cast composition. But even thus ailutedehereis still the alah
of Monoryrk faces, for the letters, cast separately, are clean-cut and

sharp, and they have not been distorted to suit the limitations of a

machine.

To understand the commercial value

oea aoe hotthe Monortyrs to

imsby putting white
Peivesticteeeteerteee ry erates
that there are two totally different kinds

a ec a ee newfoeeudisbayersolsdoutvor one,ltonotuns composition, the
fond:“ineee castseparately,areso ele equivalent of brand-new type set by hand.
fitted that, they flow together and make word The detteeae

separately, are so closely
pictures,with noperceptiblewhitespace between _ fitted that y flow together and make
TNEcomeingsar‘Thespaces,always Te sae ne no_perceptibl puteproportionalto the size type used, give the close space between the letters composing

To understand the commerelrateof the
ee orthe Mongereee creemm)es,by puttin: acebe n lett

mustanpresiae«ens‘sttherareonototalyoefren Ee

spacing betweenwordsdemanded by typogra1raphic word. The spaces, always proporti Hon

tradition—andessential,iobiertonablerivers” to the size type used, give the close
are to be eon istcomposition. All

ave
between words demanded by

casting and ot achines except the ‘pographic tr adition—and essential, if
Monoryrs eave thealse for the letters ii" chetnenabte“rivers” are to be avoided.
a line and make one casting for a line. Thes« Line cast composition. All casting and
letter molds must have side walls and obvi oualycomposing machines except the Mono-
there must be space between letters thus cast in tTyPH assemble the molds for the letters
bunches. Nor can words cast on these machines in a line and make

one
casting for a line.

einsclosdly spaced asMonoryrs set words, be- These letter moldsmusthave side walls
cause these spacesare made by wedges placed and obviously there ae be space be-
betweenthe eeay iorthediferentrors venJettoreee

cast in bunches. Nor

in the line. can wol thesoe machines be as

either of faeuewanea eaacea the cleelsraefart Mo ‘ds,
left hand of these specimen pages shows Mono- preaueeee apatesaiemade by wedges
‘TYPE quality, the cream sheaesationcheee

between the letter molds for the
mum number of words to h, aeoe + words in the line, The Mono-
fitted type, ioeSendeauere Orte type produces, at will, either of these
best foundry type,brand-new, set by the most two kinds of composition. The left hand
skilful hand eae tor. of these specimen pages shows Mono-

typn quality, the cream of composition;
the

‘maximum,numberem‘words2
the

square inch, ted t aced

—theeauvaleSfthebonfoundeyeyie
brand-new,y the most skilful hand
compositor.

Ficure 136 Ficure 137

oxotyrs duality, the creamofcom-
The same face diluted withwhitespaceSésltion:the maximum number of w betweenletters and words to give the

to the square inch,close-fttedtype,thin:fatness pend qpapercovedie(ucNityAGE
spaced, the equivalent of brand-n line-castcomposition plus every, MONO-

foundryype akeay saat herdhionetype advantage except close-fitting and

of almost twentyper cent., one line in five.

The ability to produce two standards of quality isa unique

e a larger se

the Keypoarp, the NorMAL WenGE (427) of the corresponding set

at the Castinc MacHINE and the Wide-spacing Unit at the Kry-
BOARD.

5 The Wide-spacing Unit consists of parts: First,
special Sroppars (257) which cause the Femara:SPACE BaR
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(4186)to operate the S, or JUSTIFYING-SPACE,pile
with the nine-

unit PuNcH, instead of with the six-unit PuncH, whichis used for

standard or close-spaced composition

(255) to ae the left JusTIFYING-~SPACE

instead of the six-unit PuncH. If a KEyBoarp is to be us

sively for wide-spaced work, it is decirable to use a similar right
KeyBar for wide spacing because, when the special wide-spacing
Sroppars are used, the SPACE Bar on the right KEYBANK cannot be

operated unless thespecial KEyBars to connect it to the nine- unitPuncH are also use

added to a minimum space seven unitswide, instead of hesfour-unit

oe nesau standard,osespaced MoNoTyPE composition.
he Wide-spacing t has a distinct value even on work

of the Nighastquality,for Lies eleven- or twelve-point double-

leaded matter. In high quality compositionthe space around a

word should be uniform, like the white mat around a picture;
therefore, leaded matter should be more widelyspaced than solid

matter; in setting leaded matter the artistic hand compositor uses

betweenwords a nut space insteadof the three-to-em used for solid

In short, the Wide--spacing Unit enables the office to control

the spacing in any job, instead of depending upon the judgment
and care of the operato:

547 The AutomaticRepeater Unit, which may be applied
le KEYBOARD, is a little air engine con-

ash, any character or space on the Boarp; the character
for the Kry tieheld down repeatsas longas both Keys are depressed.
Thus, to use the Repeater Unit there is nothing toadjust,nothing to

change;it is the operator’s best friend—right there when he wants

‘or example, to quad out the last line of a paiperoutdepresseeEATER Key with the second finger ofthe left hand a: ae
thei

Aaae
the quad Key with the forefinger of the same

548 On any kind of composition the Repeater willneyleitself
ina ie months. Every operator knows that it i

a more
tiring to ‘“‘quadout,” to strike one Key continuously with the same

finger,than it is to set matter, that is, todistributeHessa of strik-

; but, the wise employer who

ge
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matter when doing the least work—'‘He works while he rests.”
The RepeaterUnit conserves the operator’s energy for useful work;
in fact, it is the operator’s pacemaker, for it is an inspirationto any
one to see the KEyBoarD working per! fectlyat a speed of more than
25,000 ems per hour.

To properly appreciate the RepeaterUnitsthink

of{catalogwork,where the blank space for cuts is frequentl:lyhalfo} com-

Think of legal printing, question an wer work.
Phink of newspaper straight matter, with its short paragraphs and

dash lines between paragraphs. Thinkof newspaper a composition,with its quads for overhangingfigures,leaders, and opens

cuts. Think of any kind of printing you please, and you will realize
that the

AspeatetUnit increases the output of a KKEyBoarp from
five to fifty per

55 e oe of the Repeater Unit is so simple
ingeniousthat it is worthy of note, although it is not our caretin this book to describe mechanismsiin detail. Since the function

Key are pushed back, so that the air forces up the Pistons con-

trolled by these PLUNGERs.
551 In a Krysoarp equipped with the Repeater Unit the

VALVE Bars,shown in Fig. 35, are replacedwith compoundVALVE

e rear e the compound
EY then Bepiescedand ae this portion of

the VALVE Bar forward, toward the operator, so that the effect on

the PLUNGERs is the same as if the operator had raised his finger
from the Key.
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I,

ward,as already described, so that the PLUNGERs again cut

air from the

again for the next

eee
n.

553; us, as long as e BELLCrank reciprocates; that is,
e

4

the piston of a stea engine,tl roug!

whia carries the eccentric which, in turn, operates
the slide valve that controls the admission eesteam to the two

sides of the
pe

ston.

554 It should be noted thatthe above pee paatcn
of the

air engine is a ‘‘skeleton picture”inwords,just as Fig. 35, Plate

Ill, facingpage 100, is a ‘‘skeleton picture” in lines; actually, the

off the
IstoNs controlled by this KEy, and the paper feeds ~

cur. 49 The Unit System of Building Machinery 237

air engine has two Pistons, but it is the principle of this engine and

not the details of its prcchaniem
that interests us now.

555 For the Style DD Keypoarp (Fig. 125, page 208) the

nee
of the Rep le Unit is, of course, exactlythe same as for

e single KEYBOAR’ a becausetheDD Keysoarp has but one KEy

eae which is identicalwith the Key mechanism on the single
IXEYBOARD.

556 The Ninety-em Unit is the same in principle as a wide

carriage for a typewriter: it provides for increasingthe travel of the

Em Rack 4KB1 (Plate V, at ack of book) from sixty-fiveto ninety
ems. This means that broadside tables may be composed in one line

without double justifgation(9354), becauseeven with a six-set

face the Ninety-em provides for setting in one operation matter

forty-five picas wide. ThGticeshandling any amount of widemeasure

Ficure 138

Electric Light Unit: Shows Copy Licur and Scar Licut as applied to Style D Kry-
BOARD.

composition this unit very gui pays for itself, because its use
means the following saving: justificationfor every

(b) one restoring of the EmPeer for every line; (c) one caeluten
of the Castine Macuine for every li

5 Style D Kerysoarp, the Unir

WueEEL STANDARD complete is replaced with a STANDARD that car-
i

5

Rac

with this ScALE, and also the longer Drivin
WHEEL Drrvinc Rack. Note that the Ninety-em Unit ernst be

appliedto the Style DD Krysoarp (Fi age 208) since there

s not room on this Boarp for the angerDrivinc CYLINDERS and

ie RACK SLIDE.
558 The Electric Light Unit (Fig. 138) completely solves the

question of proper illumination for the KryBoarp, because it pro-

17
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vides not only a scientifically designed Copy Licut that properly

places the light on the copy, where the operatorrequiresit, and keeps
the light out of the operator’s eyes, as shown in Fig. 120, page 194,

but also it provides a special light for the Justirvinc ScaLE (for

IGURE 13!

xs andScALE Licut: The Lens magnifies the figures, making them easy for the

cee ‘foread without bending forward. Theelectriclightin the cylinder at the
reht lights automatically at the end of the line, illuminating the ScaLE and notifying

the operator to terminate the line. :

out moving forward in his seat, quite as easily as reading the

figures on a wall calendar.

559 The Justifying Scale Light serves also another purpose;
experiments prove that a signal to the eye is less tiring than asignal
to the ear, and so this ScaLE Licut is arranged to take the placeotf

i

hen a line may be justified,
amp

the bell signal to terminate the line: W
d

that is, when sufficient characters have been struck, this Scale Lam:

cuar. 49 The Unit System of Building Machinery 239

lights automatically and remains lighted until the Keyboard is restored

(4105) to set the next line. As some ‘operators, from force of habit,
prefer the bell signal, this may be used also, in addition to the light
signal, if the operator desires.

5 ye-strain is one of the chief sources of fatigue, and fatigue
means loss of product; perfect illumination, for bad lighting is the

cause of most eye-strain, is of the utmost importance to the pro-

gressive employer who is interested in obtaining maximum effi-

ciency by providing for the comfortof his employees. All science

Mownoryre operator. Then we analyze and study these data so that,
by modifying the methods of working and, if necessary, perfecting
new units, all useless motions are eliminated. Great as is the

increase in output thus produced, this is to us less impressive than

work to be able to enjoy and profit by the marvelous opportunities for
self-development that this age offers on every hand.



GLOSSARY

PART I

Part Iof this book, unless otherwise specified.

Air Bar. §11. A grooved bar on the CASTINGand relea: sestlthe paper ribbon as it is fed

corouehthe machine. When
4clar Repnepaper, air is admitted to the &roove and passes through the perforations in theto the Piers thus uncovered; these Pipes

|

leadto the Arr PINs (which aecOntFOILaSthe movement of the MatrixCase and NorMAL WEDGE. Before the paper is unclamp: edthe air is automatically shut off from the BAR.

MACHINE which alternatelySiamips

Air Chamber. 9251. The reservoir in the VALVE BANKof the Krypoarp, from whichair is admitted to the various PIPES

pane’fothe Pistons (which see) that'o perate thepunching and counting miSeeman e VALVE-BANK PLUNGERS (w!entsee) areopenedyt the striking of akee
Air-chamber Pet

See valve underneath the back of the ‘ed fo:
draining off any water th y collect in the AIR

oe allenaiere in the airis not removed b
a, the Con g Tank

nichsee). This P epeeshould be openedfor a few SecoHlnds in the morning, seforesta: g work, and aenightso that the air mayblow out any imolstitethat may have collected.

BOARD, us

Air Compressor. See Compressor.

Air - 912. Twenty-eight Arr Pins on the CaAstTING
acu are lifted, not

more Heetwo at a time, by air admitted through the
Dorotaons n the

pee ribbon.These Pins

peeuotethe movements of the. CASTING MACH NE,eatieitieit toMATRIX Ca‘ E to bring the Matrix for the
cnaracter to be cast over the Manniee

also iti WEDGE to give the correct size bodywhen the Motp Babe is drawn back to castthe type. Three additional Arr PINscontrol the space-sizing tiechan:Hist(Chapter XIV, page 41).
Alignment. 9281. The relati iti

f

ly; see LINING GAGE.

Allowance for Rule. Meo page 28 of Part II, and Plat
Making the type line shorti tabular mat
putting in

“ deadwood”Gahichsee) so that

(which see) inserted, its total width

e VIII (at back of

peor:ter, eitherby reducing the measure 0when the table is made up and stritbeae
will be the measure required.

Allowance for Squeeze. 1160, e 28 of Part II, and Plate VIII (at back of book).iby

te Full length of line tne.Paid measureeehae when the type is lockedthe fup, ressure will toe eae the type lines and ni rules or leads between theline:

Arrangement. See KeyBoarp Layout.

Arrangement. See Matrix CASE ARRANGEMENT.

Le
of Punches. See PUNCHES.

fomnatleCutter Unit. 9525 and Fig. 131 (page 225). Part of the Lead and Ruleinit“whichsee) for
eto Calycutting the product of the LEap AND RULE MoLpa ich see) exactly to anydesired len gth from six picas to twenty-five inches or lonngerif tripped by hand. Theshorter lengths are caught in a box; those longer than ninepicas are automatically stacked.

Automatic Repeater Unit. 7547 to 7555 inclusive. An attachment which mayapplied to

eee the D or DD Krysoarp for
be

r operating the KEYBOARD mechanically,by means of a little air
coeneinstead of by hand, to repeat any eee or space the

operator deste,at the rate of ten keystrokes a nd. To use the Repeater the opera-tor holds down the Rep sanioe Key (the green Kry in the lower left corner of the leftICKEYBANK)ad then depresses Key for the character or space to be repeated—;

28oy
a leader, or

any,ck er or space on the ARD: the Key thus h own repeatsas lo:

erves his energy—‘‘He works while

li
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he rests’’ and on quads and leaders
Pee more than 25,000 ems per hour with no g°.

more effort than holding down two KEY:

Automatic Revolution of theistiiyingScale.$1122and
Foote age Ze The

mechanismwhich causes
| the J y

wkhen

al BPOTER willsothetBenthe
last Key for

Jus ANGwe ee
KEYBOARDS not equipped with the Autom clicon tneosALEsassroe revolve
at the end of the line untilthe operatorpressthe ScaLE Key. This ScaLe Key i isiygreen

k

the left KEYBANK and is inoperative on D Bo.

equipped with the Automatic Revolution.

Bases for Cuts. See Cur MOUNTING.

Bell. Plate V at back of book). ioepennof the
Be

notifies the oper aretwhen
the line is within r ems of being complete. On the KEYBOARD (which see) and
on all D ecrueonegeequippedwiththe]BlectticLee Unit(which see) SIGNAL LIGHTS
are used instead of BELLS or in conjunction with B

Blank Matrix. A Marrrx (which see) without a character driven in the loweyendfoppesitethe popRolesused for casting quads and spaces. If the blank has

, it produces a low quad or space (9392).

Button. See Kry,

Buttonae
See KEYBUTTON CLIP.

Cap. 730 To put Krysputton Cuips (which see) on the Keys when changingMoa ae af thus the Krys for characters omittedfrom the CASE are

capped with CLirs containing the characters that replacethem

Capping Sheets.
iat: Cae

e use of ngedieextraRoane
andard

KEYBA!AESmay frequently a ch: A to suii nt a a few
KEYBUTTON CLIPS Ghichsee) to cap the Krys for thecharacterschanged. The:devaild
of these NCeyeUnTenCirps are shown on capping sheets which are aime to Plate IX
at the back of this book. These capping sheets are furnished with the font when
equired.

Case. See MATrix CASE.

Casting Machine. qi andFrontispiece.The ComMposinG MACHINE casts and c

poses type in tified lines in any size from five- to twelve- -pointinclusiva
(18-point

ae
ive i Fourtech: and Eighteen-point Composition Unit is applied),

th a 2one two picas (60 picas if the Wide Measure Unit isapplicoper:
h

y

making type to be set by hand, all
cee o luding thirty ae point, the s the

Ds ¢ neq

see), it will also cast continuous strips of milesand high and low leads and ay anysize from two- to twelve-

peinand automatically cut chetto any length from six
picas to twenty-five inches.

Casting Machine Stop Motion. See Stop Morion.

Cellular Matrix. See MATRIX.

Centering Pin. 713 and Fig. 4 (page 6). A rod carried in an adjustable BUSHING ine:

the BripGE of the CasTtinG-MACHINE. The lower end of the CENTERING PINi is tapered

0atexactlyase cone-Boleof the Matrix, ae
it enters at each revolution of the

hin the a vi

ae
c

the Matrr EXEie the character just cast, and ihe MatTRIX CASE moves to bring the
Matrix for the next character over the MOLD into casting position

Centering-pin Buehine413. An adjustable holder for the CENTERINGea (which
a) that cenDemoved right or left, front or back,and then lo cked in the required posi-
tion. The ee

castlesthihis Byes adjusted, in hone from as Mare
Giseto Seesther,to corre: mtthelebodies the characters of the font to
be cast, both pointsuaneane een nal set-ways (for idebearing). (See also Lrn-
ING GAGE.)

Centering-pinMicrometer. 9281. Two ScREws on

ey
Castine Macuine fogadjusting the nlining up. One ScREwadjus

Parr I Glossary liii

the CENTERING Pin for alignment, the other for U SeannesThe eae ee theseSCREWS are graduated to cor pda with
ee eduatogon the head Ge crew onthe lining gage (which see). Thus t

eee quickly adjusted teeturninga MICROMETER SCREWSas aoe (heeee aeaaa on tHeliningBaeaeesin-dicate that the character needs to be moved onits bo:ae to bring it to correct positio

Change Box.

lee nd Fig. 90 (page ee);A wooden box for temporarily storingMATRICES taken from a MaTRIx CASE to make room for specialeharineeesThe box
has fifteen slots ecHPSsROndingeathe Attach| rows of the Marrrx CaseE, andis providedwith a sliding lid to protect the MATRICES

Changing Pica Ems to Ems of
eeSet. Chapter XVIII (page 52) and Plate VII (atback of book). ao getting the asure given in picas into ems andunits of the seof the face to be c sed.

Cleaning Réd.
A 6 and Fig. 115 (page 188). A

me
tal rod about three feet longwith a handle on the pper end and on the lower end a perfor:

oe cup in which is

peethe metal cleaner ); the rod is
epenetal O sti e molten metal in

melting furnace(which see), thus carrying the metal eaneeiS the bottomof the oeand mixing it thoroughly through the Oat . bring the dross to the:top

Clip. See KreyButtron Cir.

ColumnPusher, qis A mechanism on the Castinc MAcHINE that pushes the
completed line, Alterit ae been pulledforwardfrointhe type channel (which see) bythe Linz Hooks (which see), ontothegalley. Cores this, the RuLE (which see)lifts so that the CoLUMN PusHER m ne oe

Comb, 716 and Fig. 6 (page 9). A toothed bar in which are carried fifteen Compo-
_SITION ay ATRICES; fifteen of these Comps are carried in a MATRIX CASE. he Mat-

RICES are grooved to fitTpelyeanthe teeth of the MB

bai Ma
lourteen- and Eighteen-point Composition (which ieee)fee are Baeten Comps i in theMATRIX CASE: seven

jotthesepaveteeth spaced .2” and three have teeth spaced 23%the principle, however, is the same as the StandardCOMBS
Composition Matrix. See Matrix,

Com:sition Matrix Holder. 361 and Fig. 94 (page 15)9). A HoLper which takes
e ComPostT10NMATEDSae

a thime for castingsorts. It is used with either regular
ircOMECSHGOAGAAATR oO) orts casting, for sizes twelve-pointand smaller.

Composition Mold. See Typz Moxp.

Compre:ee
An air pump for furnishing compressed air, at from twelve to fifteen

pounds pressure, to drive the EE
TBO

nd to control the CAasTING Macuine. The
compressor Ssequipped with an automatic & Bove so that, when no air is being used,the compressor runs light Rtnonescompressing a:

Condensing Tank. A tank used to cool the air, after it leaves the compressor, to
condense the moisturein eeair, which

oe oiscollectedinatrap and thus preventedfrom being carried by the
ayinto the Krys and Caster. The air from the com-

n the co

Cone-hole. See MATRIX.

Constant Justification. 7121. The name given to the combination of JusTIFYING *

Krys ne see),5st
at the end of

a line, that
neeexactly fill thsmeasure if the

Cjueae aces are cast the same width as tthe KEYBOARD counts them; that is, fourOr,this aoeShedefined as the Justirvinc mae indicatedwhen,inedusts
FYINGSc,Me(whichs see) revolves, when ‘its Kry is depressed at end of line, ‘sothat its zero

columnsis presented to the ScaLe PoINTER. Obviously for a line thati eats fillsuaesure (no shortage to be distributed over the justifyidespaces) the
Justeren

G KEY.to‘trikeat ondof the line willbethe| same whether the line containso reenterefore fheheco IFYINGSCALE (ScaleConstanta) is the same for all positions of the PoINTER. To find the

Pa Constant for ook at the Scale Constant column (zero column) of the
JUSTIFYING SCALE fontha‘oe
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Continuous Strip Rule. See Strip RuLE.

Convertible Caster. See Type &RULE CASTER.

Copyfitting. 7472 and book ‘‘Copyfit ting.”” The system of making copy and cuts
fit the aug SOaeeby accurately measuring “ie typewritten copy and cuts and then —
planning the

Copy Holder. 7449. Af; ollerg
between which the copy is held -and Siveneaeas eenunenby ina “therollers,:

*

Copy Hook. A hook on the side of the KEYBOARD on which to place copy.

CopyLight. 9452, 9558, and BieLose(page 237). An(adjustablebracket on the
~

electric light a be thrown —

oe
the,copy and kept out of the ae seyes. Part of the Electric Light Unit (which

ee).

Corrector. (358. A compositor who knows the relative unit values of Monorypn
pee and.who oe

this knowledge van correcting MONOTYPE composition, Byandat.the case, to e time andla bar
Counting Mechanism. Chapter XI (page 30). Theportionof the Krypoarp that —measiirestheunitwidth of charactersand

addss

this to the sum of —
.

This mechan»
ism also counts the justifying spaces en ae

Cross Block. {14 and Fig. 11 (page 15). A reciprocating BLocx in the Moup
attached to the right end

oF
the Type CARRIER

Ce
a COUPLING, and moving right andCroleft w

ehits The
orms one sideoftl e MoOLD openingg in which.thee type

is cast; in the Cross

and pevaried:to the MELTING eae the movement of the GATE Pustieof the

etBLock as the BLock moves to the rig eat
i

is pushed into it by the forward movement of the MoLD BLADE.

s Girt. J1i1. The part of the CastrnG MACHINE on which the Arr BAR (whitar ceeiesthe paper and from ich the Arr Prpzs lead to the Arr Pins (which see).

Cut Mounting. Footnote (e) (page 3). Where the Monoryre system of copyfit ting
(whichsee) is used,the allowance for a cutis made at the Keypoarp by the operatorAf:ter
in place,using the quads as a base, thus avoiding all overrunning or justifying of cuts
by hand. Cuts may also be mounted on thirty-six-point quads or on slugs made up by
hand

Cutter. See AUTOMATIC CUTTER.

D Keyboard. Frontispiece. The Krypoarp with one counting and one perforatingmechanism.

228 seveoard. Fig. me(page 208) and Chapter XLVIII (page 209). The Kry-
wo counting and two perforating Cc

nenIsnI.a oeav ITCH so thatteither —neeae aeee SOURSand perforating mechanisms sed independently to —
save rehandling of copy, etc., or simultaneously for HEpResineshich38 iS)

the KEYBOARD operator because it
cannot be catsfixedvyWecorrector. If the error be in the —

P al Ss
,

quarters of the line, it saves time for
1

n eig

Gcap diphthong or fraction) to fill out the line and then justify as usual. Thus, the
CASTER is not stopped and the ‘‘dead line” is removed by the corrector.

eadwood. Ex. 22 (page 29 of Part II). Character:

of Hepinioerwidth, to be replaced by rules, initial feitonn elas etc.

Display Matrix. See Sorts MATRIX.

Display Type. 7362. abesedi pote sizeseStype (above 12-poi int), cast as sorts
to be oe te eae from the ead of being cast in automatically Justifiedlines.

Display Type Normal Syedee:See NoRMAL WEDGE.

Display Type Unit. 4520 to 9522 inclusive. An attachment for the CasTINGeee oe for casting type from SoRTS MATRICES eich see) and for casting
4
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leads, rules, and slugs. It is furnished as part of the TypE&RULE CASTER and ca:anAPSbe applied to the composing machine. se provides for, (a) Increased
we ceapeMoLp BLADE; (b) Increased Pump capacity; ©.Increasedpressure on

Vin; (d) HOLDERfor SoRTS MATRICES; (€) TYPE

TONNE
Biocxs for laweetype"ODWbcEs adjustable by hand. It includes also theoe DS for casting type from SorTSMArRicEs and the SPEED TRECULATINGUNIT (wh: sor

Distribution. A waste of the compositor’s time; made obsolete in up-to-date com-
posing-rooms by the non-distribution system (which see).

Double Em Scale. $171 to 7175 inclusive. An auxiliary paper scale attached to the
re

haeele id Em SCALE. Used for inserts of one set in text of a different set. Thetradu: s on the paper ed Heeupac es aeHiePaper si

ie

position to beniin a Hin
Double Justification. Chapter XXV (page 71) and {488 to 9492 inclusive. The

inethod of
ayependentlyjustifying with justifyingites

different sections of the
peeune,in order t each section may

ve tife d to its measure and the sum of thes
incasures may

‘DoubleKeyboard.See DD KeysBoarp.

Double Matrix.Chapter XXXIV (page 116), 9321, and Fig. 53

ae eee AMATRIX
2 xX .4” (double thesizeof

oneoidinaryMATRrx) carried in the x CASEwith the gular Matrices (.2” X .2”), © proodieinefigures, or other chats up(o thirty-si Bes ition. (See also FOURTEEN- AND EIGHTEEN-
1

y

POINT Coneeeen See

Driving Rack. §88. A rack on the
Laue that rotates the Unit WHEEL (whichtec) by means of a PINION on its SHA Air vee acting on the right end of theRACK (PIstTonir ue Hoa CoLINDER)rotatestheUnit WHEEL left handed to count

we.ee a line is bei en a RESTORING Rey(which see) is depressed, iee is eeRucterced’tofineleft end of the Rack and the Unrr WHEEL revolve:Reehanded(clockwise) to position the Boarp for the next line to be set

Dro: 9/438. Oxide of lead and dirt that must be removed from metal in the MEtt-
ING Ponof the CASTING MACHINE and also from the type melted in the melting furnacelo be cast into pigs. (See METAL CLEANER.)

Duplicating. 7481, 7485, 7488, and Fig. 20 (page 209), An
pucusivefeature of theNonorusismadepeels by he

DD Kevzoarp; Rodueingthe s atter in differ-ont faces, point-sizes, and m res at the oie KEYBOARD fro ehen aes keystrokes.

BiebicenepolneComposition Unit. See FourTEEN- AND EIGHTEEN-POINT CoOMPO-
AUTLON UNT

Eight-unit Leader. 198 and 4200. A leader of exactly the same face as the ninlit leader, but cast central on a body eight units wide. (It is xot a 9-unit jeadeeMATRIX. carriedin the 8-unit row. r) It is used to bring the Unit WHEEL to even emswhen the Unit
INDENTORaneowsany number from five to eight inclusive. oe alsoLwADERS and TEN-UNIT R.)

ectric Light Unit. 9452, 9558, 9559, and Fig. 138 (page 237). This consists
=(a) Bescteniiealydesignedfo Lieut (which see) that properly placesthe

Heght o(he copy and k ut o € operator’s eyes; (0) A special HeeLe ie Jus ad
SCALE, cattied

|

in s feame w whic thesas i

reads the enlarged figuresonthe SCALE without leaning foewardin his seat. Thi
Jus LE serves as a signal to end the in ts up w.

WubiGentcharacter: eae beenput in the line so that the line may be justified and it
lays lighted untilOeKEvB SARD.isrestored. This light may See turned on at any

R)

when the EM-RACK PoINTER a4KB3 passes the four-em mark on the EM SCALE a9KB1.‘To put the light out again without res: toring, before the EM-RACK
HONTERhas reached(he four-em mark on the Em Scae, the BELL HAMMER 2KBiIi is pulled forward far

enough to be caught and held by the Brit Trip LEVER 3KB1

Elec typeGuards. 9414 and 9524. One product of the Trz-up SLUG Mop (whichnee), c sting of a twelve-
ot Slug,with a recess for string in the side and a is

potentele otweeheight bearer c e side of the body. Like all products of the
AND RULE MOLD family, thesoeepeeare cast in continuous strips of any len ae Pad
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(See also —automaticallycut to any desired length from six picas to twenty-five inches.
LEAD ANDRULE MoLp Unit and Automatic CUTTER UNIT.)

[44 and 748. The width of the widest (18-unit) character of the
nee cap M,for pele. The Monorype em is square only when

ve set of the
ie

e is the same
as its

spain-size; for example, 10-point No. 8, whichi

is ten-set. The E
aesayge

the
Key RD always indicates ems of the same set as the e JUSTIFYING Soeetit

4

(page 10), and 418. A space eighteen units (1 en
which see)wiEm-quad. Fig. 84

nd left Key:

eeforeconepaoa padKey is

eae at the bottom of
poeTeesn the TRIX E, however, th ne

MATES
hethisi is ate carried in therightfront corner DeHeCas) i (operettapositionytang

is, at

ve intersectionof t ight and front rows. No pete are made in the
—ribbo: the em-quad Keoe

Em Rack 4KB1. 998 and Plate V (at back of book), Arackon
a Keyzoarp driven

bythe nee
i a SHAFT of the UN

ME
WHEEL (which see), and, ther aforemovingn unison with i s POINTER a4K B3 measures on the Em SCALE(whihich res)its move-mentand indicatesatou

times the num bee of ems and half-ems the line is short of zero,
Thus, the Em asu zestthe num Tee of ems and half-ems required to complete
the line,while ae ae EL mugasunesthe number of units (one-eighteenth of an
em) requiredto cone a halfve 4

Em-rack Pointer a4KB3. 98 and Plate V (at back of book). A finger attached to.
:

the eae
|

RAckK (which see). It indicates upon the Em

ae of the KryBoarp the emsand half-ems that must be added to the line to complet

Em-rack Stop X6KB. 9177, Plate V, and
Fig.146 on Plate X (at back of book). A |

movable abutment on the YBOARDwhichHli
i

Oo desired measure, within
pressing itsHANDLES together; the finer adj state

1

ed by the Em- RACK-STOPADJUSTING ScrEW (which see). For method ofmectinnthe Bree:see Plate X (Figs. 146 and 147).

Em-rack-stop Ad.aiastneSererX8KB. 7178, age V,and Fig. 147 on Plate X (at
back of book).A

anise at the left end of the EM-rack SLipE on the KEYBOARD,
Used to position t Pees TOP (which see) accurately so that the Unir

ae(which see) will shoe
aieoo number of units after the EM-rAck Stop has been _

set to the nearest half-e:

Em Scale a9KB1. 999 and Plate V (at back of

poyinto 130 equal parts, eachof half-e

mcasurs,up to, andi
Astripof celluloidgraduated

beingcomposed. (The older
|

0 60 ems jnclusiveand the EM
d fete120equalpeeae n Kk

E s

the Em Rac
M

is at the right end. In setting tabular matter the Bainesoaars the.differentsections —
oeae

line begin are marked with a china- noerine pencil on the EM ScALE

(oa33).

scale Clip. (161, Fig. 25 (page 53), and Plate V (at back of book). A springclip. at each end of the Em Scag, for holding Paper Em Scales and Double oo 7Seles eeeboth).
;

Em Scale, Double.

Em Scale, Paper.

See DousLe Em Scat,

See PAPER EM SCALE.

An en-quad Key ig —

In the MATRIX
En-quad. Fig. 8 (page 10). A fixed space nine units wide.Satriedeat the bottom ofbothright and left KryBanxs for convenience.

Case, however, there is but one MaTRrx for the en-quad.

Even Em, or Half-e When a graduation of the Untt WHEEL (which ssee) coin:
cides with zero of the ae T INDICATOR,us KEYBOARD is said to be at even ems, or half.

4

ems, depending upon aenetlie:the

pussK POINTER coincides with an em, or half--em,graduationon the Em ScALE (whichse:
Even on the Wheel. Bringing the KEyBoarp to ‘‘even ems” (which see) by

a
1

eight- or ten-unit leaders or spaces.

Extra Characters. Chapter XXII (page 63). Any character used but not carried
.in the Marrix CAsEis an extra character; when one of these is required, the

opera

Glossary lvii
Parr I

lilrikes a Key for a character of the same width; this is exchanged for the required(

eo by the corrector without affecting the justification.(See SIGNAL CHARAC-

Fixed Leader. See LEADERS,

xed Space. 9192. A space cast the same size it is counted by the
Oented and cast

justthe

earseas acharacter. A fixed space of any u valu
Vo,pillatlyoapeiedin the MATRIX CASE, can be obtainedby omitting an nerenecnetived character of ae size dane and substituting for it a blan Ti é

i

should, of co

OPERATING-ROD HEAD 16KA5, Plate V (at back of book). When Gonstaiitpaiiaentevee eeJ is used, the justifyingspace becomes the egniyaleneofa fixed
Our-unit sp:

Flux. See METAL CLEANER.

Fon . Chapters XXXI (page 101), XX XV (page 119), and XXXVI (page 10h Afull a consists of the

ee ON

oeATRICES for one

Pe
-size

oe face, including
“ips, smallcaps, lower ca. gu of SHE aude er e, andfigures of

12n. Lenn
live “MATRICES, including blanks for spaces, Pie a ai the Rie CasE, A
par tierfont consists of caps,lower case, figures, and points , from seventy-two to eighty:(wo characters, depending upon whetherligatures are supplied. A few

vs fontsvonsist only of caps, oe and figures, about forty-six characters; or small cap: only,(wenty-seven charact

Foreign Languages. 7273.
tliss by itself: First, bec:
in the Marrrx Case (for ent FC, Fig. 62 (page 126);second, because by using proper KEYBARSthese accents may bee groupedon the Kry-

vit eethealphabets with which they aareused; third, because we furnish the

french,ish, ER,German, Italian, Portuguese,Swedish,Noeee Bohemian, Danish,Poresh,Hungarian, Russian,Rutheenian,Lithuanian,and Greek.

is
is maa ‘balieéitedO53oooya osceaoO

es
5 & oO& a poe° § c io® Si 2 Q 9 a a » 5 <9p 88° @ZS

Foundry Guards. See ELecrrorypr GUARDS.

Fourteen- and Eighteen-point Composition Unit.

1226to 9535 inclusive. AnAlla chineaefor the Standard MonotypE (whichs see) whicAutomaticallyjustifiedlines for faces as large as ei.
felers as ¥ Ww: u

i

fe
e req

:

(a)Specialr.
ial adjustmentieUnit

eeIx anxa Siarholdingthé135Idface) compoSingtthefont;

E

g Attachment; (g) specialadjustment of asHANNELmMLOCKS, PUSHER,andee TRANSFER WED

Full Font. See Font.

Furnace. See MELTING FURNACE.

ley Mechanism. Chapter XVII (page 49). That part of the CasTING

pechinghinSpulls the assembled line out of the type channel and places it on the galley

See UNIT WHEEL.

xuide Keys. 9464. The Krys on which the little fingers rest when the operatorlinpers the Boarp correctly—‘always hit the same Key with the same finger.”
and Wheel. 9447. A WHEEL on the Cot

Ny aening this HAND WHEEL the Kevg

Hand Wheel. “9373 A WHEEL on the end of the Worm Swart on the CASTINGMACHINE, Used for turning he CASTING MACHINE by hand.

Graduation.

LUMN SCREW supporting ineKEYBOARD.
OARD can be either raised or lowered.
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|

eee to-paper. 939, 742, and Fig. 16 (page 20). The distance from the surface —
which the foot of the type reststo its face; that is, the siiateaes

takes ink and

paintson the paper. Height-to-paper equals .9186”. To deter whether a MoLii
will produce type of the proper height-to-paper, measure the highq iad if this measurg

—

less than .886” for a Composition MOLD, or .866” for a SorTS Moroteruse with Sori§
Matrices), the Mop should be restored to hei ght.

Interspacing. See LETTER SPACING.

Irregular Spacing. Chapter XXIX (page 93). Using larger size justifying spac

between certainworrds. ofa line (whena full height letterfollows a sinuletletter)
t be uniform,

Jet. (14. When a type is beingcast, the metal is forced into the Mou

mcderphepedsees
the metal| in thisot coolswith the type ondee Ww

s know: sometimes called a te’’). is jet is cut from the foot of nt
tye Beea oslightTovementaf theCRossBisexto the left, and is resown

back into the
MELTING Pot when the Cross BLOocK (which see) moves to the rig

Justification. Chapter X (page 27) and 9213. Mal

ore
the line fill the measure

general there are two methods of justification: first, ustificationwith the
which see);

justi i i

d

justification are a modification, or com ination,of these two methods.

paces are used, the term “jtustification”may be still further defined as t! of
distributi

a line, or portion of a line, after the last cha

ssbeen struck, the difference between the length of this line, or portionoutingeae oiefeuiicedeure for the line, or portionof Jine. if the j ustifying spaces in a

line are not all of the same size, it is called ‘
’

(which see).

Justification Wedge. See JusTIFYING WEDGES

Justification-wedge Gage. See JUSTIFYING-WEDGE GAGE.

Justifying Character. See LETTER SPACING,

Justifying Keys. 976 and 9131. Thirty red Krys in two horizontal rows at the top
of the KEYBOARD, each row numbered in white, from left to right, 1 to 15 inclusive,

Their chief functionis to control the position of the JusTIFYING WEDGES (the spaces
_

sizing mechanism) at the CASTING MACHINE. The upper row controls the
Hongve ]

which, for each position, as it Ores
from right to left, adds :0075”to the of th

vinespace

= ds

*

0078,No.3 ieee.0150”. In the same way the lower row of 9USTIFYING
Keys controls the rear WEDGE; No. 1 Key in the lower row adds oats to the justi+ —
fying space, No. 2 Key adds 0005”,No. 3 Kry adds .0010”. The perforati ons

s made by
TIFY: vs indicate, on the ribbon, the end of the line, for the PUNCHES

operated by e Krys atelargerne
the character PuNcHES. In ouditton to cons»

trollingsie,JUSmiEviNG hese perforations also start the galley mechanism

(which see)to place the Conplecedtae on the galley. When the VaLve HANDLi) =

Zot
7 (Plate V, a

back et book) at

ihe
left of HaePAPER Tower is turned to.the

rear, the lower row of JUSTIFYING Keys act also as RESTORING Keys (which see).
{

oc a a = ‘S-aSxaiuB.3
OQoeaeEaio

32
A

ssn Leader. See LETTER SPACING.
’

Jus 480, 7102, CoattenXIII (page aoeFig. 22 (page eaeangPlate
VI ae ae niaD A table cylindrical form and consistin celluloid

coated card, on which the various oe ions of Tee s Gh

£

a
the JUSTIFYING-SCALFOR B Gubichsee)indicates on

older Boarps n

he four- em fea on tthe EM SCALE
naz has In

aretwo numbers, one above the other, that pieriove)upperal loveeTOWof Jus 1IN units 0 ‘

the Si nd mi nty-one inclusive;
the ee horizontal quienPerecfone en caesths,the‘SCALEisinreality
a table

‘0 ras
the JUSTIFYING k

to twenty justifying spaces, and that is from zero to seventy-one units short of the —
eee There are two diagonal ae lineson the SCALE which are used as 4 guide to

uniform spacing. A different SCALE is required for each set, and the set of theNorMAL

Parr I Glossary lix

WupcE used at the CASTING } d with that of the ScALE.
in double justification (which no the Bee is

sevolved’by hand to obtain the justifi-
etion

1 forall sectionsof the line, exceptthe last. The operator determines the number
ol the Em SCALEand Unir INDICATOR

(oieHee), Pie:striking a last character for this section of the line. He then revolves the
Ae ie

ie hand, until the ScaLE POINTER indicates the eh on the SCALE for this
umber of units.

Justifyinig-sealeConstant. See SCALE CONSTANT.

Justifying-scale Key. See ScaLe Kry.

Justifying-scaleTight:558 and 559. Anelectriclamp carried in a frame with a

lights
in the line Deereit may be justifiedCoe ems from Zero); this lamp servestwo

|

pur-
poses: (a)It the operato: (d)i
| USTIFYING Sealsso that the operator en read the magnifiedfigures on the SCALE
without leaning forward in his chair. This ScALE LIGHT is one part of the Electric
Light Unit (which see).

JustifyingscalePointer al4KB1. 103 and Plate V (at back of book). A horizontal
finger on the KEYBOARD that indicates on the a

US

TEUINGScALE.(which see) the number
of perforations madeby the JusTIFyING-sPACE PuNcH (which see) for the line (or section
of a line in double Hueuinesiowpeneset. The POINTERrises one space on the SCALE

~

och time the JUSTIFYING-SPACE BAR (which eee)
is struck to produce a justifying space,

TIFand each eee
the JUSTIFYING-SPACE- Eun

Y (which see) is struck, with a character

Kny, to produce a oer
to be cast widerthan it is counted by the KEYBOARD,

(hat iS cast saith4ustifica addera.“ThePOINTER indicates on the SCALE the
yee

I-

WYEN'EYS ahichsee)to.tHe to justify a line whemthe oSHINGScaALE auto-

(he justifying spaces in theline is less than four ems. ae fuesame way, for double
cation, the Porn’ G

fi S

ING LEVER whicheeeiscee: the Domnrentaap to its bottom SoRiLIBready to

eount the spaces in the next line or section of a line. OTE: The POINTER will not

indicate more than twenty SpacE PUNCH perforations;therefore, that is the maximum
iiumber that can be used in a line or section of a line

josuiineSpace. 7191. Thespace produced by the ls
USTIFYING-SPACE Bar (which

se). spaces are counted by the KeEyBoARD as fou: ere ie the size they are

‘ast (ne messthan the size they are counted) is devermined by the Just. eS
EYS

(which,"ey struck at the end of the line in order to distribute ae over these spacesMea mnount the tine|: short of the required measure after the last character for the
» ha: 2 In nh

s without reg:
j

ing spa

H
an

line. With constant justification(which see) justifying spaces bec our-unit fixe
in wi ree-eight justification GwhichaS)enistityling spaces

become ‘the equivalentof ge unit spaces. Notre: With the fou
and Eighteen-

point
t

CompositionUnit (whichsee) the justifyingspace is counted as th

Ape icing Unit (which see)the ee space is counted as sevenronnieand this is then

(he minimum size justifying space cast.

Justifying-space Bar. 786. A flat BAR at the bottom of each KEYBANK, occupying
(he width of five Krys so that these BARScan be struck with either thumb without

from
i i iki

A

e ‘

(luce fixed six-unit spaces eee after twenty justifying spaces have been put

iPHeTae:ot;at thewill of the operator, by pulling forward the KNURLED HEap of

he Space Cut OUT 16KAS, Plate V aeback of bo ok).

Jusstying-spacePunch. 9125. The Puncu (‘'‘S” on the PUNCH-GUIDE INDEX PLATE,

Wig.24, ab) sed for ‘ustityingspaces or characters cast with iueninee
toe

aneThi ta oxomal aee perforation in the ribbon that causes the Cas uns
E to

bi ck he NORL WEDGEoe see) with the SpacE TRANSITER:‘WenE Weahch

ace) aneTe SreNG.Wepors(which see), instead of with the Type TRANSFERWEDGE

(which see). Thus, the size otthe vastifyingspace cast from the six-unit Bertonof the
NormaL, WEDGE is determined by the position of the JusTiryING WEDGES and the

justifying space is cast the size required instead of the four units it is counted by the
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KEYBOARD. The SPACE PUNCH is operated in conjunction with the six-unit Puno
the

ne Bars, or alone by the JUSTIFYING-SPACE-PUNCH KEY when this is sree wit
a cha r Key,to cast the character wider than it is counted by the KEYBOARD

Just ui punch Key. 421 The lower right Key on the right Keypan
(Key 238, Plate

eeiat
back of books)ie operatingthe Justi USING:

SPACE

FUNG(whielt
see). This Key er struck alone, but always with a character KEy, so that th
character will becasta a ae wider tearthe i SyBORRDfepisteredits Theamount
of ‘‘justification”’ thus cast on a characterdepends upon the Justiryinc Keys (whileli
see) struck after fe character.

Justifying edees320Dand 11D. (1130,G131,9134, 9135,1365, 7366,91533,and)ii ze age 162nyae - Sec Gichfiesand a fixed abutment. They are controlled by the aaoe nce made by the J UST

aMANGKryset
the KEYBOARD ane since Lesse

a thewperforations ee
nted to the CasTING MACHINE for a line, theese DGES a

makethe ius ying spaces the size requiredfor the
unsbefore a Hee

inthetitis cast. iaealonof

oe front WEDGE 10D,as it i movedfrom right toleve.0075” to the we of the e incre ene ar WED

-0005”. he:

we
ear

orts cal

Ciepe“Withfourteenor cent
join sition the

eee oe ees 10D and 11D are replaced by théepee 5USTIFYING WED

Justifying-wedge Gage 46S1. 9366 and Bigsee ee fOrgust
IFYING WEDGES by hand

whencasting sorts. It is

h of the Ni ae
A bar a setting thi

0

1 i

he left is iy en )

D the graduations represent .0010” icitrerencein the width Be size) of“a!

e for each numbered graduation, or .0005” for each half

sreduaHon
(

jaw FYING WEDGE 10D the

nuraetedieraduationsESDresent+ 150”
half eraduatvion.When eed

te
the Hesplay JUSTIFYIN

the rear JUSTIFYINGWEDGE eig!a ions one-sixteenth ofZace In the right oa of the GAGEis a hole rehiefil
over a lug on the bereendof the= WEDGES._

The reference mark for the GaGgEis the left
end of the TRANSFER-V SIDE Cap 54D1,end

Bringing the EM-Rack PornTerR (which see) and Untilstif with Leaders.ying (See alge
Ju

WHEEL to a given point by the use of eight- or ten-unit leaders (see both).

LEADERRS.)
Kern. 962 and 9295. The overhang of the character beyond the body on which it

is eastMownortyPE type may kern at the right or left for
cence Italic characters, fo

example ‘‘f,’’ and at the top for figures cast from the Do E Matrix (which se e)

Key. 99, 9249, 250, 7251, and Fig. 35 (Plate III, facing page 100). Vi
carrying a celluloid Burton. There are

ane
of these foxcharacters and

spaces(netithe JUSTIFYING- SEACH
PUNCH KEY, waichoy i y JuUSEINGps Ss(wlhiceone RESTORING Kry (which see), one h

SPACE Bars (which see); Bo. ARDSeq eae
see) have alsoa ENfor this. 4
this causes the PUNCHES ccsthis character to rise aunce maeribbon while a
counting m'ae automatically aanistarsthe width of the character and adds thiy
to the sum i the widths Bethe characters previously struck.

i
Keybank. 9253, 7254, Fig. 33 (page 97), Fig. 36 (Plate III, facing page 100), andFigs. 140, 141, oud

142
ae te X, at back of pock)sA FRAME providedae ne 1

Bos
on whi cha et There are twoof these FRA!

ae different ‘tids of work, anceas veeae frerot |

37 KEYS 2:

oA right and left.
he KEYBANK may be changedor the Keys ma

ach KEYB
a ve toa six alphabetarrangement,t!
be capped(see KEYBUTTON CLIP).

per bat:Jee TiNesA256and Figs. 35 and 37 (Plate III, facing page100). The
Bar tha

une
ects the with the Rock SHarts (which oe thatonerateie VALVESBANK PLU thiat admit air to the punchin: the

i i ug thee:a

. efione
I

the arrangement of Seas Be OARD is ni
ay

hich a0)i notedi Seer but the same i

To Chane
fe ce.

operate totally different PUNCHES forGiferenearrangements.

ing Keypars (which see), or

ae
ca:

Part I Glossary xi

PUNCHES

Operateted. by a Ky change the KEYBARS;the position of the top lug on

ubelew KEy:

eng is engagedby the Keyi isnot changed,butine lower[peeon the nNAR are blae ge the Rock Suarts for the new chara The oe
WARS are earnedside by Sideia the KeyBaR F Gyhichsee) thee are f(hese FRAMES, one under the left and one under the tight KEyBANK (which see); each

EY one for each of the 137 K d two for the SPACE BAR

The KE
MES ex ceptto clea The

he eae being kept Perfectlyclean a:the KeyYBOARD, the FRAMES must be kept in theinberes,
“other

slominesparts pom

atesotheKEYBOARD should always be cov
live, see KEYBOARD Cov:

red when not in

Keybar Frames. 9255, 9256, Fig. 37 (Plate qt, facingpage100),and Figs. 143,ia, and 145 (Plate Hyataes of book). 139
There are two FRAMESon a, Keveoan,one under the BEAand onetinderthe left EV OaN AATRI Gorhichees)

(6 another, one or bo ue ae MES are changed. Wheenot in use the FRamMESmust bekept in their boxes to protect the
aHees

from dirt. The Keypars are never
nr

remodadfrom their FRAMES except for cleaning,

Revbonae Frontispiece and Chapter I. A machine ee to a typewriter in thatthe characters for all

aos are arranged the same as t
(ypewrit etkeyboard. The OARD is used by the Sonisositerto perforate the ribbonL oN i

uce type in automati
j

mechanism; r kes the required perforat ‘iKwy is struck, and t. er measures the width of this
(olal width of the characters an ces already struck for the line being composed

S

ee echan:
wil foatetabularinatter. The DouBLe KnvnoanpAGhabteeey, page 209, and Fig.OSpage 208)

§ o counting mechanisms, ‘whichmay be used separately,orInc pr.acticallyno limitat. eas’for many classes of composition,Ine’ee EE (which see).

Keyboard Cover. A cloth cover madeto fit the Krypoarp and to be put on it when(he Boarn is not in use, to protect it from dirt and dust.

Keyboard Layout. 9302 and Plate IX (at back of book). The

Bes on the

rahiiniies(which see). The arrangementAlphabt (4, 5, or 6, a red) is identical.
M Rae CASEi rea GetOEES(which

rrangement of t:
of the‘Ghatactersfor eachThe layout may be changed for differe

see) by shanwineeKEYBANKS and theiroHeseonae,
Dping the Krys for the characters changed with’

KnYBUTTONCLIps (whichsei

Keyboard Ribbon Ticket. 9334 to 337 inclusive, 7346, F fe (page 146), and

ICin.02(pageed): A blank form which_Drovidessue
e for i insteacionsto theevB

It should a filled out (preferablyhya copy eee and accompany tite copy to the KEyBoarb and the ribbon to theCASTING MACHINE.

Keybutton Clip. [262 and Fig. 34 (page 99). A cap used for quickly changing char-
fclers without changing the KryBaNnxKs (which see). The Crp

atesists of a metalframe carrying aSeenarneesprinted(or drawn) on paper and protected by a piece of‘celluloid above it. The Crp is placed on the Burton

FoRye e characterit replaces andiy held in position by its four prongs which grip the Bu

Keybutton-Clip Board. 4263. A
peat with pegs corresponding in size, number, and

position with the BUTTONS on

Breeae ANK; used for holding the KryvBputton Cups(which see), when these are not i ce any special KEyBoarp layout (which see)in the same positions they Sectnenoeae KEYBANK.

ystroke. 946. The act of hitting the Key; that is, followingthe Kry downwihthefinger as Peas it will go, and then raisi
ne

the fingerso that the Kry can comeits position of rest before the next KEyis struck.

Killing Lines or Characters. See Drap Linz.

Layout. See KeyBoarp Layout.
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Layout. See Matrix CASE ARRANGEMENT,

Lead and Rule Molds. Chapter XLIII (page 180). These Motps are used with the
Lead and Rule Unit @niensee) and include all Moips fobecg continuous strip

5 gh and low
S

i

i

the ing;

tion as cast is welded to the section previously cast, and the strip, as fast as completedis delivered toward the right of the machine (operating position) where it is cu

length by the Automatic Cutter Unit (which see).

and Rule Unit. 7524 and Fig. “ (page 225).. An attachment which can he

a sackis either the Standard MonoryPE or to thieyPE& RULE CASTER for produce
ing rules, high and low leads and Blige!tie-up slugs, and electrotype guards in cons

tinuous sci0es of any length from the same metal used for casting type. The LEAD AND

Se
s and the Automatic. Cutter Unit (see both) are part of this Lead and

©

ule it.
3

Leaders. Chapter AN, (page 69). There are four different size leaders in

conteuse—eight, nine, ten, and eighteen units in
width The eight- and ten- unit.leagg(which see) are usedto bring the UniT WHEE: f. £

er is used in somet:

t very ;

measure matter, suchs baseballare, Menewspapers,it a te aa neces oe 'z

aE e fives,six-, and seven-unit; do not use these special leaders if —
it is possible to avoi ia JE

eading. 736 and 4280. A facei is said to be leaded whetit is cast on a larger siz
body, int-ways, than that for which it was designed, in order to save hand leading,
When ace is thus cast ona ierger body, it aceBeined up by the LINE STANDARD

ne see) for the body-~size,not the.point-sizeof the face. ee cast on the leaded
body that polntsize:;for example, eight-point
faces cast on ten-point body line with ten-point faces

Leads. See LEAD AND RULE Mo:ps.
Letter Spacing. Chapter XXVI (page 77). Justifying a line by increasing the width

of characters
by

g asting them
with justification added, just as a justifying space

it n

pa Thi ans
i

{

us cted, becausee my OARDcounts these JetterevereSs ze ( ber of units) as the position of the No
characters are cast; whereas a justi! ifying space is counted a
the WEDGE in its six-unit position.

Line Counter Xa23KB. 936, 7352, and Plate V (at back of book). A counter on the |
KEYBOARDfor registering the number of lines set. It has Ty sets of figures; the

Jona 4
is a continuous register of all the lines set, while the e

apes ay be turned baaat any time and is used for registering the numberof line Civoiany partic!
for example, in allowing ‘‘deadwood”’ f ee Th ed

yy the RESTORING Key (and the lower row of eeTIFYING Krys when used for Testorgy
so that each time this is depressed the line is registered by both of figures. In jobsets
work, where the matter must fill a given space,the COUNTER is used to Sete {

whetherto lead the face (castit ona larger size body), ee weSe of linesthe copy

than one galley, the operator determines by the eounenel‘whereto-break the pape
a

ribbon and start the next galley.

e Hooks. 915 ig
echanism on the CA:ASTINGEneaans ae pulls oe out

3

pletetinefrom the e channel(hica
hae

forward, in front of the galley that
—

the N Pusoe “Gunieee) m h the Tee to itheHeheesthepa to
ernieate the RULE (which eyliftsBae

an
descends to prevent the line falling to —

the left when the CoLumn PusuEr withdra

Line Standard. 9281 and Fig. 48 (page 109). A hardened steel measure used with —
the

ane ee
(which see) in lining up (diustingthe STanp that carries the CEN»

TERIN SHING) to position the face on its body. The point-size of the MoLp

Part I Glossary Ixiii

determines the standard to ». The thickness of the standard equals the point-size
of the MOLD, expressed as a decimal,plus .005”; ishee

the standard for a ten- point OUD,
irmeeemick(.100+4-.005” = .105”). a ‘liniang u e STAND that carriesthe CE

N BUSHING is adjusted so that, when thifet d wi

on otheMininggage, the di since from the bot ttom of the serifs of a cap u to the a
of the type opposite the nick equals the iilcitestof the line standard.

1

Gage. 9281 and Fig. 48 (page 109). A gage with steel knife edge, adjustable

by
a naicraestaescrew,ere

vith the line standard (which see) in lining up oetheonTANDthat carries t he CENTERING-PIN Bu:USHING)to position the face oni
ts bodthe micrometer SCTCW OL

on the CENTERING-PIN MICROMETER SCREW (which see), so that, in lining up, Mineeae
is moved as many notches as the graduations on the lining gage indicate the character

is out of alignment,
Lining Up. 9281 and 9282. Adjusting the Sranp that carries the CENTERING-PIN

pane (whic h see) so that the face of the type will be properly peor)
on its body.

In lin: up a font for composition, one character
oe (the cap H) is lined up; when

east ine)Santeeach individual charactershouldbe tested. The lineeendardand lining

gage(seeboth) are the tools used for lining up.

ow Line. 9283. A few abnormally tall faces (6-point No. 56J, for example) with

morta

descenders are cast on low line; that is, .005” below Standard Matrix Line

which see).

_

 Mail-list Faces. $181. These, like typewriter faces (which Beesna all poten sD

points, and figures on the same widt h body. Use at the
ae

D the TYPEWRITER

BT IACHBENE(which see) and its conespondingWEDGEa ihe.CaSTING RUA
thus all characters are counted and cast nine sitswide. “Fustitvinwspaces are not

usigaiawith mail-list faces, consequently os JusTiryING ScAL# is required.

Mati 416 and Hig.5 (page 8). For composition:a piece of hardened bronze .2”

square andie” high. In its lower endis driven, to a depth of .030”, the character it is

to produce, and in‘ineApbeEend is bored the c aper end of the

CENTERINGPIN as shown in Fig. 4 (pag

character is ene to casting position. The sides of the Matr

berry
the teeth of the ComBs which carry the MATRICES in rows in the MaTRIx CASE.

(See also DouBLE Matrix, Sorts Matrix, BLANK Matrix, and RuLE Matrix.)

Matrix Case. 917 and Fig. 7 (page 9). A steel frame with an opening 3” square in

whichi is ee
a font ofCoMPosITIONMATRICES, 225 characters and blanks, arranged

in a square with fifteen MATRICES on a side. The perforations in the ribbon cause the

CASTING ican to move the CasE to the right or Ere
i

ard or Back,to bring the
5 ition. t

a
le

/
oO

are carried in Comss (as shown in Fig. 4, page 6,
and Fig. 6 eo ich fit in notches

i i ing i

AATRIX CASE. To chang!inconthe iene to be replaced
is removed from the CaSTING MACHINE complete with itsMATRIXCase and the new

font in its MATRIX age
is substituted. To change BUsTehs

in the CASE, the COVER
i

en back of the CAsg and the Comps and MatTRIcEs lifted
Bae (See

also FOURTEEN- AND EIGHTEEN-POINT COMBOSIHIONTONET.)

x Case Arrangement. 917, (25, Chapters XXXI (page 101), KXXV (page
“WeXXVInes130),aneaoee

55 to 89 inclusive (pages 122 to 129 nad133 to 143

ne.
he location of the 225 MATRICES Ge

and spaces) in the MATRIX

‘he USeee Neseceupon the mber of alphabets (4, 5, or use

re ea and whether the Boldface used be etendedor opndeiisedalso whether double

MatTRIcEs are used, 0 odi ha
tersa eleee) to ob ““nut-body’’ figures

Or u

of Standard Matrix CASE arrangemen' aes.see‘ChaaptersXXXV (page 19)andX(page 130). (See HISGFOURTEEN- AND EIGHTEEN-POINT COMPOSITION UNIT.)

Matrix Line. See STANDARD MATRIX LINE.

Matrix Markings. 7367, 9374, and Fig. 95 (page 159). Numbersstamped on the

character se
of Sor

a MS giving the pornsize,series number, and WEDGE

settings for each char 0 MATRIX SYMBOL

Matrix Symbols. 9293. Sy
sides of the COMPOSITION MATRIX to indicate the point-size, set-size, series number,
and to preveutsontusion

of Marrices for similar characters; for example, lower case

and small cap

Measure, Chapters XVIII, XIX, XX, and XXI (pages 52 to 62 inclusive). The

length of lines or column widthof the matter to be set. The Krynoarp is set for any

measure by adjusting the Em-rAck Stop (which see) so that when the REsToRING KEY

18

mbols composed of letters and figures stamped on the’
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is copes)
the Boanywill indicate the imeatizedmeasure in ems ead isona ‘s on-distribution. Chapter ue (page 170). The system by which compositors are

toubecor Bosoe a as seeuateie ayn be Bears a nen ae pee Pi s ae

4

continouslysuppliedmehHewWity)pe, spacing material, see angfuehigh and
ne deedsinto ems an

=f
a

and slugs directly from the Monoryrr so economically that recasting replaces dis-to Ems of Any Set (Plate VII, at back of book). If i anatscsLbDeaddedae : tribution. Briefly, the non-distribution system consists of a reservoir (the typpe-storage
|

deducted (the measure for these being given in
poma)

ea Dle tOres
cabinets and their boxes) into which the material required by the compositor (type,| Rule and Squeeze (Plate VIII, at back of book) is us j

' spacingsaaterial)leesoe and slugs) is pumped from the source of supply (the
Le TypEX.RULE Ca OMPOSING MACHINE with the Lead and Rule UnitMe ItingFurnace. 9431 and eee

Used for remelting type, cleaning it and casting
j

applied) and foneas thecompositor draws his material as requiredwithout anyit into pigs for the Castinc Ma
E loss of time in waitLing._,

When the job has been prin ted theere is no time wastedinhs z=

ere theyMeltingPot. qi4, 1430,and 440.| ThepartOe none MACHINEte 4 are remelted into pigs py to be again turned into new material. (See Pas TYPE-
Crees CABINETS, TYPE-STORAGE Boxes, LEAD AND RULE UNIT, and TypE& RULE

ING Hou
is heated by Gas BURNERS Beer it (kerosene or gasoline may be substituted

CASTER.)
if necessary). The Me Ltinc Por holds about fifty pounds of metal. j

mal Wedge. 927 to {31 inclusive, 124, 9364,9365, Fig. 10 (page 14), and Fig.
al Cleaner. 9433, 9434, and 9435. A compound of the following proportions 98 (oes16 WEDGE used in the CASTING MACHINEto control the set-size (width)

by measure: Beef tallow, 4 parts; sal ammoniac, 4 parts; powdered rosin, 1 part. of the type. ‘Tesright end
C coeeinePosition)is tapered to vary the e type sizes; its

ese are prepared as described in 9435 and used in the cup on the lower end of the 4 | central portion is toothed s at its Lock G PIN can holdthe _ WEDGEinposition,cleaning rod (which-see) for cleaning the molten metal in the melting furnace; this 7 after it is moved by the lug on renénleAhirequired t
mes that the cleaner mu be arc SapougAthe metal to the bottom of the pot and portion to the Mor EEAOEe‘ee NorMAL WEDGE

nee right and left, with the
will free the metal from dirt and dro: E MATRIX CASE and determines the amount the MoLtp BLADEdraws back to allow for

x the width of the character cast from the Matrix br fantaecasting position when the
Metal Pot. See MeLtinc Por.

4

WeDGE is moved. The
one eee ernUScorrespond in set with the set of the

Mic . 7366, An instrument used for mee the comesize and set-size JUSTIBEINGMg ScareTeethi€5
scat tsahth tei ets 5

men theribbonisperforated.ed a

audalso, in| cro) _ frrang tows wi e PObuak used at the KEYBOARD orts casting| of type a © movement of a screw; Pon ae: ms on the frame,
um

which the screw
_

a6pecialldisplaytype NorMAL WEDGE 47Sis used; this is positioned by handinstead
| works, ee of measuring accurately the amount ihee screw is Toe

= of automatically.

Micrometer Screw. See LINING GAGE. 2 Norma!a wate Caneaoe ate and Fig. 98 (page 162). ae bar used to set the
i 5 >

i

H ia eeat
EDGE 4 and when casting sorts. In the right end of the GacE is aMicrometer Screw for Centering Pin. See CENTERING-PIN MICROMETER SCREW.

ca Ns
ew Reh Ents (over

theen
aver chee

HANDLEci theWanenh ltisieradvated (acorns
q spon i ‘the teeth of t Ec aoe

and these graduations are

ee from two toMicrometer-wedgeAdjustingScrew.An adjusting screw on "MrcnoaterenWeD02, cighteen OS
ig ness

vin pe waarto

oe
left one eypdualion o

Peo
 GaGE adds

i
i

par
oint to the thic ness set-size) of the 5 The e

a
his GaA the abutment for the Space and FeesTRANSFER“WEDGES(which see).

|

scheleft eease vsSEESSIz,) pe cee rq of
this GAGE

Modified Character. 9267. A characte!
iyztepiehcagesof hanesif MittO ea j

:

Normal-wedge Locking Pin. 28 and 4365. A rod whose lower end is wedge-shapedi

eesspecialrongcattat
is redesignedsoredik eee oehich,without being edciia ce geTeocesportion of

cheNonnaMier Uy(which co)
in whiehit me

toMi 0: OTE: is must not be
q iold the NoRMAL DGE in position while t!

as
is drawn ba nda typeit

signedis placed in a unit-row wider than that for which it is designedand cast witha
/ cast; then the PIN raises, so that the NoORMALWepcr @ shifted to its next posi+oulder to the left of the character. i tion and, after the NeOAL

WEDGE has come to vibeLockiING PIN again seats
and holds it for the next type cast. When ieaariaeSe. the LocKING PIn is raised byMold. See Leap AND RULE MoLp.

4 hand to shift the digoiaytype Norma. WEpGcE 47S.

Mold. See TypzE MoLp.
2 Nozzle. 914. The part of the Pump that seats in the conical opening oa the bottom

Mold Blade for Type Mold. 927 and 29. This forms the rear aes
of the opening

:

oftheMow,ot betore2 gees
is cast, and through whichmetalalaeotens otBre

beckfor acharacter(wl4ee ee onthepostionoftheite
ui

ee 4 it

ee
chilled by continuous eontice“withthe water-cooled Mor.

f the width line-ways (eceize) cotthe type-body. The thickness of “theMoip BrapE
dy Figures. Chapter XXXII (page111)andM37.Figureswhoseset-sizeitself Guterriiricsthe ee pe

of the fee ady eau -ways (point-size). After:a (widely)
3

feake of their point-size; thu sre;
type is cast, the Mou Rnanes[

out of the MoLp into the Type CARRIER which 2

has moved to the righttoreceivethe type. q One-unit-of-one- =set.955, 956, and 957. The value of this expressed in inches is
.0007685”, and this is thebasisicvalueon which all the MoNoTYPE calculavionsare based.d-blade-abutment Screw. 7366. An adjusting screw on the CASTING MACHINE

forapproximatelysizing the type in changing from one set to another (changing
a theoretical size mae d by first dividing a twelve-set face (wh s 12 pointsIt is

wide, or .166”) into twelve Soul parts to find the value of eighteen u ce of a one-set
by

NorMAL WEDGES); the size is pecurately.determined by adjusting the MICROMETER-
face. This= again divided eighteen to find the value of one unit of this one-setwanesApyustineScrew (which see).

iy face: thusts M607 15 Gogresst
Mold-blade-abutment-screw Packing mete608. J a andFig. zt (pageonyye

A
PackinG Piece inserted between the Motp BiapeE and i BUIM cl

Opening-up Faces.
ce + VI (page 16) and 536 to 9546 inclusive. A face is

castingthe smallerpoint-sizes (19 points or less set-

ae Raises paid to be: toe enedUpup”en
neniscomppose

a ontheKeysoaxpandcastOn the CastineHi iz MACHINE on se an that for which it was designe us every cl aracter
Thy The PRCoNeBeesis seventcenpoints thick,

ie er ee
ina given is cast with a chouldeeon the esofthe body; thewidthof this shoulder is in proportion|

position, removing the PACKING PIECE increases the se
) to the width of the characters.

Monotype SysSiem The word “MonotyPe”
ae

today much more than the
— Paper Em Scale. 9161 and 9336. An Em Scare duplicating the celluloid Em ScaLenameorea composing machine; it has come t o be applied to a completesystem of com-

on the
ee but printed on paper, for use by the copy preparer, so that the castposing-room practice basedo

on the use of the MGR sereasa Composing Machine
for a table may be given the oper: eratorwith the copy. They insure uniform work andand asa Type& RuleCaster

s

save time a the operator and copy preparer, for the SCALES may be saved and used

ist “em eae 4556 and 557. This unit for the D_ Krysoarp ig the eames
/

many times for similar matter

panelsas a wide carriage for a

PDE
it provides sotincreasing the travel of

Paper-Feed Wheels. §9, 710, and 9342. The WuEEts that feed the paper at both
.

the Em Rack(yhichgee)fromsixty-five to ninety ems. On. wide
Bear workiy 4 the Kayan and the Castinc Macutne. Their teeth engage the marginal perfora-saves on every (a)One justification; ©)one restoring; (c) one revolution at the

4

tions of the ribbon and they rotate enough to advance the e@paper one space (GuatrginalCASTING ee ei
m perforaeion)each time a Kay is struck or a character cast.



}
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the r150 and 1 eee X, at back of book). A frame on

of FeeCees: of KEYBOARD, which insures uniform feed of the paper without
tame

and also guides the marginal perforations of the paper onto the PAPER

HEELS.

1: of book).
2, Fig.2 (page 2), Chapter II (page 5), and Plate V (at bac!

o aanBeeOperse a ae: ees
inches wide, with

Qoleseeeae spaced a
oth edgesto fit on the teeth of the PAPER FEED WHEELS (which see

anea the.CASTING MACHINE. The charactersstruck by the KEYBOARD opera toy
are

OL from w
4

e ou
‘

ta contaey:nd recast for matter that du plicates, or saved for repeat orders. s paperig

suppliedin rolls about four inches in Paneer! For method ehpues
si ee on the —

KEYBOARD, see Figs. 150, 151, and 152 (Plate X, at back of

f the
de. Fig. 148 (Plate X, at back of book). A frame on the front 0:

e

PavanToweroftheKoveBOARD which positions the new SpooL to receive its Soead '

when changing SPoo

483, and late
V (at back of book). The mechanism of both

the ae aoe MACHINE (see Fr ontisninee)
that carries the paper “ibo

and ae
it one marginal perforationfo

for each character, or space, struck at the

KEYBOARD or cast at the CasTING Macy

Partial Font. See Font.

Pawl Release. See RELEASE-PLATE LINK.

by the
Da: Se oles made in the paper ribbon (which see)

Scene: eae Sees ee ree the holes in the margin of the ribbon that fit

on the teeth of the PAPER FEED WHEELS (which see).

Pet Cock. See AIR-CHAMBER PET Cock.

Pet Cock. See Srorace TANK.

- 940, ee AS mee
and 9159. Eighteen units of twelve-set (.166”). The

piness unit of m nt for the width sha depth of columns, cuts, etc. Six picag —

are

ae
sumed to cadaSnesnch; actually they are .004” less than this. (See SET-EMS

SysTEM OF MEASUREMEN’ a

book).
f poeCASTINGMu

When
Piston. qi4. The perl

in thePumpmechanisme
a type is to be cast, the Pis

forcing metal up into the MoLp,

4252 and Fig. 38
Md

lag ueoe page 100). One memberof the perforat+

Biche at the Kry e PISTONS are peated
in-the-PIsToN BLocKk

Fe te
dd 4

a ErnenleKey is depressed,air is ented peneath its Pistons, which rise-and drive ©

ue
PuNCHES through the ribbon, making the per: tforations to indicatethe character

uck.

Plate ve-block-valve Handle29KC17. 9105, 9207, footnote on page 243,and

(at eee td Ds The HANDLE at the left of the a
PER TOWER of the Krys

veo
which, when turned to the rear, lang

the lower row of Justirvinc Keys (which see)

to act Coan NG KEys; when this HANDLEis turnedto the left, the BOARD can beg5

restored only by thegreen RestORIee Key (which see

Fiuneer:
See VALVE-BANK PLUNGER.

{40 and 941. One-twelfth

are assumed to equal one inch, actually they are 004” less than thi

Pointer. See EM-RacK POINTER.

Pointer. See JUSTIFYING-SCALE POINTER.

Pica Ems to Ems of Any Set, Table for Changing. 7159 and Plate VII (at back of
|

of a pica, or .0138” (nearly). This is the unit of

EReats for type sizes, thickness of rules, leads, etc. Seventyee points (6pica j

Part I Glossary Ixvii

Point-size. 937, 940,and Fig. 16

(page20): The thickness of a type-body measured
“columnwise.” This is measured in p

Poin 437, 740, and Fig. 16 (page 20). The dimension of a type that measures

e sien"eotuinnwie‘that i

is, the distance fram the nicked side to the opposite side
of t.

Pressure Gage. Placed on the storage tank (which see) so that the governor on the

Cor ae (which see) may be set to prevent the air pressure from rising above fifteen
po

Pummp. qi4. The mechanism for forcing the metal into the Motp to form the type.
It consists, eenely, of the Pump Boneand Piston (weringin the Pump Bopy),

whichare partly submerge’din the metal in the MELTING The
stroke for everytev glueHonorethe CASTING MAcaineunlesstixPump is locked by hand
or autetiaBt ally by PpLock (which see) when the JUSTIFYING WEDGES are

ositione:

Pump Lock. 9132, 7148, and 4155. The mechanism which un couplesthe Con-
eerie

HOD,between the PuMp-cAM LEvzR and the Pump, so that the Pump does not

peels the Pump is locked automaticallywheneveraperforationde by a

ING
p Justir WEDGE.

The pun ioe may be operated by hand at any time.

Punch Bars. 992,9147, 9252, 9257, 7259, and Fig. 38 (Plate III, facing page 100).
The yertiearods in the puunchingmechanism of the KeyBosRD which,in their upper
ends, carry the PUNCHES that per eee the paper; at the lower end they are connected
with their respective Pistons (which see), so that. mitt a P.
by depressing a Key, the PisTon rises and forces its PUNCH through the paper. There
are thirty-one PuncH Bars that operate PUNCHES and two additional Bars that hav

UNCHES rv unifo: ch for all characters, two Bars lif
regardless of whether the Kry struck makes two, one, or no perforationsa Phe. PUNNCH

Bars correspondingto the unit-rows of the MATRIX CaSsE operate the UNIT-RACK STOP:
7

va

a =p® Ss 2 A a p a Gyce 3 ae@4 oya 3 ° Z

s st: y determin the amour

the UNIT WHEEL revolves. e Puncu Bars are coupled to the Stops by the STOPBARS
(which see); to change the PUNCHES operated by a Kry chaneeKeryBars. (which see) ;
to change the unit value registered by a Key change STOPBARS

Pun Chapter XVI (page 47). The small, hardened steel edsforced

HIEDUBDthe peaeomne make the
BeOrHONSfora character,when a Key is depressed; to ci

the paper cleanly, the PUNCHES are notched and sharpened at thelue upper ends. fe
location of the Retina (2, 1, or none, see following) across the ribbon determines
the position of the MATRIx CASE and consequently the character, or space, cast. For

the position of the PUNCHES, see Fig. 24 (page 48). Twenty-eightEUNCHESmake the

perforationsthat control the movement of the MATRIX CASE,m: ng two or one per-

forations for each character or space struck, Aependine upon the positionof its MATRIX

every EY, “makeno perforation in the r: additional PuNcH make:
the perforation that causes the NSFER WEDGE to move into on
justifying space i be and two additional

Eee control the JUSTIFYING
is 2

nty-nine, so that these eer perforations will indicate ihe end of the

Punch Lock. 9483 to 7489 inclusive. The r both t

ti
d

the perforating Te anisms that preventsae qingdev)‘ak rising pace the UNIT
WHEEL from rotating when a Key is struck. It is operated by the KNoB 18KC11

TOWE C

t

i
‘

(eliesee) and by the LocKING

Heys,the left green KrEy lo cking the right Tower and
ight green Key the left Tow:

Quad. See Em-guap.

naa
peratorthan the hotgisedown of the REPEATER Key

togetherwith the quad Kry

Release-plate Link. 9342 and Fig. 149 (Plate X, at back of book). A link on the
KEYBOARD that is pulled forward and upward, as shown in Fig. 149, to release the
PapER FEED PAWLS so that the paper may Dy,moved forward or backward, by turning
the KNoB.on the PAPER-FEED-WHEEL SHAFT,
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Repeater Unit. See AUTomatic REPEATER UNIT.

Repeater Valve Bar. See VALVE BAR

Restore. 1104, 4105,and 9207. To return the Em Rack to the left side of the Kny«
BOARD so that it is in position to court the characters for

une
next line to be set. The

EM Rack is restored by depressing the RESTORING Key (which
a oOte right green Ky

at the bottom of the Boarp, or a JustiryING Key in the low when these eae
are made ResTorinc Keys by turning the Piston-BLOCK- VALW.7 HANDLE 29KC17
(which see).

Restoring Key. 104, 9105, Noe and 4489. First: The right green Kry at ‘the

Donenof the KEYBOARD. When this is depiesa after the JUSTIFYING Keys are strucki

E ue which see) OVESto the tt uniifé stopped bytheEM-RACK Stop, and the JUSTIFYING-SCALE PoIN' B

Awich see) dro the bottom
of its

bdfs peBo.oe
is then in position to eon the Characete:tema justifying

jee t lin e set. ‘econd: Any one of the JUSTIFYING Keys in tho
lower row ieall hefunctionsof the RESTORINGKey, in addition to its regular functionorsWetting,when the BLOCK-VALVE HANDLE 29KC17. (which see), at the left
of the PAPER Tower, is a ackto the rear. With the VALVE HANDLE in this position
the green TRaSrORIneKeyis cut out altogether; when the HANDLE is to the left the
Board can be restored only by the green Kry, and the Justiryinc Krys perform their
function of justification only.

Restoring Lever 24KB4, 7206 and Plate V (at back of book). A lever on the Kny-
OARD, part of the mechanism for restor.: ring; that is, to put the Em Rack (which see) andPo

i

u ems and justifJUSTIFYING-SCALE POINTER (which see) in posi ion to count th nd ying
paces i ine to be set. When a RestoriNG Ky (which see) is depre’ , the
novement of the RESTORING LEVE ifts the IT- 'AWL (which see) so that the
INI EEL(whicheee)mayrevolve,right-handed, to ae the Em Rac left,his same movement of the LEVER releases the JUSTIFYING-SCALE POINTER,petinitig

to drop to ue ‘bottomposition. The RresTorING LEVER is used by th RD
perator in setting double justifiedpees that is, iidlebentdentiosjustifying,with

justifying apebenldifferent sections of the eline. F ple: The operator hag
ruck the last character in the first section vot.a line ofdouble justifiedfate?nd hayade this part of the line the required length by striking the proper Justiryinc Krys
efore beginning co: ion on the next section he ee a an It

WHEEL at the proper measure for beginning this next secti o do this, he grasps
the rim of the IT WHEEL firmly with the left hand and:th down the right
end of the ResTorinc LEVER with the right ha: s this raises the out from

Beenwith ae Unit WHEEL, eee ee. the UNI ACK to engage the WHEEL, he
y now n th NIT WHEE!

ue ooWareat ae required points. he re he
-R

SO
the PAwt will seat and lock the. nea and then the UNIT WHEEL. In addition

to"easingthe UNITWHEEL as describe f RESTOR-
G LEVER also aleeases the JUSTIFYING-SCALE POINTER, permitting it to drop to itsjusti i

> m of the line. Be sure
to push the LevER as far as possible; if this is not done, the WHEEL will be
released, but the Paiae will not drop. Caution: In setting the WHEEL by hand, it
must be aapedao. before the Dave is depressed, for otherwise it may slip in the
fingers and cut them

Ribbon. See PAPER RIBBON.

Ribbon Ticket. See KeyBoarp Rippon TICKET.

Shaft. 7251 and1 Fig.35 (PlateITI, facing page 100).Onememberof the Kry 4Roc!

wietnioneThe Ro

KEYBARSwagsee) and the VALVE Bane"Gvhichssee). Each Rock SHAFT controls one VALVE B
ule. 9150. That part of the CastiInc MACHINE that closes the open (left) end

of inegalley. When a completed line is pushed
oats

the galley by aneCOLUMN PUSHER

Gapa oe pisRULE lifts so that the line may passunder it; the PUSHER with-
© descends to close the galley.

Rule, Allowance for. See ALLOWANCE FoR RULE.

Rule Matrix. 9412. A steel Marrrx which clamps on top of the LEAD AND RULE
Mo tp when casting rule. Rule of any face may be cast for the

body,~size of the MoLp

Byechanging Marricss, and a different Marrix is required for each h point-size Mop
n for the same face ofrule.

Rule Mold. See Leap anp RuteMo.p.

Safety Valve. Attached to the storage tank (which see) to prevent the air pressure
rising above fifteen pounds if the governor on the compressor (which see) fails to work.
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Scale. See Em Scatr,

Scale. See Justirvinc ScALE.

Set Constant. §120. The justification given in the zero column of rhe JUSTIFYING(which peed)this is the same foral positionsoftheJUSTaNINGG-SCALE POINTERincase,if the line is no units short of

fying
» of the esas SCALE)theresfoieno shortagete be aetfbu

Scale Key. Foot-note, pase40. A Kry whose function hag been made obsolete b:the ‘AutomaticRevolution of¢ he JUSTIFYING
eee hich

‘ x

Keyin the lower yight corner of the left Kry
es

Onstakeae ine oe
vith

t
n thi

i

to
ha is

Keybut is inoperat iv For justifying before four ems
, as in double justifcati¢mnor specialwork, the Seatedis rotated by hand irrespective of nether!or not the BOneGTs theautomatic revolution

Scale Light. See Justirvinc Scare Licur.
Set. 950 and 470. The width of the eighteen-unit characters of a face expressed inpointsat fractileof a point. The set of a face indicates whether it is extended or

Set-em. 9475 to 9479 inclusive. A unit of measure which point-ways is thes:the point-sizeof
yasface being measured and setways is the width of the ectorcightece:unit characters of the face being medsured. us, for eight-point No. 8A

ee -set) whose cishteenunit characters are eight and one-half
Daintswide, the set-emould be a rectangle eight points high and eight and one-half points wide.

Set-ems System of Measurement. 474 to 9479 inclusive. The system of measure-fAeotthat takes
no account

the fact that some facesare lean and o

oi
thers fat. Thus,to measure any matter by the set-ems system, multiply the measure, expressed in emsof theset of the faa byvietlriberof lines, and the result will be the number of set-ems in the matter. (See also SEt- EM.)

Setroe ela to 964 inclusive. Used to compare the relative width of charactersmakin, ial MATRIX CASE arrangeme! nts; it is the set (wvii see) of the font towhichtheeatiner belongs, multiplied by the unit-row for ich it is made. (SeeTable of Set Factors, Fig. 20, Plate I, facing page 26.)

A
Set-size.938 and Chapter VIII (page 21). The width of a type- -body Begeuredlinewise, yPhis's is expresse: ca in points if applied to a complete font

feeoy)it is applied to individual characters it is expressed in thousandths of

Setways. 738. The width of a character, or characters, measured “linewise."”(See SET-sizE.)

Shearing Attachment. See AuTomaAtIC CurrTErR Unit.

Signal Characters. 1188. Black rectangles of different widths used to indicate thatBpieeiatcharacters, not carried in the Matrix Case, are to be substituted for thesesignals by the corrector at the case

eeu auicching.the
jueHieation,this substitutionshould Bemade before the first proofis taken. To allow for any wi idth char: racter, fiveMATRICES are required (1 eachfor S-, eLSoe8-, and 9-unit r foul nd five Krys mustbe provided for these signal charactersby capping (see Cap).

Single Justification. Chapter X (page 27). Usingthe same size justifying spacthroughow'tthe line, as in straight rier! At the end of the line, atteHee vesind the operator has struck the last character Kry for this ne. the Justirvinc SCALEwill ave SuPORmeealierevolved so that the justirvine-scCALE POINTER indicates onthe JustiryInG SCALE (which see) the Justirvinc Krys (which see) to ike, one
the upper row e lower row, so that th CHINE

'D:
of the line, the operator strikes two JustiryinG Toaveltogetther;that is, with the Kryin the lower row he strikes also the Kry directly above it to “trip the galley” (whichsee) for the complete line

Sixty Pica Attachment. See Wir MEAsuRE Unit.
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| a. DS Spool. Fig. 2 (page 2), 9/77, and Fig. 148 (Plate X, at back of book). The paper,

Slug. See Trz-up Stuc.

:
as it isDetoratedone Kevsoarn,is woundon

a Spooranand See neas the
ill rise to the

|

ribbon passes through the CastinG MACHINE. <A different SPOOL, on which the paperSlur. 93 andpas ae soiltesonpletelyepleasepes cca ay
3 3 is wound at the Caster, has but one danse,30 that the

eeeaay
be slipped from it;

top of its stroke, before the nex

= thus, no SPOOLS are requiredfor ribbons kept for repeat order:
Sorts Boxes. See Typg-sToRAGE Boxes.

e.4 Square- points.478. A unit for measurringotesee
as for example cuts, or

ae
ae

5 whichcuts and copy are to fill. This unit isa are, one point on each side; thus a
F s Matrix. 9362 and Fig. 95 (page 159). A flat Matrix needfercastingsue es pica em contain aS square-points, because it is tuelvepoints each Ree(2K ee
|

for eeecases in sizes from fourteen- to thirty-six-point (also for a i eo Cancun
ou

a This is usedin conjunction with set-ems system of measurement (which see) and form
i

teen-Dome
that are so extended setways that they will not go 2 ELLULAR

part of copyfitting (which see).i} MATRIX).
=

}

E Squeeze, Allowance for. See ALLOWANCE FOR SQUEEZE.1 | Sorts Matrix Holder. 9363, Figs..96 and 97 (page 160), and 9376. A
Oe ; ae =;

¢ :

ie -

li Ra

se

Sorrs Me cas (which see). It holds one MAtriIx at a time and tak 5thep ee oe * Standard Ma trix Line. Chapter XXXII (page 108). Monotypr faces used fori reg ilar Matrix Case when casting sorts fromfourteen-to thirty geeDo
f he t casting type in Justised lines, reeardiéess of theirpoint-size, line perfectly when cast| a epecialSLIDE and its special ABUTMENTS in this HOLDER the alignment o:

i = Tae
"

on the same size body. This is because,referrin gto thsface of the Marrix that seatsRil may be chang ad any desired amount; for example, when casting figuresce
¢

Vanwiee on the Morp, the distance from the lower serifs ofthecapH to the side of the
aneRIXih on a smaller point-size body than that for which they were designe (See V ;

fibove the top of the letter (looking at the face of the ieee e the same forall point-Hh THE TYPE LINE.)
sizes, which

elvesit the name ‘‘Standard MarTrix Line.” None A few faces; 6 point
Ba |

3 No. 56J, for mple, with unusually high caps, are made to low line which is .005”
i}

Sorts Mold. See Type Moxp.
4 lower than andere line. (See Linz STANDARD.)

Space. 7191, 4192, and 9389 to 394 inclusive. A type shorter than type high, so

Standard Monotype. 9517. A composing machine and type caster

lcs without
|

that itwillnotpunt used for filling in permeenwords, etc. Either high or lowhg
oa

:
the aODHCAHIORof any aadditional units, does the following: ae raanleTaps inFt may Pee

used: the former, if the matter is to be

sees ye ‘the ert uipune ‘ nes automaticallyju stifiedlinesallkinds ofmatter, straight ort tabular, e upHei from Highs Spaces ate alsoOused‘tosupp the kern of char:
i aeSeeHeron to forty-twopicas, an es of face from five- to twelve- pointthane: Seat:Do’SUsLSMarri hi 2030 less than type hig! G

o Te
5 poin’ftfone mayae eaeBHGutreén.or fourteen-pointbodies to save hand leading.TO-PAPER; for sizessuispointandJanecast with neterthanthehighSieaeMor)it is .050” less than type hig’ e low space is shorte

Stopbars. 9257 to 4261 inclusive, Figs. 38 and 39 (Plate III, facin page 100), a:thickness of the top Motp BLaps. (See Frxep Space and also Justivvinc Space ) 4

Plates V and X (at barkof book). The mechanism used at the eynoanDto conn aethe Unit-Rack Stops (which see), for registering the width (unit size) of t chao
Space Bar. See JUSTIFYING-SPACE Bar.

{ struck, and t

i
he PuncH Bars (whichsecSe) that make

AGeedot cn thetconntrol the
1 nm h > G

_ SpaceCut Out. 86, A mechanismfor cuttingout the JustiF¥ING-SPACEPoca inoverentoeo eee ee
ING MacunE,to t ¢ right or left, to

Pclunit
i

e Mthe twentieth justifying space has been put into the line or it can be operatedra ill of the o oeator by pulling forwardthe KNuRLED Heap 16KA5 (Plate V,
2 é zi  othatdsi! bat back of book).

to different Unrt-Rack Stops. To do this the Case containingthes*

.

; Isexchanzedfor the Case containing the special STopBARS, as shocanin Figs. 156 and #
Space Punch. See JustiryiNG-SpAcE PUNCH. 4

i

7 (Plate ee
back of

bsoo heindividualSTOPBARS,must never be taken fromss 7 thatsCasEor altered in a:Space-punch Key. See JusTIFYING-SPACE-PUNCH KEY.

ae ‘

s

;

/

: Stop Motion. {156 and 4157. That part of the galley mechanism of the CASTINGSpace Sizing Mechanism. See Spacz TRANSFER WEDGE.
; MACHINa

ateatpreventsbee petlyjustifice lines being olesones g
galley. Whenaline too longor too short to lock up properly is presentedtot

cee aht:beCastesstopsSpace TransferWedge.{128and 9364. A WEDGE at the CASTINGMACHcons automatically,pee the incorrectly justified oe causes the Stop Motion to shifttrolled by
th

madeby the JustiFy R (which see)— the Bext fr i¢ DRIVING to the
ey Puui ie ee D operator takesor the JUSTIFYING-SPACE-PUNCH Key (which see). When thisperforation18 Diese ented advantage of thisStopMotion by making the Gist‘ineeeyboarded

1

‘astline cast) oneto the CaSTER the SPACE TRANSFER WEDGE supports the NorMAL WEDGE (which see) em-leader long; es stops the CASINGMACHINE;thus no

cuits the CASTER operatorin casting position; without this perforation the TyPE aLRANNSFER WEDGE (which see) that the sakeae ished; the em-leader is then removed by ore operator andsupports the NorMAL Wapos,The Space TRANSFER WEDGE lies on top of the TYPE ;

the line is the oR eth,RANSEERWEDGEee iheAbickenrssf the two toget her coalso e thickness of the —

LWepcE. The alled ‘TRANS: xe EDGES” because, through the mechan. —

Storage Cabinet. See TypE-sToRAGE CABINET.ae controlledbethe Seatorationmade bye e SPACE PuncuH, they transfer the support —

2for the No
ae

EDGE from the fixed Cpa to the JustiryING WEDGES(which
;

Storag
t

TRIBUTION.

see), which are in turn supported by an abutment. Summary: In casting characters
or spaces thetsame width as they are counted by the Keysoarp the Space PUNCH per- Storage Tank. Used to equalize the pressure of the air from the compressor (wforation is not presented to the

SAStER
and therefore the size of the character to be cast

: see) and also to remove any m re that may not be taken out by the reeis determined by the position of the NoRMAL WEDGEsupported by the TyPE TRANSFER tank (which see) as the air passes through it from the compressor to the storage tankWEDGE and its fixed abutmen Thcasting justifying spaces or characters with justi-
4

‘The storage tank has a pet cock at the bottom which should be o d every morningfication added (ChaptersXXVIt oe inclusive, pages 77 3 94 inclusive), the per-
|

to blow off any moisture that may have collected. A e gage is attached to theforation made by the SPACE Nene uses the SPACE TRANSFER WEDGE to take the tank and also a safety valve to prevent the pressure
ising

ove fifteen pounds if theplace of the Type TRANSFER Wavesaethe support to the No DGE, and con, fovernor on the compressor should fail to work: The

Compteecr,conde: , and.sequently the set-size of the space or character depends, first, upon the position oly » storage tank should be placed as close together as possible; if the KEYBOARDS or CAST-the NORMAL WEDGE and, second, upon the
POE

of the J era

INGteeDGES, which
—

ING MACHINES are more than fifty os from the compressor a He nd storage tank atsupport the Space TRANSFER WeEbDGE. When casting sorts the CE TRANSFER ‘the end of the air pipe should be niged:the air from this second tank goes directly toWEDGE backs up the Norma, WepGE 47S for ail oe and spa oe in order that
—

the machines.
ay be varied by using the JUSTIFYING {Ghee teizes map % = y

t
Strip Mold. See Leap AND RULE Mo.p.

Regulating Unit. 9373, 9374, and 7523. All TypzE& RULE CasTERS and all foon iceniNeSSithiheDivelyTypeUnit,forcasting type fourteen-point and — Strip Rule. q410,Fig. 110
(page130)sq411, 9524, and 9525. A continuous

euaDlarger, are equipped with this Speed eratingUnit. By shifting three eee this
a

of rule, the productof the Leap a £ MOLp, (which see), cast in any length froNi Attachment gives eighteenspeeds through gearing and the nineteenth

ees
direct the same metal used in Catania ade ut to exact lengths,as delivered, by t} ith all gears cut o Automatic Cutter Unit (which see),
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Switch. 9484 and Fig. 127 (page 210). ._The Lever at the front of the DD K

hich an :

BOARD (which see) at above the
ye e

ed to control the Puncy Locks 8
ionthe net fod left punching and co’ g foe eee ae

when the SwitcH is ime

ned t Ensie BoarD is eee
teen.

the
canethe left

g iene ae only,UseStesHightside8sockedout by s PUNCHDae adcounti

Lock. In the same y to use the right side of the D only, turn the.writeto”
the left. With the eee in central position, the meoeDoersboth punching and _
counting mechanisms for duplicating (which see). a

Ten-unit Leader. $199 and 9200. A leader of exactly the same face as the nine-unit
leader but

agcentraloo
a body ten units w: not a 9-unit leader MATRIX carried _ide (it-is

nit leaderis usein the 10-unit row). ten-un

any number from one to four inclusive.
R.)

when the UnanTeentoeshows

Leepeceand EIGHT-UNIT oes (See also

Three-eight deeceatony9143. Striking the No. 3 J vee Keyin the upper
row and the No. the lower row causes

theCastine Ma E to cast the justi--
oO Nor ED U t :fying space asa oie apaceof the set of the {AL WEDGE usSeidlee se this setting

of the JUSTIFYING WEDGES exactly compensates forthe SPACE TRANSFER DGE

see) be .0184” thicker than th TRA
. WEDGE (which see)... T.

three-eight justification and the No L WEDGE in its six-unit position, ae castinne
justifying spaces Mop BLADE isspilledbadlerexactlythe same amount whether
the NorRMAL WE

EDGE
is supported by the TypE TRANSFER WEDGE or by the SPACH

TRANSFER WED: and conseaiontlythree- re jasiBcatioewith Ba set produces —

a eieanitsspace atl thatset. OTE: This is not true.for sets

ene weedtwelve-scofor with these a special setting of the SPACE TRANNSFER WEDGEis red.

Three-font Arrangement. See TypE-STORAGE CABINET.

Tie-up Slug. 9/414 and Fig. 112 (page 181). ee pout slug with a recess in
the side for the

ae me g ae savings in t) ages, for the string remaing
eed These ane ate:the eodtictof the T1z-up SLUG ~

Mo tp (which so),and may,be eitherlow or high or for guards for electrotyping may
be cast with a six-point face on one side of the body. {

Tie-up Slug Mold. 9414 and 9524. This Morn is of the Leap AnD Rute Morp
family, but differs from nae

bee
oe

Beat its product is a slug twelve points thick with
a recessin one side in whic:

nee fits whentying up a page. This MoLp will’cast
low or high slugs or by te oieaen cial MATRIX will cast electrotypeguards. {

Trip the Galley. Chapter XVII (page 49) and 4208. To trip the galley means a }

start the galley mechanism so that a

complees
will be

eee
from the type channel

a the CASTING/ MACHIINE, where thei individualtyp
e composing the lin d

d ga! e

oan is
aber

ied by the GALLEY ao a Mises
has three separate cam surfaces ce t give the fol tio fH
move forward, pulling the completed line in the type Suanneltowardthe oeratoncael
one the open endof the galley;@)the RULElifts so that the line may| be

pe
shed

eeealleyandakeeep the type from falling to A“lefts(c) the CoLUMN PUSHER moves to the right, —

pushing the line under the RULE, onto the galley, and
se moves packAeaepostion8

of Freseat the left. The GaLLey Camis rotated, ae ]

tT,driven the CanSHart and s reCa

UL! es
i

Cam makes one, the CASTING MAGEINEwillSotautomatically,

peliven
to the galley lines fequirineless than seven keystrokes for characters and justi- ‘

fica’

Two-font Arrangement. See Typr-STORAGE Oxarires j

Type Carrier. {14 and 9149. That part of the CASTING MACHINE that carries inal4
type from the Motp to the dete,£0.wet

the TypE PusHER may push the type forward
|

out of the CARRIERend!iB the een, where the individual characters oul ibled,The PE CARRIERis coupled to the Cross Biock of

ahichisee) and moves this BLocx to the Tighe,so that the: Motp
BLADE can push the finishedtype out ae ae Mo tp into the CarrIER. As this movesto

Glossary lxxiiiPart I

theActesto deliver the type to the type channel, the Cross BLocK moves with it,
closing theMo tp for the next type to be cast.

Type Caster. See Type & RULECASTER.

Type Channel. 914 and 4149. That part of the CASTING MACHINE into which each

lypeas cast is deliveredfrom
|

the TyPr CARRIER by the Type PusHER. The individualbled until the line is complete, when it is placedon the galley.
Type High. See HrIGHT-TO-PAPER.

Type-line. 7278 and 7283.The distance from the

porteeu
of the serifs of the cap H

to the side of the ttype oppositethe nick.
us all Mo: YPE faces

need.for
astnee, lineper!eee when cast on the sam

dt eaeeine which is always the pointsizeofpaeeanetplus .005”;the , written asa thus, the type-line for ten-po pe ae
is

4015” C:10:Ae
ee Note: A few abnormallytallfaces are cast on pe-line

005” lower than t ~.
old. 913 and ie Fig. 11 (page 15), and Chapter XLII (page 176). Into_Type

this,Le is forced, from the MELTING Pot, by the Pumpin casting spaces and quads(high or low) and chatactersThe MATRIX seats on top of the opening in the Motp,
where it is held by the CENTERING PIn while the ch
in whi pe Beastis enclowsed

tl

to be cast. After yp ast, the Cross Biocx, ick led to the
YPE IER, is pushed to the right, as the CARRIER moves to t g HY

into position
to receive the type, pushed int y forward movement of the LADE. Themovement of the Bock cuts off the je hich see) and throwsvr back int
the MELTING Por. Typr Moxps are of two kinds, composition and sorts. ComposITIONM. f i i

lly

ju eed lines, with either high or low spaces
and quads as desired, andal r casting t and spaces the case. ORT.
Mo.ps cast type and high a allowquad Nepheeefor the case only, and will not
compose type in justi li he Composition Mo tps have their

Painesizebuilt
into the Mop and this cannot be changed; Sorts Moips

areadjustablea

omenize within certain limits. All 1

vinepat
‘ Mo ps reciprocate,j

OS: n hat type may be cast at the highe. StpossibleS

n
0

D and the top of the actingto which it is clampe orare thoroughlywater-cooled. (See also Leap AND RULE Mo tp and Tiz-up SLuG Mo tp.)

Type Mold Blade. See Mo_p BLADE ror TyPE MoLp.

Type Pusher. 9149. The rod that moves forward and pushes the type out of the
Type CARRIER(which see) into the type channel, where the individual chaitouas
composing a. line are assembled

Fea, to be plac ed on the galley when the Carrier
delivers the last type for the line

Type Sizing Mechanism. See Nae TRANSFER WEDGE.

Type-storage Boxes. 9382, Fig. 104(page 172), 9383, Figs. 105, oe
and 107 (pa

173), and 9385. Li
entbut strong metal boxes, for the storage of type for use with che

non. “Mistributtion s)eves These boxes are made in one length and heightbut in threewidths, so that i: s nging ttheem in the type-storage inett (which see) the sizes
are apportionedaccordingto the frequencyofHBS

as well as the body- Bieomthe char-

acteers, Eac.
ndle and label ees 1; the backof the

Di

Type-storage Cabinet. 7381 to 7384 inclusive, Fig. 103 (page D Figs. 105, 106,
and 107 (page 173), Fig. 108 (page nee oea ee eee esJ

eneeynee ervoir for the
:

non--distributiion, system into whic RULEASTER
an in ECanenonet has a capacityve
of 450 pounds of type and gives storagefoontw ee hree fonts or for space material

accoreneto the arrangement of the type.e-storagepots (which see) in the cabinet.
A cabinet holds sufficient: to a completely nine type-cases e cabinets may be
combined two high by placing one on-top of another for storageagainst a wall, or for
storage in the waste space band a standard type frame three of these cabinets side
by side will just fit.
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Type Transfer Wiedlee4127, 9137, 7143, eae, and 4364, The Wence that

suppealthe NorMAL WEDGE (whichsee) and which in turn is supported by the fixed ABU
in casting eieearieesor spaces, the sa. widthas they are counted by the KE Bae

he Type TRANSFER ED moves to the right to permit the NorMAL EDG:

be positioned for the next character to be cast, and t ck to the left to support
the NormaL WEDGE. The vement of the Type TRANSFER WEDGE to the left is

stopped e MIcr ETER WEDGE, an adjustable stop that may be regulated by the
[ICROMETER SCREW to make the set-size of characters the size requ @

xz TRANSFER WEDGE has thus n stopped, at the left end of its stroke, the MoLp
B au hat the set-size of the type cast is deter db position
of the NoRMAL WED: tl justment of the MICROMETER WEDGE. Summary:
Th NSFER WEDGE moves to the left and then back to the righ every

Yr i CA G NE unless the perforation made t UNCH

is presented to the CASTER; in this case the TypE TRANSFER emains at the

right and, in its place, the Beer TRANSFER WEDGE (which see)1moves to the left to —

support th he SPACE TRANSFER WEDGE is always used in casting —

sorts; “ot the TYPE TRANSFERWEDDGE.

terior Attachment. 9274. A set of STOPBARS Spaniensee) that causes the Kry

RDto register all characters as nine units (14 em) wide, used for composing tyne
Gheemail-: fist,or other Hicksthat have ale een

on the same width body. When
the TyPEWRITER

ACHE!
is used. the BoaRDmusi s

SPACE-CUT-OUT-OPERATING-ROD HEAD
SPACE Bars will produce xed size spaces, which, because the uveMENT is used, are registered as nine units, the same deh a8the character!

Typewriter Face. 7179, 180, ene.ae
qufants with all Cheractets

made for the same width body (set-size). Typewriter faces
are designedto mate! e faces create

fer ti

0

inch. either to print direct from the type or 0 punythrough aribbon. en composing these faces at the
BeATTACHMENT(whichsee) must be aed jto scausethe Bo

as nine units.
J

herefore t neKi jus
so that the SPAGe

Bars will produce fives.svespaces which, beca euthe.‘TYPEWRITERATTACHMENTi

usae
are registered a units, n setting eae r faces the

measure must be de an even Taleipleofthewidth of the characters foe a face being
set, see 9179 and ‘4180.No JUSTIFYING SCALE is required.

Type& Rule Caster. 9360, Fig. 93 (page 158), and Fig. 131 (page 225). The casting
mechanism of the Standard MoNoTYPE nenSee)pinethe Lead and Rule oe and
the eee Type Unit (see both). cheelie: aterial required by the hand

compos Beene borders, and high and low.oe Seon of any size from ea to

thirty- ae point; rules, high and low leads and slugs of any thickness from two- to

twelve-point. he Type& RutE CAaoe
i

al
i

type-storage cabinet (which s Beefro y th

positor. By Ssaletitethe additionalnis ihe TyPe&RULEGAStaRcan at angtime

fein
into the Standard Monotype for casting type in automatically justi-

ed lines.

4/44, 955, §68, and 969. One-eighteenth the width of the widest character of
the vont(the cap M). This unit is used in measuring the width of all the other char-

acter|
the font. The actual size of the unit in thousandths of an inch depends upon

the set of the face; that is the width, in points, of the widest (18-unit) characters in _

the fone 615”Thus, one unit of eight-set is one-eighteenth of eight points, or .00615”.

Unit Indicator a25KB1. 796, 999, 100, and Plate V (at back of book).. A ScaLE on
_

e KEYBOARD in front of the Unir WHEEL for indicating at a glance the number of
es the UNI aaa must revolve to bring the EM-RACK PoINTER to the even em

or ale -em on theEm ScALE; that is, to seat the right tooth of the UNIT-WHEEL PAWL
in a graduated space. Thus, when a graduation on the UniT WHEEL coincides

<aeight H theUnit INprcator, eels the eight-unit space will bring the EM-RA f

PorSaasto an even em or half-e:

sacleeceRst.te

and Plate N at back of bo on: Part of the countint
'y is struck, the Unit RAcxK rises to engage the

WHEEL PawWL rh see)lifts ee of thi which then revolves (in direction
opposite the hands of a c )

ing

the Unir RAcK with it to
2

% e revo-

lution of the EL is s by a lug on the Rack
sting e e of the UNIT-RACK

Stops (which see). When the Kevi

is released,the PayWL si in ae Unit WHEEL and —

locks it; then the Unit R

WHEEL, and the Rack
is returned to its left position ae its SPRING. The eee theUNITWHEELdrives the

—

Aface
fe

imitate typewriting and conse-
—
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Rack to the right, and conseqiently the amount the WHEEL revolves, depends upon

which Stop rises in the path of the Rack when the Key is depressed; the location of

(his Stop corresponds to the unit width of the character struck.

Unit-rack Stops 31KB1. 991, 9252, 28%9258, 7259, fig.ie (Plate III, facing

page
TOGyEand re a (at back‘of book). One member of the ntin:a mechanismof

e Kry. a Key is struck one of these Sree Aepeadiipon the unit

wiaeoethecharacterstruc: rises in the path of the Unir Rack Gwhichea stopping
the right and conseque: Buy.the Teton

of the Unrir WHEEL. These

Soe the Puncu Bars (which see) for the different unit-rows

(which see) of the Matrrx CasE; ue
"oteSuan(which see) are the connection

between the PuncH Bars and the Sro.

nit-row. 945, 746, and Fig. 18 (page 22). The Matrices carried in the same

Ccox
oe ° Pagee.,afeaeBee ose

are said

ttbody
in the same unit-row, because

all c cast 0}
.

the ame wi idth y eae uno unlessthis

size aa ene b

i

Th ie MATR e there-

fore the rows that Bae m fro: ‘0back,eee sone “thistheCASE

moves to the right, or left,it Sareeaa rdidereneunit-row to the Mou :

Unit Space. See Frxep SPACE.
™

Unit System of Building Machinery. 7509 to {516 inclusive. The MoNnoTyPE
method of construction whereby the customer buys the equivalent of ade:to-order

pee cou neae
ie! units he requires, and

eens
his business grows, he adds

ni
i

r improvements are made as new units

Ww.hich en eyapplied8 old.machines, thus eliminating,depreciation. That is why the

MonortyPeE has ‘‘Ouly one model—that diniayethe lates

Unit Wheel a35KB1.eB $eq105 inclusive and Plate V (at back of Pooky:haatof
the counting mechanism of t YBOARD;ih Beat,weth

162 teeth tha

ae
s the

width of each chaictenMeee in units of t re facepecineco! Sai“Each
apace

between the teeth of this WHEEL benicara unit and t feastedof the

e WHEELisdividedinto eighteen equal parts by,lines‘scribedon thisRace!sue,
ts (162+18=9). The Unit

Wasertsis the principal member of the counting eehanigt”it ope erates in conjunction
with the following parts to measure the unit width otseen

character or space struck,
and to add this n

i

e sum of the idths of the characters and

spaces previously struck for the line: Osea Pa Unit Rack, UNIT-RACK

Stops, Em Racx, Em ScaLe, Unit Inpicator, STOPBARS, ete. 19avoidthe necessity
of several oo) to these parts, he Countiemechanism wil Ibehere connieas a whole. he symbols of these parts sete to Plate V. Unitwheghpe he

WHEEL is Steventedfrom rotating by the T-WHEEL Paw: KB cept ta a

Key is st:truck;then the PAwt lifts clear of theWHEEL, so that’it PevoHaleft-handed
kwi nits in the character struck. When the

gevy is relentd the PAW again seats in the WHEEL. Unit Rack: The fevolutionof the

GEL is stopped by the UNIT BACKSSteet
this forms the

secondmember of the

NIT WHEEL escapement, the Paw) g the first. When a Kr st Rack

rises into meshwith the WHEEL, andsaanit is fullyseated in the EEL, andnotuntil

then, the zoePoet,
out from mesh with the WHEEL, which thenas it rotates jeft-

handed, dri his RAcK to the right. Thus, the amount the EEL can rotate is

dere
4 oehe movement to the right of this Rack. Unit-rack Stops:‘his move

nt of th by UNIT ena Key isGepressede EX

SarAen

it

character. e KE

released, the PAWLakBeeineae in the WHEEL, the Rackdrops out from mesh with the

EEL Rac moved to the left, by a spring, into position to engage the

ms Em

Unit WHEELm:ay be said to measure ems an alems,as well as

PINION a35KB2, on
the front end of its SHAFT, mesheswith the Em Riceee ae

Ss HEELrotates
left-handed. When the right tooth of the PawL

ated ir etn f the WHEEL, the Em- aie&KPOINTER indicates on the

SCALE the graduation fonanem ueShaltertUnit indicator:In tabular work it is noes
sary to bring the BoaRD to even ems for each column, that is, to seat the right tooth
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of the
AWEin a graduated space, and to

facilitatethis the Unit Inpicator a25KB1is provid
the right tooth of the Pawt is seated ina radiatedspace of the WHEELand theRACK Pi B

ee

K Car

CYLINDERS a36KB1. There is ir pr

he Unt pce —whenever t!the PAAWL

1

eleasases the Wines depressed, the air is the rigDRIVING CYLINDER aiaadmittedo
the leftCyuinsee:then the PawWHEEL and the Unir Rack does notrise, so'that the WHEELnee right-handedunthe Boaebdis centered:that|is, untilthe movementof the Em Rack to the left jisstoppedby the

BMRACE
Stop. The "ResSTORING Key is then released cea“thePAWL seatsthe WHE

‘RestoringKey
go

Unit-wheel Pawl a38KB1. 89 and Plate V (at back of book

incides with zero on

og
S

INviChies
a

RIVING
YLINDwhich drives —

ht UNIT-WHEEL
WL lifts eae of the

AWL which seats
—). APAin the UNIT WHEEL (whichsee)locking it and preventing it from rotating except when

—

a Keyis depressed;the PAWLthen n lifts, permitting th
to count

egunit ese of thecharacterstruck. S ajcome to rest and the Kry is released. When a RES G Key (which see) is depressedthe Pawt lifts and permits the nie WHEEL to reyaive.aaah.handed until stopped bythe Em Rack
peugneits Stop; when

tne‘RESTORING KEy is released the PAWL seatsagain in the WHE

Valve-bank Plunger 41KC12. 9251 and Fig. 35 (Plate III, facing page 100).valves on the KryBoarp that

eel Headm
t

pc LUNGER is operated by its VALVE BAR
d by a Rock Suart (which see) and two othese are moved, when a Yi

this Key Lever with its two RoceSHA:

Valve Bar. 9251 and Fig. 35
GratsIII, facing page 100). That part of the Kyaechamenof the KeyBoarp that connects theReOCK SHAFT (which =) pee its VALVE-BAN:K PLUNGER(whichsee). ‘O t the

Bebeeater Unit the VALVE Bars
h

Valve Return Bar. A device on the Krysoarn for seating any, or all, of the Pio

as in the VALVE BANK in case they fail to

oe after a KEyis rele: ased,due to theirbecoming gummy through neglect. This Ret N Bar(is 0 perated by ueAnteHae 14KKA7 (PlateV, at back of book) below theleft |

the Type Line. 9279, 9375, and 9376. This is done on the Castinchenseg moving the CENTERING-PINBUSHING (in which
the ee PIN

xoforanypee in alignment not excee eding three
andone-half poin When eaternts.

RICES(14--point and larger)ie igusing a special SLipE and ataueee in the Sorts MATRIX HOLDER

ges in aligninentare requuired for Sorts Ma

accomplishedby
(which see).

Water-cooled Molds. 439 and Fig. 117 (page 189).- Molds used fe casting molten

|

The
—

mission of air to the Pistons for driving

of
|enressed,ey the KeyBar (which see) that connects

metal from the

jucltingfurnace into pigs fona aesa at the CasTING MAcHINE. In ©
h for:

eels to cast quickly with the tw OO g LW,circulation of acct thrpoegh hea: Nor rh Mow
rules, leaders, and slygs

Wedge, Justifying. See JUSTIFYING WEDGES.

ges Normal. See Norma WEDGE.

e Measure Unit. 9518. An attachment applied to the galley mechanism ofthe "CasnineMACHINE to enable it to remove from the type oeara where the tyfor a lin € are assembled, and place upon the galley a line up tienein length; the standard TSaoniNeMacHINEee this at€achmientwill placeon the galley any line not longer than forty-two pic
Wide-spacing Unit. 536 t 9546 inclusive and Figs. 136 and 137 (page 233).nit automatically causes the operator to ora wide betw

ie
the words in a line, itespaCesaveraging three units widerthan the ormal MONOTYPE spaces. Thus the mini-mum space with the Wide-spacing Uniti ausevedunits insteadof four units, as with

ype
and including sixty

Parr I Glossary Ixxvii

normal composition. eeis unit is used in conjunction with Opening-upFaces (whichsee), and generally matter which is wide-spaced and opened-up line-wise is also opened-up point-wise by lending.(which see). ne es ~spacing Unit consists of a specialset of STOPBARS and KeyBars at the Krys

see) indicates Bersoe the Em sees and a (lon A Unit WHEEL eewith zero on the Unit INDICATOR (which see). If, th
, the ScaLE Key is depressed, theJUSTIFYING SCALE will revolve until its POINTERindicates the zero column, ale

SL
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Key to Symbols Used in

Tabular Exercises

Em-quad (18-unit space).

Ten-unit space.

En-quad (9-unit space).Deloss
Bight-unit space.

Seven-unit space.

Six-unit space.

Five-unit space.

Justifying Space (registered as 4 units).

Em-leader (18 units).

Ten-unit leader.

En-leader (9 units).

Eight-unit leader,

Period (8 units).

Em-dash (18 units).

Ten-unit dash.

En-dash (9 units).

Eight-unit dash.

Any Key in the lower row of Justifying©| “Keys.

02 | Number of ems (full size figure) and

+. | units (superior figure) below the brace.

Reading of the Em Scale and Unit In-

dicatonaeihepointeaicaieday fhe
Seteae Toyeages ae

: Justification indicated by the Justi-
fy2 Seiale at the end of the line.

Justify- (Note: On double justified matter

ing Keys 0 the‘Sealeis revolvedby hand for

aneexcept the last section of the

<-0Picas—> Width of measure in picas.

th of measureWid
<—0Eims, 0 Units of $14-Set—> #3Omsandunits

half-set.

'E: Superior figures above a character or‘oraates indicatethenumber of

nits infhecharacter or word. aoe character c

end of the line and has 0 conniecti‘ionwiwithaS oe
itindicatesalse ancefoetules waeis i beisecarardedfone the rules are insert

Unit Value of

Roman

Characters

(Matrix Case Arrange-
ment .Low ae

a= Wsunit

b=10

POMS
HHA
dom
HOO
AE
Hr

i i

13

i

tl

tt

I

W

i

WlRwwowHsHBuUuyrHMMAd.aAUHEMEP
e

ON
NN
ON

es

so

Dottie

i

PLATE IV

CONTENTS

PART II

Tabular Compositién
ee 7AGKey to symbols in Tabular Exercises and Unit Value of Roman _char-
AcuoaletKeyzoarp on tabular matter casily illustrated byacingrams,8, 41; Object

Sianterto teach Cor

noelorsto do with Krysoarp what thi
;,

Impossible to give “best %methods"as different ofieestetee different st)rd POR matter: ‘Baeresesulustratebasic principles, 3 Gray

enablesCompositesto practi: bular matter at home with pencil and paper, 4ay
nar oe of followingcrampsin order, don’t skip, 13; oa ana ofercis

EXERCISE

1 Justifying Spaces and Quads ee

2

JustifyingSpaces Between Cot Cale.

3. Justifying Spaces and Quads BetweenColumns
Sh

ae VaeutyineSpacesand Fixed Spaces Between Columns
5 Centering Small Cap Headings
6 Centering WordColumnBecca Tyo Figure Columnswith,JustifyingSpaces7 Centering a Word Column with Figure Column on One

8 FixedSpaces of Various Sizes
SSE. ae

Various SizedFixed Spaces Between Word Columns 2 |]10 Various Sized Fixed Sere itt
FigureColumns

11 Hanging Indentions and Fixed SpacesBetween Columns
12 Spacing to Column of Uneven
13 Fixed Spaces in One Column, JustifyingSpaces

i

in the Other
14 Justifying Space Used as a Fixed Four-unit

Seam

15 Justifying Spaces and Leaders in Making iAleaineata: os

16 eae Between Two Columns
of

Uneven Widths a

11
Centeringa

Word
Column

BetweenTwo Figure Columnswith:Leadersi

18 Open Leader 5 :
é

19 Diamond LeaderWork eee ee

20 pt andTen-unitReaders: Mil ta ules

io= a =

ingAine a TRuleand SSquee:ze eee

22 ‘allowancefor Rules Made at the Kry: Fae eee iene oda

23 Allowancefor Rules
pecuctedaat the]KEYBOARD’Paeclaneaeter aoe o:

a make Ee ‘ atta gees

nb

$49
$s
G2
G3
6983
BS
ISION
NI
ee

imple
27 TaurcateDittoWork‘

8

~ . . 36and
30 Double“Jusifeaton|aaaAllowance:for Rules oa

31° Double Justification aa Justifying Spaces wichPeriodsfor“Leaders.

32 Double Justification|a Twipeo Matter :

33 Simple Box Headin:
Saliee i cemars

34 Intricate Box Headings
|

eer urns:

35 Even Pica Table: Goede

36 Word of Rena Length at End of Leader Line |

e 8 >DOSa

4
3
4
3
4
4
4
4
a

i
4

i

a
i
i

i



PART II

Tabular Composition

typeSystemand can “speak the Monnotype Lan-
guage’’needs little, if any, instruction in tabular

matter; he will find this quite as easy as making outa

tabulated statement on a typewriter and will quickly realize
that “‘all that a compositor can do with his stick, and more,
he can do with this Keyboard.”

#

¢ i ‘HE COMPOSITOR who understands the Mono-

WeTo those who are hazy as to what “sets, units,’
“eight-unit leaders,”

“

scale constants,” “fixed spaces,”
and “double justification” really are, we say with all

earnestness,
‘‘

Learn the Monotype iene before trying
to learn to set tabular matter.” If this course be followed
the question of ‘learning tabular matter” answers aself.

To those who have not yet mastered the correct Singer
motion and who cannot set on the Keyboard at least as

clean a proof as they can set by hand, at not less than Sve
times their speed on hand composition, we say with even

more earnestness, ‘‘ Postpone taking up tabularcompost-
tion until you are competent on straight matter.’

We have known operators to injuretheirSutureoebecause, in their anxiety to be “doing stunts,” they n
lected the fundamental principles, believing thatthey could
learn to set straight maiter properlyyyanytime.. They for-

got that the hardest of all learning is ‘‘unlearning,” and
that careless habits, dirty proofs and bad

greensrequire
strength of character and earnest effort to overcom

We make no apology for this ‘sermon’; heevident -

care we oie to the preparation of our text-books is, we

think, Se proof of our desire to aid compositors to

t only a credit to themselves, but also to their
brother operators, whose skill has given the Monotype its
well-earned title,

“

the versatile machine.”
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1 To illustrate by pien (leans)the action of the Key-
board in setting various kin tabular matter is the object
of this chapter; thus, the combiwho is eraineto do with the
Monotype what he can do at the case sees each character added
to the line, when a Key is str ok and the character counted, just as

if he were puttingthe type in his stick.
tabular composition. After all, any kind of tabular matter can be
but a combination of these principles,and the compositor who mas-

ters them will have no difficulty in

erttingany tabular matter that
may be given him. We make no claim that these exercises give the
“best method” for the work teeta, different offices have differ-
ent styles for setting the same matter. Let it be understood, there-
fore, that the object of this chapter is not to help Monotype operators
teach their employers how tabular

maleshouldbe set, but instead to
ground students of the Monotype
machine” and thus é7

eans for the compositor to test his knowledge of the

penceillustrated; fot
in the same way,

er the action of theK:Webelieve that bythis
‘ nealand paper’

more quickly means
the pri inciplesof a tate: than by using

a Keypoarp; he practise at home, for the only toolsrequired
are the table for ChangingPica Ems to Ems of
Any Set (Plate VII, at back of aah),table of
Allowance for Rule and Squeeze (Plate VIII, at
back of book), a JustifyingScale (P.late VI, at
back of book), and Pla
For those who cannot test

ne71 Ent1Une
f8iSet—> —willingly criticize any exam

3 3 ow the exercises in fee order given
Lone do not make the mistake of skipping indiscrim-

Pexaee(JO inately from one to an
1

ve Ty arranged so that one leads up to the next and all
the skipping has be 0 or you. Payno4

attention to speed, either in laying out or setting
|

aria)? tabular work, until you have mastered the prin-
strciples these uatcitasillus 5

4 these examples are set in
Setepoint

(8A series, 814-set, ArrangementC); the Bold-
ace rules enclosingthe speci

of the exercise. Refer now to Fig. 1, illustrating the use o:

fying spaces and quads. Thebottom line (Texas) of the
the one illustrated graphically. Just below the specimen, betweenarrows Gatendinghe width

ck
the specimen, is the measure in pic

hus Belowthis, between similar arrows, is

measureae whichthe eaasarea|would be adj usted in setting thi
specimen; that is, the equivalent of five picas in ems and units of

EL

Use of chespaces
and quads.

Part II Tabular Composition 5

the set (834) in use, thus: “7

TosA

Bettaleobtained from the meas-
ure in picas (5), from

ae
table forChanging Pica Em:

at back of book). Ni omes the graphical representation of thesettingof the accel tine(Texas) starting this line the
EM-RacK Pornrer indicates seven ems on the Em

ecu and the Unrr
INDICATOR one unit, the measure for which the KEYBOARD wou!

set; this is shown in the exercise yy the vertical atOW
pointingjustto left of the

seven-em mark on the representation of the Em ScaLe
and the figures “7!” beside this arrow (the superior
figure beingusedfor units and the full size figure for T =13 units

e= 8 units
” x= 9 unitsems), thus: In setting word “Texas

aia19 units
=7the KEyBoarD registers the width, in units, of each ™ SilLOS

character,as its Key is struck; the total width of the 46 units

word, in units, is shownby the superior figures
“8”

Fig

Shows forty-six

antein word
above the word, thus: eensThe method of obtaining
this total from the ae of vai

vals (Plate IV,
facing page 2) will be clear fro!m Fig. 2. After strikingthe last
letter (s) of the word “Texas” the KEYBOARD

a a exactly four

and one-half ems on the Em Scaue; thus: er
The two

stars (**) after the word “Texas” indicate justifying aces!and the
WIidea are counted (4 units each) is shown by figure four above

each, ## After these two justifying spaces are put in line the Kry-
Texase

BOARD registers four ems one unit, thus: sy
The total

width of the word “Texas” and the twojustifyingue 9 is fifty-
4+4=54 units=18X3=3 ems). This

n ems one tae that the

which the Boarp is set) and the four ems oneunit the KEyBoarpD

reed after striking the second justifying sciles‘Gndieatedthus*)
seat

, This three ems is shown by the figure three above
brace Siacluditigthe word and two justifying spaces (™*),thus: 6 4,

‘Texas™*
Three quads are next inserted, represented by rectangles with superior
figures “8"’ above (to show each is counted as 18 units), thus: FlogThe total width of the three quads is three ems, shown by the figure

—_>three above the brace, thus: Ga a The Krysoarp now indicates

that the line is one em and one unit short of the measure. This is
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shown by the arrow below the last em-quad, which points just to

the left of the one-em mark on the Em ScaLe and the figures ‘1’ at

Texas=(_] Oo
the left of the arrow, thus:

Ht
Ty setting this line at this

KEyBoarp, the operator, after striking the last em-quad ((J), would

INTER rises one spat
SCALE for each justifying space struck. Therefore, to find, on the

fepresentationof the JusTIFYINGSCALE (Plate VI) the proper Justi-
FYINGKeys for this line, look in the second space from the bottom in

the column numbered “19” at the bottom; the two figures found

there are:
Be

showing that

ueJustiryinc Krys to be struck are

No. 10 in upper row and No. 1in the lower row. This is indicated in

the exercise just below the representationof the Em Scaxg, thus:

ute}? Striking these Krys on the KeyBoarp will cause the

CaAsTING MACHINE to cast the
ve justifying spaces, indicatedi in the

exerciseby the stars (**), of a th sufficient to distril

teen units the line is short over ee two justifyingspaces in the
|

lined

otherBisbeeof quelling:spaces were used. With two justifying
spaces, however, three em-quads are necessary; this will be clear
from an examination of the eight-and-one-half-setScaLE (Plate VI,

of book). The greatest number of units that can be dis-
tributed over two justifyingspaceis ideey.ewe(the second space
from the bottom in column 33 is blank); therefore, if two em-quads

shortage at the end of the line would be eighteen units greater,

making a total of thirty-seven units (18-++-19=37),which is too much

to distribute over two justifying spaces.
6 The r each specimen gives the subject

ine of the exercise. Be sure you understand the sample line; then

with pencil and paper work out the other lines of the specimen
graphically.

Part II Tabular Composition 7

EXERCISE 1*

Justifying Spaces and Quads

of 84-Set—

3 3
—~_

(48 18 38

Texase]el et
V7 Ty %

Justify- 110

ing eos}
Object: To use justifying spaces and quads to fill out lines containing

one word,

In the above exercise, set the word flush to the left of the measure, put

in two to four justifying spaces, quad out to within one or two ems of

zero on the EM Scar and justifyfrom the JUSTIFYING SCALE, The

justifying spaces are put in hetorethe quads to avoid small spaces on

the end of the line and also unnecessary movement of the MATRIX

e line is two ems (36 units) short, the POINTER will indicate a

blank rectangle. In such cases it will be necessary to strike another

quad before obtaining the justification!
* This exercise is explained in complete detail on pages 4, 5, and 6, Part II.
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EXERCISE 2

Justifying Spaces Between Columns

<— 5 Picas —>

<7 Ems 1 Unit
of 83-Set—>

3 3

hy

Towa245[]30
va 4 1

5

tif,
ee In

Object: Use of

justifyingspaces to bring the figure column flush to
the right of the measure.

In this ener ithemeasure is so narrow that justifying spacesalone
are required bet the words and the figures. Note the useof the

nine-unit space insteadof the decimal point between dollars ‘andcents

mM: r

woreflush to theleft of the measure, put i

a from two to four justifying
spaces, being ta not to get beyond the three-em mark-off for the

Bere‘column, Put in the figures and a from the JUSTIFYING

Nore: It is not absolutely essentia! that a mark-off for the figure

columnbepave
on

anepaape
when justifying spaces are used. It

as a gui o beginners, in order that, in spacing outtheAine;ghough'space aaySoeleft for the figure column.

Parr II Tabular Composition 9

EXERCISE 3

Justifying Spaces and Quads Between Columns

<——— 74 Picas ——_>

y 104 Ems 2 Units
of 84-Set—

e al
a

4g 18 18 18996990508

WestICE,242.12

$103? a

ie 38

Object: Use of

lustifyingeBacesat ss to bring figure column
flush to the right of the me

above exercise is salarto Ex. 2, except that the measure is
w ideenecessitating the use of quads inadditionto justifying spaces to
bring the Em-ra INTER near the desire f ure

Iso the use of the ete (S-unit) as a decimal point
inst ine-unit space, as i x rmine the

left of zero on the Em Scate. Set up the word flush to the left ofie
measure,put in two to so jussivingspaces, and quad o

Me
the line as

if zeroon the EM Scare came at four ems one unit. Put in the figureswi iththeie comma and Benoain thei proper places and Fanefrom the
JUSTIFYING Sears

blankrectangle. In such cases it will be necessary to strike another quad.before obtaining the justification; this quad will be transposed in front
of the figure column by hand bythe corrector.

Nove: It is not absolutely essential that a mark-off for the figurecolumn be made on t

ae i CALE when justifying spaces are use I
serves, Mucoraeasa to beginners, in order that, in spacing outtheline,enoughspace shall‘beleft for the figure column.
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EXERCISE 4

Justifying Spaces and Fixed Spaces Between Columns

<———7 Picas _——>
<—93 Ems 7 Units

of 84-Set—>

oH 23
—s

as 998Ae

‘TampaFlaeee

tity- 13

Deke}3
Object: Use of justifying spaces to bring the last column flush to the

right of the measure, and fixed spaces between the last two columns to

line up the second column.

The width of the widest number in the figure column is one ando1
half ems (1 em 9 units), Since some white space must be allowed

bet lumns, mark o: o and one-half ems (2 ems 9 units) to the

eft of zero on the Em Sca This leaves one em white space between

the last two columns. Consider that the end of the line (0 on Em

SCALE) comes at:the two and one-half em raat
-off on the Em SCALE.

Set up the word in the first column flush to the left of ihemeasure, Put

in two to four justifying spaces and the necessary quads,leaving space

to put in the abbreviations in the second column ‘withoutgettingbeyond
the two and one-half em mark-o ut in one em-quad and nine

units more for each figure the number is short of the longest number,

ennie figures of the last column, and justify from the JUSTIFYING

By reference to the JUSTIFYING nous(Plate VI, atback ofga i villibe noted that if there are two justifying spaces in the lin

and the is
ee

ems: (36 units) short, ie PoINTER will indicate 5
Blairs dangle.In such cases it will be necessary to strike another quad
before Shiginingtheiaaibesconthis quad will be transposedby the

hand corrector

OTE: ‘Anotherway to set this exercise is to figure out the space neces-

sary for each state abbreviation an xed spaces or leaders to

bangthe measure
that number of ems and initpurof zero, or a giv

mark-off on the Em Scats, as described in Ex. 25.

* In case there are two-word abbreviations, use a fixed space between these words.

Part Tabular Composition it

EXERCISE 5

Centering Small Cap Headings

SCHOOLS OF BOSTON

SCHOOLS OF eee

<—_——— 9 Picas —————>

t <—124 Ems 4 Units of 84-Set—>

os
wy 8 99 & qs

(«scrooxs[Jor{Jcntcacor|| &

{1244 1

“10 5

Jesus.alia
Object: Use oF

fixed spaces between Galein centering more than

one word in alin

In such work, “apespacing between the words of all the lines is

essentialand therefore fixed spaces must be
esd: eg general rule,

twelve-unit spaces are used between words in a Sie nine-unit
between words in a small cap line, and six-unit patweeneordeein a lower

case beI
ir

and Pie this from’the acl number of ems in the full Fenire

Divide the remainder equally on each side of the words to be centered,
using two to four justifying spaces and also uads when necessary.

Set the quads and ea spaces, put in the words to be centered,

with nine-unit fixe ces peorectthem, put in the same number of
justityingspacesandiad the right as were used on

te
left side of

the centered words, and justifyfrom the Justiryine Sca:

ey In setting matter like the above be careful not a"isetoo many

if thi one, the same numbe

be centered would make the line too lon this mistake can

be rectified by omitting two quads (after the matter) so that one quad

may be transposed from before the r, it is much better to

err on the side of underestimating the number of quads and justifying
spaces to use before the matter to be cente ‘hus, when the |

quad for the line has been struck, if the EM-RACK PoINTER is not within

fou of zero o e CALE, determine ber of units the

line is short, halve this shortage and the number of jus tifyingspapesin the line, and find from the JUSTIFYING SCALE the justification for

line one-half as short with one-half as many sushigine!spaces as the Aine
to be justified (355, Part I).

>
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EXERCISE 6

Centering Word Column Between Two Figure Columns with

Justifying Spaces

<— 44 Picas —>

<—6 Ems 6 Units
of 83-Set—

37
—

995, 45 4,99
45«Rates+35

{6° #1

Justify aing Keys $7

Object: To center a word column with one figure column flush to the

right Mr one flush to

the
left of the measure by means of justifying

spaces between column:

his exercise is exactly the same assiento a heading in straight

matter,except that eae must be allo on each side of the word for
a figure column, It sh oted thatan equal number ofjustifying
spaces sandquads must be placed on each side of the word, although the

with words of different width.

as was used before it), put in the figure column, and justify from the

JUSTIFYING
ore: In case the figure columns on either side of the word to be

centered are not of the same width, it would be n

necesseiytoec aetheSoluteby meansof fixed
encesbeforegpetityie (se

No e measure usedis wide for
n combina-

ut the same nnumbedof
eeeord,Jushiying:Sree

and quads eadside
setting matter liketh Peeareanot to use too manygiesand justifying5 ces before fettingthe matter to be centered, for

if this be done, t eae number of quads and spaces after the matter

to be centered would make the line too long. While this mistake can

be rectified by omitting two quads (after the matter)so

may bee transposedby hand fri efore t!

err on the side

spaces to use before t'

quad for the line has been struck, if the EM-RAcK POINTER

four ems of zero on the Em ScaLr, determine the number o!

e

nurberof justifyi panelce:

uststifica ey
a

i

Part II Tabular Composition 13

EXERCISE 7

Centering a Word Column with Figure Column on One Side

OHIO

IDAHO

IOWA

ILLINOIS

*——— 8 Picas —_—___5,

r
<-11 Ems 5 Units of 84-Set—>

3 Aye 3

i99 18 18 ts 18 18 a8

ei anor CIC) v

{115 88)

10 5 oj

Jastise-2ing Key:

Object: To center a word column with a figure column on one aideof the’measure only.
xercise demonstrates the use offixeds; spaces, on one side of a

‘dto be centered, to equalize the space taken up by the figure column
onntheother side. ‘If the figure column is on the ri
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EXERCISE 8

Fixed Spaces of Various Sizes

<— 5 Picas —>

<7 Ems 1 Unit
of 83-Set—

4p 24

% 6 8 59 18 18

York JPa(l0O
ras 24) Ol

:

oes} *

Obiect:Use of fixed spaces only in bringing a line to zero on the Em
Scal

e the justifying
fae

on the KEypoarp to a fixed six-unitsee“C8,Part I). Set the words flush to the left of the measure,
using fixed six-unit spaces ibesvernthe words. ring the Unir WHEEL

y the use of the various sized fixed spaces, quanto zero,
|

OTE: xXCASE
GuaBeetetC (Plate IX, at back of book)the spacesregularlyoe arefive-, six-, nine-, ten-, and eighteen-unit, but

‘e may also Deeheainedby’omittinginequetlyused

eehectcrs)andcalling the attention of the Caster operator to this
change by marking the space on the KryBoarp tibboncee ThisotiGoesshould not be made except in cases where a large number of a
certain sized space is require: |

Note: To bri
ing the Unrr Ware. to an even em or en with the least

number of units: When one unit short of an even em or

space:
six units, use six; seven

units,use seven; eight unis use ce
___* Justification: Do not refer to the Justiryine Scary, but strike any Justiryinc Keyinthe lower row to.tripthe galley andrestore. Two Ki are not required, since the line is fulland contains no justifying space:

Part IL Tabular Composition 15

EXERCISE 9

Various Sized Fixed Spaces Between Word Columns

pegnceRussia

Tadaia Spain

<————_ 9 Picas —-—___

< 123 Ems 4 Units of 84-Set >

Aye 4 4

SF
7 5,918 @ ie «4 10 18

Chinaf0LJIndiaf F)Spainot]
{1244 8 4t OL

tify

dekes}»

Object: Djustitysimple three-column matter without the use of the
justifying s:

In oa La above three-column table, ascertain the measure for
each column by setting up the longest wordin that column, Equalize

he space so thseeach column will be even ems, except the first, in which
put the odd unit: ark the measure for eac! column from right to

left, beginning oy
zero on the ALE. “China,” bring

U: to y tl f the various sized

oe spaces,

ee
to the fark

|

for the beeanineohthenext column; se’ india,’”’
bri EL to even abovedescribedquadto the

markfor the beginning of the last elaine:set p {Sppain,’’ bring the

‘TWHEEL to even ems, quad to zero, andjust! dti
* Justification: Do not refer to the JusturviNG Scatz, but

pee any Justiryinc Key in

the
lower row to trip the

galleyandrestore, Two Kzys are notrequired, since the line is full
and contains no justifying sp:
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EXERCISE 10

Various Sized Fixed Spaces with Figure Columns

ae UMPICRS

<——14 Ems 2 Units of 8}-Set-——>

6}? BE 4
pas

618 18 1 GoGR9600 969609608

Winton] (12:330095:18:30
{ide 73l 41 OL

Justify
ing Ke; ys}=

Object: Use of fixed spaces in spacing out to figure columns.

In setting the above exercise, determine the space required for the

longest number in the last figure column; this is three ems three units.
S ue

:

‘The mark-off for the two columns is seven

endl
one-half ems. Set

the wordflush to the left of the measure, get onan even em or en on the

Em ScaLe by the use of the various sizedfixedSues.and quad to the

mark-off for the DesuiningosSie
first figure column. Put in a fixed

six-unit space, then the figu Put in the blank space Kenranthe

figure columns (a 9- anda a initspace), set the last figure column, and

justify.
* Justification: Do not refer to the JusTHTYING Scate, but strike any JusTIFYING

thelowerrow to,trip thegalleyand
restore. Two Keys are not eeaiced ainse tele tatty

nd contains no justifyi

Part II Tabular Composition 17

EXERCISE 11

Hanging Indentions and Fixed Spaces Between Columns

From

Caaaenark

Besvtine
Trenton

————— ie

+—— 12 Ems of 84-Set ——>

2u 6 3

=f _———
0 1 ie 999908

From)Canden(ia a
asf 1030 %

io

Justify-
ing hey}*

24 65

180718 «~~ «6918 18 9909909

OM ONewark(00 320970
412 95] 31 ol

9

iy

eke}
Object: Use of fixed spaces in setting Hangingindentions and bring-

ing thePointer to a mark-off on the Em Scal

e above exercise determine
thespacerecitedfor the

longestaunateein the figure column, This is three ems.
k off threee

to the left of zero on the EM ScaLE. “Setthe first ae 'dushto the left
of the measure with a teedsix-unit space after the last letter of the
word @different zedspace could be used to get on an even em or en

on the Em Scate if the space is not too great) Pd mark the Em Scace.
Set the next word and a on an even em or en by the use of the various
sized fixed spaces, quad

to the three-em mark- OHto the left of zero on
the Em Scars, put in the figure column, and justify.* In the next line

pus
in blank spaceato the first mark-off onthe EM SCALE (ihie mark-off

x the hanging indention), using fuadssen
the wariolssized fixedsoceae Set the word, get on an even em orenby the use of the

Narioussized fixed spaces, quad to the mark-off e the lefta zero on the E

SCALE, put in the figure column, and justify.
* Justification: Do not refer to the JustiryING Scate, but strike any Justiryinc Key in

the lower row to trip the galley and
restore. Two Kisys are not required, since the line is full

and contains no justifying spaces.
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EXERCISE 12

Spacing to Column of Uneven Width

Elias Duke
W. A. Jones
B. A. Boyer

std Clark

1122 Market St.
924 Race St.

300 FourthPl
36 Main St.

<—— 9 Picas ——_———>

<—12} Ems 4 Units of 8}-Set-—>

448 23 5

a

—
Wome 4 Sais 18 166 6m

J.J .JClark[](136]JMain{St.
dia Bt] BL ay

tity- | 2

wee) i

Object: Use of

justifyingspaces between the columns and fixed
spaces in the column:

Set the Keypoarp for the measure. Set the words in the first column
flush to

ESAe
of the measure, using fixed six-unit spaces between the

n two to four justifyi ces and quad out the line,
ft of zero

ast colum: Set the words in this

column,using fixed six-unit spaces, oat qlee from the JusTiFYING

Hay iNon In

orderto estimate the number of ems in the lastci‘olumn,aPiececan be obta: y setting up the longest andshortestlines in the
column an eee all other lines

ea these widt
Norte: Inn setting matter like theal

Part 1 Tabular Composition 19

EXERCISE 13

Fixed Spaces in One Column, Justifying Spaces in the Other

C. Compton Jersey City, N. J.
St. George, 8. I.

Bristol, Pa.

Prince’s Bay,Sls

—— 11 Picas ———___>

/——15} Ems 1 Unit of 8}-Set———>

7H 7H

5,8wows © 7 @. 4 a

PadGracelial einessaysa8
1 8

_Justify-teing Keys J4
Object: To line up the second column by the use of fixed spaces in

the first column, and justify the second column by the use of justifying
spaces.

<a
exercise differs fro

as
12 in that the last columnis lined up

s left at a mark-off 0 HM SCALE instead of o: at zertCea the width of theie column by setting up ae longest line in

learest number of e th
EM Scae. Set t words in the first column flush to the left of the
measure, usingfixedsix-unit sp tween the et on an

evel ry us the various sized fixed spaces, and q them1 ad to
mark-off to the left of zero on the

Ey CALE. Set the
ist column, using

Justiaspaces, and justify from the JusTirviNG ScALi
Note: In lines that fill the measure, justifying spaces Fchouldbe used

in themaa‘olumn; inantilines use fixedsi ix-unit spaces, get 0 man even
er EY ro, and justify. If n jestityinespaces are used and thi
line is brought exactly to zer byt of fixed spaces, not refer to
the JUSTIFYINGSCALE, but strike any JustiryiInc KE lower rowel
to trip the galley and restore. o Krys are not required since the
line is full and contains no justifying spaces,



|

Ascertain the width of the last column; this
of the 9-unit leader for a decimal). Allow

The Monotype System Parr IL

EXERCISE 14

Justifying Space Used as a Fixed Four-Unit Space

<—54 Picas——

<7 Ems 5 Units
of 83-Set—

36 2 2k
—

% 4999999998

Oneida-20. 1135.2
{7s 44) 2a) ol

“
>

tify- } 1

ingKeys}12

Object: To use the justifying space with constant justification as

four-unit fixed space in lines where regular fixed spaces could not be
used,

is the smallest space that can be registered.
e used only when the space left will not

admit of the use of the various sized fixed spaces.

Part II” Tabular Composition 21

EXERCISE 15

Justifying Spaces and Leaders in Making Alignments

8 Picay ———

‘ «11 Ems 5 Units of 8}-Set—>

os 2 235
a 16413,24 234 M18 18995990

Co&NeWeRy.. ..[]2,235 v
duns 238] By:

0.

tify } 2

oer}
Object: To use justifying spaces in the first column with nine- and

eighteen-unit leaders only between columns.

Determine the width of the figure column; this is two ems five units,
low nine units white space and mark the EM SCALE at two and one.

half ems five units to the left of zero. Set the words in the first column
flush to the left of the measure, using justifying spaces between the
words. Put in em- and en-leaders as if zero on the EM SCALE came at
the two-and-one-half-em five-unit mark-off. Put in a nine-unit space,then the figure column, and justify from the JustTIFYING SCALE.

N YBOARD may be so filledwith other characters that it
would be impossible to carry the eight- and ten-unit leaders for bringingthe Em ScaLE to the mark-off for the last column if fixed six-unit spaces
were used between the words. This necessitates the use of justifying
spaces as described above.

7! t is not absolutely essential that a mark-off for the figurecolumn be made on the Em ScaLE when justifying spaces are used. It
serves, however, as a guide to beginners, in order that, in spacing out the
line, enough space may be left for the figure column,

ore: By reference to the Justiryinc SCALE (Plate VI, at back of
book) it will be noted that if there are only two justifying spaces in the
line and the line is two ems (36 units) short, the PointER will indicate a
blank rectangle. In such cases it will be necessary to strike another
leader before obtaining the justification. This leader will be transposedby the hand corrector, and put between the columns.
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EXERCISE 16

Leaders Between Two Columns of Uneven Widths

ae Duke. .1122 Market St.

ee

<—12} Ems 4 Units of 8}-Set—>

a 3 5

+aeTELTARTAR TERyu, 4

ae
8 4 2

J Cla: BoMainst,
fustify- | 2

ese
Object: To use justifying spaces in both columnsand nine- and

Sishtecdanitleaders only between the column

he words in the first
colton

flush to the re of the measure, using
justifying spaces between the words. Put in em- and en-leaders, esti-
mating the number of ems thatshould

eepce eo)the ete of zero on

the Em Sca.e for the words in the last column. the words in this

‘column,Using:justifyingspaces between te woreandjustify from the
JUSTIFYING

orderto estimate the number of ems in the last column, a

guide can be obtained by setting up the longest and shortest lines in tthe
column (before seine the ‘‘take’’) and governing the width of all other
fines

b

bythese g udespacingthe line should end

“approximatelyi units
each justifying Space

in the lin t

operator estimate the width of the words in the last
when the is struck too machspace is faehe cai

e obtaining the justification. These
be transposed by the hand corrector and put between the columns

Part I Tabular Composition 23

EXERCISE 17

Centering a Word Column Between Two Figure Columns with

Leaders

<—— 8 Picas ————>

11 Ems 5 Units of 84-Set—>

2. 7m 2
‘

pe:
rrr rey)

7.25."Westi23d-st.8. 0{115 [98 2

10

tify-

agkevaltb
Object: To center a word column between two figure columns by

means of

justifyingspacesin the word column and em- and en-leaders
only between the

The use of ete onon both sides of the word column necessitates the
use of justifying spaces between the words of this column to justify the
liine, Use nine- and eighteen-unit leaders only. Set up the
column flush to the left of re. Estimate the width of the
word column and the number of em- and en-leaders required on either
side of this word column. (Note that the of t lus the
wid 2 figure columns equals the full measure.) Put in the
estimated number - and en-leaders, then ord column, using
justifying spaces between the words, Put in the same number of em.
and en-leaders as used before the word column, then the last figure col-
umn, and justify from the JustIryinG CALE,r of ems required in the word

colar,a sindcan be obtained by eetineup the longest and shortest
nes

i

olumn (before St tne the “‘take’’) and governing thewidth
ofal other lines by these guide lines.

oO" f an operator estimates the width of the center column so
that whenthe last column is set it comes to within fouremsefszeTon

c.

en-deaders (always an even number) before obtaining the justification,
wi han

it is better, even though the line can be justified, to put in two or morefenders(always an even number) in order to ae a more nearly
niform spacing between the words.
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EXERCISE 18

Open Leader Work

Sweet Marie

Gay Wilkes
‘he Rival .

Sweet Sorrow

——SS— 11 Pices ————————

<——— 154 Ems 1 Unit of 83 Set ———

Ty
‘

53 24
oF

4 6 05 6,189 18 18918 BO 1B998

Sweet]SorrowM] . 0. 0. 024
{isyt 8) dal 3l ol

tify-

iheKove}*

Object: To use nine-unit leaders with em-quads between them,

In this form of open leader work the leaders are lined up above one

another. Decide how much space is to be allowed between the leaders
(in this exercise 2 ems); it is customa I
between the last Teatieeand the fig

,

034). Set the words in the first column flush to the left of the measure,
using a fixed six-uni ce between ords, get on an even em or en

n the Em Scau the use of the various sized fixed spaces, angcuedto the first mark-off a
r nine-unit leader,

sua pet s em-qua is, and repeat until the ieTender|

1s r

two d.
then put ‘iothelastleaderone em-quad, one en-quad, tFeteeluentan justify.*

* Justification: Do not refer to the JustiryinG ScaLe, but strike any Justinyiye KeyiTwo Keys are not required, since the line is fullthelowerrow to trip the galleyand
restore.

ntains no justifying space

Part II Part I Tabular Composition

EXERCISE 19

Diamond Leader Work

At Dawn 3 zs 5 . Byrd
Crowned : i Noel}
A Rose oe ED a}. Roi

16 PI

224 Ems 2 Units of 8}-Set —————_
ABA 1 oy

9918991909 09 OD TBOD IE dig

AtiDavn).0 00.00.0000. oo;on. Byrd
1224? 18) J { el { 331 I

OEP ET EET ET ET ETPTTA)
ees} is

Be 124 eT
18 9018

Crowned,0a,‘00;‘00ac),“00ic. ~=Noel42242 44) 1d8)

FED ETTTTT eT)
JustisYting Keys1

4x 144 a

918901899 19991899 18991899 94g a

iiRee 00).00).+Roealk 19.“00;oO.00; 00,-00);pe eee

EPP TTETTET ET eee TTT Ty20 15, 10

ingKeys}9
Object:ze set open leader work so that the leaders in every alternate line will be

in alignment.

leader work every alternate line in the copy should be

checked,off.
ders in each checkedline should be in alignment, and the leaders in the lin

checkedou be in,

acne ent. Always use a nine-unit leader and a half-em meaairebety nine-unit leaders (34, 134, or 234 ems). Inthe exercise above, the space
alallowedieean the nineunit leaders isoneandone-|shaltems; eae space plus ihepine.unit leader equals two ems. Beginning ai ie EM SCALE every

In the first checkedline, set up the oat or Mae“flusha theleft of fie meastre(if there are 2 or more words, use a fixed 6-unit space between thewords).
an even em or en on

te ex Scare.by the use of the various sized fixedsp:

quad to the nearest mi Put in a nine-unit leader, one em-quad, one en- -quad, a
nine-unit leader, one ae ceedsone en-quad, etc., until it is estimated that the word or
words in the last columneu pearlycomplete the measure. en put in two to four
justifying spaces, sett] re van!justify,from“theJustiryinG Scare. If
there are two or ‘in

In the second line set the word or words ita to the tet of the measure, get on an“even

ea orpencasee Em Sca.e by the use of the various sized fixed spaces, padquad to the
yond the nearest

oe oo
on the EM Scace. Finish the line as above.tsthe

|

thie tineget on the nearest mark-offagain and finish setting the tineas abov
TE: food rule to remember 5aa at every line that is lee off should Me

broughtto theerearest mark-off, andaneswithout a check should be brought to the first
even em Beyondthenee aeNote: sielete‘0 the st Scare (Plate VI, at

paceef Beeld)it will bevaraou ing es in the line and the wo ems (36
units) short, diebommewilnde a blank rectai

noe
In such ee wil bbe neces-

sary to strikeanotherquad bef stifying. This
tadwilt

be cenareeed|by the
hand betweenth and thi
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EXERCISE 20

Eight- and Ten-Unit Leaders

<————8} Picas ————3
<—— 12 Ems of 8}Set——>

8t 34
——

@ 8815 & 1 9909908

LyeJBrush........ (1421930

tify

Here) =

oe
To bring the Keyboard to an even em or en in leader work.

In ing the above exercise, ascertain the number of units in thewidestnumberin the
Butecolumn, including white space (this is 3 ems

its), and mark this off to the left of

pee
on the Em SCALE, chs in the fratcolumn flush to the left of the

aneastireyusingiedsix:
ag

e Key is struck and nthan four need ibe ane i bringtheKe BOARD to an even dntGerahe
* Justification: Do not refer to the JustiryinG Scaue, but strike any Justuryinc Key in

the lower row to trip the galleyandrestore. Two Keys are not,Tequired,since the line is full
and contains no justifying

Part I Tabular Composition

EXERCISE 21

Hanging Indention ;

Object: The use of pangingindentedand figure columnwijustifying spaces and eight- ee
ten-unit leaders.

Determine the space yeauiredfor the longest number
figure column; this is a eae
five units.” In order to have some

Number of claims filed in

May
‘Totalreceiptsfrom.disposal

of

Public lands during the

yea

ee 8 Scr SianESERIE
<——15} Ems 1 Unit of 8-Set ——>

1147 3

aoe@

‘TotalreceiptstromdisposalOOof this n. Begi: e first
FIline flush to the left of the meas- 2

and, using justifying spaces
between the ds, set thi: 5 5

line as if zero on the “SCALE Justify-alecame at the three-em mark-oi ingKeys)4
After putting in the last neersof 1147 3
the line, put in tl iree em-quads for >

the blank space in the figure col- ase

umn, and justify from the Justi- [potoubielandsduringthelICC)FYING SCALE. In the second line +
put in one em-quad to indent th

T

line,cheret the

cane
as the 15 10 5 ol

ab ndent the third line the

sang
as the second b: ing i

ie}ie em-quad at

he,beginning,oa ‘thelsiord(if there should be 12H)
words use a fixed un it space ie 1M 10jg1D18 18 1s Ws Is 1 IH 9900

tween them), get on an even em

Byrear ey)or en on the batScale by the use
SSEASEORA

SHNERDY
ISRAELS

TOY
of the eight- or tTeaderouttoththe three-em mark- TET OT TOT TTT
off with nine- aad eighteen-unit
leaders. The width of the figures Justify-}*
“$995” is two ems. Since

Ce ingKeysems are allowed for the figureco!
umn, put in one em-quad, then ins

pelea“*$995,”’ which brings the EM-rack

POINTEexactly aezero, and justi
Note: When a line fills the ee or a single ae completely, justi-

fying abaacesmust be used between the words. n the line does not fill
the measure or column (at the end of a paragraph, bein the above

amplefixed spaces are used between the words and the line is justified by the

of ae or spaces of various sizes after the last word.

Note: the Unir INpicator shows that the KEyBoarp is five or

more units short of the next em or en, use the @eht-utieleader; this drops
one unit each time the Kry is struck, and r four db
struck to bring the KreyBoarp to an

a fe
Unr 'DI-

and never more than four need be struck, to DEREthe Keypoarp toan
em o1

* Justification: Do notrefer to the JustiryiNc Scate, but strike any Justiryinc Kry in
the lower row to trip thegalleyand restore. Two Kevs are not required, since the line1 full
and contains no justifying spaces.
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Allowance for Rule and Squeeze
pe is locked up, each line is compressed setways and becomesalge ict no matter foe tight the ‘yepe m: a have been in the measure

before locking up. The amount the

rules. Since new type compresses
oe

than type that has been used, more
e made ARKONSae type than on foundry

In setting the measure at the KBYBOARD,allowance for squeeze in lock-upshould be made just as the compositor allows for this in adjusting his stick

mpositi is not desirable to

siveany posit itiverule for fgas different offices have different methods. good rule to fol
ONis to

allow one-half point squeeze on measures uwfetenpicasone fa
ten to twenty picas, one and one-hal

pointsfrom twenty to thir Pricagsand
ii Be

n Spice ofthemethod of
making this allowance, togethe: i with

2

table of allowances for the various
set sizes, issivenonthe table fonAllowancesfor Rule and egies (Plate VIII,
at

faeel,of book).
far no squeeze has been allowed in the lay-outs for the variousones illustrated. This has been omitted, first, to avoid confu: using the

01 ecause, after reading the following explanation, if a

sludentdesires further practice in the preceding or following exercises, he
id Ze to measures and make an entirely new set of exercises,Sieoaehthe

Principleillustrated remains unchanged.
‘(CEPTION:‘Osi ices make no allowance for squeeze in setting ruled

abiesmade up of a nunibesof small columns that do not average more than
e picasa wath,because experience shows that such tables take up veryhad!in locl

en tal yeematter requiring rules is to be run on the same galley wiestraight matter, the allowance for rule (to be inserted when the table ismade up) is made at the Kr by si

of each line of the tal i g ‘Ss allowe
taining strip rules, the width of these extra chavactei
for the rules plus the allowance mai queeze in the straight matter ‘OMm=panying the tabular matter. The equivalent of therule in units of the set in
use is obtained from the table for Allowance for Rule and Squeeze (Plate

n tabular matter requiringrulesis run alone, the xtra

characterfor
allowance for rules should be omitted if possible and

theCas
measure reduced by the to:tal thickness of the tales to be ueoa
this generally results in a “bastard’’ measure at thieCASTING MacHINE
(odd points instead ofpicesor haltpicas), of course,

material for handling are required, unless the matter be ruled o
as it comes from the CastING Macuine. To avoid thi

th
cated by the JustiryinG ScaLe, have been struck. For convenience in
ruling out, characters allowed for rules should be Bueat the end of the line,
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EXERCISE 22

Allowance for Rules Made at the Keyboard
16 | 26 | 30 | 40

} Rates from thispoint subject to a rebate.

«+15 Picas,with Rules (2 point), plus1 Point Squeeze —>
————21 Ems 5 Units of 8} Sep—____>

<—————194 Ems 5 Units of 8}-Set-——___>

8s 25320 2.2 9 at Ay
[eo (arteCanteens55 Wyg1yy181S 18.99999999099999999900999 NIE
Boston2"...

3 {oephesmBorsarsoRw
geen} *

Object: To use characters as “deadwood” on the end of a line to make up space

a
tules in a table.

measure for the completed table, ineluding tules, is to be fifteen picas.niece to the table for CaangingPica o Ems of Any Set (Plate VII, at ackof book), it oy pepote t the meas te eefifteenpicas, eight-and-one-half-set, istwenty-one e1 uni iseeisniagthat this table is to be cast with straight matter,on whi Onehiat en allowed for squeeze, the equivalent of thisbe add he measure, as explained on the preceding page; therefore, to easure
ed to t

the
(21 ems 3 units of 83<-set) add one point squeeze, which, in eight-and-one- alt“set, istwo units (see Allowance for Rule and Squeeze, Plate V1VU,

aespaceof boo! Thismakes the total measure

twentyoneems five units. Reduce th two-point oetules toi

-

yfeference,©9theable for AllowancedorRule and.Squeeze (Plate VIII); hiesSita tbbe baéenasevenunits 6X2= ints=1em 7units in 8%4-set); add to this the two frais)allowedfor squeeze in the.sreaighelrfatteryahwhich this table is to becast, making a total

allowanceof oneand
ene alfems7

rly om the mi
(21 ems 5 units) and make the measure for th able.nineteenaud Hirenits. Select cl al

i

alf allowes ae and squeeze(R=14 units+-w=13 units; 14+13=27 uinits =134ems) to ere attenthe line is com

Ali
but beforethe Justiryinc Ke

aysdeoftlstruck,as explainedon the prec caningbagi=
aNnine pt

1be ms wide except the last, which is one and one-half ems wideBeginning atFe off the Em Scag at one and one- half
ems

for the last column, at cee A one:half ems for the’column next to this, and at five and one- half, even‘andonehalf, nineand one-half, and eleven and one-half em: ae the

eihescolumns.suefewordathene columnflush to the left of the mene eee‘on ven em

le use of the eight- or ten-unit leaders, aie Bin andight “untpata Te out to the mark-off for the first figureonges For hfigureput ina

mineniespace on either side of the

neicenettthe laetleoidmnis heythen putin a nine-unit space and the figures for the last column. Since no Susttiyingee nave.heened oe line is now complete, tae berejustifying, strike
allow for rules andcuca eze,ey thismethod of settingng in all fhelinesof:tietablesuntil the full line of

nentpoint subject to a rebate,’” wien ‘Dmeasure should be changedto the full
measure

Grents5 unite)and ni re(Rw)struck at the end of the lint
Norte: r very short fablesae withSent

matter it would save thieto putthe chara oei lleted:foe
Fueand sq e (Rw) at. thebeginningof the line in orderto avoid changing the measu 3nniienmore Converenelitoever, in ruling out

tabularmatter to have these extracharacters at the endof the

* Justification: Do not refer to the
JUstiesIG Scaxx, but strike any Justiryine Kryithe lower row to trip the galleyandrestore, 0 KiYS are not required, since the line is fulland contains no justifying spac
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EXERCISE 23

Allowance for Rules Deducted at the Keyboard

Il | 16 | 26 | 30
15 | 20 | 25 | 30

9
10 | 15 | 25 | 30

Chicago. .

Cleveland

Pittsburg
Boston...

«————_ 15 Picas with Rules (2 point) —————+

Actual Caster and Krysoarp Measure

14 Picas

<—————194 Ems 5 Units of 8}-Set__—_>

85 2° 259, 2 2 ta

Ti nic aio3 Wyyl0jyIB1S 189999099 999

Teeny. {ojpustsnnsonn4ons01935

ify-

neko} *
Object: To set the table the actual type measure with the allowance

formiesa ducted.

This exercise differs from Ex, 22 in that deduction is made for the six

mei u . t

ing pilesis ee picas.__Dedueitionuethe
six

eepoint,rules mepica) and the actual Cast ead ae
or aureaandlcnethialemsiveunitsieci aoFre!“half:set“(ceetabl

g Pica Em: s of AnySet, e VII, at back of book);
set de]EM‘Scalato tiesesa. eons a zero on the Em SCALE,

at one and one-half, three

gadone-half, five and one-half, seven and

elevena one-“halfems. Set up the
onan

em or en on the Em Scate by the use of the eight- or ten-unit' leaders,
and leader to the mark-off on the Em Scate

ferthe first figure eilewith nine- and eighteen-unit leaders. Putin he figurecolumns,
nine-unit space on either side ofthefiguures ‘onae on the leftaeonlyoflast

an column), and ustify..

aN The deduction fe rules in the aboveexercise equals an evenThisj is

ie always the ee andwhen the quisconusooaeequalan even picaor half-pica, the result is a bag *

measu

EYBOARD a (oReRedaapoints aed of oonsae or halloa
see

Page28, Part II.

tifica’ Do notrefer to the
JustinyinaScaLe, but strike any Justirving Keyi

* Justhe lowerrowfo, tripthewalleyand resto Two Keys are not required, since the line is fulland contains no justifying spaces.
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:

EXERCISE 24

Horizontal Monotype Rule

270 | 300
120 | 140
310 | 340

Dubuq 2 ooap 310 | 340

Eastiierien eases ... TL} 270 | 300
La Trobe | 175 | 195

—_—____—15} Pieas—__________

—_—__——~21} Ems 7 Units of 8}-Set-——___>
Actual Knynoarp Measure

<—_—_—_—-21 Ems 8 Units of 8}-Set——_____>

163 2h 2hcoe a hae Sh eet eee

18818 8 18 18 WW OW Wie is 18 10 Is 918 ede We

%

ose

aoeJars 28h

EET
20 1 5

igKeys}
Object: To use Monotype rule cast in composition instead of Monotype continuous

strip rule or brass rule in setting rule lines across a table.

The width of the exercise after the allowance for rule (4 points) has been deducted

is twenty-one
ems eight units of cight-and-one-half-set. (See tables

eacihanging Pica
Ems to Ems of Any Set, Plate Vit.and Allowance for Rule and Squ Plate VIII,
at back ofpoole)feemark-‘offforthe first column to the left of zer 5‘isttwocallone-

nelsSeng;the wid
the Em. ae neHeesems; the width of the “stub” or first columnis sixteen emsonanunits.

18settingee tule line, put in
sh

n eleaeee
unit dash oun to the left of

the measure; bring the EM-RACKPOINTER 1 oren on the Em SCALE, by
the use of the eight-unitcea in lenactly) Melee aisaneeAgia etaitunitleaderor

eight-unit space is used. Then punsthe Em-RAcK POINTER to the mark-off the

secondcolumnby the use of the nine- and eighteen-unitdash. In the second Sida
ine-unit and two eighteenunit dashes to pringthe EM-RACK PoINnTER to theHey oteitoane astcolnet:ae the last column put in one nine-unit and two eighteen-

unit dashes to ig the efPOINTE,R to zero and justify. <4
i

etoreSling| theJust ENG eae trie ee aeee character ‘‘e”’ to Dereplacedby the
(4 points etalt

itsof 8 ¥4- ade u pag

No’ he above specimen line the different pieces Tealingup the linelofhori
zontal rule eve been cast Sn aritha shoulder so that the separate pieces can be
counted.

Nore: If the figure columns must be set to even picas (which brings the Kry-
BOARD measure of the columns to odd units), fuethe cateunit dash for getting on an
even em or en in each figure column, asis explained above for the stu

om a e eight-unit dash is never carried regularly in the MatRIxx CASE,or on the

Keys except in tabular arrangements. To use it with the gionardatidnecmcntsit ayealdne necessary to cap a Keyin the eight-1 ute row and mark the Kryp
bon ticket for the attention of the CASTER opera’

Note: When a Monotype horizontal eae lined2 set, the shoulder
spe, andpeethe rule should be noted when allowing for white space when the table

* Justification: Do not refer to the JusTIFYING Scate, but strike gayJustiryinc a in
the lower row to trip the

galleyand
restore. Two Keys are not required, since the line is full

and contains no justifying spat

2
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EXERCISE 25

Vertical Monotype Rule

1.|12300]13200|11300)
801

:

———— 12 Picas—_______,,

<————17 Ems 1 Unit of 8}:8et——_>

8}! bs ee

«918 18 wD 9909 D0099, 09000
Dubuque. .. . . lowa|22500|64200|57600
417 8] SAN) 235) ol

As. 10

tify~

igKeys}
Object: To use Monotype rule cast in composition instead of Mono-

type continuous strip rule or brass rule in setting vertical rule lines.

total measure for this exercise is twelve picas, or (with 1 pointPeete venteen ems one unit ofeight- andOne half-set. (See tables
E a IT

nj

Em-rack Pointer is brought to the mark-off for that column

idee
of each figure column,foc iag the rule, in the above table,vi

i and one-half ems five units. e mark-offs for the columns,Heainiteat zero on t. MScan,are two and one-half ems five units,
ve and one-half ems one unit, and eight ems six units. Set the word

in the first column flush to the left of the measure, Ascertain the cor-

rect space to allow for. the state abbreviation, leader t

t

t.units short of for the second column, and pi nsue
state

abbreviation. This brings the Em-rack Pointer to the mark-off for
the second column, Put i in the vertical

rule& A! then
ae aeurea

10thesecond
counnhs

This bringsthe Em.

ieEOINEeto the mark-
r the third column. Put in the ae le (5-SaneHadthecanesOe,the thirdcolumn,

Patinthe ee ae (5-unit), then the
figures for the last column,akOTE: In some

=Pants, hee aespacefor the columns will permit,it is customary to use the nine- or eighteen-suntvertical rule of the piece
braces for the rule Mineraed of the five-unit vertical rule. In case the
nine- or eighteen-unit vertical rule is teed ie shoulder on this should
be taken into account in making allowancefor white space on each
side of the rule.

OTE: Whern MonortvPE rule, cast in position, is used instead of con-
tinuous strip mateallowance for squeeze is, of course, made as usual.

“ Justification: Do not refer to the Justiryinc Scatn, but strike any Justiryinc Keythe lower row to trip the galley andrestore. Two Keys are not required, since the line is fulland contains no justifying space
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EXERCISE 26

Simple Ditto Work

Hose Bands...

ols...

Comm ee Lies
"

<——— 15} Ems 1 Unit of 8} Set——>

2h ot 2 2 3

0 888 8 as a

‘HoscfBandsSe Figpl.0205015h 134)

15, 10 5

Justify-
ing Keys §*

23 él. 2 52 3

B80 1 18

sans
8 18 9999

i ‘TiTRacksee

welp + (92075.
15h] 131) 38 OL

15, 10 9

yates
ing Keys}®

Object:To center inverted commas (or special ditto snark)below a word.

he
B

the exercise.teat by setting one line of these on

theEOBORED)‘Gesianingwith “Wiji ) befor
starting the Ae or by calculation. This is sev: which mark offto the left ofzero onthe EM SCALE. Set the word “Hose” in thethstaneputa fixed six-unit

epadafterthe word, and mark the a oe at thispoiping3
ems 1unit), Set the ordands,

’

get on an even em or en on

fee M SCA the use of eight- or ten-unit
leadenenGePeder

to the mark-ot offor Shoal Tig.tf (7 ems HomZao) oerthe
i ing a five-unit space ater

ee Period.to get onal nem, and markthe’‘hatee? aeits.eine(ems). Put e figures “21,"" an eenen ore
dollar mark, nine-unitspace, figure ‘*2,"" anesefits oyfigures500" ee

fe

The word ““Hose thefixed six-unit space after it occupy forty-fiveaa Sub-
tract from this thewideof the two Inverrted commas (10 units) aigfhe

ach of the
six-unit space aft ord ‘‘ Hose,” or sixteen units (1 0+6=1 ferematnderis twenty-nine aniase Tox29). Half of eis (use 15 units

since
29 tei t divisible

by 2) is to be put in front of thei:iB
inverted commas; after the erted commas bring

eeLoe
to themark-off for the second ea by the use citphewerouesizedfixedces. ord ‘‘

Racks,” eee to the mark-off for ithe word “‘Fig.,”" centerto iene cones ieunits eich)beneath the word
“

Fig.,”” put in figures “22,”an

eighteen-unit leader, oneem-quad, figure 2,” aie unit space, ‘figures"75,"and justify *

Note: For words ae ae erate the best rule to follow is to center the dittos

(invertedcommas)¢Sra
‘tly. For words of wider measure, i not objectionable to use

even, ems and ens before the ditto, thus throwing the dittosliightly out of center from
the

word
above.

TE: Dittos (inverted commas) can be supplied as one character on the nine-unit
or eichioenunit body.

* Justification: Do not refer to the JustiyinG Scave, but strike any JustiryinG Key inthe lowerrow to ‘trip the galleyand restore. Two Krys are not required, since the line is full
and contains no justtifying spi
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EXERCISE 27

Intricate Ditto Work

——— 11 Picas ——_—_—___

<———15} Ems 1 Unit of 8}:Set——_

a 14

388 Fe1918 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 1899

ih
eee

3 P25
‘

40 5

Justify-
ing Key:a}*

2 238 sit
SOs 18 18 18 18 18 te 1 19e

Ofjhtcoverfedesepacigcasetracy (30
15g] 134) 104) 2) 0.

15 d 5 ]
Justifyeevee

2 2y8 gp 5

05555,0 185,0 4 "8918 18 18 18 38 1899

ons ‘DIDPlateSOCOM (384
1554) 134] 1081] 738) 21) OL

5 0 5

_Justify-
ing ee} *

2 28 oy yr,

Pivavingscise) CLGAGEOS546 18 6,910 09 18 18 1 98

a

‘7 i eTGScrew.eel: (137snlia“idai By "3t-oL

a5 10

ae js

ject: To center inverted
commas or special ditto marks
below two or more words

more consecutive words in the
same line to be dittoed, and
mark-offs on the Em ScaLE
must be made for each word as

it is se In this example set
the word

“

Base”’ flus!
left of the measure. i

teen and one-half ems. ari

the
a

SCALE at this point,
get o1 ae even em or ¢@

figure column. Pui

fgurecolumn and justify*
In the next

Buec nter two
inverted comma: ‘Gaunit)in
the

cheesemgredof
for the

word “Base.” ina fixed
six-unit space, ce eareas i
the word ‘‘Base’’ had been

six-

unitspaceena set the word
“Plat Mark off the Em

Note Dittos (inverted

ees)can be supplied as one character on thenine-unit or eighteen-unit bod:

ion: Do not refer to the JystievineScan, but strike any Justuryinc Key
* Justificatlathedewersrertatrip the galley and Testoris full and contains no justifying spaces.

Two Keys are not required, since the line
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EXERCISE 28

Piece Braces
8f 6! 6f 6/ Bf 6f Bf

q7 91 4) 2] 2] 2] 2]
51) 9{ 4) 2] 3)

1) 5( 2] 1) 94 4)
2/1) 5( 2] 2] 1)
2| 2] 1) 5( 2] 2]

{s 5( 2] 2] 1) 5( 2/ {6{ 3} 5( 2] 1) 5 |
2/2] 6 3} 5[ 1)
2] 21 2] 2] 6f 3$ 7)
4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 8f .

Ad 2-34 56 7 81D)

VUE ee etd
Object: To show the different combinations of th e pieceing
wpe

a

oecaetight and left piece braces for aCIOEInEGantor Teft)iynum

The length of a brace may be indefinitely extended by the use of the

verse!line (No.
Lea anesheeneee between the pieces composing the braces

so tatte moreeasily distinguished.
“Teaded™mi

matter onesexample, Heo face on 8-point body) bracesait be used to correspond ihe e body size and not the face sizIt is entirely optional with
oyerent plantswhether the eighteen-unitor the nine-unit braces are us Where clos e work is required (as nar-

row columns in tariffwwork), Thenine-unit brace is more commonly used,Ina
tablewhere braces are usedin counbinetionwith rules, themore

ommon method ofsetting is to place the braces on the right side of thetulethronehonethetable.
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EXERCISE 29

Braces in Combination

‘Toledo
Fostoria......

Columbus to. ..;Carey........
10)

Delaware. ....

<< 164 Pi

23 Ems 7 Units of 8}-Set-——______+

eeeiB a 9

8 3,88 8 ee ww

CHOC frotedo.no ,)HOOOO0003
Topper

20 15 10 5
p

“Justify-}2
ing Keys

7 7 2h 44 2h

SEA ree FAT TEE186,9 18 18 18 1818 18 1891818589 18 18 189 181
6

GOI Poston.ee si Oooo ROG)
PT Te eee ae eT TTS Ty

maou
7 4s ys

ow ws eo 77 998

Columbus to... ton. . fCoal...$1.00
237 aR 241 Ol

Ae20 15. 19

7ouge.} +

a 7 24 44

186,4918 18 18 3
MarGiipaooog|arion.|

JOO)

POTEET TpTTT

iteKeys}*
a a, 9

16,9 1818181818 Gee 199,88 1818181818188
FOCI [Detaware- 0000080),7 6

ieepi bere]20. 15, 10.

Justity—ing Keys
tification: Do not refer to the Justiryine Si

the“geerow to trip,the galley and
restore, Two i

and contains no justifying spac

el any JUSTIFYING Key itpeace red, since the line is full
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Object: To

pactatethe use of the various combinations of the nine

ed
of the Monotype piece braces.

leEm Scave to the full measure.

Beginningat zero, ae offon Ate.EMScaLe the measures where the different braci are to be

the first race; put in

settheword
£

"Toledo,eas leader to

off by the

space)and justify.* In the third line set the words “
Columbus to”flush to the left of the measure and leader to the mark-off for the first

brace, put in No. 9, set the word
“

PCY
”

and leader
eesthmark-off for

yn.

kk the

(which just fills the

Tee
and justify.* In the next line quad to the

ma trk. first brace, put in No,
2 set

he
e word.

oerion andleader to the econd brace; t'in No. 2, quad to the m ethird ee put in No. 7, set the wordt“Tron,”anNeadar'ttaae mark-off
for the last brace, 8, quadto zero, and

Jueat n the last
o. 5; set the word

claware,” and lea:
cseothemark-off for the av brace, put in No.4, qua

to zero, andjus
Nor rticularaa esl

Retaken of the fact traea word
annot eeconterellon the KEyBoarp o; positea two-piece brace. The worshould be set to line up with the first line of the two i be braced naequads used for the second line. The hand-corrector will oa

ontthisqa line and center the word satheae n this example wordand the figures ‘‘$1.00” g alreadycenteredopposite ae largetoo it is necessary to centerthetyodingbrace opposite these by tak-

oTE: It is optionaleet erentplantswhether nine- or eighteen-unit piece bracesare u WI closcone is required (asin tariffwork), the nine-unit ea es are Corebs onl ed.Nore: It should be sonar thatt in tesa matter (for example,a 6-point face on an 8-point bo
pat ‘¢ braces must correspond witith thebody size and not the face size

.

g,wot refer to the JustiryinG Scace, but strike any Justiryinc Kevin *

* Justification:
the lowerrowtotriphegalleyandrestore. Two Krys are not required, since the line is fulland contains nojustifying spac
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EXERCISE 30

Double Justification and Allowance for Rules

EXERCISE 31

Double Justification and Justifying Spaces with Periods for
Leaders

Object: Use of double justic

Discountallowed. on| ficationon three-column matter
I and characters

used,as “dead-wood” for allowance f

The allowance for two rules (2-
point) is eight units (seeAllow-
ance for Rule and Squeeze,Plate

x VIII, at back of book): The
<—— 12} Picas with Rule (2-point) ——~>

measure oftoe completedtable,
<——— 17} Ems 3 Units of 8}-Set ———> _includin eventeen, an

Teer a thecal en thie ies oe eight.
4 and-one-hali-set (1234 picas);——— 17 Ems 4 Units of 8}-Set deduct from this thscla oa

<1 Picas with Rule (2-point) —>

Actual Caster and Kzynoarp Measure

<———_
10}

Pieas
——______5

oi oe allowance,forrules and setthe 10}Picas ‘
a Cepek fo)this Hee ened

d ,sae ems 4 units). Markoffon the Ev 143 Ems 6 Units of 8+-Set—>9 Z
Scae the measures foreach coly By

#4
2 3ed c

ea Te anima» e's —-UMN, beginning atzero,two ems

aesforthe figure columns. five and rrrery j2800 1s,¥ Ratesnamed-to-Port- C»&AsRy. Ole one-haif ems (estimatedwidth of
J-BoF oxCoLexcal. iei liz SLUTE Dal thelongest|

line) for the second
a

‘0. Loca n, 45 eeiox
TPT eT he remainder, nine p14! ojo al Bgl a

At d oa beatae ems four units, for

cee 5 fig jag thefrst column. he
words| justify- ue ofthe first column flush

7_

|

ie keyeso ing Ki eft of the measure, using justi- Re ee =i0
4 7 fyingspacesbetweenthe words, ing KeysS 10

9} Set this line thesame as if zero on

j GE At aeaTHelDITOR ii the ag aes came at the marke ject: Use of double justification and the lining up of a column on thei 93! off for the second column (734 dentbyuse of the justifying space and period.1
18 18 184,26 4 418998 CMs), and

poke (he nae iedichiorihi eee units the line is short of this uct for three two-point rules and set the KEYBOARD to theactual pe[pnd [Mainepenta pealtohetswl =e tmark-offon the EatScat; gg measure:Mare off onthe Em ScaLE the width of each column: fourth cole
! TATE Pepe handunil iis bomeuee: roundag ba a

rk at t

reeaatione-half ems, third column at five and ue tateems,! a ee) the column for a shortage of this
left of th

a ag he words in the first column flush to th
| Justify. )213

BYumber of units (column
a ef coloe

ie measure,
pangJustifyingspaces between the words. Set this first

7 at bottom of Scar) and reat he a ero on t. M SCALE cal a k.ing Keys}13

a
numbers of

ue‘sasueviNSoong e e is short, put in iezdetefae outetACKys to strikeand single justify, OINTER nearly to the mark-
52

ii Set the Usiz
Witprrby hand exactly tothe sovenand-one-half-em mark-ott. Set the

ménline isNG ee ee es camsDE ae reve Dect:
line in the second column, using justi yin spaces betweenthemors,the same as if zero Em Scate and turn the Jus 6 short is off on the
on the Eat ScaLi came at the

mark-offforthefigure column(2ems from zero). Put in
|

ait
u ¢ JUSTIFYING ScaLx around by‘hand until the Pointerthe space (2 em-quads) for the las

oe umn, note the readi ineaEthe JUSTIFYING SCALE, indicates the column for a shortage of this number of unit: umn numberbutbefore striking the Keys indicated putin theallowancefor rules, then doublejustify, at bottom C. read umbers of the Justiryinc Keys to strike| here is no necessity for single justifyingthe secacolumn, as no justifyingspaces are and single justify. Set the Unit WHEEL y hand exactly at the mark-off for| used in the last column and
eo justification indicated ietheend of the whole line is the the si id column. Set the second column, sing the ei; or ten-unit lead-' oo justification for the seco1ond olumn.. s hould.the last olaranfcontsainlust ers to bring the Unrr WHEEL to the mark-off for the third colt Pitin

broughtoly
to the two-em waneoff in thes: manner as explained for the first ie sp i gadfigures for the third colum: lumn, putcolumn, ‘In the second line, put in one em-quad for the indention,set up the words in ‘¢ number of em- en-leaders estimated to be ired to nearly fill the. the first column, usingfifed Sbetinitspaces| Betweenthe wort Get on aneven em or space in front of the word, put ina period with a justifying space on each side,enon the Em Sc.

ae
By he uss

of the eiHeheOr salt
leygenanudleader to

themeteoff then the word, and doublejustinfor the second column. Center the word in‘hesecond column byputting from two to Note: When setting single or blfour justifying spaces On either side of ft. “Put
inthefigure column, obtain the g invispacesibe tweenGonisththanet eee)eed eablesalivays,usejustify,

of
theJustiryineScat, putinthe allowance for rules, and doublejustify. be justified‘sectioof the full ms Ee

er measure
When settingeither single or double justified tables, always use

justify
q

d
measure, and fixed spaces between words that .spangicin tors that fill ibemeasure, whether it be of the full measure orjustified lo not ieieacireor section, which is then completed with fixed size

| sectionof the full measure, and fixedsspaces
between words that do not fill the cee spacesiwNeders.

| tion, which is then comp! letcelithfixed size spaces or leaders

4
u

NOH
When setting double

peacatiogon the Style D Krysoarp theNO:TE} hen setting doubleFustifcationon the Style D Tey he Ps’
BLOCK-VALVE HANDLE 29KC17

ae te V, at back of book) must‘betturned to the teltso that the Keypoarn is restored by pressing the green Resto: ce godnot by)
the lower row of JustIrFYING Krys. Otherwise the: Ace would barestored to the beginning of the measure when each column

BLOCK~VALVE HANDLE 29KC17 (Plate V, at back of book) must betunnelto the left so that the EM-RACK PoINTER is r

resiotedb:green REsToRING Key and not by the lower row of Justirvinc Keys, Other-
wise the EM-RACK PoINTER wouldbe restored to the beginningof the measurewhen each c

oluanis single justified.
ner method Geesetting the last column of the above tablewould be to indeedall the words nine ee from the rule,

sone j Nal
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EXERCISE 32

Double Justification in Twin-Column Matter

11

<—11} Picas with Rule and Leads ——>
<———-CastTer Measure 11 Picas >

Keysoarp Measure

<—54 Picas —><7; Ems 5 Units
of 8$Set—>

78

Weis a wai D000
AwVoRy. spf. 89as 134)

g

Justify-�ing Keys
And Restore

73

any4184 HM 4941B 909

AwVeRy.xed.[]44
yi4s gay iY

ia 7

. Justify-}
2-7

ing Keys§ 7
And Restore

Object: Setting two columns of the same width by double justifica-
tion.

The full measure of this exercise is

slevenandlones-halfpias eeix points (7% pica) from this measure to allow for inserting aAledowaesa and a two-point legeeach side of this rule ee thetable made up. This makes the ual

Enotes ee
elev

picas, the.width of each column bein:ne!ve and one-h Set
Em SCALE measure to five and one-half picas (734 ae 5 unitsof 804.

set). a the first column and single justifyfrom the JUSTIFYING SCALE.
The PisTON-BLOCK-VALVE HANDLE 29KC17 (Plate V, at back of book)
must be turned to the rear in order thai

red

Ne Set

brings both ec

us
onto the galley as

Nore: Ascertain both pascal from the eel Scat i in

the usual man: ee
Note: This table could be set byacsuSHni the Krysoarn to the full

measure andascertaining the

dustibcalion for the first column by ‘turning
the

JoSTunINGSCALE hand. e above deta cdmethod is, how:
ever, better, as

ue JUSTEINGSCALE ailonaneaiePevolied[a

eacheelainin,and 1 JUSTIFYING Krys can be used to restore
each column to thebepinniigof thefull measure.

Parr II Tabular Composition 441

EXERCISE 33

mee
Box Headings

bject: To center
ordeneae in the same line, oak

columnsof different RUMby Shares. | Total Par.ans of double justification,

The rule allowance hereis cight
units (4 points = 8 units of 814. ~set;see Allowance for Rule and Squeeze,

ate VIT bo:90k)width of the completed table (1634 12 Pee
Se

AO

eeGG a eed in 8 Unie? apace

widthof the thirda, mn (534ems) Actual Knysoarp MeasureAh 0.id second column @ems) is deter- 16} Ems of 84-Se'2 we

ures in each; the first columnCG 7 4 bhis Mar!ie ih aeEmSCALz at five and one-half ems 18 18 18 18 18 18 1808 18 18 18 WS 9 18 I) le
and at nine and one-halfems.

Set

fapOCC R OO gAanoOGstakingc: ent each column c

tains. the col ‘ect number of em

andGrits8 otherwisethe columns ee 9couldnot’be split andMonoryee

estity-¥continuousstrip rules orbrass rules
ing Key:inserted, unless the linewas rejuaefied. Read the

ee TaN
NG SCALI 7 4 5sstrikete Saket be repl asad SS

by rule (e= Oyand

Soule 545 331 5tity:+h Rena line,beg’

ningat peeJefea the measure, ‘patme or more justi- Teenie,al ‘Shares.* “TotalfPar.efingspaces(inteumberdepending{Toy 1034] 9 548) 154 I

feWwbocce ae er of 1S 10 aHuurviaespacene quadsas be- justify- }6 Justify- )5 Justify- )S-11fore the word, and ascertain the aue 18Fe & ee} iiumber of unity
thecolumn is shozt

of the mark-off for the second col- 7 4 bEumn. Turn the Justiryinc Scape ———~—__, —__~_, ponby hand to this number of units @ W i i i iW tema us Sue wwe
and

singlejustify. Bring the faq, =
RACK PoIntTer exactly to the mark- |] 5

0off for the second column by turn.
426% oH pat

ing the Unit Wuenx by hand. In
the second column put in one or ——18 te 2

more justifying spaces, then the _Justify-word to be centered, the same

ing Keysne ofoiustifyingspaces as
efore the

is short of tt
thethirdSolianta single justify. Bringthe oeRACKDOREenc

to
the mark-offumn b: ni . byhand,center the w

i

for the preceding column, read the justificationdirect tava ‘theJustievic SCALE, thenput in the allowance forruleand doublejustity,Set the thirdline eure ctly as describedfor the first (quad) line,withn

the exception that dashes are used for the rulelineinsteadof the uals}in the firstIi
this isnot alwaayshe case, and the various sized fixed spaces or the scree dash may haveto be used6bring the Em ScALe to the correct mark-off

for
the

a seenote: When setting double justification.on the le D Keyzoarn, the Piston-VALVE E 29KC17 (Plate

Se
Ne

aethat the Krypoarn is restored by pressing the green REstorInc Kev and n ot bythope row,of Justiryinc Krys.

Otherwise,the Em-rack
enbeewould be restored5

en each column is single justified.

Tgustification: Donot refer to the JustivvinG Scazm, but strike any JustieviNG Ky inthe lower row and ae Key ahove.it in the upper row at the sametime, to trip the galleyandItis not necessary to strike a Key in the upper row first, since the line tut augcontains no justifying spaces.
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EXERCISE 34

Intricate Box Headings

Muscular Spasm.
(224%)

Sex.

(88) .

n

Intensity. Duration.

Female. | Male.

(4) (33) @ @

16 Picas —————_—________

o
Ems 2 Units of

Beteeae?185, 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18

GAeoogooaoaoabacaoacaon,2

APPEL ET PET Tae alld20 15 10 5
-

as}
88

peannenaeeae qianeen38 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18

C]Ae ee tsOblBeet ep ey peti
ae

186,18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 1818 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 19

Be ee reerraeeeEaT PP TTT ate)
_Justify-.}*ing Rea

88 iG rf

MipoooadgAnoocogAnonoops
Tee Pee sera

Justify-

ing kos}*

33 7

14, BR 4,38 4 18 18 18 18 18 18

(HOOODR OOo{J
7 148] 0!

Pp trentrrr ret
Justify-ies
eke} 8

——_—_,

1 18 18 18 1818 188

Parr II
Parr II Tabular Composition 43

8 7

in ora BipnecaqgpancncgAnonoceedoubleco
columns,pendcombined° 20 15 10.

The full measure oarfor this exercise is
sixteen picas

or 4a 3h 7 7twenty-two and on

Gstanademaotn ogt ahalf ems two unitsof 18 18718 18 18 9 18 184, 1aeight-aadone-half Intensity cpantionssb Gee tabetor GIDICOOOUCCsIntensity=| Durationanring Ha wey
to Ems of Any Set,

late VIL,
at back 20 15 5 0)

of book).’ Set the
Justify-) 8 Justify) 8-15Kevpoarp for this i ing

Keys§ 15

thee ae first on Kev}we San j
t thé a 3h 7 7

fullmeasute, Sctthe @@44 @SBMEMu WW seu
quadline, putting in »Female.» »Male.«

AEOOOORnooOooOog~thenAxed ocacisses4224? 1844]J18¢ 158) JTAH Fien 3

an even em on the -———20..__15 40 Ls o)
EMScare,jemequadsJustify. ) § Justity- }6

2
0 bri Tine to ing Keys }11 ing Keys{ 2

ze,gndouble5lejus he rt 7 7
inthe Gein Whi WE eeewordsjoe!net 7 Bw iis 18 18 18 19 18 Wis

tify. Set the third EAC ERTPOCOi Gonocplinein thesameman- {2257 18%

teisransfor |aa
first anc

Mee oe 8

10. 2

te Re ScaLE the Justify- 1y,measure for each

ol ing Keys| *J
oe eginnin, at

ero, marke off eightunits for the allowance for rule,
seven

ems for the first column totheeteofize‘0, seven ems for the second column, andtl he remainder,eight ems threethe third column. Set aa quad line, Peeangie re correctnumberof ems anane onea ing the various sized fixedg}(e=8 units) and double justify.* In the next line ce
ifyi

es ads; thenct out the nexttwocolum:xt Qui

three two-poii flee seven, emsforthelast column, seven ems for the third column,three and sonebaleems for the ey Gainesin, and: four ems seven units for the firstcolumn. the correct number of spaces and quads fo

columns.Genterthe word ‘Intensity’ in the third column and single justi! y. Centeruration’’ in the last column,put in the rule allowance, and double justify.
7Tnthe:nextline,sopten

the word ‘Female’
inthe first column and single justify; centerthe word“Male” ¢ second,columnsinthe correct number of quads for thethifedandthe last columnsoeyein the rule allowance,and double justify. In the nextline actuecorrecta) ands and spaces for each column, put in the rule allow-ance, and double jus tify*

ore: In settingguad lines, care should be taken thate column contains thecorrect numberof ems and unitefor that column, -Otherwise the coldmn couldpat
be

splitaeneMonoryre continuous strip rules or brass rules inserted ‘unless the wasrejus S

Whensetting double justification on the Style D Keyzoarp, the Prston-ape oo VE HANDLD29KC17 (Plate V, at back of book) must be turnedto the leftso that the Krynoarp is restored by the green RESTORING Key. herwise theyEn-

ites oe would be restored to the beginning of the measure ‘wheneach column issingle justified.

je Ustification:Do not refer to the Justirvine Scace, but strike any Justine Key in thelower row and theKry above it in the upper row at ‘the same time, to trip the galley andTestores Teds abeneceeeney 0 seen eee ae upper row first, since the line is fullcontains no justitying spaces.
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EXERCISE 35

Even Pica Tables

<—— 9 Picas with Rules ——>»

<—12} Ems 4 Units of 8}-Set—>

Actual Krynoarp Measure

—12 ea 5 Units of 8+-Set—>

4 Picas 8 Points 2Picas 2 Picas
ee eee:——

oe 248 238
W 1gl00 8 we B89080 eas

Acme. ial!“S101is0ipe128

5

Justify-ene}

ObjectsTo set the columns to even picas instead of to even Mono-
sa ems.

He

precedingexercises the

columnsin

fhevarious tables have been
d

ie a off t nmems or half-ems of the set in use, throwing the od
units into the¢Aub(or first colina | xercise, columns are

oe picas except tl 1b (first column) which contains the odd
rom

an even
Cae offtheEm Scate for the

ean of ee even pica columns
j

in ems and units of eight- oneone-half-s e word in the first

Solusflush to the left o

te t le

s

spaces, put in the‘allowaricefor rules, and Rutity:
*Justification: Do not refer to the Justiryine

S

but strike any Justiryinc Key inthe
lowerrow to trip the soleya andrestore, Two Krys are not required, since the line is fullandcontains nojustifying spacc

Tabular: Composition 45
Part IL

EXERCISE 36

Word.of Unknown Length at End of Leader Line

Chicago!
5

‘oronto

....8t. Louis
. Philadelphia}John R. Mcletr ridge.

12 Ricag——___—__. 5
16} Ems8 Unite 8}-Set————>a

Paper

s
locked

5 838 ay Bepee Bement see2 ow We8 B 6106 %8

@PhiladelphiaJohnjR.JMcFetridge..... Philadelphia
11635 dat 2a ol

415 10. 8

tify-

ingKeys}*
Object: To allow for a word

otea length at the end of a leader

|
line coiningno justifying spac

Insert a wooden wedge bet
co dheupper PAPER-FEED-ROD

Nur OICand the {UB
2

on the r row:

e counted by th

pial tt

sesee adelDny
"

removetheswiredeoa beneaththe ParkaSeep‘ROD PeNuteed afte: extKryis struck, and sti kethe
I

Kayfoetheesletter@)of"Philadlphi.”Allof thehanes struck to this

pointwill b idwill not be cast
tl RS esasa , however, of the

] UST
ONG Kry

t first, each Key struck has been counte by the Unir Wuret and
properly registered on the Em Scare, as if the werd“Philadelphia”had set in the ordinary manner. In short, the word “Philadel

i:phia”’ has been counted by the set mechanismDuthas not
2)

it bee!
recorded on

ihe paper. Now set up the is “John I, MeFetridge”
i

ix-unit spaces between the wortget on an even en en
on the Em eke, and leader to zero. Set up the word “Philadadelphia”(which has been counted but noeTotarded

&

Bathie,Paper)without refer-
ence to the EM Scatr, for since the EM-rack PornTer has reached zero
it will not register ree characters; then justify.*

* Justification r to the JustiryiNG Scaze, but Strike any Justmyinc Key inthellewsrrew totripthe salleaadrestore. Two Keys are not required, since the line is fulland contains no justifying spaces.
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PAPER
GUIDE

PAPER
Spoou

PAPER-SPOOL
Su.HART

Paper Freep WHEEL

(also a13KC2)

Parer Tower punch
guide index plate

JustivyiNG-SCALE
Pinion stud

Justiryinc
SCALE

Justir yENee
-SCALE.

Pe R rack

JUSTIFYING-SCALE
POINTER

Paper Tower housing
punch lock knob

Piston BLocK

valve handle

Justiryinc SCALE
WEIGHT

UNIT-RACK
LEVER

UNIT WHEEL
shaft

UniT-NEUEEINCyt R (left)

FEM-RACK

SLIDE

EM-RACK-STOP-RA!

ADJUSTING SCREW head
EM-RACK

STOP

EM ScALe
holder

VaLve ReturninG Rock SHAFT

operating arm rod head

5 RACK

Srop poates
UNIT-RACK

SLIDE

tTOUT

operatingeaehead

KryBaNkK
button (137)

X45KC

X15KC

Xal6oKC

al3KCl

18KC30

al3KB5

10KB1

al4KB3

al4KB1

18KC11

29KC17

69KB1

73KB1

a35KB2

36KB1

a5KB1

a8KB2

Xo0KB

a9KB2

14KA7

6KB3

a29KB1

16KA5

7KA6

b———

[-——

[-——

eee

Ps

-—

-——_

ie.

Pe

eel



Paper Frep RELEASE
b8KC2 prite tink

PAPER

far TeisijuatieaneRIBBON

|

13KCLOR Ee |
B2KC1 REEL oon

a33KCl PSB UDand a33Kes (12)]

as2KBsin ae
|

OKC1 ee
FEED

2KB1 Bice |

alKBl1 BELL |
a41KB1 pM Shane |

a25KB1 YSson

a23KB1 ee ee |
24KB4 Reever

a38KB1 pao

a35KB1 Wile

4KB1 EY.

3KB1 Bate |
a4KB3 EuRace |
a9KB5BsScate |
a9KB1 &,.

TRA eae |
s1RBL eee |c26KB1 Ric.

papanyanendbs) 198
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Surface of —

PLATE VI
7



Surface of 8/2-Set Keyboard Scale

PLATE VI



Table for

Changing
Pica Ems

to Ems of

Any Set

PLATE VII



Directions for Using

able for Changing Pica Ems to Ems of Any Set

- Set-Si: Pica

s| 5 | 54 | 54 | 5M| 6 | 6 74 | Ems | 7%|
%| 1-4] 1-3) 1-2) 1-1] 1-0 8 086] | 085

1 | 2-7} 25] 2-3} 2-2] 2-0 8 1y3| 1 | 142
ys | 342} 3-8| 3-5] 3-2) 3-0 7 240) 1%) 2-7

2 | 435) 431) 4-7] 4-3] 4-0 6 3-6 3-4

24%) 6-0| 544| 5-8| 5-4] 5-0 5 4-2| 24] 4-0

9%| 2245 | 2144 | 2044| 1936| 19-0 | 18-4 1534] 9%| 15-4
24-0 | 2246| 2146 | 2047 | 20-0 | 19-4 1631 | 10 | 16-0

DI 5% | 5% | 5% | 6 Ye 1h Th

OY| 25-4 | 24-0 | 2237| 2147| 21-0 | 20-3 17-71041635
26-7 | 25-3 | 24-0 | 2248| 22-0 | 21-2 18-4 1742

LL| 2742 | 26-5 | 25-2 | 24-0 | 23-0 | 22-1 19-11 18-7
(2 | 2845| 27-8 | 26-3 | 25-1 | 24-0 | 23-1 1937 19

2%| 30-0 | 2841 | 27-5 | 26-2 | 25-0 | 24-0 2033i 20-0
[3 | 31-4 | 2934| 28-7 | 27-2 | 26-0 | 24ne, 2140 | 13.—

i, | 32-7 | 3036 | 29-6 | 28-3 | 27-0 asl 0 | 23-3 | 22-6 | 13% re]
A | 3352| 32-0 | 3051| 29-4 | 28-0 | 269¢ pesyo | 2437| 24-0 | 23-3] 14 | 22-7

M4| 3435 | 33-3 | 3142 | 30-5 | 29-0 | 2736| 2685| 2545 | 2446| 24-0 | 14% 24 |
‘The EM-RACK POINTER on the KEYBOARD always indicates ems

‘thesame set

asis
face being composed. If the measure be given

pica ems it is, therefore, necessary to change this to ems of the

of the face ae composed.
Example: A column of matter 13 picas wide is to be composed
- ee face, how many ems and units wide must the Key-

Da asure be set? Refer to the “fists” and numbers ta
ection the table below.

E ind the ee at the top of the table headed 7

jes" eeethe
pains “Set-Size”’) and look down this

:

until you com

e-
The line of a a for 13, the width in piesof the

matter to be set; at this point of the table you read

22 ems and 5 units, the numberof ems and
untot7-set equal to 13 picas. Therefore, the Em-

lop on the KeyBoarp must be set so that when the BOREis re-

ed and the Em Racx is against its Srop (as far to

aS
left as pos-

le) the EM-rack PornTEr will be between 22 and 2234ems on

with the teeth of the Unit WHEEL without

‘9Bcth. eeon either side as they mesh.



Note: This table must not be usedto set the Keyboard oe 5

a

:

j

5 ay
S

BeaneSree eeUayatebasedonWien01007" % Pica to 30 Picas | Table for Changing Pica Ire

es,

Set-Size | Pica Set-Size | Pica Set-Size Pica Pica

5 | 5M | 5% | 5% | 6 i | 64 | 64 | 7 |_74 | Ems| 7% | 7% | 8 | 84 | 84%| 8% | 9 | 9%| 9% | 9%| 10 | Ems 10% | 11 | 11% [11% | 11% | 12 | 12% | 12%| Emsfl) Ems

4) 1- 1-2] 1-1] 1-0] 048] 038) 037]. 036| 036 %} 015] 045} 035] 034) 034] 033) 033 My 042] 032) 04: ¥% O}1} 0F1 | 031 30 | 030} 030] 070] 020 Mh
2-7| 2-5| 2-3] 2-2] 2-0} 148) 146) 135] 14] 3 1 142) 14 140] 1-8] 1-7 1-7) 1-6 -5| 1-5) 1-4] 1-4 152) lee ek A LO} et 038
332| 3-8| 3-5| 3-2| 3-0] 247| 25] 243| 231] 280) 1%| 2-7| 2-6] 2-5] 2-3| 2-2) 2-1] 2-0] 138) 147] 1h6| 145) 1K us| 12] 2] ui] ui] wo} is] -1-s] 1% 4

35] 421] 4-7| 4-3] 4-0] 346] 333] 321} 3-8] 3-6 2 3-4| 3-2] 3-0] 237] 236] 234] 233 42) 230) 2-8) 2-7 2 2-4| 2-3] 2-2 -2| 2-1) 2-0} 148] 148

6-0| 534| 5-8! 5-4] 5-0] 435) 432] 4-8) 4-5| 4-2 2%1 4-0| 337] 335] 332] 331] 3-8} 3-6 4 = Sal 0 2% 235] 234) 233 42) 231] 230) 2-1 os Y Ys
7-4| 636 | 631} 6-5| 6-0] 535] 531} 5-6] 5-3| 448

3

445 | 433] 430] 4-7| 4-4] 4-2] 4-0 37 | 345] 343] 342 3 3-6| 3-5) 3-4 = 3-1] 3-0} 238| 237 2

3-7] 8-0| 712| 7-5| 7-01 6f4| 6-8| 6-4| 6-0] 545] 34] 542] 5-8| 5-5] 5-2| 438] 425] 483) 491] 4-8] 4-6) 4-4] 3% 337| 336) 344] 343] 341| 340] 3-8] 3-6] 3% 4

932| 9-3| 834| 8-6| 8-0| 7/3] 7-7] 7-2| 626] 632) 4 | 6-7] 6-3| 6-0] 5h6] 533] 540] 5-6] 5-3) 5-1] 438) 415) 4 agi | 4-8| 4-7] 4-5] 4-3] 4-2] 4-0) 338| 336

4 | 1085 | 10-5| 946 | 9-7| 9-0| si3| s-6| s-0| 744] 7-8| 4%| 7-4| 648] 615| oh1| 6-6| 6-3| 6-0] 536] 513| 541) 5-7] 4%| 5-5] 53| 5-0) 447] 445) 484) 432) 40] 47] 46) 44 1H)34H
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127-4 | 121-3 | 11542 | 11032| 106-0 | 10145 | 9736 9036| 8744 8445| 82-1 | 7940 | 77-2 | 7436| 7233 | 7083| 6835| 6638 | 65-4| 6342 | 53 | 62-1

4 ¥%| 128-7 | 122-5 | 11634| 11143 | 107-0 | 10244 | 9835 9144| s8gl| 53%| 8542 | 8236| 80-5 | 7746 | 7531| 73-7 | 71-6 | 69-7 | 6731| 6546 | 64-4 | 53%| 6242
12942| 123-8 | 11746| 11234| 108-0 | 10343 | 9943 9251| 89-7 86-7 | 8342 | 81-0 | 7841 | 76-4 | 74-1 | 72-0 | 70-1 | 68-4 | 66-8| 6435 63-4

1%|} 54%| 13035| 12441| 11837| 11344 | 109-0 | 10433| 1003 93-8 | 90-4 | 54%| 87-4 | 84-7 | 8135| 79-5 | 7638| 7434 | 7233 | 7034| 6836| 67-1 | 65-7 | 54%| 6345,
132-0 | 12534 | 120-0 | 11445| 110-0 | 10532 | 10141 94-5 | 91- 88-0 | 85-3 | 8240| 80-0 | 7743| 75-8 | 73-6 | 71-6| 6940| 6743 | 66-0 64-7

% ¥%| 133-4 | 126$6| 121-2 | 11546 | 111-0 | 10641| 102-8 95-3 | 9137| 55%| 8835| 8538| 83-5 | 8024| 78-6| 76-2 | 74-0 | 72-0 | 70-2 | 68-6| 6642 65-0

134-7 | 128-0 | 122-3 | 11647| 112-0 | 10730 | 103-7 96-0 | 9233 8942 | 8644| 64-0 | S1-8 | 79-1 | 7635| 7443| 7233| 7054| O88| 67-4 6541
¥%|i] 56%| 13542| 129-3 | 123-5 | 11737 | 113-0 | 1osgo| 104-6 9646 | 9330| 56%| 90-7 | 8730| 8445 | 82-3 | 7935| 7740 | 75-6 | 73-5 | 71-7 | 6941| 6745 | 56%| 66-3

7 | 13645 | 130-5 | 124-7 | 11848| 114-0 | 10: 105-4 9744 | 94-6 | 57 | 91-4 | 88-5 | 8540 | 8237| 80-8 | 78-3 | 76-0 | 7338| 72-0 | 70-3 | 68-7 6634
¥%|] 57%| 138-0 | 131-8| 125-8 | 120-0 | 115-0 | 110-7 | 106-3 9831 | 95-3 | 57%| 92-0 | 89-1 | 86-5 | 8342| 81-3| 7846 | 7633| 7442| 7232 70469-0 | 57%| 67-6

139-4 | 13241 | 12641| 121-1 | 116-0 | 111-6 | 107-1 99-8 | 96-0 | 58 | 9245 | 8936| 87-0 | 84-7 | 8147| 7941| 77: 5-4 | 73-5| 71-7 | 6942 6737
% 3%| 140-7 | 13344 | 12742| 122-2 | 117-0 | 112-6 | 108-0 100-5 | 9636 | 58%| 9342 | 9031| 8735| 85-2 | 8232| 80-4 | 78 547 | 7347 | 72-0| 70-4 | 58%| 6840

14142 | 13436| 12844| 123-2 | 118-0 | 113-5 | 10838 101-3 | 9743} 59 | 94-7 | 91-6 | 8840 | 8546 | 83-5| 8047 | 7843 | 7641 | 7430| 7232| 7045 69-1

4 ¥%| 14235 | 136-0 | 12936| 124-3 | 119-0 | 114-4 | 10986 102-0 | 9830 | 59%| 95-4 | 92-2 | 89-5 | se41 | 84-0| 8132| 79-6 | 77-3 | 75-3 | 73-4 | 71-7 | 59%| 6933
144-0 | 137-3 25-4 | 120-0 | 115-4 | 11045 10236 | 99-6 | 60 | 96-0 | 9237 | 90-0 | 87-5 | 8444| 82-5 | 80-0 | 7746| 7545 | 7346| 72-0 10-4

‘ica ica |_ 5 54 5% 6% 6% 7 Th ica |_7! TH | 8 84 | 8% 9. 9% | 9% | 9%|! 10 | Pica |_10%

ams ims Set-Size ims Set-Size Paile Ems

Set-Size

11% | 11%

32h1| 3146
33-1 | 32-6

3342| 3237
34-2 | 33-7

3433| 3337
35-4 | 34-8

3524| 3438
36-5 | 3540
3645 | 36-0

37-6 | 36}0
3747| 37-1

38-7 | 3741
3838
39-8

40-0

11% |_12_[ 12%| 12%|
31-3

3143

32-3

3233

33-3

3344
34-4

3434
35=4

3544
36-5

3635

3040
31-0

3140
32-0

3240
33-0

3340
34-0

20

SSE!
4 4:

49-2 | 48-0 | 4648 | 4547 | 4448 | 44-0 | 43-2 | 42-4| 4

4943| 4841 | 47-8 | 46-8 | 45-8 | 4440 | 4342| 4244 | aay
50-4 | 49-2 | 48-0 | 4638 | 4538 | 45-0 | 44-1 | 43-4 | 4

5045| 4942 | 4831 | 4730| 46-8 | 4540| 4431| 4343 | 45%
51-6 | 50-3 | 49-1 | 48-0 | 47-0 | 46-0 | 45-1 | 44-3 | 4

5147| 5044 | 4942| 4830| 4740 | 4630| 4541| 4433| 46%
52-8 | 51-5 | 50-2 | 49-1 | 48-0 | 47-0 | 46-1 | 45-2 | 4

53-0 | 5146 | 5033 | 4941| 4840 | 4740| 4681| 4542 | 47%
5341| 52-7 | 51-4 | 50-2 | 49-0 | 48-0 | 47-0 | 46-1 | 4

54-3 | 5247 | 5134| 5032| 4941 | 4840| 4730 | 4681 | 48%
5444 | 53-8 | 52-5| 51-2 | 50-1 | 49-0 | 48-0 | 47-1] 4

55-5 | 54-0 | 5245 | 5143 | 5081 | 4930 | 4840| 4740 | 49%
5546 | 5431 | 53-6 | 52-3 | 51-1 | 50-0 | 49-0 | 48-0 | 5

ox | 11 | 11% | 11%| 11%] 12 | 12% | 12%

56-7 | 55-2 | 5337 | 5284 | 5131 | 5040 | 4948 | 48}0| 50%
5648 | 5542 | 54-7 | 53-4 | 52-2 | 51-0 | 4948| 48)8
5740| 56-3 | 5448| 5344| 5232| 5140 | 50-8 | 49-8 | 51%

8-1 | 5634 | 55-8 | 54-5 | 53-2 | 52-0 | 5048| 4948
5842| 57-5 | 56-0'| 5435 | 5342 | 5240 | 51-8 | 50-7 | 524
59-3 | 5746 | 5641 | 55-5 | 54-2 | 53-0 | 5148 | 5037
5934 | 58-7 | 57-1 | 5536 | 5432| 5340| 52-7 | 51-6 | 53%
60-5 | 5847 | 5742 | 56-6 | 55-3 | 54-0 | 5247| 5146
6046 | 59-8 | 58-2 | 5647| 5543 | 5440| 53-7 | 52-6 | bay
61-7 | 60-0 | 5843| 57-7 | 56-3 | 55-0 | 5347| 5245 | 55

6148| 6041 | 59-4 | 5737| 5633 | 5540| 54-7 | 53-5 | 55%
6240| 61-2 | 5944 | 58-8 | 57-3 | 56-0 | 5436 | 5345
63-1 | 6142 | 60-5 | 5838| 5734 | 5640| 55-6 | 54-4 | 56%
6342 | 62-3 | 6035 | 5940 | 58-4 | 57-0 | 5546 | 5434
64-3 | 6244 | 61-6 | 60-0 | 5844 | 5740| 56-6 | 55-4 | 57%
6424| 63-5 | 6137| 6030 | 59-4 | 58-0 | 5646 | 5543
65-5 | 6346 | 62-7 | 61-1 | 5984 | 5840 | 57-6 | 56-3 | 58%
6546| 64-7 6141| 60-5 | 59-0 | 5745| 5643
66-8 | 6447 | 63-8 | 62-2 | 6035 | 5930 | 58-5 | 57-2 | 59%
67-0 | 65-8 6242| 61-5 | 60-0 | 5845 | 5742

10% 11 11% |: 11% | 12 112%| 12% ica

Set-Size ims

PLATE VU



Scale for

Changing Units

Allowance for
Rule and Squeeze

PLATE VILL |



Scale for Changing Units of Any Set to

This Scale is used with the Table for Changing Pica Ems to Ems of any Set, to change any measure, 1!)

Unit Set-
Units

3] 4)5)6|7|8| 9 |10 a | 12/13| 14| | Size| 16|/17| 18 | 19 | 20 |21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | #8

5 4 1 15 | 19 | 23 | 27 | 31 38 54 62| 65| 69) 73 81} 85| 88] 92) OO

5M 4 16 | 20 | 24 | 28 | 32 40 fe HeB 57) 61 4 65
|| 69| 7: 7 1] 85} 89] 93] 97) 10

5% 4 17 | 21 | 25 | 30 | 34 42| 47] 51} 55| 59] 63 6 68| 72) 76| 80] 85] 89} 93) 97] 102) 108

5% 4 18 | 22 | 27 | 31 | 35 44) 49] 5. 57| 62| 66 4 71| 75] 80] 84] 88} 93] 97] 102) 106} 11

6 5 18 | 23 | 28 | 32 | 37 46) 51 60] 65} 69 74| 78 8} 92} 97] 101] 106] 111] 118

6% 5 19 | 24 | 2 38 48 | 53 62| 67 2 4 71 82| 87 1] 96] 101} 106} 110} 115] 140

6% 5) 20 | 25 | 3 35 | 40 50 | 55 65| 70 B) 6 80] 85| 90 5} 100] 105] 110] 115] 120) ah

6% 5 6| 21 | 26 6 | 42 eile od: 2| 67| 73 8 4 83) 88} 93 9 | 104] 109] 114] 119] 125) 140

pu 2)3)4)5 10} 41 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 16 | 17.| 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23| 24 | 28

7 a 1 2 | 27 | 3: 8 3 54] 59 70| 75 1 86 | 92] 97| 102} 108) 113] 118 | 124] 129] 145

Th| 6 2 | 28 | 33 | 39 | 45 56| 61 72| 78} 84 %| 9] 95| 200} 106 | 111} 117] 123 | 128 | 134] 149

Th 6 3 | 29 | 3. 40 | 46 58 | 63 9] 75) 8l 7 Ye 92] 98} 104] 110] 115] 121 | 127) 132) 138 Ad

Th 6 4 | 30 | 36 | 42 | 48 60 | 66 ae sda 83. 9 4 95 | 101 | 107 | 113 | 119} 125) 131] 137) 143] 149

8 6 5) 31) 3 3 9 62] 68 4] 80] 86 2 98 | 105} 141] 117 | 123] 129] 135] 141} 148) 184

8% 6 5| 32) 3 4 1 63 | 70 6} 82] 89| 95 4 | 101 | 108 }444 | 121 | 127] 133] 140] 146} 152] 180

8% 7 6 | 33 | 3! 6 | 52 72 8] 85) 92] 98 14| 105] 111 | 148} 124 | 131] 137] 144] 150} 157] 10)

8% 7 7 | 34 | 4 7 | 54 74 1} 87} 94] 101 4 | 108 | 114 | 221} 128 | 135| 141} 148 | 155} 161] 1a

1 4|5|6/7]|8 11 | 12 | 13 [14 | 35 16 | 17| 18 | 19 | 20 | 22 23 | 24 | 25

9 4| 21) 28 | 35 | 42 | 48 | 55 7 3] 90) 97] 104), 9 1] 118| 125] 131 | 138| 145 | 152 | 159) 166) 173

9% 4 1} 28 | 36 | 4 0 | 57 78| 85} 92) 100 | 107 9% | 114 1| 128 | 135 | 142| 149 | 156 | 164 1

9% 5 | 22| 291 37] 44 | 51) 58 3} 80] 88] 95) 102] 110 9% | 117 41431) 139 | 146 | 153 | 161 | 16

9% 5| 23| 30 | 38 | 45 | 53) 60
5]

82] 90| 97] 105] 112 9% | 120 7 1135| 142 | 150} 157 | 165 | 172

10 5 | 23| 31 | 38 | 46 | 54] 62 85| 92) 100} 108] 115] 10 123 1|138| 146 | 154] 161 | 169

10% 6| 24| 32 | 39 | 47 | 55 | 6 87| 95] 102] 110] 118 | 10%| 126 4} 142) 150 | 158 | 165 | 173

10% 6 | 24| 32 | 40| 48 | 57 89) 97| 105] 113] 121) 10%| 129 7 | 145) 153 | 161 | 170

10% 5 | 33) 41 | 50 | 58 91| 99) 107) 116] 124 | 10% | 132} 140 149 | 157 | 165 | 173

1 34 6|7 9 Jaa | 22 | 13 [4 | 15 | 6 |/17| 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 28

iL 5 | 34] 42| 51 | 59 76 93 | 101 | 110} 118) 127 135 |144 | 152} 161 | 169

11% 35| 43| 52 | 61 8 95 | 104 | 112| 121 | 130 1g 138 | 147 | 156 | 164 | 173

114% 35 | 44| 53 | 62 1| 80 97} 106 | 115} 124} 133] 11% | 141 | 150 | 159 | 168

11% 36 5 | 54 | 6: 2} 81] 90} 99] 108} 117] 126] 136] 11% | 145 | 154 | 463) 172

2; 8 | 37 6 | 55 | 65 | 74 | 83 | 92 | 101 | 111 | 120] 129] 138} 12 148 |'157 | 166

12% 9 8| 38 7 | 57 | 66 | 75 | 85
a

104 | 113 | 122 | 132) 141 | 12% | 151] 160 }170

12% | 10 | 19| 29| 38 | 48 | 58 77_| 87 106 | 115 | 125 | 135 | 144) 12% | 154) 163273) | ae

Set- | 1 | 2 4lslel7isi9 al 1112113114125 | see | 16 a7 | 18 119| 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 98

ize Units Size Units

=—_—_ _—_———SSSSSEESaESEEa
=F

Allowance _ Insetting the measure at the KEYBOARD,allowance for squeeze in
lookee should

be made juntThis
as the compositor allows for this in adjusting his stick ‘oepe

ndc is 1

for Squeeze ie
COMpO: justine

ie NOG
definite rule, as different offices hav e different methods, rocaBs rl is to

point squeeze on measures up to 10 picas, 1 point{ror to 20 picas, e points from 20 to leea
and 2

points for over 30 picas; this allowance is made as follows: eaaapie?A page is to be composei 22

picas wide, and the allowance for squeeze on 22 picas is 134 points. The equivalent of 22 picas in . oa in 33
ems 0 units Ge

table for

pees ah
via

Eemsfe
Em ry Set,” Plat heequivalentof 1% points

to

ee i a matter to be composed contains rules, allowance for these must be made at the Krynoanp,

for Rule The number
ob

units allowed forrules as es with theset of the face to be composes
and with the

thickness of therule. Example: A table isto be
compe

in 8}4-set, 30 p wide, and iy to

contain 11 two-pointrules. “Theeatin a f 30pies
in By4-0042 ems 6units. Thetotalallowance for

rules is

ee points (11> 2= 22), and the
ye

of 22 points in yeset is shown in this tableat right to be

Ye .5 units, or

(alle:
it 2

a
since the decimal is 0.5 or over) 234 ems 2 units. Subtracting this from

42 ems ‘6units gives 394 ems 4u ts (22.oe 6units—2%4 ems 2 units=39}4 ems 4 units),to qyiichthe Kivy

BOARD measure shouldbe set.

100 |
son | 00

1a] at

iin) ot

10 | 1

1a)

in|

i

14h | om

150 | 0a

in | 18)

100 | 0m

ion] ar

Polaty!

Tt )



f Any Set to Units of Any Other Set
fo change any measure, in Ems and Units of any Set, to Ems and Units of any other Set desired

ample:Given 15 Un

for151unitsof 11%4-ae is 130; follow

nea numberto tl

of Di set is the eauvale

ts of 1134-set; find its equivalent in units of 734-set. The Key Number
wing ee ie ee

of the Scale for 734-set we find that 131 is the

yy Number and t! in the column headed 22: Therefore, 22 units

it of 15 units of ese
nits | Unit CA

e
paoaenof‘measuresgreater

than the Scale gives; oeloweuse thisBoutsinconnectionwith the Table for

21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | Size | 31 | 32 | 33 | 34 | 35 | 36| 37 | 38 40 | 41 | 42 | 43 | 44145 | Changing Pica Emsto Ems ofAny Set, Plate VII,asfollows:
J

gi} 85] 88] 92| 96| 100/404] 108} 111] 115 qi9 | 123 | 127 | 130 | 134 |438| 142| 146 | 150] 154] 157 | 161 | 165 | 169 | 173 :
5

i

g5| 89| 93| 97| 101 | 105/409] 113] 117| 121) 5%| 125| 129 | 133 | 137 | 141 | 145 | 149 | 153 | 157 | 161 | 165 173 aa TableforChantingBeaEins,BaGe GeSuns desCOMMEUaOsEUS OCG aes
g9| 93| 97| 102] 106| 110] 444] 118 | 123 | 127| 5%| 131] 135 | 140 | 144 | 148 | 152} 157 | 161 | 165 | 169 | 173

meltce i aeout iat eee at nae ar Seal Tablet Column headed ltheee

93| 97] 102] 106 | 111 | 115 ]4119| 124 | 128 | 133] 5%| 137] 141 | 146 | 150 | 155 | 189) 164 | 168 | 172 42 | 43 | 44 | 45

ee Ore) eeeequivalentof 15ems8 unitsof1134-set; thisis 22 ems 8 units of 734- oe
Correct

97| 101 | 106 | 111 | 115 | 120 | 424} 129 | 134) 138 143 | 148 | 152] 157) 161 | 466} 171 is by usingthisSca! is: Since measure in 1124-settaken from was 15 ems 8 units, that

101 | 106 | 110 | 115 | 120 | 125 | 430 134) 139] 144] 64| 149| 154) 158 | 163) les | 473 a one unit more an siven measure, to get equivalent of 15 em t t seleron
135| 140] 145] 150] 6%| 155 | 160 | 165

; :
5

Beaipee (122 (20

eae eeiliici ‘hanging measure found on Table(22 ems 8units of 734-set) the equivalent ofoneunitof 1144 hich we

109| 114 | 119 | 125 | 130 | 135 | 240| 145 | 151) 156] 6%| 161) 166

Uni
find from thisScale.The wu foroneunitof 1134-set is9; in lineof Scalefor734-setwefind

21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 31 | 32| 33 | 34 | 35 | 36 | 37 | 38 | 39 | 40 | 41 nits 6 an NumberO) 5exactlybetweenn these two and in such acase use larger number(12),
113] 118 | 124 | 129 | 135 | 140 | 145 156|161| 7 | 167| 172

which is in uni 1%
f 734-set. This must

117 | 123 | 128 | 134 | 139 | 145 | 150) 156 | 162] 167) 7%| 173 At leftofScalefindknown Set, follow this line across Scale be Ribaceolfron2 units of 734-set, measure found in TableforChangingPicaEms, Thus,

121 | 127 | 132 | 138 | 144 | 150] 4156] 161] 167] 173] 7% column for knownnumber ofunits (given
at topofcolumns); e ems 6 units of 734-Bellequivalentof 15 ems 7 unitsof 1134-set. TE: FAGanerenMcaracsala?

125 | 131 | 137 | 143 | 149
3

161 | 167 | 173 intersectionof these twolines willbefound the Key Numberfor
set into alarger use smaller number if Key Number is exactly een ea AGEDOF SeeeenTTe a:

ool 3s | va |'148| 154 466 | 1
this number of unitsof known set, Then find required Seti

ee linea
columnatteft of Scale, follow

this line across Scale to numberin In tabular,
ov similar work, where it is necessary to find the equivalents ofdifferent sections ofa

133 | 140 | 146) 152 | 159 thislineequalto,or most nearlyequal to, the KeyNumber;
at finer checkthe totalmeasure by findingits equivalentandseeingae ‘thisequals the sum ofthe equiva-

137 | 144 | 150 | 157 | 163 | 170

toprefthis column will onoundrequired number of u qual eaeof
the differentSchonof the line. Since,no Table -alec% idefor frac sorsesia,ith,it may be

141 | 148 | 155 | 161 | 168 7 mostnearlyequalto, PA eetaTAa oration sets onea crecltheevtivelentoffhe widestsectionof thelinebyedaingorsubtracting
21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30] 31 | 32

145 | 152 | 159 | 166 | 17

149 | 156 | 164] 171 °

:

e °

eis All for Rul ds E d Units of the V Set
157 | 165 | 172 owance ror mule an queeze 1n LMS al nts 0 e@ Various sets
161| 169

165 | 173
pan Set-Size foe ee Set-Si: oe

Points| in
——| Points

ey rom 5 | 5% | 5% | 5% | | 6% | 64 | 6% | 7 | 7% | TA | 7% 8% [9% |_9% |_9¥| | 10
“|

10%| 10% 10% | 11 | 11% | 11% | 11% | 12%

—=|——| fi O-1.2|0-1.2| 4 | 0-1.2 01.0) 0-1. 0.9 |0-0.9| 0-0.9|0-0.9| —%| 0-0.8 | 0-0.8 | 0-0. .8 | 0-0.8| 0-0.7| 0-0.7 %

21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 0-24] 1 |0-24 0-21] 0-2.1 iS 0-1.8 1 |0-17]0. 6 | 0-1.5 | O-1.5 1

0-3.7| 1%| 0-3.6 0-3.2| 0-3.1|0-3. 0-2.7 1%| 0~ .4 | 0-2.3 | 0-2. 1%

0-4.9| 2 | 0-48 0-4.3 | 0-4.2| 0-4. 7| 0-3. 2 |0- }-3.2 | 0-3.1 | 0-3.0 2

0-7.4| 3 | 0-7. 0-6.5 | 0-6.3|0-6. 0-5. 3 jo- .8 | 0-4.6 | 0-4.5 3

040.9) 4 | 040. 0-8.7 | 0-8.4| 0-8: 0-7. 4 |o- 4 | 0-6.2 | 0-6.1 4

043.4] 5 |033.0 041.9 | 041.5| 041. 040. 5 |0- .0 | 0-7.8 | 0-7.6 5

085.8| 6 | 035. 044.0 | 043.7| 083. 042. 6 {03 .6 | 00.3 | 050.1 6

re

048.3} 7 | 037.8 046.2 | 085.8| 085 2| 043. 7 jo .2| 01.9 | OF1.7 7

ai| (22 | 23 | 24 [25
1-18] 8 | 1-12 048.4 | 047.9| 037. O45. 8 .8 | 043.5| 023.2 8

1-4.3| 9 | 1-36 2| 1-1.6| 1-1.0| 1-0 037. 9 |o8 45,4 | 045.0| 044.7| 04 9

1-68| 10 | 1-6.0 1-3.8] 1-31] 1-2. 1-0. 10
7.0 | 046.6| 046.3| 04 45.

190.3) 11 | 1-84 1-6.0 | 1-5.2| 1-4, 1-2, 6 | 038.2 | 037.8 | 037.5 | 047.1

4

142.7| 12 | 141.8 1-8.1| 1-7.4] 1-6. 1-4, 2|1-0.7| 1-0.3] 1

houldypemadejust
145.2] 13 | 144.2 141.3 | 190.5| 1-8. s 1-5. -4.8, 8| 1-2. 49 | 1-1.5] 1-11

ion.
i

147.7| 14 _|.146.6 143.5| 142.6| 121. 140. 1-7. 6. 24 | 1-3.9 | 1-3.4 | 1-3.0 | 1-2.5,

Rerule alloy 2 Th Th 8 8 9% 9x] |_10 | | 10% % 2

0 30 picas,and 2 5 [21.2 2-0. 145.7 1f2.1 140.6 | 140.0| 15 i 0 15

posetin,8-set, 22 1 | 2-3.7 ]�

©

| 2-2. uu 134.1 132.5| 141.8} 16 6 16

icas in 8-set is 1.7| 2-6.2 2-4, 2-11 146.0 144.3] 143.6) 17 | 1 .2 17

ivalent of 134 points 1.2| 2-8.6 7: 24 138.0 146.2] 145.4] 18 | 1 8 18
eeniliaif or over it

3.8 | 222.1 220.6 2 2-0.9 148.0 | 137.2] 19 |1 4 19
6.4 | 224.6 243.0 2-7. 2-2.9 2-0.9 |2-0.0] 20 45.0 20

id set the KeyBoarD
0.0 | 287.1 235.4 240.8 2-4.8 2-2.7}2-1.8| 21 21

2.5 | 3-0.6 247. 233.0 2-6.7 24.6 |2-3.6| 22 | 2 2 22

leat the KEvBoarp.
5,1 | 3-3.0 3-1. 7| 245.2 2-8.7 2-60 |2-5.4| 23 | 2 23

-7.7 | 35.5 333. 247.3 241.6 2-82 |2-7.2| 24 | 2 24

mpocedead withthe 341.3 | 3-8.0 3-6. 2/34 233.6 241.1 |230.0| 25 | 2 25

piceswide, and is to 333.8 | 341.5 3-8.4 | 3- 3-2.7 245.5 242.9 |241.8| 26 | 2 26

e total allowancefor 316.4 | 344.0 331.8 | 3 Be 247.5 244.8 | 243.6 | 27 27

table at right to b 4-0.0 | 336.5 344.2 | 332. 9) 3- 3-0.4 | 2. 246.6 | 235.4] 28 28

NERECHAGthisfrom. 4-2.5 | 348.9 346.6 | 3: 340. -' 4.0 | 3-2.4 248.5 | 237.2| 29 i

29

)), to which the Kry- 4-5.1 | 4-2.4 4-0.0 | 336.6 342.4 .5 | 3-7.7 | 3-6.0 | 3-4.3 | 3-2.8 | 3-1, 0.0| 30 i 30_|
7m), | 7m|7%18 | eu | ex | 8x | | 9% | 9% 9x | 10 |).,.,| 10% ai_|11% | 11%

| t-Si Weaver Set-Size

a

ae Ta
—

PLATE VIII


